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Abstract 
Contested Identities and the Muslim Qaum in northern India: c. 1860-1900 
S Akbar Zaidi 
Using primarily published sources in Urdu from the second-half of the nineteenth 
century, my thesis presents evidence with regard to north Indian Muslims, which 
questions the idea of a homogenous, centralising, entity. at times called the Muslim 
community. qaum, ummah or nation. Using a large number of second-tier publicists' 
writings in Urdu, the thesis argues that the self-perceptions and representations of 
many Muslims. were far more local. parochial, disparate, multiple, and highly 
contested. The idea of a homogenous, levelling, sense of collective identity. or an 
imagined community, seem wanting in this period. This line of evidence and 
argumentation, also has important implications for locating the moment of 
separatism and identity formation amongst north Indian Muslims, and argues that 
this happened much later than has previously been imagined. Based on this, the 
thesis also argues against an anachronistic or teleological strain of historiography 
with regard to north Indian Muslims of this period. 
The main medium through which these arguments are debated, is through the Urdu 
print world, where a large number of new sources have been presented which 
underscore this difference, more than this uniformity. Whether it was in religious 
debates, debates around the attempt to unify - as part of a qaum - or around the 
reasons for Muslims to be at a point of zillat - utter humiliation - the literature points 
to multiple and diverse interpretations, causes and solutions. Moreover, the question 
of who a Muslim was', was always bitterly contested by those who claimed to be 
Muslims themselves. The thesis also examines the forum of the munäzara, and how 
pre-print forms of public engagement helped in emphasising individual identity, 
authority and reputation. The interplay between oral representation and the 
subsequent written accounts after the event, also raise questions about the fixity of 
print'. and about sources for historians. 
Using this new print material, the thesis engages broadly, with notions related to the 
imagined community and the public sphere, arguing that in a colonial context, much 
of the theory based on the European experience, needs to be rethought, for the nature 
and development of the public sphere/s and of the formation of communities, may 
have been somewhat different in this context. 
Statement of Length and Originality 
This thesis does not exceed the word limit prescribed by the Faculty of History. 
University of Cambridge. This dissertation is the result of my own work and includes 
nothing that is the outcome of work done in collaboration except where specifically 
stated in the text. 
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Preface 
I have transliterated Urdu words into English primarily on the pattern laid out in John 
T Platts', A Dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindi, and English. ' and also use Barbara 
Metcalf's schema where she builds and simplifies Platts' in her Islamic Revival in 
British India: Deoband, 1860-1900.2 I transliterate without diacriticals except where 
I feel an emphasis makes the word closer to the Urdu original. For instance, one 
word which is used a great deal in writings regarding the Muslim north Indian well- 
born, is incorrectly written as `ashraf '. The word needs an accent on the 'a'. and 
needs to be written as `ashrcf, similar to `akhläq' or `ajläf. .I also 
differ from Platts' 
use of the Urdu letters L and which he transliterates as 'g, and `c' respectively, and 
I use the far simpler gh and ch. Also, for the Urdu word `in' and 'I', Platts uses the 
same form men; I use men for `in' and main for `I'. In some cases my use of Urdu 
terms differs from other scholars, and one particular case is the use of the Urdu 
alphabet `vao' or `wao'. Some scholars use the `softer' version, `wao', such as 
Barelwi, Nadwa. I, however, use the `stronger' version, `vao', as in Barlevi, Nadva. I 
do this for all uses of `vao', except in the case of fatty a and Nawab, both of which are 
now fairly standardised, where I use the softer `wao'. Following Barbara Metcalf, I 
too, simply add an `s' to many transliterated words to make a plural, particularly, 
qaums, 
,f 
twas, raises, etc, but use the Arabic for other more standard ones like 
mazähib, etc. For proper names, I use what has now become convention, for 
example, Khan, rather than Khän. 
In this thesis, I also use the original names as transliterated by Urdu newspapers 
themselves, in particular, the Oudh Punch and the Oudh Ukhbar, both of which were 
given on the mast-head of the two papers from Lucknow. 
1 John lF Platts, .1 
Dictionari' O1 C'r(lu, Classical Hindi, and English, Oxford University Press, London, 
1974, first published 1884. 
2 Barbara D Metcalf, Islamic Revisal in British India: Deoband 1860-1900, Oxford University Press, 
Ne\\ Delhi, 2002; first published Princeton, 1982. 
Chapter One 
Introduction 
Contemporary historiography on north Indian Muslims of the second half of the 
nineteenth century, for the most part, has been over-shadowed by the history of, and 
around, Sayyid Ahmad Khan and his Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College at 
Aligarh, and by Muslim separatism, which for some scholars, arose as a consequence 
of the cultural and political praxis of both. Within and around this tradition of doing 
history, there has also been work of considerable influence and quality on religious 
institutions and processes which moulded the Muslim Public, the Muslim gain, 
giving it a sense of community and identity after 1857. No one can deny the 
influence and role of Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Altaf Hussain Hall. Dipti Nazir Ahmad 
and Shibli Naumani - to name perhaps the most important north Indian Muslim 
intellectuals of the latter half of the nineteenth century - over the Muslim 
imagination in the late nineteenth century and subsequently. In addition, the 
institutions of Deoband, at Bareilly, Farangi Mahall and later Nadvatul Ulema, 
played an equally powerful role for, and over, Muslim consciousness, not just in 
northern India, but all across the Indian sub-continent, and beyond. Indisputably, this 
strain of historiography shows, that these individuals, institutions and trends, defined 
a xv ider Muslim public sphere for many Muslims of that period and helped define a 
certain Muslim identity. ' 
For a short list see: Ram Gopal, Indian Muslims. - .4 
Political History (1858-194'), Asia Publishing 
House, London, 1959; Qeyamuddin Ahmad, The 11'ahabi Love merit in India, Firma KL 
M1ukhopadhyay, Calcutta, 1966; Muhammad Mujeeb, Indian Muslims, London, 1967; Shan 
Mohammad, Sir . Si'i'J . -I 
hmad khan: A Political Biography, Meenakshi Prakashan, Meerut, 1969; 
Peter Hardy, The . 11u. slims of British India, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1972, Paul Brass, 
Language, Religion and Politics in North India, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. 1974; 
Francis Robinson, . Separatism . 4mong 
Indian Afuslims: The Politics cal the United Provinces' , lfuslims 
1860-19. '0, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1974: Christian \ Troll, Scni"id Ahmad Khan: A 
Rei, rte'r"prciation vv/ Aluslim Theolo, '. Vikas Publishinu House, Ness Delhi, 1978; Das id Lela s eld, 
t li; ýýrh '. s l first Generation.:. 11uslim . ti'O/idara y in British India, Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1978; 
Hatt Malik, Sir Sved . 'lhmad 
Khan and . 
tfuslin, 
. 1todcrnisation in India and Pakistan, Columbia 
lUnkersity Press. New York, 1980: Rafiuddin Ahmed, The Bengal 1luslims 1S-1-1906:. 1 Quest/or 
Identity. Oxford l lnis ersitz Press, Delhi, 1981; Barbara D Metcalf. Islamic Revival in British India: 
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It is much of this direction in contemporary western historiography which has 
informed our notion of the Muslim 'public and of the Muslim quum. and has 
influenced our understanding, not only of personalities and processes during the 
nineteenth century. but perhaps more importantly, of subsequent events and 
developments in the first half of the twentieth century. Clearly, for better and for 
worse, the influence and importance of this strain of historiography on our 
understanding of the north Indian Muslim cannot be denied. Our notion of the north 
Indian Muslim of the late nineteenth century, is framed by this analysis. 
Apart from these very well-known processes, however, there were different trends 
and influences taking place all across north India amongst the Muslims. Despite the 
active presence of these often local and regional influences and developments, our 
knowledge and understanding of the less-familiar developments has been somewhat 
obscured especially in the light of the larger trends and the bigger picture. My thesis 
tries to document and understand some of these other less-known trends and 
influences on the Muslim being in north India and tries to show that only when one 
considers developments outside the main field, on the sidelines, does one get a more 
complete picture of the Muslim of north India in the nineteenth century. 'It was', as 
one contemporary scholar argues, `the local, decentralised networks of 
knowledgeable people on the fringes of these pretentious controversies which carried 
the deepest power of social change'. 2 
Deoband l, W-1900, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2002; first published Princeton, 1982; 
Farzana Shaikh, C'ommuniti' and Consensus in Islam, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989; 
Usha San\ al, Devotional Islam and Politics in British India: , -1 hmad Ri-a Khan Barehri and His 
. tlovt'ment, 
18'0-1920, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1999; Ayesha Jalal. Self and 
So vereignh'. the , Ilusliin Individual and the 
Community of Islam in South .I sia since c. 
1850, Sun , -, -e- 
Meel, Lahore, 2000; Mushirul Hasan, From Pluralism to Separatism: 0asbas in Colonial .4 adh, 
Oxford Uni\ crsit\ Press, New Delhi, 2004; and, Harlan 0 Pearson, Islamic Re/brm and Revival in 
1\'inetcenth-centur , India: The Tariqah-i Muhammadivah, Yoda Press, Ne\ý Delhi, 2008. 2C 
:\ Ba\ lý, EmpirL' and 
Infbrmation: Intelligence Gathering and Social Consciousness in lncliar, 
1-80-1,1 ý0. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999, p. 314. 
My thesis looks at these (perhaps, secondary. or second-tier, local) trends, and 
examines some of those lesser-known, hidden, less-researched, debates and ideas 
which may have helped form the Muslim public sphere and the Muslim imagination. 
Perhaps, more importantly. a study of this literature may suggest that through it, it 
helped create and accentuate the fissures and differences which resulted in not one, 
but many Muslim public spheres being created, despite our perhaps unconscious 
acceptance of a particular notion of the north Indian Muslim public sphere of the late 
nineteenth century, accepted by some as conventional wisdom today. 
One of the surprising features of north Indian Muslim intellectual history in the latter 
half of the nineteenth century, was the extent of vibrant and often, violent, debate and 
argumentation that took place amongst Muslims talking to each other and to 
representatives of other religions. Often such debates took place in the form of a 
munäLl ara, a public forum for debate, frequently held in small towns and cities 
across north India, which was usually attended by a few thousand onlookers of the 
lay public who would cheer on their religious leaders. Before the spread of print and, 
in fact, it persisted well after the dominance of print forms, this public forum was the 
main space which allowed religious discourse to take place between adversaries and 
with people of different beliefs and faiths. Yet, despite severe differences which were 
often reflected in the nature of debates that took place, there was an underlying sense 
of tolerance - or at least, acceptance - for the other, and even when some speakers 
were ridiculed and jeered by the public present, speakers were given room to state 
their views. 
This tradition of talking to, or at times, at, one's opponent, became far more 
systematic and perhaps `scholarly', and spread far and wide. once the print medium 
developed and Muslim scholars started writing in Urdu. This, at a time when literacy 
levels would have been not more than 5-8 percent of the male population in the 
region. Yet, despite this apparent lack of a reading public. the press and publication 
industry, as early as the 1870s, held sway over the beliefs, minds and actions of 
many Muslims who could read and write Urdu. The printed word acquired a sense of 
importance perhaps far greater than it was intended, even prior to `print-capitalism' 
in the sense used by Benedict Anderson, 3 having taken root and before it helped in 
crystallising the formation of identity and community, imagined or otherwise. Much 
contemporary research examining the impact of print on the intellectual formation of 
north Indian minds (largely men, but some women as well), and subsequently on 
their cultural and political praxis, suggests that this was indeed the case. ' Yet, despite 
this very rich analysis that has been undertaken recently, two areas which have been 
less well studied and documented from the late nineteenth century are, writings in 
Urdu, and writings of Muslim publicists writing to each other. 
Of the Muslim publicists writing in Urdu in north India, the best known have been 
Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Nazir Ahmad, Altaf Hussain Hali and Shibli Naumani, all 
having made a huge impact on Muslim consciousness and identity in the late 
nineteenth century, and subsequently. Their work has been reproduced, debated, 
contested and examined in great detail in scholarship related to Muslims in north 
India over much of the last century, by those who made use of their work to support 
their own particular style of politics and ideology, or dismissed by those of a 
different political or even, religious, persuasion. Moreover, in the 1970s (but for a 
3 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, 
Verso, London, 1991. 
a See amongst many: Uma Das Gupta, `The Indian Press 1870-1880: A Small World of Journalism', 
Modern Asian Studies, 11,2,1977, pp 213-35; Barbara D Metcalf, Islamic Revivalism in British 
India: Deoband 1860-1900, Princeton University Press, 1982; Francis Robinson, 'Technology and 
Religious Change: Islam and the Impact of Print, Modern Asian Studies, Vol 27 No 1, Feb 1993; 
Francis Robinson, `Islam and the Impact of Print in South Asia', in Nigel Crook (ed), The 
Transformation of Knowledge in South Asia: Essays on Education and Media, Oxford University 
Press, New Delhi, 1996; CA Bayly, Empire and Information: Intelligence Gathering and Social 
Communication in India, 1780-1870, Cambridge University Press, 1999; Francesca Orsini, The Hindi 
Public Sphere 1920-1940: Language and Literature in the Age of Nationalism, Oxford University 
Press, New Delhi, 2002; Stuart Blackburn and Vasudha Dalmia (eds), India's Literary History: 
Essays on the Nineteenth Century, Permanent Black, New Delhi, 2004; Dietrich Reetz, Islam in the 
Public Sphere: Religious Groups in India 1900-1947, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2006; and, 
Ulrike Stark, An Empire of Books: The Naval Kishore Press and the Diffusion of the Printed Word in 
Colonial India, Permanent Black, New Delhi, 2007. 
4 
brief period only) much of the work of these well-known thinkers of the Indian 
Muslim world was scrutinised in academies in the US and in Britain, as well as in 
South Asia and has formed the basis of admirable scholarship. ' What are not known, 
however, are the writings of second-tier publicists writing on issues related to 
Muslims, issues perhaps more narrowly defined and located within narrower cultural 
and geographical boundaries than the grander ideas and schemes of Savyid Ahmad, 
Nazir Ahmad, Hali and Shibli. While the latter four hover high over the Nluslim 
imagination, the lesser known writers were writing in a different public sphere 
altogether, and may have had a far greater influence on smaller, localised, 
communities. Yet, their contribution has largely been overlooked in the grander, 
more sweeping, narrative of the Muslim history of north India, which has usually 
been designed to approve, deplore or at best explain, the Partition of 1947. 
Muslim writers of the nineteenth century, as is evidenced by the large number of 
published tracts and pamphlets available today, were speaking to each other far more 
than they were speaking to the Christian British or their fellow north Indian 
I lindustani Hindus and Sikhs. There was a hugely active and fierce engagement with 
each other, with members of their own heterogeneous community who could read or 
understand Urdu. Debates were largely intra-Muslim, rather than across different 
communities. In fact, amongst writers located in north India, there is an almost 
indifference towards the rest of non-Urdu speaking India and to other religious 
communities. What concerned Muslims almost exclusively, were other Muslims 
belonging to the region called `Hindustan'. For many Muslims, it was this vague 
geographical boundary which determined their notion of the Muslim yaum. 6 The 
term `1lindustan' too, is ambivalent. I use it here as the region in which Urdu and 
Hindi Nv crc spoken in the nineteenth century, largely around Delhi and the North- 
5 See references in Footnote 1, above. 
6 Although I use the term 'gaum' on a number of occasions in this chapter and in the thesis, I highlight 
the ambiguit\ of the use of the term in Chapter Three. It was used in so man\ Nvas. often ý erv 
opportunistically, that it became difficult to clearly specify its exact meaning. Broadl\. it is a 'shitting 
signifier', not a deep sense of identity. I use the term as an identifier, or si''111fieF, of Hindustani 
Muslims, but do not gkc it an\ sense of specific identit\. communit\ or nation. 
ýN- 
Western Provinces and Oudh of colonial India. The Punjab is a borderline case. 
where although Urdu and Hindi were spoken, it lies strictly outside the realm of a 
cultural 'Hindustan', just as much as perhaps parts of Bihar, which was part of 
Bengal, might be included. It was perhaps as much a cultural entity, as one bounded 
broadly by language or geography. 
What comes through reading the tracts of Muslims of that period, is a realisation that 
the Muslim community was a severely fractured community. at verbal war with 
itself. There was no single entity united by religion called 'Muslim' and markers of 
identity within Islam and amongst Muslims were sharp, numerous, and varied in the 
nineteenth century. Muslim publicists defined themselves and each other as Sunni, 
Shia, Wahabi, Deobandi, Barelvi, : Vechri. Ahle Hadis, Ahle Quran, Ahmadi, and 
often called all those belonging to a sect other than their own, kafir or innovators, all 
condemned to burn eternally in hell. Only they themselves were righteous, true and 
the chosen ones;? all other Muslims were infidels. A sense of any sort of 
'community' was lacking, and all attempts at identification and identity, were narrow 
and highly fractured. One can argue. that while there was a sense of 'connectivity' 
with each other through some broadly shared, though highly contested, Islamic 
symbols, there was little sense of a 'collectivity', in the sense of a community, nation 
or identity. 
Examples abound of religious tracts in Urdu which talked about this sense of acute 
fracture and divisiveness, and usually began with statements such as: 
What I intend to say is that, at the moment, in the world of Islam. I see a 
fight/disagreement/contro\versy, [fasad]. which is pointless, but where 
everyone has become each other's life enemy L/ani Bushman]. Someone says 
that he is a \\'ahabi and is the enemy of the prophet, someone says that some 
do not believe in God ... 
On account of this. in every single town and hamlet. 
nay, in every single ha: ( -n- and tiny settlement, everyone distrusts the other 
say in,, (hadis) o1'the Prophet states that there \% ill be 7' sects in Islam but only one of these %% 
ill 
he the true belie\ ers. the rest condemned to damnation and Allah's wrath. 
(* 
and vilifies them ... That is why, on the request of some people. I am \\Titin`, 
this [pamphlet] so that this conflict amongst people of Islam [able Islam] is 
resolved. 
Perhaps there may have been real and substantial differences. as opposed to imagined 
ones, between different sects, but just one of numerous examples «-ill show the 
extent oftrivial differences that had led to major divides between the Muslim yaiirii 
in Hindustan. Maulvi Muhammad Kasim Ali wrote a pamphlet which in English 
translated to, `The safe handle for uttering `Amen' in a low voice', of \ hich 500 
copies were printed in Mooradabad, December 1886.9 The Statement of' Particulars 
Regarding Books, Maps & c., Published in the North-Western Proivinces, and 
Registered Under Act XXV of 1867, During the First Quarter of 188. stated: 
This is a work on the modern controversy which has arisen amongst the 
Muhammadans as to whether the word "Amen" should be uttered in a loud or 
in a low voice at the conclusion of the prayers. According to the tenet of Abu 
Hanifa, Malik, Shafi, and Hanbal, the word "Amen" should be uttered in a 
low voice ... 
According to the modern sect of the Wahabis the word "Amen" 
should be uttered in a loud voice, this difference of opinion has led to 
frequent disputes amongst the Muhammadans. 10 
These differences between sects amongst the Muslims were frequent and actively 
debated. There was a vibrant public which was involved in or concerned with 
keeping the divide amongst the Muslim gaum alive. However, despite these virulent 
and violent attacks on each other, what is striking is the extent of a public space 
which was permitted to all to make such allegations. Equally, people were allowed to 
respond, a fact taken as a key accepted norm. Importantly, publicists responded, in 
writing, to those who had accused them of blasphemy and such like, giving rise to 
8 Muhammad Ameer,. anvvar-e . 
lfuhammadi, Lucknoww, September 187 5. 
Hie c\, irt title of the tract is: ' ('rtiva! -ul-%I'a. s'ka fit Tannin bil lk a '. The title is in Arabic but the 
pamphlet is in Urdu. 
10 
. S'f(1! cme'»t of Particulars 
RL'garding Books, . 1lap. ti 
& c., Published in the \orth-11 esrer, r Provinces, 
and R, 'gi. v tc'rc'd L 'iider ActA. 1 !' a1 186-, During the First Quaricr of 1 S, 4 p. 29 
further engagement and debate, often resulting in each author writing three or four 
books or pamphlets in the process of clarifying their own position. 
Many publicists, having been bruised, humbled and abused, would return to the 
public arena to re-engage with their opponents, starting yet another round of lively 
debate. Perhaps what is more surprising is the fact, that many authors replied within 
a few days of the publication of a tract by their adversaries, suggesting the urgency 
of the need to respond, itself a fascinating area of investigation - Imdadul Ali, 
Deputy Collector Kanpur and later Aligarh, wrote a pamphlet called Xrn"ul Hia/a in 
reply to another pamphlet, within a week of the original publication. and had as 
many as 500 copies of it printed and distributed free. 12 With 3-500 copies of a 
pamphlet being published and sold - as many as 2,000 copies in one case, and as 
early as 186913 - we know that there was probably a wider public following this 
debate rather than just the two polemicists engaged in their own war of ideas and 
interpretation. With the advent of the print world, the barriers to entry had been 
removed for anyone wanting to start or join an argument or debate. There was active 
and fierce engagement with other religions as well, all in an environment of while 
not quite bonhomie, but certainly of an acceptance of the other to have his say, even 
though both may have been staunch believers of their own position (as was usually 
the case) unwilling to give an inch of ground. It was a very lively period of 
discourse, engagement and condemnation. The rules of the game allowed for such 
tolerance, and although there were violent clashes between different schools of 
thought, much of the war was one of words rather than of brickbats, staves and 
knives. 
As I show in Chapter Four, the publication process started by Zafur-ul , %Lubin in 1879, uaýe rise to 
at least seven books, one over 700 pages long. 
12 lmdadul Ali, . A'urid Hula, Kanpur, 
1868. 
13 Rads- c Rcm, q/i_, written h\ Muhammad Yahy a. published in Shahjehanpur, 24 Nov ember 1869, b" 
As, -, har All Printers and 
Publishers, \\ hich 'refuted' the maxims of the Shia sect. 5ce: Statement at 
Particulars Regarding Books, ,1 laps (\ -., Published in the , 
Aorth-Western Provinces, Lm ,l Registered 
L 'inicr 
.I ct 
X\ I' of 15'67, During thcc Third Quarter of IS 10, p. 6. 
8 
This thesis attempts to engage with some of the earlier well-established ideas and 
conclusions about north Indian Muslims of the later nineteenth centur`. and re- 
emphasise some key notions in light of a different set of sources and material. While 
some of the earlier understanding concerning north Indian Muslims. is assumed 
rather than stated, these assumptions have given rise to understandings which 
perhaps need to be rethought. For the most part, this thesis offers a re-examination of 
what is seen to be the `dominant narrative of consolidation of communal solidarity 
among Muslims in colonial India'. 14 
While often not always stated, but sometimes assumed, this 'dominant narrative' 
implies, that while there were differences in interpretation of the scriptures, and 
while different sets of schools of faith had been formed, the north Indian Muslims, 
belonged primarily to one community, or qaum. The differences that are recorded 
and recognised are based largely on the basis on the study of more formal 
institutions, `sects' and groupings, rather than on writings of the Muslim public in 
general. An aspect of the otherwise excellent work done on Muslim differentiation 
on the basis of schools of belief - such as the incorrectly-designated 'Wahabis', 
15 
Deobandis, 16 Barelvis, 17 Tablighi Jamä' at, ' 8 Farangi Mahall, '9 as well as on 
Aligarh'20 -- has been based on looking at these particular institutions, rather than on 
the debates taking place in the larger Muslim community in which they \` ere 
embedded. 
" Justin Jones, `The Shi'a Muslims of the United ProN inces of India, c. 1890-1940', Unpublished PhD 
thesis, University of Cambridge. 2007, p. 9. 
15 Qeyamuddin Ahmad, The 11'ahabi Movement. 
16 Barbara D Metcalf, Islamic Revival. 
1 Usha Sang ßa1, Devotional Islam. 
Yoo inder Sikand, The Origins and Development o/'the Tablighi Jama 'tit (19'o- 70H(1) A Cross- 
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The more prominent Muslims of the era, were writing about grander ideas and were 
addressing a body of Muslims which they called the -gaum', talking to them about 
their lost past, how they were to emerge from their present predicament and where 
they ought be heading in the days to come. While the stature of these Muslims in the 
nineteenth century was unparalleled, as it is even today, they were assumed to have 
become the representatives and spokesmen for all Muslims. Hence, if this handful of 
men who were most articulate and more visible on the social, cultural and political 
map of colonial India, began to speak for and to the Muslim community, addressing 
Indian Muslims as a community, contemporary scholarship has assumed the presence 
of a notion of a Muslim gaum. The dominant narrative of contemporary analysis of 
nineteenth century north Indian Muslims has been determined by the discourse and 
narrative of a handful of Muslim men who dominated the public sphere at that time. 
Whether they actually `represented' a large Muslim community, has seldom been 
questioned. It is assumed that these handful of men, spoke for all Muslims, and their 
particular views were the views of the Muslim community. A reading of writings 
outside this dominant frame, however, suggests that it is perhaps erroneous to 
assume that a few ashräf, well-to-do and well-born men, spoke for all Muslims. The 
concerns of other, lesser-known writers and publicists were very different from the 
grand ideas of a few grand men who spoke for and have been claimed to represent 
the Muslim `nation'. Whether other Indian Muslims saw themselves as part of this 
imagined gaum, was not their concern. 21 
Yet, outside the pale of this dominant narrative. there were hundreds, if not 
thousands, of writers in Urdu. actively engaged in debates with each other, writing 
about parochial, local, mundane. and perhaps. trivial and ritualistic issues, almost 
indifferent to the grand ideas about the qaum and its designs, that their co-religionists 
\\ ere floating. These debates, most of which still remain unknown and have not 
been 
considered by contemporary writers, apparently seem to be very ditfcrent from \\ 
hat 
21 1 deal ww ith this theme in Chapter Three, but also see Rafluddin Ahmad, The Bengal 
1/uslrms. 
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the dominant discourse has assumed. Their concerns were with issues of religious 
ritual and practice, about whether to say amin silently or loudly, whether the hands 
should be above the waist at the time of prayers or below, whether a certain hut/is 
meant one thing or another, and so on. Such writers were more concerned with 
immediate issues which troubled them in their daily lives and in their practices. As I 
show in subsequent chapters, a great deal of writing. even `religious' writino, -VN-as 
about highly personal religious issues. Their identities and references seemed to be 
narrower and particular, not like the grand and broad ideas being elaborated by some 
of their most prominent brethren. Debates were often replies to specific issues raised 
by someone else and engaged with minute details about a point of religious practice. 
for example. Why is it that contemporary notions of the identity of Muslims in the 
nineteenth century refer largely to the ideas and works of the great men of Muslim 
north India and overlook or ignore, the many thousands of voices which were 
creating different types of identities? While the more prominent Muslims were trying 
to address the Muslim gaum, these lesser writers were actively engaged with a 
different Muslim world of many Muslim identities. often oblivious to the grand 
narratives taking place on their behalf. 22 
This question of other voices in the formation of identity is an important one, for it 
also reveals how colonialism appropriated certain voices, giving them the status of 
being representative, while other voices were ignored altogether. Moreover. 
contemporary scholars make similar choices by giving authenticity to the colonial 
narrative by not questioning the choices made or by examining other voices and how 
they perceived themselves and how they too could speak for some Muslims. Our 
picture of who the nineteenth century Muslim was. is incomplete, unless one hears 
the voices of the 'smaller people and examines them in the \vider context of colonial 
India. If indeed, our contemporary dominant narrative is created as a result of the 
`" See for example Robert Darnton, The Forbidden Best-sellers of Pie-revolutionary France, 
IlarpcrCollins Publishers, London, 1996, who in a different context says, that such sources 'skill 
certain]% look different from the N%orld made familiar bN the great-nman, great-book \arietv of 
liter, Jr\ 
history' (p. \xii). 
political choices and social preferences of colonial India, there is a need to recover a 
lost past. While it may not change our vies about identities in north India in the 
nineteenth century, it will certainly make them richer. 
I am here not arguing for a reclaiming of the smaller voices in the tradition of the 
influential Subaltern Studies history project initiated in India some decades ago, for 
mine is not a `subalternist' history. 23 My `other', alternative voices, are equally elitist 
and perhaps also hegemonistic, as is the colonial archive. My history here, is also one 
of the elite, the well-born, those who could read and write, were in positions of 
power and influence, usually on behalf of the colonial order. As I show, while some 
of these writers may have chosen not to participate or belong to the social. 
administrative and public orders institutionalised by the British, and while many 
have been marginal to that order, perhaps even `turning within', they did not receive 
the `authenticity' of the Subaltern Studies school. 
The implications for why we need to look at other, and many, diverse voices can be 
gauged from the following statement from Ayesha Jalal, who states that `territorial 
nationalism and Islamic universalism were the two main strands informing discourse 
on Muslim identity after India's formal loss of sovereignty in 1857'. 24 Following a 
different reading of Muslim writing than Jalal undertakes, one can see that this sort 
of thinking and formulation is limited to a few of the Muslims writing. In fact, % er\ 
few and largely those of the Sir-Sayyid or Aligarh, school of thought of the 
nineteenth century subscribed to this vvie\ww. Jalal subsumes these handful of Muslim 
men to represent all, or the majority, of Muslims. While Saueid Ahmad Khan and 
Altaf 1-lussain I lali were certainly engaged with these sorts of issues and were \\ citing 
about them, the question that interests us here is: Do Hall and Say yid Ahmad create 
23 See Vimav ak Chatur\ erdi, 1lapping Subaltern Studies and the Posico(oniul, Verso, London, 2000, 
for a selection and its critique. 
'a Av esha Jalal, 'Negotiating Colonial Modernity and Cultural Difference: Indian Muslims' 
Conceptions of` Community 1878-1914', in Leila Tarazi 1=a\\ az and C. A. Bavl\ (eds), ;1 /oderniti and 
C. 'u/fure: From the . 
1fedrierrani'an to the Indian Ocean, Columbia Vniversit\ Press, New York, 2002, 
p 230. 
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the dominant paradigm of discourse on identity. or are there other Muslims who also 
speak for the Muslims? Who speaks for the Muslims? Who represents them in the 
public sphere? A second problem which emerges from Jalal's formulation, is that for 
a larger number of Muslims, their identity was local, sectarian. partial to their own 
communities, rather than one which had some broad notion of `territorial nationalism 
or Islamic universalism'. Moreover, both these terms were seen by different Muslims 
differently. `Islamic universalism' meant different things to different 'Muslims. 
Thirdly, words such as qaum (territorial nationalism) and ummah (Islamic 
universalism) were less-prevalent in the writings of nineteenth-century Muslims 
other than Sayyid Ahmad and his hum-khayäl (fellow thinkers). Fourthly, Say yid 
Ahmad and his group's notion of territory, and hence territorial nationalism, was 
highly problematic as I show in Chapter Three. And finally, Ayesha Jalal's statement 
implies the possibility that a nation/community may have existed and that it was 
territorially bounded, as early as 1857. Clearly, the choice of writers selected. in this 
case a certain section of the Muslim ashräf being part of the Sir-Sayyid school of 
thought, creates an analysis and a view which can be shown to be partial, and 
perhaps, even incorrect. 
While looking at other, lesser-known, writers allows us to question the notion of 
there being a Muslim gawn or an ummah, it also allows us to see the very wide 
discord amongst Muslims regarding who a Muslim was and which Muslims, from 
amongst them, were to be excommunicated as members of their community. The 
notion of who a Muslim was, and how he was defined, was central to the 
understanding and needs of both the Muslims and the British. Both identified, 
howwever, 'the Muslim' differently. While the 'Census Muslims' were one such 
homogenous category for the purposes of administering a subject people. for many 
]Muslims there was no such category. Much of the writing in t'rdu by 'Muslims in this 
period is classified as 'religious' writing, and much of the time of the Muslim writers 
is taken up in labelling their own sects and followers as *'\Iuslim'. to the c\clusion o1' 
many \\ ho considered themselves to be as Muslim as any other. 
This labelling and 
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differentiation also questions the idea of there being a single 'Muslim community'. 
Moreover, once again we have to deal with the issue of who determined who a 
Muslim was. The British had their own way of classifying Muslims, while different 
sects of Muslims used very different, often narrower, criteria. 
Another point worth emphasising, one linked to the type of historiography that has 
taken place, is that many of the historians writing on Muslim north India in the latter 
half of the nineteenth century, use very few sources from the Urdu original. Those 
who do, moreover, for the most part, use the more familiar and well-known Urdu 
texts, seldom delving into archival material which is not well publicised. This could 
be due to a number of reasons. In recent years far more material in Urdu has been 
made available in libraries around the world and is now easily catalogued and 
available, perhaps when the earlier spate of studies in the west were being conducted 
in the 1970s and 1980s, material was difficult to acquire. Many historians have relied 
on colonial sources and this has helped frame their arguments. where Urdu sources 
may not have been essential to their main arguments, and thus historians have not 
needed to search for such Urdu material. In addition, the lack of familiarity of some 
western historians with Indian languages may have hindered access to such material. 
However, it is quite possible that had some historians been familiar with Indian 
languages, particularly Urdu, and had access to archival material, their analysis on 
north Indian Muslims would have been more nuanced and better informed. Perhaps 
one can even suggest that, had some of the better-known and established 
contemporary writing on Indian Islam and on Muslim India of the nineteenth century 
been more thoroughly informed by original Urdu material, we may have been 
reading very different accounts and stories about that era, accounts which have failed 
to emerge from the colonial archive alone. NVhile one need not fetishise the need and 
use of indigenous languages, by turning to IIrdu sources it is probable that an 
historian's analysis would be more complete. I fence, by using material \\ hich has not 
been made much use of by modern historians, I hope to bring a fuller flavour to the 
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debates around issues and themes concerning north Indian 'Muslims of the second 
half of the nineteenth century. If nothing else. this will compliment the already 
existing research and rich historiography on this era; perhaps through this new 
evaluation, it might just throw some new light on many established concepts and 
beliefs. Or, perhaps, it may complicate and even question the existing framework and 
notions in which the category of the north Indian Muslim is framed. 
One must ask the question, that given the very rich and detailed scholarship that has 
been undertaken in the past, why is it important to reconsider/re-evaluate nineteenth 
century north Indian Muslim identities afresh? If we can show from sources not 
examined earlier, that some, or many, Muslims were concerned about and writing 
about themselves, almost in a self-obsessed manner, rather than about other religious 
communities such as the Hindus and the Christians in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, then the origins and the moments of departure of the idea of 
Muslim `separatism', or the `two-nation theory', need to be reconsidered and re- 
mapped. If the concerns of Muslims were largely other Muslims rather than 'other 
Others' in the nineteenth century, the roots of the origin of difference bet\\ cen 
Muslims and Hindus may have to be sought in another century. Clearly, this is not to 
deny the fact that while differences did exist well before the nineteenth century, their 
germination, especially increasingly politically. may have taken hold in the events of 
the early twentieth century rather than somewhere soon after 1857. 
The Muslim lunniah is believed to have existed from the time of Prophet 
Muhammad, but largely in recognition of belonging to one religion with a shared 
religious imagery, but not as a religious community and nor as a political entity. The 
ummuh as political category in north India, emerged probably at the very end of the 
nineteenth century or even later, not after 1857 as some scholars may have assumed. 
This line of reasoning, if it is supported by the evidence provided in this thesis, may 
also support the argument that Muslim 'separatism' emerged out of politics rather 
than i)ut of religion, as the nineteenth century was one in which reli`iious 
1SSUcti 
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dominated the lives of Muslims, while the early twentieth century became markedly 
`political'. Again, this is not to suggest that religious issues and those of identity 
were in anyway `outside of politics' in the nineteenth century. but perhaps one can 
state that once the Muslims became a political community - as opposed to a religious 
one - their religious writings and debates also became far more political. 
In summary then, my thesis, using primarily printed material in Urdu, of which 
earlier studies have made little use, focuses on the differentiation and differences 
amongst the Muslims of north India, rather than on their homogenising tendencies. 
While supporting studies from other historians, this material questions the highly 
teleological and anachronistic conclusions of those who find a largely unified 
community before one existed. For Muslims, there was a sense of recognition of who 
Muslims were - although this too, was hotly debated - but the belief in a sense of 
identity or community, territorial or universal, is not supported by the Urdu writings 
of numerous lesser-known publicists, all of whom were equally part of a very wide 
and diverse north Indian Muslim public sphere. 
The Outline of this Thesis 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the notion and form of north Indian Muslim 
identities afresh, looking at writings of individuals who have not been part of the 
discourse on Muslims in the scholarship that has been undertaken over the last four 
decades. Moreover, rather than examine the writings and works of one prominent 
individual or of individuals linked to a particular school of faith (sect. , 
firga), my 
thesis will examine the \v'ritings of unknown and lesser-known writers, making the 
point that there were many real worlds out there and many different debates ere 
taking place other than those which have come to dominate contemporary analysis. 
The main medium through which this re-examination is to take place, is through 
writings in Urdu. As I argue above. not much use has been made of the huge lido 
primary published material which exists, and much, if not most, of the material 
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considered in this thesis, is being examined for the first time. This use of Urdu also 
allows for the self-representation of Muslim writers to come through and shows the 
variety in diverse voices. 
A key, recurring, theme that emerges in much of the writings of Urdu writers. 
whether the best known scholars such as those named above, or the unknown ones, 
sitting outside the mainframe of Muslim intellectual discourse. is a sense of : rllat. or 
utter humiliation. The second chapter to this thesis examines what the fall from 
previous glory meant to many Muslim Urdu writers, and how they fell from being 
the undisputed rulers of a mighty Empire, to mere minority subjects, 'natives'. of 
another Empire. This idea of a fall, or loss, pervades the imagination of most Muslim 
writers and appeared throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, from after 
1857 to as late as the end of the nineteenth century, in many ways, demonstrating an 
idea of their self-worth. However, I make the critical distinction in this chapter, 
between the sense of lamentation and loss, of the poet, compared to how this 
realisation of Jllat, gave agency. I argue that once the Muslim well-born realised that 
they were at their lowest ebb, they were able to rebuild their lives, and of their 
communities, afresh, albeit differently from the past. The lamentation and sense of 
loss is best captured in Urdu poetry, and best represented by Hali's . tIi, aclcla. s' - an 
area which is outside the purview of this thesis - but also forms part of the more 
general and scholarly writings of Muslims. Writings in Urdu in this period gave a 
clear sense of a feeling of humiliation amongst Muslims, of showing how they had 
declined, although perhaps, never clearly acknowledging the reasons for why this 
had happened. This chapter, in some ways. provides the backdrop for the other 
chapters, capturing the mood of the Muslims over half a century. Perhaps one of the 
most important arguments made in this chapter. other than showing that it gave rise 
to agency amongst Muslims, re-enacted through very differently. is the 
acknowledgement in Urdu writings, that the Muslims were theinscIve responsible 
for bringing upon this condition of. -illut upon themselves. 
lý4VF DG 
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Chapter Three will address the question of who a Muslim was in the nineteenth 
century for, as I show, labelling and self-expression and self-identification, gave very 
different answers to this otherwise very simple question. This chapter %\ ill examine 
the different categories the British created for Muslims in India for the purpose of the 
decennial censuses. It will examine the nature of the debates around the classification 
of Muslims, and will show, using colonial sources, that the notion of `caste' for the 
Muslims, was based on the colonial `discovery' and formalisation of caste amongst 
Hindus and was replicated as a defining census category for Muslims, based largely 
on occupational classifications. This chapter will also examine the debate over the 
category ` Wahabi', which became a particularly contentious label for the British but 
also for the Muslims. While the category Wahabi had a very particular - mainly 
seditious - meaning for the British, it had a very different meaning for Muslims, who 
used it for other Muslims in a derogatory manner, but related it primarily to 
particular beliefs and practices, rather than to politics, as did the British. While there 
has been considerable scholarship on the Wahabi issue based on the colonial archive 
and on how the British perceived this category, the main contribution by this section 
of this chapter is, that based on writings in Urdu by different groups of Muslims, I 
bring in the Muslim notion of who a Wahabi was, for the Muslims, and not for the 
British. This chapter will examine the nature of labelling and self-identity amongst 
Muslims, largely from their own point of view. 
The new medium of print was central to how we understand how Muslims felt about 
themselves and about \\, hat and how they communicated with each other. The fourth 
chapter will examine the print world in northern India in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, and then examine what it was which concerned most second-tier 
publicists. A key idea from this chapter ww hich emerges, is that while some prominent 
Muslims were writing about grander ideas and were trying to address the Muslim 
yatum - however contradictory and ill-defined this notion was - other 
'Muslims w ere 
actively writing about parochial. local, mundane and perhaps. trivial and ritualistic 
issues, almost indifferent to the grand ideas their co-religionists Mere propagating. 
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Moreover, this chapter also questions one of the key ideas that has emerged from 
contemporary history about Indian Islam. Historians have argued that the 'pamphlet 
wars' of the late nineteenth century defined each 'sect or group against other Islamic 
groups, and scholars wrote against each other, positioning themselves and their 
opponents in such a light in order to score points and build constituencies. While 
there is no denying this point, what it fails to account for is the huge growth in the 
writings of Muslims prior to the organised maslaks in Indian Islam. While there are 
explanations of why organised groups were writing against other organised groups in 
the 1880s and 1890s, few historians have explained why a very large number of 
Muslims were writing in the 1860s and 1870s before the existence of such organised 
institutions within Islam. Using material from the earlier period, this thesis tries to 
examine what it was that motivated Muslims to write to each other. 
While the print world was growing from strength to strength in this period, some 
earlier forms of debate and dialogue not only survived and persisted, but were 
invigorated through the print medium, making a curious link between the two. 
Chapter Five will examine the nature of the munaDara, a public debate between 
representatives of different religions, and shows how the oral form through print, 
created myths, personalities and reinforced identities. This interplay between oralit\ 
and print makes interesting reading and shows how 'truth' and 'fact' was always 
partial and manipulated, dependent on who was observing and reporting it, 
reminiscent in some ways of Shahid Amin's seminal Event, Metaphor, alenrnrn'. `' 
Yet, interestingly, in this chapter, by bringing in examples from third century Islam 
in Arabia and from Baghdad, we also see many parallels that ran through to an 
Indian Islam, a millennium later, showing a very clear link in the continuity of 
Islamic religious forms and debates. Even ten centuries later, the Muslim scholars 
and their Christian counterparts in north India, were discussing almost the identical 
debates first publicly debated in Baghdad. Moreover, this chapter also throws light 
21 Shahid Amin, Event, tietaphotr, . 
1lemon, Universit\ of California Press, Berkle\, 1995 
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on, and questions, the idea of the 'fixity of print', showing ho« one particular oral 
encounter was documented subsequently in many publications. contradicting each 
other, showing that despite print `fixing' a particular account or narrative, so many 
different versions of the same event, questioned what was fixed about print. In 
addition, this chapter also perhaps suggests how the selective choice of source 
material in contemporary scholarship, can influence historiography. 
The concluding chapter to the thesis will look at the themes which emerge from an 
examination of the literature mentioned above. The themes that seems to emerge 
from a reading of writings in Urdu by Muslims in the nineteenth century in northern 
India suggest the following: that there was no single homogenous notion of a 
`Muslim', that there was an ill-defined gaum, that identity was seen largely as local 
rather than part of a larger ummah, and that many Muslim writers were apparently 
oblivious to the grand debates and writings by some Muslims and were far more 
concerned with rituals, details and specificities. As a consequence, there existed 
decentralised systems of knowledge, and perhaps, localised communities who may 
have been a world unto themselves. The argument in this thesis is that while religion 
may have defined the Muslim community at a very broad level, despite the presence 
of an over-arching Islam, Muslim communities defined themselves very differently, 
through public debates. Islam in an Indian environment. gave rise to many Muslims, 
many communities and many identities, yet in so many ways all identifiably Muslim. 
A key critique which emerges from this thesis is. that the notion of a Muslim gaum 
emerged much later than has previously been thought, and the idea of an ummah 
based in some notion of pan-Islamism, even later, much after 1857, sometime 
perhaps, in the 1910s or 1920s. with the rise of the Khilafat Movement, when 
religion had become increasingly political. Moreover, it may just ha\ e been this very 
Movement, which not only gave the Muslims the sense of an identity, a community. 
or even a `nation', but which also helped finally sweep away the baggage of _illa!. It' 
the evidence supports these claims, it becomes important to once again look at key 
: ý) 
developments in South Asian history and to reassess processes that have taken place 
since the later nineteenth century. 
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Chapter Two 
Zillat 
One of the key ideas that is emphasised in this thesis, is that the Muslims of north 
India, largely the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, during the second-half of the 
nineteenth century, were a disparate sort, fractured, bickering and fighting with each 
other, and seldom agreeing on any issue that affected their diverse, fragmented and 
varied communities. It is near impossible to find any argument, political or 
educational, or opinion regarding colonial India, on which all agreed. Not only were 
the two main oppositional groups, those Muslims who were considered 
`modernising' or the `enlightened Mahomedan' according to the Pioneer (as early as 
1866), ' those seeking western and modern ways and education, and the more 
traditional, the ulema, collectively opposed to each other, but within these two broad 
groupings, there was as much disagreement as there were groups. A lack of unity, or a 
lack of common understanding, was the main feature of this period. The one single 
idea on which there was complete unity, however, regardless of sect or worldly or 
religious dispensation, was the notion which Muslim writers used, that of zillut, utter 
and complete humiliation and disgrace. 
Zillat was both a location/place and a condition or state-of-being where a people had 
lällcn to. Zillat ka maqüm, a phrase very frequently used by Muslim writers in Urdu 
after 1857, signified a condition of being humiliated, as much as it sho\\cd that 
people had fallen to a place where they had been subject to this humiliation. Another 
phrase also used frequently - : illat ki halat - related simply to the condition of : 
illat. 
such as 'mau/1/Lla : CI/na/TC r//en inll. s'alman ... 
har qism ki : illat vu nakbat ki h(Val inch 
Inubtalu huir/ý (our Muslim gaum is embroiled in a condition of utter 
humiliation and 
misfortune) or, 'agar hum mu. 5almanu ki : illat o 
khlvari par ah-o-: ani karaih, tau be 
Piont'er, ; 1llahabad, 8 October 1866. 
2 Honourable Haji Muhammad Ismail Khan Sahib, Gu_ash<a our . 
tlaujuda Zumcme ke IIu. calman, 
Muhammadan Press. Aligarh, 1898, p. 1. These articles were first published in the . Aligarh 
Institute 
('a:. '! tt' (1895) and then after na: r-e .s ni o 
islah [rev ie\\ and correction] published as a pamphlet. 
muuqu nahi ... Afsos, hum kya the, kya ho gae' 
3 (If we lament at the state of [our] 
Muslims' humiliation and debasement, it would be timely/appropriate ... 
[«e are 
saddened] about what we were, and by what we have become). 
Zillut was both a condition and a location. where the transition, the process of being 
humiliated (zulil hone), had reached fruition and had reached its end. It was the rock 
bottom where a people had fallen to, their lowest depths. The cry `humari gaum zalil 
ho rahi hai' (our qaum is being humiliated) was qualitatively very different from 'l e 
zillat ka magdm hui' (this is a condition/place where we have been utterly 
humiliated). Importantly, the process of being humiliated - zahl hona -a more 
passing, transitory, phase and condition, need not always end up at the illat ka 
magcm. This distinction is critical to our understanding of the huge significance and 
meaning of this phrase - zillat - compared to that of zalil hona. Moreover, the Urdu 
terms zaväl or tanazzul, imply a process of decline and deterioration. While zm, al 
and tann=id may lead to a condition of zillat, zillat, as I use the notion here, is a 
point which has been reached, a magäm, below which it becomes difficult to fall 
further. Although terms such as zan, 7rl and tanu:: uI are easier to translate into their 
English equivalent of decay and decline, the English translation of the term zillat 
does not fully convey the sense of dejection and defeat in the emotion in the Urdu 
original. 
Yet, and importantly, : illat was not a melancholic lamentation, as some might 
expect. Some poets may have created a sense of sadness based on the motif of 
decline, degeneration, despondency, but for political actors, whether those religiousl\ 
motivated and concerned about the fate and state of their people, or those for whom 
religion may have been a separate, perhaps more personal, matter, the condition of 
: illcrt. \\ as not one of lament. In fact, the : illat ka mudänm. the lowest depths, acted as 
a clarion call for change. rejuvenation. reform and revival. Lament, sadness. 
' Hcmri-c, ISl, mm, LucknoNN, Jamadi-ul A\ A, 1305'1887. A monthly paper, 625 copies printed of this 
edition. 
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melancholia and pitiableness were more part of the sentiments of poets who «cre 
distraught as to where the qaum had fallen to, but this sentiment did not feature in the 
spirit of those who started fighting back. For example, Mushirul Hasan has written 
that, Sayyid Ahmad Khan too, was concerned with the motif of decline. and the 
`theme of decline mattered to him a great deal, though his own discourse ýA as 
remarkably free of ceaseless lamentations over the eclipse of Muslim power and the 
declining Muslim culture and civilization'. " 
It is indeed very interesting to note, that the `voice of the conscience' of the Muslims, 
the Musuddas of Altaf Hussain Hali. the 'Flow and Ebb of Islam', does not use the 
term `zillat'. Hall while talking about the decayed and degenerate condition of 
Muslims, used words such as `tana:: ul ' (decline, decay), 'pasti' (abasement, 
downfall), and said `yaum ki halat tabah hai ' (the condition of our people is ruined). 
More interestingly, Christopher Shackle and Javed Majeed have pointed out, that in 
the first 1879 edition of the Musaddas, Hall in the fifth stanza replaced the word 
`mazallat ' (ignominy) with `tanazzul ' (decline) toning down the sentiment. While 
nnuzallat is a stronger word, it is still not : illat. 5 
As this chapter shows, : illat became that place or that condition, from which people 
began to fight back in very different ways. Having realised where they were and 
what they had become, and also having given numerous different reasons on ýv by 
they had suffered decline, these fallen Muslims attempted to reinvent themselves and 
their people. The response to : illat, for the most part, was pow\erful, aggressive and 
far from one that was despondent, pitiful or self-deprecatory. This interpretation of 
: illat has important implications for our understanding of the Muslim response to 
events, conditions and processes after the eighteenth century, because it emphasises 
the clement of a(c nc r. 
4 Mtushirul Hasan, 'Resistance and Acquiescence in North India: Muslim Responses to the \\ est', 
Lslcm, and ilrt. ' .1 
lodern Au-List 1993. P. 158. 
see Christopher Shackle and Ja\ ed Majeed, Ha/i's . 11u. achlti 
The Flow and Ebb of Islam, Oxford 
lini\ersity Press, Nc\\ Delhi, 1997. 
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Much historiographical writing on Muslims in the post-1857 nineteenth century 
argues that the revival and reform efforts of the two broad categories of Muslims. 
those who were considered to be moderate modernising Muslims - including those 
who supported Sayyid Ahmad and Aligarh, and those who opposed him - and the 
numerous new groups of reform-minded ulema, were responding to the new 
conditions which came about as a consequence of British rule. 6 While this is an 
undisputed and obvious fact, perhaps the element of agency, may have been 
somewhat understated in these accounts. By bringing in the key notion of zillat, I 
focus on the role of agency, where zillat acts as a major instrument of creating active 
agency. The somewhat smoother and passive responses to structure or context, were 
affected by the understanding by the Muslims of their condition of zillat, which then 
resulted in causing far greater, and far more urgent, agency. 
Moreover, if the link between zillat and agency can be sustained, and indeed if it is 
persuasive, it will throw light on the debate for the reasons or instigation of responses 
to British colonialism. In other words, if the decline and degeneracy amongst 
Muslims leading to their zillat ka maqam, was instigated by an internal process and 
was recognised well before the consolidation of Imperial rule, their sense of 
rejuvenation and reform, whether dunyävi ya dini (worldly or religious), may also 
have been an internal response only to be strengthened by colonial rule. When 
Barbara Metcalf states that Maulana Muhammad Ilyas Kandhalvi (1885-1944), the 
founder of the Tablighi Jamä' at, founded in the 1920s in Mewat, asked, *What is the 
cause of Muslim decline and how can Muslims again be great? ', she argues that this 
`is in itself very much a question of the twentieth century colonial world', she may 
6 Peter Hardy, The Muslims of British India, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1972; Paul 
Brass, Language, Religion and Politics in North India, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
1974; Francis Robinson, Separatism Among Indian Muslims: The Politics of the United Provinces' 
Muslims 1860-1920, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1974; David Lelyveld, Aligarh 's First 
Generation: Muslim Solidarity in British India, Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1978; Hafeez Malik. 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and Muslim Modernisation in India and Pakistan, Columbia University Press, 
New York, 1980; Barbara D Metcalf, Islamic Revival in British India: Deoband 1860-1900. 
Princeton, 1982; and, Usha Sanyal, Devotional Islam and Politics in British India:. Ahmad Ri-a Khan 
Barelwi and His 1fovement, 1870-1920, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1999. 
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be unaware that this was a far older concern. and many '`luslims had asked this 
question even prior to colonialism.? Perhaps the claim that British colonialism 
provided the `immediate and most important context' for the emergence of different 
schools of thought and for being in the world, 8 may require a greater rethinking in 
light of the internal processes underway. When Muslims acknowledged that they had 
brought about zillat upon themselves - `apne hathon se9- and when important 
spokesmen warned other Muslims not to inflict damage upon themselves - `apne 
paon men ap kulhari na maru'10 - and said `hum äp hi apni tabahi ke mujib hain' ' 
(we are the creators of our own destruction), the role of agency and that of 
responsibility, becomes as important as that of external factors, both as cause and as 
response. 
I argue in this chapter, that zillat was the motif which framed the Muslim 
imagination and their subsequent responses. With the underlying theme in this thesis, 
of difference and fracture amongst multiple identities within the broad category 
`Muslim', there were also numerous interpretations of the causes and responses to 
zillat. A broad typology of the understanding of zillat will help further articulate this 
idea of fragmentation even with regard to a sentiment that was collectively 
recognised and shared. The way zillat was used and implied varied with different 
types of Muslims. Some looked at their humiliation in terms of an historical decline, 
of Islam and of Muslims more generally, and kept referring back to the earlier period 
of Islam, of the Prophet and his Companions. Others looked at political decline or 
humiliation, where the mighty Mughal Empire had crumbled and Muslims were now 
Barbara D Metcalf, `Living Hadith in the Tablighi Jama'at', J of. -Jsian Studies, 52,3, Aug-, 1993, p. 
605. 
' This is not an uncommon perception. See for example, Barbara D Metcalf, Ibid; Muhammad Qasim 
Taman, 'Commentaries, Print and Patronage: "Hadith" and the Madrasas in Modern South Asia. 
Bulletin o/the' So. -IS, 62,1,1999, p 61. 
9 Maulöl I laliz Nazir Ahmad Sahib, . -IshLii . 
4su/ Islam, Anjuman Himay at Islam Lahore, Matba-e 
Gutzar Muhammadi, Lahore, ha-ehtemrnn Munshi Gutzar Muhammad, owner press, 1892. 
10 Risala Himc-i i'trl Islam, (1'a'ii JatOb ;1 /aulania . 
llaulvi HaJi:. V i it Ahmacl Khan Sahib ka lekchur), 
,, i\en at the Seventh Annual Was of the Anjuman Himayat Islam, \latba-c Gutzar 'luhammadi, 
Lahore, 1 309 All, p. 2 3. (800 copies). 
11 Ibid, p. 5. 
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seeking appointments from the new rulers of India. A third type of : illat was 
manifest in cultural terms, in deportment, and about lifestyles being compromised 
and corrupted. For others, it was a manifestation of many forms. As I show in this 
chapter, different categories and groups of Muslims used the idea differently, and 
hence, their responses and understanding of the notion also differed. often markedly . 
In fact, as early as 1880, Nawab Maulvi Muhammad Abdul Aziz Khansahib, member 
of the Anjuman Islamia Bareilly, was quite clear about the different typologies of 
zillut. He wrote, that `when we talk about the decline and progress of any quum. \\ e 
need to consider four aspects', which were: hukumat (government, rule). child w 
(position, wealth), ulum-o-funun (literature, letters, arts), and ukhlaq o adub 
(deportment, manners). 12 As I show in this chapter, while Nawwab Nlaulvýi 
Muhammad Abdul Aziz Khansahib may have been amongst the few Muslims who 
saw many aspects and types of zillat - although he emphasised hukumut most and 
found its loss responsible for the other three - there were many Muslims who saw far 
more specific and compartmentalised types of: 111at. 
Zillat was perceived by different categories and groups of Muslims in different terms 
and emanating from different sources or elements in their lives. For some, as I argue, 
it was religious decline, for others, it was social and cultural decline, for yet others, it 
was a loss of social position related to their job and economic status. As I 
demonstrate below, questions of deportment. dress, 'everyday living' as well as 
morals and mores, depicted notions of illat to certain sections of the elite, the 
and to their akhlüy. 13 This was a class perception of : illat, which resulted in a 
loss of face. On the other hand, for some Muslims, imagined or real restrictions on 
religious practices and rituals, as well as pollution into Islamic practices 
from 
I linduism (bitfit), or the absorption of 'western' social values and practices, implied 
'2 Na\\ ab Maul\ I Muhammad Abdul Aziz Khansahib, Taraqqi-o-tana:: uI 
ke sabab, \latba-e Mutla 
Darakshan, Bareill\, First Edition, 1_'97'1880.1000 copies, p. 2. 
1' See Secnna . AIavi Is/am and Healing: Loss and 
RLL'overi' o>> L117 Indio-. 1 uslim Tradition 1600-1900, 
Permanent Black, Ncvs Delhi, 2007, for how the A I, -cf of the ashrif were affected as they ne, otiated 
colonialism and the changes underway 
in the nineteenth century. 
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that they had fallen to a : illat ka magäm. For others. it was some combination of 
religious, social, economic, cultural and moral decline, leading towards _illut. 
As I also illustrate in this chapter below, zillat was also counterpoised with the term 
tarugqi, or progress, with the growth/demise of religion, of status, etc. Clearly the 
decline narrative leading to zillat reflected a barometer of some earlier glory, 
progress, or taraqqi in an earlier age. The Golden Age of Islam in the first centuries 
of Islam, or the Muslim position in India, their growth and taraqqi, were contrasted 
with where Muslims were now located. Similarly, just as the past vas an age of 
taragqi which had transformed into zillat, the Muslim ashraf wanted to rise again to 
a position of taragqi, although, as this chapter shows, turagqi meant different things 
to different groups of the ashräf, for whom the particular notion depended on how 
they imagined the past and how they explained zillat. Hence, for the north Indian 
ulema, the Golden Age of Islam was the past of the Prophet's and his Companions' 
era, and they wanted to revert to that very same era, resulting in the huge literature 
which glorified Islam's earliest period, resulting in a reformulation and redirection 
towards foundations and fundamentals. For some of the modernising Muslims, 
taragqi meant European taraqqi, and hence they invoked their understanding of 
Europe and the West in their projects for reviving and rejuvenating the Muslims out 
of the zillat ka maqam. 
I must make the important point here, that one cannot see the north Indian Muslims. 
and especially the literati, most of whom were the well-born, in binary terms. The 
`modern', moderate, westernising Muslims cannot be seen simply in opposition to 
the supposedly `traditionalist' ulema. As this chapter shows, the trope of zillat is an 
important corrective to the thinking of Indian Muslims of the nineteenth century in 
either/or terms. The different types of responses to the theme of : illut, demonstrates 
how insufficient our terms of 'modern' and 'traditional' have become. 
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Zillut: Political, Religious, Social, Cultural 
There is no denying the fact, that there was a marked decline in the fortunes of the 
north Indian Muslim ashräf, since sometime in the first half of the eighteenth 
century. After the end of Aurangzeb's rule in 1707. in the twilight of the Mughals. 
the decline narrative took shape, perhaps reaching a particularly low point when 
Nadir Shah and Ahmad Shah Abdali on numerous occasions, sacked Delhi, the heart 
of the Indo-Persian Islamic civilisation as it was imagined in the eighteenth 
century. 14 With the rise of the Marathas, Jats and Sikh kingdoms around them, and 
with the growing rumblings of a new encroaching entity, the British. the sense of 
decline, decay and the beginning of an end, must have been very real. Yet, at least 
for some decades, perhaps it was more a fear than a reality that took hold of the 
Muslim ashraf imagination. While change did takes place in the social structures of 
society, in terms of economics and demography, with newer social groups emerging, 
the extent of decline in the fortunes of the Muslim ashräf was perhaps limited till the 
early nineteenth century. The large scale actual transformation, in terms of the loss of 
material possessions - primarily land and property' 
5- happened much later, yet there 
was a sense of realisation in the process of decline in the fortunes of the Muslim 
ashräf: Importantly, the fact that Delhi, which was seen as the heart of north Indian 
Muslim identity in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, was in decline, needs 
to be considerably contrasted with rise of other, smaller, Muslim kingdoms, 
Delhi's particularly Awadh, 6 and the rise of qasba towns as cultural entities. 
17 1 
14 See, Percival Spear, Twilight o/the Mughals: Studies in Late ; 11ughu/ India, Cambridge Universit\ 
Press, Cambrid-c, 1951, and, 
Narayani Gupta, Delhi Between Two Empires 1803-1931: Socie , 
(, ovcrnment and Urban Growth, Oxford Unix ersitv Press, New Delhi, 1981 
15 Lance Brennan, The Illusion of Security: The Background of Muslim Separatism in the United 
Prop inces', . 1Io 
lor, r Asian Studies, 18,2,1984. 
16 See, Rosie Lle\\ ells n-Jones, .1 
Fatal Friendship: The. \'cni uhs, the British and the ('it)' of Luc'know, 
( Lord Universit\ Press, Ne\v Delhi, 1985, Michael Fisher, A Clash ool Cultures: Ai adh, The British, 
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I he Riverdale Company , 
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ShOsm in bran and Iraq: Religion and State in . 1wadh, 
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decline resulted in the rise of Awadh as a cultural home for many Muslims of north 
India, while perhaps not replacing Delhi fully, it at least offered an alternate to it. 
Culturally, Awadh was considered to be very `Mughalized' and the emperor 
remained the reference point of legitimacy until the early nineteenth century. ' 8 
However, it was Awadh's opulence which caused it to be considered degenerate by 
many Muslims. 19 
It was not just the propertied Muslims, or those with status, who began to sense the 
broad outlines of a decline in relative (perhaps, if not absolute) terms, in both 
standard and status, but it was also felt by those who were keepers of the morals of 
the faithful of north India. The sense that their flock had gone astray and was in need 
of a renewer of their faith, a mujaddad, was not lost on the ulema of the Muslim 
community. This, especially so, when they could cite hadis stating that after the 
Prophet, there was a need to have a reformer every century, to put his ummat back on 
the right path '20 and other hadis which showed that things would deteriorate after the 
Prophet: `The best century is the one in which I live, then the next century, then the 
century after that. Then there will spread falsehood at the hands of people who will 
take pride in their wealth and riches and will grow fat on the earnings of others'. 21 As 
William Graham states with regard to Muslims more generally, and not just in India, 
`Muslim scholars in later times developed an explicit concept of fasäd az-zamcrn, or 
`the degeneration of the times', to express the increasing temporal (and similarly, 
17 CA Bayly, Rulers, Townsmen and Bazaars. North Indian Society in the Age of British Expansion 
1770-1870, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1998 (1983); and, Mushirul Hasan, From Pluralism 
to Separatism: Qasbas in Colonial Awadh, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2004. 
18 Seema Alavi, 'Introduction', in Seema Alavi (ed), The Eighteenth Century in India, Oxford 
University Press, New Delhi, 2002, p. 14. Also see the collection of articles in PJ Marshall (ed), The 
Eighteenth Century in Indian History: Evolution or Revolution?, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 
2003. 
19 See 'Abdul Haleem Sharrar, Gu=ashta Lucknau: Hindustan mein Mashriqi Tamaddun ka Akhri 
Namona, Maktaba-e Jamia, New Delhi, 2000; and, Veena Talwar Oldenburg (ed), Shaam-e-Awadh: 
Writings on Lucknow, Penguin, New Delhi, 2007. 
20 A hadis attributed to the sources of Abu Dawood states: 'Verily God will appoint for this Ummat in 
the beginning of every century, one who will restore for it its faith'. From the internet site: 
http: //www. aIislam. org/library/links/00000087. htm1 
21 A hadis attributed to the sources of both, Tirmizi and al-Bukhari. See: 
http: //www. alislam. org/library/links/00000087. html 
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moral) distance from the time of the Prophet and the model Ummah. However, this 
idea was never elaborated into anything like the Hindu notion of Kali' uga. or final 
age of full devolution of the universe'. 22 Further, Ignaz Goldziher adds. that 'every 
age that passes since that of the One True God's revelation to His last Prophet brings 
a dreadful distancing from the ideal. With time comes changes and accretions. 
Whether large or small, matters of ritual, or dress or social ceremony, differences are 
inherently consequential for a faith that holds all human activity to be a sacred 
concern ... 
In a salvationary sense, far from healing all wounds, time is itself 
wounding'. 
23 
Mushirul Hasan has argued, that `the trauma of decline' was a recurrent theme in 
world-wide Islamic literature (in the nineteenth century). 24 Even that great 'pan- 
Islamist' and reformer, Sayyid Jamaluddin Afghani (1838-97) wrote an article 
entitled, `Why has Islam become so weak? ', probably written in the 1890s. 2 Ha'iri 
summarises Afghani's arguments and writes, that he wrote, that the Muslims' 
number had 
increased two thousand fold over what it was at the time of their great 
conquests; yet they are now disgraced, humiliated and oppressed by 
foreigners who have occupied most of Dar al-Islam. What is the reason for 
this sad state of affairs? The answer to this question lies in the fact that the 
Muslims have lost their courage and strength and can no longer fight; their 
rulers "humble themselves before the non-Muslim kings in order to live a few 
days longer; " and the people are apathetic and want only peace of mind. The 
decline is not due to God's failure to keep His promise, rather, it results from 
the Muslims' failure to keep theirs and their having turned away from the 
right path. The responsibility for this decline, according to Afghani, lies with 
William A Graham, "Fraditionalism in Islam: An Essay in Interpretation', J o> Interdisciplinary 
Hi510i: 1,233,3, Religion and Histor\, Winter 1993, pp 505-6. 
In Ignaz Goldziher, . 11uhammedani. sche 
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the Muslims themselves and it is therefore up to them to reverse the 
situation. 26 
Many of these arguments and reasons for the decline of Islam, were echoed in the 
writings of ulema in north India as well, as I show below, although the latter may not 
have read Afghani's writings, suggesting a greater realisation regarding the idea of a 
decline amongst Muslims in and outside India. Perhaps this was also what modern- 
day scholars may mean by a sort of `pan-Islamism'. a concept which has not been 
fully analysed by scholars on Indian Islam under colonialism. 
For the ulema in India, moral decay took place even when material prosperity ww as at 
its height, in fact, this is probably when moral degeneracy and debauchery were 
considered to be at their peak. The sea of riches, the opulence of the nawabs and the 
ra'ises, who celebrated life in its full glory, very publicly, caused great concern to 
the guardians of the faithful. Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi (c 1564-1624) mi jaddad al f 
sani (the Reviver of the Second Millennium), 
27 Shah Waliullah (1703-62) and his 
son, Shah Abdul Aziz (1746-1824), were the main exponents of this view who 
played a key role in renewing Islam at the time when it was in crisis in (north) 
India. 28 Shah Waliullah in his Hujjatu'llahu'1- Balighah and his Tahfimat-i-Ilahi, had 
already confessed a sense of dismay regarding the morals and virtues of the Muslims. 
just as Shah Abdul Aziz had in his famous 1803 fatwa calling Hindustan a daru'1- 
harb. » Hindustan was no longer an abode of Islam (dare 'l-islam) but had become an 
2 lbid, p. 121. 
27 See Aziz Ahmad, Studies in Islamic ('ulttnre in the Indian Environment, Oxford Uni\ crsit\ Press, 
Ne\v Delhi, 1999 (1964), p. 189. 
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abode of war, with the kuffar (plural of kufir. infidel) in po« er. 3° It is important to 
note too, that Shah Abdul Aziz, who had seen the rise of the Jat. Maratha and Sikh 
power grow around him, directed his fatwa against the British, rather than these more 
`indigenous' `Indian groupings which had already taken shape some years prior to 
British control of Delhi in 1803.31 Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi, on the other hand. who 
was the only one to follow-up on Shah Abdul Aziz's futwci, launched his jihad in the 
32 1820s against the Sikh kingdom of Ranjit Singh. 
The process of being humiliated and losing face - zalil hona - took many decades, 
but many observers saw this coming. Through the zuv(il and tanazzul, once that point 
of zillat had been reached, the battle for the Muslim soul began. The project of 
revival, reform and rejuvenation out of this lowest ebb, is no less a struggle for 
defining and fighting over the turf of who a Muslim was. Once the condition of : illut 
had been reached, and once realisation had set in that people had fallen, and it was 
unlikely that they would fall any further and, furthermore, once it was understood 
that this was a pervasive condition affecting all Muslims regardless of status or 
position, the struggle for the self, began in earnest. 
As this chapter shows, once it had been ascertained that `we' were at the point of 
: illut, or that `they' from amongst us were there, explanations were given as to why 
the Muslims were where they were and, more importantly, what constituted : illut in 
the first place. The perspective of who was doing the defining, varied markedly. For 
the traditionalists, ulema, as well as some modernists (such as the satirical poet 
Akbar Allahabadi). 33 the place of _illut was described in cultural terms: how people 
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dressed, who they used to eat with, «hat they used to eat, and so forth. For another 
school which also completely accepted the fact that the condition of : illat had been 
reached, the problem was not so much of culture, but of position: jobs, status, access 
to power. These two different world views played themselves out throughout 
nineteenth century north India, never more so with regard to the location or state of 
utter humiliation. 
Not surprisingly, the transition which took place from the Mughal Empire to the 
British Empire over a century and-a-half, affected the Muslim nobility, the ashir4-1/. 
and the well-born, far more than it did any other social or cultural group amongst the 
Muslim. While the ulema may also have lost their position near the court or the 
throne, their social status and prestige, unlike poets who vied to find benefactors, was 
not strictly dependent on the benevolence of the Emperor or his many cronies, or on 
local and minor nawabs. 34 The position of the ulema was in some ways, outside of 
the Imperial household and court, unlike that of the ashraf, for whom social and 
cultural links and relations with the court were critical. 35 Once the court collapsed, so 
did its patronage. For the ushräf, this was a decline, which led to their humiliation, 
where not just their status and jobs suffered and were undermined, but so did the 
patronage which was bestowed upon them from a shrinking court, but they too, in 
some ways far more than the ulema, felt a sense of cultural decline as well. 
Once having defined what culture was, the court and the ushräf; both saw their 
power and influence shrink, as social and economic changes were taking place, as 
well as military and territorial ones. With regional influences, including Ilindu 
influences. successfully contesting Delhi and Agra's Muslim hegemony, the sense of 
the loss of the old elite would have been marked. Yet, other, ne\\. and equally vibrant 
=-i I larlan 0 Pearson, in his Islamic Re/orm and Revival in A'i, icteenth-ctcntunv India, ar`iues that the 
Nle! na \vcre closely associated with and dependent on, if not tied to and appointed 
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Orford 
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Muslim settlements and qasbas, and states, too emerged - such as Awadh and later. 
Rampur - where there was some perceived perception of survival. In fact. there «as 
a vibrancy of a different kind, where different elites were creating, perhaps richer, 
forms of capital. Yet, after 1857, most illusions about dominance, power. as well as 
social standing, for the Muslims, were put to rest. 
While some contemporary scholars have spoken of a `Delhi Renaissance' around the 
Delhi College, 36 Mushirul Hasan has argued, that the theory of a Delhi renaissance 
is a grand myth invented by no other than [C F] Andrews', and that, 'even at the best 
of times, the so-called Delhi renaissance found no resonance in the lives of the 
common Muslims'. 37 
For the religious fraternity, rather than material goods or position, it was the freedom 
to preach and to pray, which determined their sense of change. Once Hindustan 
became the dunrtu 'l-harb from the darn 'l-Islam, or when the khutba on Friday was not 
read in the name of the Mughal Emperor, a sense of change set in. The new reality 
was responded to by resistance in the form of jihad, and much later in the 1860s and 
beyond, by renewal and organisation. 38 
While sections of the Muslim well-born and former nobility gravitated towards the 
colonial government to seek favour in order to emerge out of their position and status 
of =illat, the ulema - many of whom were also of the former elite, the well-born - 
`turned inwards', 39 and built numerous institutions for their community. 40 Since the 
notion of =illul for both sections of the Muslim community was so opposed to each 
30 Scc for example, some suggestions to this in Margrit Peruau (ed), The Delhi College: Traditional 
Elites, flit, Colonial State, and Edi alion he/ore /S5-, Oxford Universitv Press, Nevý Delhi, 2006. 
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other. so too were their explanations of why they were in this state. This chapter 
documents and illustrates the nature of difference which as so much part of the 
creation of multiple identities of the north Indian Muslims of the nineteenth century 
using the motif of zillat, as a marker. 
Qaum ki halät -e maujuda: In Times Like These 
The idea of the condition of zillat, had a different meaning for different Muslims 
while many did not even clearly articulate what they meant by this idea. 
Nevertheless, in much of the literature produced by Muslims in north India in the 
second half of the 19`h Century, there is a strong underlying idea of a zal'äl having 
taken place amongst the Muslims of Hindustan. There is a sense of a loss of 
something tangible as well as imagined. For Peter Hardy, it \\ as the establishment of 
British rule in India [which] affected different classes of Muslims in different ýv*ays. 
For a majority it destroyed not a livelihood, but a way of life, and damaged not so 
much their pockets but their pride'. 41 For Kenneth Jones too. it is 1818, when the 
`British had become militarily dominant throughout the subcontinent', \\ hen this 
process began. He writes, `during this process of conquest Indians sank from 
undisputed rulers to the status of `natives', a conquered and subjugated people. This 
reordering of relationships created one of the most important dimensions to the 
42 
overall context within which all social, religious and cultural change took place*. 
Maulei Fakhrul Hasan, who compiled the book Togrir-e dil Pair written by 
Maulana Qasim Nanaut wi, one of the founders of the Deoband Düru 'I- 'C; 'liým, wrote 
in 1881, in the book's Preface, one year after Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi died and 14 
years after the founding of the I)coband niuu rn. su, that 'there is no gatum in this \\orld 
today \\ hich is diced vv ith such an abject situation as are the Muslims. \Vhate\ cr 
Peter Hardy, The Muslims O1 British India, p. 49. 
Kenneth Jones, Socio-religious Rel o, nr 11OIV'mL'17t. S' in British India, The \eNN Cambridge Ilistor\ of 
India 1.1, Cambridge t Iniv ersitz Press. Cambridge, 1987, p. 2. 
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misfortune comes this way, it comes the Muslims' way ... 
The Muslims are now 
extremely humiliated [ab musalmano ki zillat intiha ko paunhch gaj, ee hui] and it 
won't be surprising that their sense of honour and God's fear comes into play and 
liberates them from this humiliation and wwretchedness'. '3 
For some religious scholars, the fall occurred as Muslims strayed from the path of the 
righteous, and in particular from the path of the Prophet and his Companions of the 
first Century AH (7/8 Century). Sayyid Muhammad Abdullah opens his book 
Hagiyat ul Islam (The Truth About Islam) by saying that he was not interested in 
having a debate or exchange with any opponent and that his pamphlet was not 
against or rejecting (radd) any book, but he was only interested in finding out what 
were the Saltanat Asmani and Adalat [Sacred Kingdom and Tribunal] which ýv ere 
mentioned in many places in the sacred books, and the meaning given to this by the 
learned scholars [ahle kitab]. He finds that all the principles of the Saltanat Jsmani 
are found in the Quran and the Kadis. and in information about the Prophet's 
Companions. The purpose of him writing this book was to put down those principles 
which distinguished between the Saltanat and the rules of government so that 
everyone could know the difference between the worldly and sacred Saltanat. s. The 
author takes a very cautious approach throughout his intellectual journey and said, 
that `I have no intention to comment on any government's rules or to disagree with 
any Saltanat 's government' . 
44 
By examining the sayings of the Prophet and by quoting from the Quran in his 
examination of what type of government was best. Savvid Muhammad : \bdullah 
ended his pamphlet by urging Muslims to return to the original path. The 
shamelessness and the low spirit courage of Muslims is on account of accepting the 
ways and means of others, and because of this they have not been able to maintain 
4' N 1aul% i Fakhrul I lasan Nlaulana Qasim NanautäwT, Taqrir dil Pa=ir, 1299 1881, p. 1. 
" Sa%N id ! Muhammad Abdullah, Huyic czt ul Islam, Nizami Press. Kanpur, 1291 1874, p. 2-, 
ý. 
their respect and dignity', he argued. 45 If they want to achieve respect and dignity 
then they would have to embrace and acquire the energetic «av s and means of their 
guides [peshwa], and through the medium of learning and the strictures of the 
Shariat, and through truth and honesty, they should get what their hearts' desire. " He 
went on to argue, that 'precisely because of the lack of these qualities, your condition 
is such that [you suffer] adversity and your spirit is broken [behemia]'. '7 Sayyid 
Abdullah added that one should beware those who came in the form of 'Ahmad and 
Mahmood'48 and entice you and lead you down the garden path and showed you the 
pleasures of the world, to lead you astray from the favourite ways of your Prophet. 
Another example of writers delving into earlier Islamic history to revive 
contemporary Muslims, was the Honourable Haji Muhammad Ismail Khansahib. 
Member Legislative Council North-Western Provinces and Oudh, a ra 'is of Aligarh, 
who wrote a series of articles first published in the Aligarh Institute Gazette (1895) 
and then after `review and correction' published as Guzashta our Maujuda Zamane 
ke Alusalman, from the Muhammadan Press in Aligarh in 1898. These articles were 
very long stories and accounts from early Islam, including from Prophet 
Muhammad's life and from his Companions, with the author linking them up with 
the current condition of Muslims. The main purpose of Haji Ismail writing, was to be 
able to understand why it was that in the earliest period of Islam, Muslims were able 
to achieve all kinds of progress (taragqi) and increased their stature and prestige, and 
why it was that in the last centuries, i. e.. in the present time. that in the same 
manner, Muslims have suffered decline, and are afflicted/occupied by all types of 
49 -rllat and misfortune/adversity' . 
45 Ibid, p. 86. 
46 Ibid, p. 86. 
47 lbid, p. 86. 
The reference here being to Sad ý id Ahmad Khan and his son Mahmood, Ibid, p. 86. 
'" Ilonourable Haji Muhammad Ismail Khan Sahib, Gu: ashta our . 1/aujuda 
Zamäne ke . 11usalmaºi, 
Muhammadan Press, Aligarh, 1898, p. 1. 
,g 
As in much of this type of literature, there is the idea of a certain type of 'progress' 
or development (taraqqi), which Muslims and Islam achieved in the past, but now 
they had slipped into a state of decay, degeneration. Haji Ismail asked: If the reasons 
for taraqqi in the early centuries was only Islam itself, then it is still here and there 
are around 20 crore people who follow this religion, but the conditions of all is 
worrisome and poor; if Islam is the cause of the present khl'ari 
[distress/wretchedness], then how was it that in the earlier centuries just becoming a 
Muslim used to give people great grandeur and magnificence? '. 50 He continued: 
`these arguments show that no religion or faith on its own can be a basis/cause of 
either progress or decline and religion has no role in this. In fact, worldly taragqi and 
decline are separate issues, not related to religion' . 
51 
There are numerous stories and accounts from the Prophet's life and experiences, and 
Haji Ismail stated that while they seemed all trivial (mamuli) the absence of these 
had caused the condition of the Muslims to continuously deteriorate further. He 
argued, that at the time of the Prophet, there was freedom of speech (azadi-e ra 'e) 
`despite the Prophet's wishes, and one could clearly say what one wanted' . 
52 He 
continued, that if we look at the present day Muslims, and especially the descendants 
of the Companions, `then it is very clear that this world and that world was very 
different'. Hypocrisy, and back-biting, rudeness, selfishness and vindictiveness, have 
all left no place for free speech. Recounting other stories about the disagreement 
after the Prophet's death and after the murder of the third Caliph Usman. Haji Ismail 
argued that we can take a lot of `useful results from all the incidents mentioned'. 
which throw a light on the present day Muslim decline. One of the most important 
reasons for the downfall and decline of present day Muslims, he argued, was the 
50 Ibid, p. 1. 
Ibid, p. 2. 
lbid, p. 6. 
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widespread weakness due to their disputes and disagreements. and due to the their 
`differences in wants [khwahishat]', 53 
For Muslims of his day, bigotry was the rule, and Muslims had done everything to 
make Islam look bad in the eyes of the ghair mazhab [non-Muslims] and ghair gawn 
[other yaums]'. 5' Due to a lack of unity, he argued, Muslims had made no progress. 
This argument of a lack of unity, and the continuous infighting amongst Muslims, 
was a theme repeated perhaps far more than any other in the literature on the 
conditions of the Muslims in the nineteenth century, and has important implications 
for the relationship between colonialism and zillat, discussed in the last section of 
this chapter. 
Munshi Sayyid Muhammad Hussain Sahib, ; lghlab, Mohani, former editor of the 
Koh-i-Nur newspaper published from Lahore wrote his Kitab Islam o . 
Ilrusalman, in 
July 1886 in Lucknow of which 600 copies were published. The author informed us 
that an earlier edition was published from Hyderabad which was now out of print and 
he had revised and expanded this Lucknow edition. The book was about an history of 
Islam and its prophets. However, the author related it to the current context of 
Muslims and Islam in India, and used Hall's Musaddas' opening verse to underscore 
his point: 
If anyone sees the way our downfall passes all bounds, the way that 
Islam, once fallen, dose not rise again, 
lie \\ ill never believe that the tide flows after every ebb, once he sees the 
way our sea has gone out. 56 
53 Ibid, p. 21. 
54 "]-his differentiation between ma: huh and gaum, is an interesting one and the issue of what a gaum 
is, is taken up in some detail in Chapter Three. Moreover, this pamphlet by Haji Ismail, on 
its title 
page states, that h\ `/nazjiic/a : anicwi' ke musalman', he emphasises that 
he means only Muslims from 
Hindustan. 
55 Sa\,, id Muhammad I lussain . Ighlah, 
Kitah [clam o . 
Ilusalm., /i, Lucknow, 1886. 
`b Christopher Shackle and Ja%cri Nia. jeed, Hali :s Ilusuldas, p. 103. 
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f le wrote about the presently developed and advanced nations saying that once upon 
a time, the Muslims ruled them and had made greater advances. yet it was God's way 
of doing things, that these countries learnt from the Muslims and overtook them and 
achieved astonishing progress in the sciences and arts, and we were left behind. He 
wrote that the present day Muslims were caught in a strange mental bind: 
they are dazzled by the splendour by the developments and progress of Europe, 
yet they are compelled by their prejudices and their conceit. They can neither 
do these things themselves and nor do they provide any help to their gaum. The 
elite [umra] is arrogant and haughty, drunk on its wealth. They cannot even 
fully help two poor souls from their qaum, but instead consider them extremely 
wretched and vile. How can one expect them to provide help to the gaum, and 
where will they help in the betterment and welfare of the gaum. And regarding 
the common people [awam], our ulema have kept them neither of this world 
nor of God's [na din ka na dunya ka]. Our ulema, through their poetic sermons 
and their alluring counsel, have not only put a devastating spell on them, but on 
members of the qaum and on respected followers, they have poured the poison 
of prejudice and conceit. 57 
Maulvi Sayyid Ulfat Hussain a Shia from Lucknow who was taught by Master 
Ramchander and by Ajodhya Prasad, wrote a number of tracts about Shias in the 
1870s, including one condemning the practice of tabarra'8 by some Shias. In another 
of his publications in the 1870s, Risala ; \lunäzara, he wrote about the condition of 
the Muslims as follows: 
Oh Muslims! You are in a position of great abasement; may God not create a 
situation where everyday you continue your decline, because we are not aware 
of our own precarious situation. Those who are a little happy are a little content 
with their material well-being, but they have no idea about the future, and no 
concern about the consequences, have no care about the consequences or about 
their wealth. You do not even care about your own close Muslim brothers, 
while thousands of your brethren are in a deplorable state; it is this habit that 
has lost you both the worlds, this selfishness and carelessness. that has 
Sa%N id Muhammad Hussain _Igh/ah, 
tiitab Is/ann o : Ilusalman, Lucknow, 1886, p. 42. 
`x Taahnrrcº as the secret practice of Shias of cursing the first three Caliphs as some Shias 
belic\cd 
that these three had usurped the right of All, the fourth Caliph re\ered b\ the Shia, to 
become the 
legitimate heir of Prophet Muhammad. See SAA Rizv i, .1 . 
Socio-Intellectual Histori of the Isno 
i. v/iari Shi 'i. s in Iºr, /ia, \'ols I and 2. Munshiram Mtanoharlal, 
New Delhi, 1986. 
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drowned us. It is sad that we do not even care about the education of our own 
children and our closest relations, so how will «e be able to correct/rectify our 
qaum? For God's sake, respected sirs, consider this era of peace a `great 
blessing and be grateful for it, and try to gain both worldly, and spiritual 
benefit. This is the only time and the opportunity. or else you will just be left 
by the wayside. 59 r 
The Report of the Dastär Bandi of the Madrasa Faiz Amm in Kanpur60 of March 
1893 documented the speech of Maulana Abu Muhammad Abdul Haq as reported in 
the 21 March 1893 edition of Najamul Akhbar from Etawah in which there was a 
report of the jalsa. According to the report, more than 3.000 people were present on 
the first day of the jalsa, and that the jalsa was such a success, that before the start of 
the second day, as many as 2,000 people had already turned up! The Maulana who 
had no objection to Muslims learning English in order to acquire worldly progress, 
talked about the loss of a past. He argued that 
we have lost countries due to the decadence of Muslim kings; there is much 
poverty, we continued to lose wealth and dignity and respect, and only tall 
claims (zab(-mi dare) remained. Although Hali and many others have written 
elegies, but every single person has become an elegy himself. Every house is 
faced with the same calamity which befell Hazrat Imam Hussain. What sort 
of qualities do the ghair qaum [non-Muslims, British] have that you lack? 
Muslims after acquiring their BAs and MAs are still not equal to an ordinary 
man from London. 61 
The Report mentions Munshi Mir Ikram All Sahib Ikram «ho has written a lot of 
gaumi poems, which have been published in newspapers; readers acquainted with his 
work would know that he is so concerned about the lowly condition of the Musalman 
brothers, and that how he reads a marsia with such great sadness and pathos [kis 
gadr ranj our afsos] about the Muslims' previous splendour [gir=as'hta shun our 
shaiukat], and he reads with such pain'. 
62 A long marsia and musaddas of %lunshi 
Maulei Sa\vid Ultät Hussain. Risalu along ara, Matba-e Yousufi, Delhi, nd, (ca. 1878), p. 30-31. 
6° The madrasa NN as founded in 1859 by Mufti Ina\ at Ahmad. Report of the Dastär Bandi of the 
.t 
ladrasa Fair:. -1 mm, Kanpur, March 1893, p. 2. 
61 Ibid, p. 7. 
`'`' ]bid, p. 23. 
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Ikram is added to the Report, where he spoke about the condition of zillat in which 
the Muslims existed, about how those Muslims had become `angre ' had lost their 
religion and their millat [sense of community], how they dressed so differently . 
making a distinction between two sets of Muslims. 63 The conditions of Muslims had 
fallen to such a nadir, Munshi Ikram wrote that: Dushman ki ho na aisi jo hai hainari 
hülat / Loge ham par hans rape hain, hum un ko ro rahe hain (May our enemies be 
spared our condition/People are laughing at us, we just lament at their condition). ' 
The Report also reproduced Munshi Muhammad Basheeruddin editor Vajamul 
Akhbar Etawah, speech given to those who were graduating where he said: 'you are 
aware of how Islam is coming under attack from outside (beruni hamle). how 
philosophers of Europe are attacking Islam and how Islam is being damaged on 
account of that'. 65 Christians, Arya Samajists, Buddhists, Brahmo Samajists, all were 
said to be attacking Islam. Munshi Basheeruddin argued that Muslims had lost touch 
with their religion and were spending a great deal of time arguing and fighting with 
each other. He was clearly concerned about the minor divisive issues and differences 
which had emerged amongst different types of Muslims and about the huge amount 
of damage this was causing. 
Muslims are practising less, they are less concerned about each other, and are 
losing touch with their religion; the whole qaum has become bankrupt and 
ignorant and stupid (iflas our jahl men tamam qaum mubtala ho gayee hai). 
The sad thing is that rather than confront the opponents of Islam, instead they 
are infighting with each other over minor and frivolous issues and attack each 
other (takfir karte hain). They write books and magazines against each other. 
in their sermons they attack each other and create antagonism and 111-« ill 
against each other, they are arguing over splitting hairs (zualin our dualirr ki 
aýý ýr pear jhagarte hails) ... 
b6 
(' I For the importance of dress in a colonial setting see, Emma Tarlo, Clothing : Iaucr . 
Dress and 
Identity in India, I lurst & Compan\, London, 1996. Also see Seema Alavi, Islam and Healing. 
64 Report of the DastJr Bandi, p. 29. 
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He continued, 
in courts non-Muslims decide on controversial issues. which causes mutual 
hatred/enmity and causes a lot of money to be wasted, but also causes 
humiliation [zillat] and disgrace/dishonour to Islam. I have seen this Islami 
zillat with my own eyes in Etawah. The judge was of an opposing religion 
(khilaf-e mazhab) and wore a tilak on his forehead. his chair was on the 
dais/platform, and the Quran, tafsir, Kadis and figh bundles that the ulema 
used to take [for presenting their case] used to lie below [on the ground] 
(niche). Well known ulema used to appear as witnesses and were cross- 
examined, and whether the hadis was correct or weak (.: u'if) was determined 
by the Hindu judge. Can there be any greater humiliation of Islam than this? "- 
He added: `I cannot bear to see these trails and tribulations (iiu: uk hähi! ) upon Islam 
and Muslims in this age'. 68 A letter from Munshi Muhammad Abdul Ghafoor Sahib, 
Deputy Collector Faizabad, was read at the dastar bandi ceremony, in which he 
showed how much sympathy he had with his destroyed [tahah-shuda] gaum. In his 
letter read out he said that, the progress [taragqi] and decay/descent [tan(=1111 of a 
qaum depends on the tcnvgqi and lana:: irl of their religion ... At the moment, on this 
earth, the extent of disagreements and disputes amongst Muslims are greater than 
that of any other qaum '. 69 
Dipti Nazir Ahmad was better-known for his literary work than for his views about 
Muslims and Islam, although his contribution on the debate on the condition of 
Muslims, was equally important. 70 His books on fiction focusing on women and their 
education, won him many laurels and became important vehicles for attempting to 
change the backwardness of Muslims. 
71 For him too, Muslims were in a condition of 
crisis and had fallen from their earlier position, and were in decline (: avül). and as he 
67 lbid, p. 34. 
68 Ibid, p. 3-5- 
69 lbid, p. 40. 
70 Numerous collections of Nazir Ahmad's Lekcharo ka , tlajmria (Collection of' Lectures), on 
'claaumi mu, y il ', \\ ere published. 
71 See C NI Nairn, `Prize-Winning Adab: Fixe Urdu books written in response to the Gazette 
Notification No. 791 (A) (1868)', in CM Naim, Crclu Texts and C'onteits: The elecied Essays of C . tI 
. \'ainl. 
Permanent Black, NeN\ Delhi, 2004. 
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reminded his audience at the Anjuman Himayat Islam in Lahore that when he was 
young `almost always a sadru's-sudur (sub-judge) used to be only a Muslim. NNc; 
used to think at that time that to be a sadru 's-sudur one had to be a Muslim. When I 
first heard of [someone] a Hindu becoming a sadru's-sudur I was surprised that ho« 
could a Hindu become a sadru's-sudur. How did I know that I would see the day 
where I am as surprised at finding a Hindu as a sadru 's-sudur, as I am that a Muslim 
is one. 72 This led him to suggest that `there is no qaum which is in such a precarious 
situation under the British as are the Muslims ... 
The cause cannot be the rules of 
British government, since they are the same for all. ... We alone are responsible , 
for 
our labahi (destruction) ... The reasons 
for this is that the Muslims have not changed 
with the times'. 73 After urging his Muslim brethren to recognise the changes that had 
taken place in the world and to change with the times, Nazir Ahmad ended his 
lecture by saying that, `I have very little hope that Muslims will take any action on 
my advice, where the Sunni, Shia, Wahabi, Bid'ati, muqallid, ghair mugallid, all one 
God's people, the ummal (community/followers) of one Prophet, believers in one 
Quran, keep fighting with each other. How can one expect them to live with and be 
at peace with other gaums? '74 
l'ven Nawab Viqar ul Mulk, who was a key lieutenant to Sayyid Ahmad Khan at 
Aligarh, writing from Langham Hotel in Nainital as late as in 1894, was concerned 
about the fact that Muslims were not getting religious education in government 
schools and Nverc losing touch with their co-religionists.? He made a number of 
arguments why it was necessary to teach children of all religions, but particularly 
Muslims. English education, as well as to give them some understanding of their own 
religion. I le was concerned that English education was alienating them from their 
-2 Risala Hirnaval Islam, ()-t-ini Janab . 11aulana : 
1Iaulvi Ha/i: Nair . -lhmad 
Khan Sahib ka lekchar). 
given at the Seventh Annual Ijlas of the Anjuman Himayat 
Islam, Matba-e Gulzar Muhammadi, 
Lahore, 1 309 All, p. 3. (800 copies). 
'' lbid, p 5-6, emphasis added. 
" lbid, p. 41. 
75 \'igar Lid Daulah Vigar ul Mulk Nawwab Mtushtaq Hussain 
Khan Bahadur Intisaar Jan- Amrohýi. Ek 
Tgj. vis. Baghai- jari karne ma_hahi lalim 
ke gormint kalijo our iskoolo me , 
1894. 
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religious roots and hence this intervention was necessary. However. he was also 
conscious of the fact that there would be some concern on behalf of the government 
if they were to follow this suggestion. `I wish to clarify and emphasise'. he said, 'that 
through this education in government schools and colleges no religious scholars will 
be created, but my only purpose [to argue] is that students [do] not [remain] 
negligent of the issues of their sects. The situation today is that from one hundred 
English educated Muslims, [there is] not a single one who can make arrangements 
for the burial of a deceased and [nor can he] lead the burial prayers. issues which 
arise daily in our society'. 76 He argued that a 'fe\vv years of religious education should 
be enough to end the jahalat of the Muslim student about his religion'. 77 \-'igar ul 
Mulk felt that thousands of Muslim boys, the progeny of the well-to-do, despite 
being educated, had not understood the spirit of the times even now , and read neither 
newspapers and nor had they had the opportunity to hear the lecture of any one 
sympathetic to the Muslims. The one thing they were united by was that after 
studying English, the boy no longer stayed religious [nainu: ro: e ka nahm rehta], 
because in such institutions where English is being taught there is no religious 
instruction, and this is why the Muslim well-to-do do not want to send their children 
to such institutions. 7 
Many ulema and other Muslims while realising that the position of Muslims had 
fallen. and that they were no longer in an imagined or real position of po« er in which 
they may have been prior to the changes that occurred in British Indian political 
society, began to resent the British and chose not to interact with them. 
The extent of anger and resentment of some of the ulema against the British can be 
au ed by the fact that some of them did not want to work in their service or even to 
meet with them, a very different story from those who graced their 'charmed social 
76 Ibid, p. 23. 
77 Ibid. 
Ibid. p. 24. 
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circles', a fact which also shows the differences that had been created amongst the 
Muslims in their way of responding to colonial rule. There is a mention of an 
incident in Anvür-e-Razzagia, the biography of Hazrat Nlaulana Hafiz Shah 
Muhammad Abdul Razzaq quddus-sara Farangi Mahali (1818-89), where the 
biographer stated that when the Chief Commissioner of Oudh wanted to meet the 
Maulana, the Maulana said `that after the ghadar [ 1857 Mutiny] I have not seen the 
face of any kafir harbi [infidel ruler/warrior]: he should be told not to come to see 
me otherwise I will deal with him severely'. 79 When the Maulana's father who 
worked for the Government died, he and his mother were entitled to pension of a 
considerable amount - Rs 250 `at half pay' - but he refused to accept the pension. 
When the Governor of Madras wanted to meet him, the Maulana refused. 80 The 
Maulana was given the title of Shamsul Ulema by the British, but this honour was 
kept secret from him for a long while in fear that he would turn it down. He was very 
angry and upset and started crying when he eventually found out, and decided that he 
would not step out of his house and became more of a recluse. 8' Although the 
Maulana's father had worked for the British in some capacity, he said that after the 
Mutiny working for a Christian was kufr [sacrilege]. 82 
For many articulate members amongst the Muslims who were part of the times ww here 
the Muslims felt they were in a period of decline and were undergoing humiliation, 
changing cultural practices and symbols became important markers which helped 
them argue that their gaunz had been brought to a zillat ka inagam. While there were 
many such commentators who observed and commented upon how and why the 
Muslims had fallen, there was none more active or articulate than Maulei Save id 
Imdadul All Sahib, Deputy Collector Bahadur, Kanpur. who was one of Savvid 
Ahmad Khan's earliest and most vociferous critics. In 1290/1872 he published his 
'7j) Maulana I laj i Shaikh Muhammad Altaf ur Rahman Sahib Qidwai, .1 nvý11-e-Ra: agia, 
1 i- 1919, 
ucknow, p 22 
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Imdadul jüq Bu javäb Parcha Tahzibu 'l-Akhlaq, as a forceful reply to the 
publication Tahzibu'l-Akhlüq started by Sayyid Ahmad Khan. The very last page of 
the text of Imdadul Ali's eighty-eight page diatribe against Sayyid Ahmad told us 
why he wrote this tract. His spirit and core beliefs about Islam were provoked, he 
said, and he became angry and immediately wrote this tract in reply to Tah: ibu '1- 
Akhlüq. He continued by saying that Tahzibu'l-Akhlaq is not only far removed from 
Islam, but is actually blasphemous. In order to protect the beliefs of his Muslim 
brethren, he had this published and was distributed free. 83 Imdadul Ali also wrote. as 
he said, because `there is a feeling without a doubt that our gaum is being ruined 
(kharab hoti jail hui) and that is why we should do something about it' . 
84 
Sayyid Ahmad Khan had written to many individuals seeking their help when he 
began to start his College. He also wrote to Maulvi Sayyid Imdadul All, Deputy 
Collector Kanpur, whom I Tali called one of the two most important people who 
campaigned against Sayyid Ahmad. Imdadul Ali argued, that he had not given any 
particular opinion about the madrasat-id-islam but found that in the Tah: ibu '1- 
Akhlay No. 3 of 10 Sufr 1290, he had been listed as one of the College's opponents. 8 
lmdadul Ali wrote that Sayyid Ahmad Khan listed seven types of opponents to the 
ni adrasa. Someone was called a `khabis ul nafs [wicked] and bad-batin [malicious]': 
some were called `prejudiced Wahabis or Jews', while others were called 'selfish and 
ego-centred, bankrupt journalist, uncivilised', while still others were called 'foolish 
, 86 Muslims . 
Imdadul All cited numerous references to Sayyid Ahmad Khan's views from his 
writings in Tah: 1h1/'l- ; lkhl[lq No 3 of 10 Sufi- 1290 and much of Imdadul All's reply 
8' SaN N id Imdadul ,, \li, Imdadul 
Al q Ba jav ih Parcha Tah_ihu'1-. -tkhlciq, Nizami Press, Kanpur, 
1290'187?, p. 85. This publication is useful also because it contains a large number of interventions 
and fatwwwas made by numerous ulema, ww hich gives a wide range of the t\ pe of opposition to Sa%" Id 
Ahmad Khan's planned College for Muslim men. 
84 Ibid, p. 9. 
'` Ibid, p. 2. 
86 Ibid, p. 3. 
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and criticism was based on this particular publication. He stated that Sayyid : \hmad 
wrote that he did not consider the worldly disciplines which were taught as having 
any usefulness, and did not even consider them to be correct, and that is why he 
wanted to teach those worldly disciplines which were useful and essential in this age. 
in order to become a `proper person'. 87 Sayyid Ahmad wrote that if one did not know 
these disciplines, even a literate person of the qaum would be incomplete. Quoting 
Sayyid Ahmad, Imdadul Ali wrote that in Sayyid Ahmad's opinion, in this world, 
qaumi respect, quumi welfare, qaumi well-being, qaumi being, are dependent on 
knowing these disciplines [this knowledge] and is also a means to gain sources of 
income, whether that is through government employment or trade or any other 
profession; in order to establish this learning the setting up of this Dcn"ir'l-(%111,1 is 
88 suggested'. 
Imdadul Ali defended the existing and older disciplines and said that they «ere very 
useful for dealing with the world and understanding it. He argued that to 'think that 
these [existing] disciplines are not useful, is due to a lack of awareness/knoww ledge, 
and it is even worse to think that these disciplines are not correct'. 
89 He made a plea 
to supporters of the proposed madrasa to see the times (itwagt wir : amuna) and to 
take mercy on the gaum 's current situation and not to come into Sayyid Ahmad's 
slick and articulate pleas. 
90 
Questioning this desire by Sayyid Ahmad Khan to change the curriculum of what 
was taught, by replacing the older disciplines [qadim ulum] by more modem ones 
[jndid uliri»]. Imdadul Ali illustrated the example, that by wearing a 
jacket and 
trousers, eating seated at a table using a knife and fork, no Hindustani Shaikh or 
Say id, or a bhangi or cIiamar-9I could become a European. Similarly, 
he argued, that 
87 lbid, p. ý0 
88 lbid, p. S4 
`' Ibid. 
90 lbid, p. 1 ý. 
91 l. O\\ caste Hindus. 
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by becoming a committee member of the proposed madrasa and by hearing the name 
of some disciplines and by learning their names, an uneducated person would not 
become a scholar. 
Imdadul All believed that government colleges were more than adequate for ýNorldly 
teachings which were meant for government employment and were very useful for 
this purpose, and were also somewhat useful in the zamindari and administrativ e 
system prevalent for which government schools were adequate; that is why, he 
argued one does not see the need for a new madrasa. But, he argued, 
all these disciplines are but to get a job [pet palne ke liYe] and are not 
considered essential to make a proper person [insan]. Many of those of our 
qaum who are literate are very superficial and foolish and there is no civility 
in them, a person gets civility from old disciplines, both religious and non- 
religious, and qaumi respect and personal recognition are dependent on 
knowing these disciplines. And we cannot consider gaumi welfare, gaumi 
well-being and qaumi being on account of knowing any ilm or craft - lots of 
those who know l English [angre: dün] and those who know disciplines 
[ulurn] and crafts are trapped in poverty and are contemptible and wretched, 
and thousands who don't know English, uneducated and not aware of these 
crafts are respected, affluent and with honour in the world. ` 
Ulema from Kanpur also opposed Sayyid Ahmad's project for what it would make 
Muslims: `all one thinks about this madrr(a. sa, is that its students will have one tattered 
English book under their arms and will be asking for charitable funds, or they ýý ill 
have a picture of one of the members [of the Committee] around their necks with 
dogs and puppies in their laps kissing their faces'. 
93 They felt that the purpose of 
Sa)yyid Ahmad setting up madr-asatul uliiiri and 'wearing a black alpaca over-coat 
and red hat and British shoes and socks, and sitting at a chair and table and eating 
ith a knife', ww as meant to attempt to be equal to the Government and to dominate 
it. 94 
Innau ul. -iIaq, p. 56. 
9-' Ibid., p. 1 ). 
Q4 Ibid, p. 16. 
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After spending many pages on what constituted a Muslim dress and how Muslims 
ought to dress, Imdadul Ali moved on to Sayyid Ahmad Khan's planned dress code 
for the madrasatul ulum. 95 He quoted Sayyid Ahmad writing in Tcih: ibu'l-. -1khlaq No 
3 10 Sufr 1290, that each student would have to come to the madrasa wearing socks 
and shoes. Imdadul Ali said that Muslims objected to this, saying that %\hile this 
madrasa was supposed to be meant for Muslims, by imposing a condition of vti caring 
angrezi joota [British shoes] it would repulse people from the Islamic dress as they 
would find the British dress pleasurable and pleasing. Imdadul Ali argued that on the 
basis of a Kadis, Muslims had to be distinguished on the basis of their dress from the 
infidels and they had been prohibited to copy them and look like them. 96 There is a 
discussion on wearing a red hat and black alpaca over-coat as part of the dress code 
and why this was unacceptable [naja 'i: ] and difficult for students and particularly, 
poor students, to acquire. 97 
Imdadul Ali citing some hadis, also said that according to the Hanafi religion, `which 
is in the majority in Hindustan', the wearing of red clothes was not permitted. He 
argued that in the scheme of things for Sayyid Ahmad Khan's madrasa, Muslims 
were to eat on a raised platform: Muslims would object to this even though it was a 
raised platform `because that too is like a little table, [and] this would make them 
like the Christians who eat at tables. In our country only they eat at tables and in the 
Islamic religion, Muslims have been prohibited to copy/resemble Christians and they 
have been commanded to oppose them'. 98 Imdadul Ali argued that Save id Ahmad 
said that he would have photographs taken and put in the madrasa: but this, 
according to Imdadul Ali, vas against Islam and would result in angels staying axýav 
from those houses where there were pictures. He quoted numerous Kadis stating that 
those who make pictures will burn in hell. Perhaps the extent of ridicule and 
95 Sec Emma I'arlo, Clothing , Tatters, although 
her book on sartorial politics, looks mainly at Hindu 
India and Hindu dress codes. 
96 11n14 /thlul . 
i/c1q, p. 49. 
', Ibid, p. 49. 
Q", lbid, p. 50 
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contempt for those who were imbibing 'British ,, ays'. was best illustrated by 
Imdadul Ali's statement: they urinate while standing so that they can become 
civilised'. 
99 
This cultural notion of zillat was emphasised further and repeatedly by Imdadul Ali 
in the bimonthly newspapers from Kanpur, Nurul Äfaq. In the 6 June 1874 issue of 
the Nurul Äfaq, when Imdadul Ali was Deputy Collector Aligarh, he wrote a reply to 
articles by Mazhar ul Haq and Maulvi Mahdi Ali Sahib, Deputy Collector, Mirzapur. 
Addressing these heretics/infidels (mulhid), he said that they had destroyed their faith 
for jobs worth a mere ten or twenty rupees. They had abandoned their Islamic dress, 
code and conduct, and wore jackets, pants, socks, shoes and red caps. he argued, and 
they stood and urinated, ate un-koshered chicken cooked in impure water, and ate in 
impure plates with a knife and fork, and sat and ate at tables. They tried to copy the 
Europeans to become more like them, he argued. 100 In this Nurul Äfaq article as well 
as in earlier one, Imdadul Ali also gave references to the tradition of why Muslims 
were not supposed to urinate while standing and how urinating while sitting, was the 
correct, `Islami tariga'. 101 Clearly, Imdadul Ali, like many others, but unlike the 
ulema, represented the idea of 7illat in cultural terms, in how Muslims in Hindustan 
had given up their more traditional cultural mores - their akhläq - by acquiring 
British (or European) ways, which according to some, was the manifestation, if not 
cause, of zillat. 
The Oudh Punch published from Lucknow in Urdu in the middle of the 19`h Centur` 
edited by Muhammad Sajjad Hussain, was one of the iconoclastic periodicals of 
its 
era, «idely read and never ignored. It was a humorous paper, often very sarcastic. 
99 ]bid, p. 1 1. The exact phrase is: `khare ho kar peshnb kar ke muhaz_ib 
bun sake'; some of the more 
religious minded Muslims believed that they should be seated 
(or on their haunches) while urinating 
and would argued that this was based on the tradition of the 
Prophet. This question of the Prophet 
standing and urinating was also discussed in the 30 August 
1873 and 6 June 1874 issues of . 
Vurul. -1jJici 
from Kanpur, by lmdadul Ali as part ofa debate with other writers. 
100 
, 1'urul, 41/ j i, Kanpur, 
6 June 1874. 
101 Ibid. 
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though very serious in intent and subject matter. It was read by Muslims. Hindus, 
Sikhs and the British alike, and had Nawabs, Munshis. Divans, Pandits, \Iaulvis and 
various categories of government officials subscribing to it from all across north 
India. 102 While it was a -Muslim' newspaper, it was syncretic, where one did not see 
either pro-Muslim, pro-Islamic or anti-Hindu sentiments expressed, and with stories 
about Eid and Divali, both equally celebrated, stood out amongst the man\ 
newspapers in north India. 103 The Punch even wrote an article against its competitor, 
the Oudh Ukhbar, for writing anti-Muslim articles. ' 04 Akhtar Shahnshahi in his 
biography of newspapers written in 1888, listed 1,512 newspapers between 1840-80 
and said that there was no better humorous newspaper than the Oudh Punch in entire 
Hindustan. 105 It had amongst its readers Maulana Shibli Naumani (b 1857) who as 
said to have read the paper with great enjoyment. 106 
The Oudh Punch spoke of a very different culture in a very different language, witty 
and sarcastic. In 1878, with the redefinition of the term tahzib [culture/civilisation] 
being debated amongst Muslim writers, having major implications for how groups of 
Muslims reacted to colonial rule, and how they imagined themselves and each other, 
it carried an article which defined tahzib, in ways very similar to Imdadul Ali's. as 
follows: 
To call one's countrymen semi-barbaric; to call one's elders -old goose'; 
to wear a jacket and pants; to whistle while walking; to swirl one's 
umbrella and hit one's shoe [on the ground]: to urinate taking aim on the 
walls' of one's neighbours; to wear a cap with a tail; to enjoy eating 
potatoes; to drink wine; to eat a non-koshered chicken; to give up using 
102 Sec Oudh Punch issues of 5 February, 26 March, 23 April, 11 June 30 July, passim, of 1878 
for 
numerous lists. 
10' One of the more interesting aspects about the Oudh Punch was that unlike most, almost all, 
in fact, 
Urdu newspapers run by Muslims, which carried either only the 
hijri date on its mast-head, or both, 
the hijri and Georgian dates, the Punch did not carry the hi ri 
date at all, and only carried the Georgian 
date. 
104 Oudh Punch, 10 Auzust 1880. 
10' Akhtar Shahnshahi, Savuneh L mii/1khhurur, Part 1, Akhtar Press, Luckno\\, 1888, p. 
53. 
106 Muhammad Mahdi. Ta_kiru Shamsul Ulema IIaulana Shibli Ifarhum. Shama Mission 
Press, 
1025, p. S. 
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oil and use the fat of a bear in one's hair; to get a foreign wife: reading a 
newspaper [in English] whether they know English or not ... 
107 
The Oudh Punch was also a major vehicle for attack on the Naturies (or nechri. s. ) and 
on Sayyid Ahmad Khan. There were numerous articles and letters to the Editor 
printed in it which criticised the nechri school of thought. For instance, F. l-l., sent a 
letter to the Oudh Punch with the published title New Religion' mocking the nechri. 
The letter asked what the nechri fiend was, replying that it was a new religion which 
had been invented by a `Sayyid Sahib'. The letter stated that these days there \\ as a 
lot of hue and cry about it, and when the letter writer asked: what %\ ere its principles? 
the answer given was that it really had no principles, and because of this facade, 
religious benefits accrued. The writer then wrote, that for fame and progress, this is 
a good scheme [i. e., not to reveal its principles]'. 108 Dozens of articles and poems - 
one entitled `Natural Poetry' -- (and even cartoons) against the nechri appeared in the 
Oudh Punch in the issues of 1880 and it is identified specifically as an Aligarh-based 
ailment, where it could be found in its most articulate form. The newspaper gave a 
description of its followers as follows: `[they wear] a red cap with a tail: a cigarette 
holder in the mouth; ... with a 
dog alongside; wearing a jacket ... 
hating the natives, 
friendship with the British ... saying `good morning' rather 
than `salam' ... 
'. 109 
This attack on the nechiiis and on their cultural values, accounting for the decline and 
humiliation of Muslims, continued in the Punch well into the 1880s. Usually blaming 
the nechris for bringing about this condition of slavery to the British. the 
Oudh 
Punch argued, that the Muslims were the most useless (nikamme) because they 
had 
recently lost their kingdom (saltanat), and that they were still 
living in an older 
\vorld. 110 In another attack on the Aligarh College, 
in an article entitled Tah: ih ki 
Tarrwgqi (The Progress of Culture), the Punch made the astonishing link between the 
107 Ouch Punch, Lucknow, 22 January 1878. 
Ouclli Punch, Lucknow. 17 Februars 1880. 
109 Oudh Punch, Luckno\\, 10 August 1880. 
110 Oiidh Punch. 29 Januar, 188. p. 2. 
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condition of the Muslims' zillat. with the students being obsessed with playing 
cricket! In a sarcastic piece, it asked, is it going to be this cricket which is going to 
correct the present and future condition of Islam? '. ' 11 (The reference here to Islam, 
rather than to Muslims, is interesting). In yet another of its many articles on the 
condition, decline and humiliation of Muslims, it stated the generally more common 
reasons for all the ills that had befallen Muslims, that this was on account of their 
disunity. ' 12 
Magazines like Muraqqa-e 'Alam, edited by Maulei Hakim Muhammad ; Ali. 
published from Hardoi in the 1890s, and Dilgiu: üar, edited by Maulvi Muhammad 
Abdul Haleem Sharar, published from Lahore in the late 1880s from the Mercantile 
Press, whose proprietor was Lala Diwan Chandar, were not typical religious monthly 
magazines, but journals of social commentary for the more sophisticated and 
discerning reader, in some ways very `liberal'. modern, and open-minded in 
approach. They had a far greater vision and scope in their selection of articles and 
included articles on history, literature, as well as fiction. Dilguzar carried articles on 
Spain and the Arabs and on the history of Medina, 113 one entitled The development 
of knowledge amongst Muslims in the past', ''4 a number of articles on the early 
history of Baghdad, numerous articles on Damascus, 115 as well as some articles by 
Maulana Shibli Naumani. Similarly, Muraqqa-e '. -slam, had articles on Ghalib, 
Modern Egypt, Damascus, magnets, electricity, Science, Chemistry, and essays on 
Muslim historical figures, but was not an `Islamic' magazine. 116 
Dilgu: 7r was a great supporter of the Anjuman dare 'l-salam (the Muhammadan 
National Welfare Fund) based in Lucknow, whose Secretary was a Persian teacher 
from the Church Mission School. Maulei Muhammad Sajjad Sahib. The Anjuman, 
111 Oudh Punch, 7 Mayy, 18 
11' Oudh Punch, 5 November, 188 
113 Both in the Drlgiiýýri, Lahore, May 1889. 
114 Dilgrr_a , 
Lahore, January 1888. 
11` Three in the 1888 Volume alone. 
116 I /U/'[! (JCjcl-t' 'Alam, Ilardoi. 1896. 
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according to the journal. within a short time had created much fervour in I Iindustan's 
Islamic world (Hindustan ki Islami dunya men ekjosh paida ki a) and had created 
`gaumi' awareness. But it also complained that the ulema had put pressure on the 
Anjuman and it began to fall apart: 'because of our gaum's lackadaisical attitude and 
because of our Muslim brethren's carelessness, all our Muslim brethren have become 
weakened (be-dust-opa); on account of this, the Anjuman had also weakened'. 117 
For my purposes here, what is surprising, however, is that an apparently literary and 
historical, non-religious journal, was also part of the discussion of the 'Muslim 
condition of how they had fallen and, particularly, how the Muslims were themselvvc's 
responsible 
, 
for their own humiliation. suggesting perhaps, that the recognition that 
Muslims had fallen to the zillat ka maqüm. was far more pervasive than N\ C imagine. 
Moreover, since Dilguzär was a more sophisticated journal, its use of example, 
particularly from history to make this point, was interesting. illurayga-e '. llam 
argued that Muslims suffered from disrespect, penury and misfortune, because they 
had strayed from the original path of an Islam of the times of the Prophet. 118 
In its October 1889 issue, Dilgrr: (-Ir carried an article entitled 'Humare AIu habi 
Jhagre' (Our Religious Disputes), and argued that because of the dispute between the 
Shia and Sunni, the Muslims had brought upon themselves humiliation in the eyes of 
the others. It said that the dispute between the Shia and Sunni started 1300 years ago 
over the succession of the Prophet, and that Muslims had still not been able to 
resolve this issue which continued to increase everyday. and nor would they ever be 
able to resolve these issues. The magazine argued that the times are such, that 'the 
enemies of Islam can stand on street corners and can publicly insult our Prophet, but 
our defenders of the faith are not interested in these people for they are too embroiled 
in their own disputes'. 119 It argued that neither the Sunnis nor the Shias have 
117 Drlgrr_, ir, Lahore, March 1881). 
1, Imragq i-e '. -Mann, 1lardoi, 1896, p. 24. 
ýý' l )rlgitz-ar. Lahore, October 1889. 
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anything of their grand past left. These disputes and fights between the Shias and the 
Sunnis, Dilguzar argued, did not benefit any of 'us'. and instead damaged 'our' 
religion further. For Dilguzar. these Shia-Sunni disputes had made Islam become 
zalil in the eyes of the others, and it had lost everything in the past through its own 
hands - khud apne hach se khoya. Sadly, Dilguzär lamented. that even now both 
these groups continued to fight with the same ignorance and the same stupidity 
(/'ahülat our himaqat) as they did in the past. 120 
Response and Agency: Emerging from Zillat 
One response by Muslim scholars to the condition of zillat later in the 19`x' Century, 
was, the writing of biographies, books, accounts and histories of the Muslim Golden 
Age and of north India's Muslim heroes. One school of thought amongst the 
Muslims perceived the fall to have occurred on account of Muslims turning mw ay 
from their religion, and so they wrote books highlighting the ideas and exploits of 
(religious) Muslims in the past, both from India and Arabia. Two such books 
published at about the same time, give the reason why their authors thought it 
important to write. 
Ibn Hanif, a student of the Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College in Aligarh, ww rote 
his Risula AAlusunrf 7n Isluni in 1895, which was an unusual book since it contained 
biographical notes on Muslim writers from Arabia (rather than simply Muslim 
ulema, as was the trend) between the fourth and ninth Islamic Century (10-13 CE). 121 
This book listed a number of books which each of the writers wrote. and Ibn Hanif 
gave his reasons for writing his book by saying that foresight is particularly 
important for a gmim that has lost its place and purpose. He argued that the activities 
and accomplishments of a successful gaum raise the spirits of a 'saddened people. 
By learning from the misfortunes of its past and by overcoming its handicaps, a 
Ibid. 
ýýý Ibn Ilanif, Risult1 . 
I1us i, ii1 in Islam, Khadim ul Qayum Press. Lahore, 1895. 
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people would once again begin to progress, and he argued that the misfortunes of 
'our ancestors tell us how we could improve our lives'. Ibn Hanif informed his 
readers that his book included the names of the best known writers from the \\ orld of 
Islam who had written numerous books and which were considered authoritative 
texts meant for their descendents. However, he lamented, that there ere very fC\\ 
amongst the Muslims who could learn from them. for they did not have that spirit, 
that determination or that zeal. 122 
A better known text was the 1897 Tazkira-e Ulema Hal. by Maulvi Muhammad Idris 
of Lucknow (b 1275/1858) which mapped the life-stories of 466 ulema of north 
India. 123 The encyclopaedic Tazkira had entries of their names, their year and place 
of birth, who their teachers and students were, where the ulema migrated, and taught, 
etc. On Hali, Maulvi Idris wrote: it is unlikely that anyone in Hind is not familiar 
with him'; 124 writing about one of the ulema from Delhi, he wrote: His home was 
Delhi, which is a ruin [nowadays] and reminds us of the magnificence of the Empire 
of Islam'. 125 However, Maulvi Muhammad Idris stated that in the course of research 
for his book, he wrote hundreds of letters all over India trying to get information 
about the ulema mentioned in it, but said that his enthusiasm was thwarted by a lack 
of response and appreciation for his work. Only seventeen ulema gave him help and 
lists of people and offered advice and suggestions. 
Maulvi Idris presented his book to the Muslim gaum but regretted the fact that Islam 
in Hind had become so `poor and friendless, forlorn'. The Islam which came with a 
lot of fanfare from Arabia to Hind and consolidated itself as a ruling power, had 
fallen from its zenith to its disgraceful nadir. In general, Maulvi Idris wwrote. belief 
and faith receded from the hearts of Muslims and because of this, God snatched a\\ a\ 
the blessings of Islam. Islam, he said. existed in the population merely in name, but 
122 Ibid., p. 1. 
I2 Maulei Muhammad Idris, Ta_kira-cc (Tema Hal. Na\al Kishore Press, Lucknoww, 189,. 
124 Ibid, p. 14. 
12` Ibid, p. 2 1. 
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even in these trying times. God sent someone to awaken those who slept in their 
stupor. 
126 
It was customary in that era for books to carry an announcement on the last page of 
the text often by another writer - or the publisher - about the book or something 
related to it. Maulvi Muhammad Ahsan Sahib Nigrami who, the blurb stated, 'is a 
well-known alim' had written a paragraph at the end of Ta: kira. '27 The Nlaulana 
added his woeful lament about a lost era when Islam's pendant flew over Granada 
and the Indus, when even the greatest rulers trembled with fear hearing the name of 
Islam, but now the wind had changed, he lamented, and now no one heard of the 
sword of Islam or the cry which resonated across the world. In hind, he Nvcnt on, 
things were far worse, where hypocrisy, malice and deceit left asunder the 'garden of 
Islam '. 128 However, he said, there were those who then brought the drifting ship 
ashore, and established the Nadvatul Ulema, and Maulana Idris wrote this Ta: kira 
and showed great and pious men the way to getting together. Both Maulana Idris and 
Maulana Ahsan spoke about the despondency and downfall of Islam in north India. 
yet end their discourse on a positive note saying that now they had found a solution 
to their problem in the guise of the Nadvatul Ulema in Lucknow. 
While some Muslim scholars and ulema did not clearly articulate the reasons for the 
Muslim decline and why the fall had taken place, and did so often in only vague 
terms, and in presenting a solution or a response did not explicitly define a role for 
themselves personally and may have alluded to the fact that they ought to lead a 
movement for Muslim revivalism, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, in the Punjab, 
did not suffer from any such illusions. In a pamphlet in 1893 he gave a very clear 
120 lt is interesting to note that the list of ulema in Ta: kira-e Ulema Hi!, included ; \ltaf I lussain Hall, 
Maulana Shibli Naumani, '. Abdul Halim Sharar and even Dipti Nazir . \hrrmad, but not Save id : \hmad 
Khan. 
127 TCr_kira, back flap. 
1, ` Ibid. 
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idea of what his particular role was at that juncture. 129 Nlirza Ghulam Ahmad 
informed every Muslim that they should awaken for the cause of Islam because Islam 
was in the throes of such severe discord and dissension, and everyone should help it 
as it was suffering. He then wrote, `I have come [into this world] for this purpose and 
God has granted me the knowledge of the Quran and I know the truth of this book, so 
come towards me so that you can also benefit from the blessings of this book ... 
1 30 
(Earlier in the tract he made no bones about his purpose in life and said that in each 
century God chose an heir to his ulema, and `in this Century God has sent me to 
rectify the ills of our times'). 13' He ended by saying that 'Islam is in a state of 
extreme crisis and the enemies of Islam have surrounded it from all sides ... In such 
times we should show our belief with sympathy and find our place amongst the true 
believers of God'. 132 
In his Risala Josh Mazhabi, Haji Ismail, examined early Islamic history to draw 
lessons for the condition of Muslims at the end of the nineteenth century, and made 
some very interesting suggestions. 133 He used Islamic history to show that we are 
proud of the progress the Muslims made', and that Muslims can once again make 
progress and the situation was not as distressing as it seemed to be, but this progress 
could only be acquired after the condition of the Muslims was corrected and they 
amended their ways. 13' He argued. that although he found it insulting, reluctantly, 
one had to accept the fact that Muslims in Hindustan, in which they were once the 
victorious gaum, now lived as the conquered qaum. However, he argued, that 
ii' we 
saw with open eyes, the conditions in which the Muslims 
lived now, they were, in 
fact, a great blessing in their favour. 
129 Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, Barkür ud Dua, Steam Press, Lahore, 1893. It is interesting to note that this 
is the Third Edition of this tract and 1,000 copies were printed in this print run suggesting that 
it had 
already been widely circulated and read. 
130 Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, Barkar ud Dia, Steam Press, Lahore, Third Edition, 1893, p. 
30. 
131 Ibid, p. 19. 
1`2 Ibid, p. 31. 
'33 Honourable Haji Muhammad Ismail Khan Sahib, Rais Aligarh, Ri. ýarla 
Josh 1/, r_habi. 
Muhammadan Press Aligarh. ca 1895, pp 79,1000 copies. 
134 lbid, p. 56. 
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Haji Ismail, typical of many others who also saw much benefit from the presence of' 
the British in India and had a lot of praise for the British rulers. said that 'I am saving 
over and over again that I prefer being ruled (mahkumiat) rather than ruling, because 
of the qaum that rules us; it is a very gracious and civilised gaum and its directi\ cs 
(ahkdm) want to uproot our stupor (kahili) and they do not want to leave us until they 
make us into useful human beings (kirr-amad insc n)' . 
135 He %\ as amongst those who 
did not see the zillat ka magam necessarily as a catastrophe, and was amongst those 
Muslims, many of whom were in some ways partial to the Aligarhist view of 
remerging from the past, who felt that British rule should be seen as an opportunity. 
He argued: 
There is no doubt that the country is very fortunate that is ruled by the garuni 
that lives in the island of Britain: and fortunate arc those Muslims \\ ho 
although have lost their kingdom and their honour (i:: at), but God almighty 
has given them in the care of the British nation. I am not praising them 
(British) out of false praise, but history and understanding (nmushähada) prove 
that that gaum which is in their support (hinnurh'nt) will prosper in freedom 
(äzadi) and education (talhn). 136 
Like so many of his generation and position - he was after all a Member of the 
Legislative Council - Haji Ismail felt that the only way to make Muslims progress 
(tarragqiavafia) was to give them western education (irlum maghrabi). 
' 1 le felt that 
there was no better enterprise or endeavour, than the gamin taking education into its 
own hands. Haji Ismail criticised the ulema, and said that they, were unaware (Ii/Il) 
and had limited vision. The ulema, he argued, had no affinity towards I nglish 
education, and because of this \\ Ould lose out: the modern philosophy that is 
available in western languages is not available in any eastern 
language, and our 
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ulema are not familiar with real conditions (a. ý-li 
hnl)'. He felt that 'Muslims could 
1. " 5 Ibid, p. 57. 
''`' Ibid, p. 58. 
i.; 7 Ibid, p. 59- 
138 Ibid, p. 66. 
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rise in their position because of education, but then made the rather surprising 
remark, that there had been no attention or initiative towards this. This coming from 
someone who was in favour of English education based in a city in which an 
institution had been doing precisely what he suggested, for over a quarter century. is 
most surprising, a point discussed in the Section below. 
A mention of the Report of the Dastur Bandi of the kladrasa Fai:. -1 mm in Kanpur in 
March 1893 has already been made above. In front of 3,000 people. Nlaulana 
Hakeem Shah Muhammad Sulaiman Sahib (of Phulwari Sharif, District Patna), a 
disciple of Maulana Maulvi Abdul Hai marhum l. ukhnawai, made a speech which 
was also reproduced in the newspaper. The Maulana was considered to be a scholar 
and someone concerned with the plight of the Muslims, he was also an Honorary 
Magistrate and Municipal Commissioner. lie said that this 
, 
jalsa %\ as being held so 
that the din-e-Muhammadi (Islam) could achieve progress. The main point that he 
emphasised in his speech, was that `all the great philosophers have accepted that in 
the world the only thing of importance is ilm (knowwwledge)'. 139 
Not surprisingly, educationh! a/iin and knowledge/ilm \\ ere the main themes and at 
the heart of the speeches of those v ho spoke at the graduation (dustt-ir Nandi) of the 
students of the mit-usu. In his speech, also reproduced in the newspapers, Maulana 
Abu Muhammad Abdul Haq had said: 'u» treu purho our dune avl turagqi kuro. - is 
me/1 koi har/ nahirr; Islam tang nnu: /iab nahirr hai keh hum cmgrc_i 
ki talirr Ya 
duni'ü vi taragqi se mana karain, lekin koch äkhirat ki bhi /ikr kil c' ([you should] 
study l, nglish and gain in worldly stature, there is nothing wron`i 
in this; Islam is not 
a narrow [minded] religion that we should stop 
[you] from English education or 
worldly progress, but you should [at 
le astJ think about the Day of Judgment). 140 lie 
warned his audience about the values of the newly educated 
Muslims \\ ho \\ ere only 
13") Dasi, -ii Bandi of the Aladra. c&r Fai: . -qmm, p. 
5. 
140 lbid, p. 6. 
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interested in frittering their lives away making merry . and even after acquiring 
their 
'BAs and MAs' were still 'not equal to an ordinary man from London'. 
Maulvi \1uhammad Habibur Rahman who spoke about the qaum ki ghaflat 
(negligence) with regard to madrasa education by stating that the madrasa had not 
received a single penny from the umra-e-gaum (nobles, lords, grandees). felt that 'the 
right education which gives Muslims values, fear of God. honour, respect, power. 
pure and correct knowledge, etc, can be only given in Arabic' . 
141 He quoted a recent 
speech of the Lt Gov Charles Crosthwaite saying that in the modern education given 
in Hind (Hind ki jadid talirr) the students repeated what was taught without knowing 
what they were saying - without understanding - and that this education had created 
a nirn-tali»iyu/ia firga (half-educated group) which could only undertake government 
jobs and could not find any other form of employment. He argued that this modern 
education was making Muslims suspicious of their own iilum 
(knowledge/disciplines). He hurriedly concluded, that 'please do not think that I am 
against modern ulitin. In my opinion there is no alternative to modern education and 
the ww ay to i:: at (honour) in the world is through European ulum, but I am not so 
infatuated by them that in my interest I eliminate my own ulum'. 142 
Munshi Muhammad Basheeruddin editor Najamul . -lkhbär Etawah, talking to those 
\\ ho \\ cre graduating reminded the students that they had taken this path because of 
their beliefs, and due to the traditions of the Prophet, because, 
it' y ou \\ anted worldly respect and worldly dignity and wanted to accumulate 
\\ calth and wanted to become rich and wealthy, you would have definitely 
studied l nglish and instead of becoming Mauleis, you would have taken BA 
and N1. \ degrees, passed engineering exams or passed your barristerv exam 
and become la\\ viers, and would have amassed a lot of worldly wealth and 
goods. But despite the fact that you knew all this and you knew that there is 
no worldly gain, benefit in reading Arabic, you still studied Arabic. This is 
141 Ibid, p. 12. 
142 ibid. p. I I. 
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obvious that you kicked aside worldly prestige (dunyävi azmat ko 1ät märte 
huwe) you showed through your practice and have demonstrated, that 
amongst the Muslims in this era, there are such people who consider the 
world insignificant in front of din. 14 
Talking about the great disunity amongst Muslims which was a key cause for the 
crisis confronting them, Munshi Bashiruddin emphasised that it was the duty of the 
graduating students from the madrasa to support and patronise Islam and work for 
the welfare of Muslims' by working on 'those issues on which there is general 
agreement rather than controversial and disputed issues'. 144 He continued: `rather 
than building new madaris, '45 you should further develop and consolidate the 
existing madaris as this would be preferable. You should work for the improvement 
of existing madaris so that you can think of ways and means to prevent the 
irreligious ideas that are spreading amongst the angrezi-khwän (English-speaking, 
English-educated) Muslims and can be rectified'. 146 
While there were many forms and types of responses to the conditions of the 
Muslims in the late nineteenth century, many of which recognised the : illat ka 
magam where Muslims had fallen to and wanted to do something worthwhile to 
improve the conditions of their brethren, perhaps there was none so clear as the 
mission statement of the Lahore-based Anjuman Himayat Islam, founded on 22 
September 1884 with Qazi Hamiduddin as its first President. ''? The Anjuman had a 
flourishing and important relationship with the leaders of the Muslims at Delhi and 
1\ligarh, and Savvid Ahmad Khan and Dipti Nazir Ahmad, amongst many others, 
slpokc at the Anjuman on many occasions. In fact, Dipti Nazir Ahmad had spoken at 
both the f=ifth and the Seventh Annual gatherings of the Anjuman, and both lectures 
Ibid, p. 3?. 
Ibid. 
145 Plural of madrasa. 
D1. \ räär Bandi, p. 35. 
: \\ esha Jalal i\ es the date of the founding of the Anjuman as 1866. This is obviously incorrect. 
See her tic! / and . ß'n1 creignt1: the . 1luslim Individual and the Community' of Islam in South Asia since' 
r. l N5H, Sung-e-steel, Lahore. 2000, p. 53. Various internet sites give different dates for the formal 
start of the Anjuman, ranging, from March 1884 to sometime in 1885. 
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were eventually published at the Anjuman's press subsequently. 
148 The Preface to his 
lecture delivered at the Fifth Annual session began with the following: 'ahle Islam ki 
halat har tarah se qübil-e reham hay' (from every aspect, the condition of the ahle 
Islam [Muslims] is pitiable). '49 
The reasons for establishing the Anjuman were clearly stated in the publicity flap 
printed in both the lectures and were based upon the conditions that afflicted Islam 
and Muslims. The Anjuman felt that in the past, well-meaning Muslims, who on 
account of their religious beliefs and practices, their honesty and honour, their 
deportment and their ability, and numerous other merits and because of their wealth 
and knowledge used to be the ustäd (teacher[s]) even of those who were the 
opponents of Muslims. 150 Yet, today, it was the progeny of those people who were 
completely jahil (unlettered, uneducated, unrefined), were unskilled and far away 
from the discipline of their religion. 151 As a result of this new generation of jahil 
Muslims. those who worship idols and do not even have any written testament about 
the truth of their religion, all stood opposed to Islam, `and due to our be-ilmi (lack of 
knowledge) and na-liaqati (lack of ability) we do not even have the jur'at (courage) 
to reply to them. The Christians, whose current methods even a person with a little 
intelligence can prove wrong, say hundreds of derogatory things about our Prophet in 
front of common people. But it is tragic that we cannot even answer their base and 
stupid objections'. 152 According to the Anjuman, this was happening on the one 
hand, while in mission schools, regarding our beloved Prophet and our religion, they 
make the boys (students) say all those appalling things, which it is even forbidden to 
listen to, (leavve alone to speak). But just look at our be-ghairati (shamelessness), that 
1'" Maulei Ilafiz Nazir Ahmad Sahib, Asbät 
. 4sul 
Islam, Anjuman Himayat Islam Lahore, Matba-e 
Gulrar Muhammadi, Lahore, ba-ehtemäm Munshi Gulzar Muhammad, owner press, 1892,800 
printed; and Risala Himmvat Is/am, (ivni Janab . 1laulana ; b1aiulvi HaJi: ,1 u=ir . -1 
hmad Khan Sahib ka 
lekchur), , -, i\ en at the Seventh Annual Ijlas of the Anjuman Himavat Islam, 1309 AH, Matba-e Gulzar 
Mluhammadi, Lahore, 800 copies. 
10. 
-lsh'"rt 'lsnl Islam, p. 1. 10 Ibid, inner flap. 
Ibid, inner flap. 
'`' Ibid, inner flap. 
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we cannot even make arrangements to protect our children from this misfortune'. ' 53 
It argued that even the Muslim girls in these schools were being targeted and spoilt, 
in the pretext to educate them, but we do not even have the courage to save our girls 
from these Christian women who lead them astray'. 154 
The Anjuman stated that on account of being unskilled and uneducated, all the 
despicable professions were mostly Muslim: thieves. loafers, lay-abouts, destitute, as 
were eunuchs, gypsies, liars, tricksters, dome, were all Muslim. Muslims were also 
uneducated, uncultured, unrefined and rude. It was the Muslims who did not study 
worldly disciplines; it was Muslims who did not prosper on higher posts; and it was 
Muslims who were selling off their properties. By abandoning the purer principles of 
Islam, according to the Anjuman, even those qaums who not long ago started 
wearing clothes' had begun to realise that Islam was not beneficial to the human 
race. Hence, 
in both worldly and religious affairs, in both conditions, [we] are getting past 
(abased) and : alil (dishonoured, humiliated). But despite this, [we] are 
separated from each other, and rather than work collectively to get out of this 
condition, [we] are getting into firqas (sects) and are intriguing against each 
other. But through our own very hands, we are completely destroying our 
Muslim brothers and are ourselves attacking Islam itself. '55 
In order to get rid of these features amongst the Muslims, the Anjuman Flimayat 
Islam x\ as founded, which had the following purposes/objectives: 
1) To reply with respect, both in writing and through speeches. to the 
opponents of the revered religion of Islam; 2) to arrange for the education of 
Muslim boys and girls so that they are protected of the influence of the non- 
Muslim's religious education; 3) to provide education to poor, orphaned, 
destitute children, so that they do not abandon their faith and religion and live 
a life of neglect and sut'ter Hell, 4) to give the desire to the ahlL Islam to 
Ibid, inner flap. 
Ibid, inner flap. 
Ibid, inner flap. 
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undertake correction in their life-styles. and to give them culture and 
manners, and the desire to quest for both, worldly and religious disciplines. 
and to give them the desire for greater unity: 5) to inform the ahle Islam of 
the positive benefits of loyalty to the British government; 6) in order to fulfil 
these objectives, [the Anjuman will] arrange for lectures, publications and 
magazines to be published. 156 
This interpretation of the conditions and state of the Muslims by the group that 
founded the Anjuman Himayat Islam, is important to our understanding of how 
different groups responded to the state they were in. The Anjuman set up a number 
of schools, mainly in the Punjab, as well as the Islamia College in Lahore in 1892. 
Moreover, the Anjuman became an important focus for inter-religious debates, as is 
evident from a Report of a grand debate between different religions held in 
December 1896, which some 7-8,000 people attended, and as many as 1,425 copies 
of the debate were published. ' 57 
Making Sense of Zillat 
An examination of the writings of different groups of Muslims in the second half of 
the nineteenth century about their own qaum's condition, in `times like these', is 
revealing for a number of important reasons. Perhaps most important is the fact that 
while all realised that the great Muslim qaum was at a particularly low ebb, at a zillat 
ka magäm, and had been humiliated and disgraced yet, they did not apportion blame 
on anyone other than themselves. While the British were the new rulers and Hindus 
had become more prominent in public positions often affecting and debasing Muslim 
traditions and values vet, neither community was blamed for the condition to which 
the Muslims had fallen. The Muslim gaum was held responsible for its own zillat ka 
magatn. And in particular, it was the theme of a complete lack of unity amongst 
Muslims NN hich was at the core of this crisis. Not just the ulema from different sects 
and from varied persuasions. but also some of the supposedly 'moderate modernising 
15' Ibid, inner flap. 
157 
; \njuman I Iimav at Islam, Report Julsu. -I_am . 111r_ahib, 
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Muslims', also argued that Muslims had been humiliated and disgraced on account of 
their constantly fighting with each other. or as one opinion stated, by our own 
hands'. 
Two other streams which explained why Muslims were where they were, were based 
on the notion that, for one group, enough change had not taken place, and that the 
Muslims had failed to adapt to the new conditions; while for another set of Muslims, 
the Muslims were themselves to blame for their own downfall because they had 
acquired non-Muslim, `British', lifestyles and ideas. While cultural practices, dress, 
how they ate, etc, determined the differences between these two groups, the most 
important arena where the battle between these two groups was fought, was that of 
education. For one group, it became necessary to bring about reform amongst the 
Muslims in what they learnt, so that they could become more `useful' in the world; 
for the other, this moment of zillat required a turning back, returning to a tradition, to 
older, more fundamental beliefs and practices. 
An important aspect of the zillat ka magäm was that it caused a further divide 
between groups of Muslims, with education and knowledge being one field in which 
the future for the Muslim soul was fought. Although most groups of Muslims 
recognised that they were in a pitiable condition, and that they needed education to 
rise from this condition, the nature and purpose of education differed sharply. For 
sonic, education was a means to emerge from this catastrophe by reclaiming 
government jobs which in the past had been perceived to be the right of the Muslim 
a. vhrt-11: Education meant jobs and that meant access to the new darbar of the British. 
For others interested in educating their brethren, education meant knowledge and 
understanding, i1m, not the desire and ambition for jobs and acceptance. While one 
group emphasised c uin ýnýi Mum (`worldly' disciplines) the other focused on dini 
talim (religious instruction), with the same goal, to emerge from this abysmal zillat ki 
/ir iat. The intention was the same, but the methods, path and direction, very 
di tf e'rent. 
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Another important revelation in examining the writings of Muslims is. that xv hile a 
glorious past was important to many, this was not the past of their immediate 
(Indian) history of the last three centuries, but the past of Arabia a thousand years 
ago, in the 7`h and 8th centuries CE. What appears odd, is that for those whom : /llat 
had occurred on account of their abandoning earlier practices, the Muslim Indian past 
seemed almost absent. The spate of books in Urdu about the glorious period of Islam 
in the first century after the Prophet Muhammad, testified to this fact. and many 
religious scholars found salvation in returning to a pristine, original, Islam. This 
perhaps also helps to explain the surge in Islamic reformist movements in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century across north India. Recognising this condition of 
: illat. it acted as an instrument for young learned men to set up their own madreýscýs 
to emerge from this period of grave crisis. 
Muslims had to recognise that they were at rock bottom in order to act to emerge 
from their lowest depths. It is evident that there was this recognition across different 
classes of those who could read and write, and this gave an impetus to the agency for 
reform. Different groups of people understood the causes of their zillat differently, 
and responded the best they could. This meant that some set up grand colleges where 
'British education' was taught, while others set up institutions where their traditional 
beliefs and practices could be protected, in times like these, and turned `inwards'. 
Others, such as the Anjuman Himayat Islam in Lahore were somewhere in-between 
and adopted to new challenges by moving with the times, yet protecting what they 
felt \\ere their core beliefs and values. Along with _illat, also went its paired concept 
of ! ur uygi, progress, where, different groups of Muslims invoked different notions of 
progress in response to illat. 
\\'hat is most surprising, perhaps, is the observation that the zillat ku magüm 
persisted long enough till the very end of the nineteenth century, if not longer, two 
generations after formal British rule and after the establishment of a number of 
Muslim and Islamic institutions in response to the : illat ka maqam had been set up 
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and had been functioning. With Nawab Viqar ul Mulk writing in 1894 almost two 
decades after the founding of the Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College, which had 
been established precisely to deal with the deplorable condition of the : Muslims, 
questioning the nature and type of education available for Muslims, one is led to 
believe, that many Muslims had still not emerged from the : illat ka maqam in which 
they had been pushed at some point in the past, and nor did they know how to get out 
of this condition. 
For the purposes of this thesis, this zillat ka magäm, acts as a canvas which 
determined the condition of the Muslim ashräf, very broadly, as a backdrop, which 
possibly helps explain the considerable energy which the ashräf found to reclaim 
their agency which manifested itself in different forms and mechanisms to acquire 
taragqi. The recognition that Muslims were themselves responsible for the condition 
of : illat, largely because they were so disunited, leads on to the next chapter on the 
continued theme of the nature of disunity and fracture amongst the broad and large 
body of the north Indian Muslims. Who a Muslim was, was not just a question for 
the census for the British, but perhaps more so for Muslims themselves, who created 
their own particular categories and definitions, often excluding huge majorities of 
their co-religionists in their definition of musalman. It is to this issue of labelling, 
identification and exclusion, to which I now turn. 
Postscript: Zillat as Teleology? 
It is impossible to put a date to that moment when Muslims in India recognised that 
they were at the point of : illat. "l'his is not surprising, for the condition of being 
humiliated and disgraced, as well as decline (_n1'ä1, tanu:: ul) which led to the : illut 
ka mugämn, \\ as a process, and not a one-off event, even though 1857 could be 
considered to be a dividing marker. The problem of dating the start of the tall is 
particularly difficult, for as kingdoms decayed, other Muslim kingdoms rose. While 
some learned and articulate men ma\ have felt that their community was at its lo\\cst 
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ebb, other Muslims may have celebrated the rise of ne\ý. smaller, principalities. 
Hence. for the poet Mir Taqi Mir, the decline had begun sometime in the eighteenth 
century, while for Shah Abdul Aziz, it was the fact that in Delhi in the earl\ 
nineteenth century the imam of the Muslims wielded no power. and the real power 
rested with Christian officers, which was the moment of the : illat ka magämm. Also, 
the nature of zillat mattered much to different people: for some it was the loss of 
legal authority or of decision making power. For the poet Asadullah Khan Ghalib, it 
was far more personal, where he felt humiliated and disgraced when he was not 
received appropriately (by his standards) by an English official who knew him well, 
when he had gone for an interview for a desperately needed teaching job. And this 
was 1842, when `Ghalib's Delhi was a Mughal garden undergoing its final 'spring' 
before the `autumn' of the Revolt's aftermath destroyed it forever'. '58 
Two of Altaf Hussain Hali's (1837-1914) three most important publications make 
interesting reading when we try to locate the moment when : illat dawned upon 
Muslims. It is very probable that Muslims of all positions recognised that their 
position had changed markedly after 1857. They must have felt humiliated and 
disgraced on account of the changes that had resulted in them losing position, access, 
and face, as is testified by their writings. Yet, Hali's Musaddas written in 1879 and 
his ]adgär-e Ghalib published in 1897 more than four decades after he visited Delhi 
for the first time, provide interesting reading. 
The theme of zillat, that of the utter humiliation and disgrace of Indias Muslims, 
must have played on the mind of the poet Altaf Hussain Hali for at least half a 
century. flail wrote his . 11usaddas in 1879. Yet his Musaddas had not put the matter 
to rest for Hali, for it had not calmed his soul by speaking out about his feelings and 
concern for his brethren. Writing twenty years later, he wrote his outstanding 
'" C N1 Nairn, 'Ghalib's Delhi: ;1 Shamelessly Revisionist Look at Two Popular Metaphors', in his 
Urdu Ti'. v-rs und C 0171C. 1-IS. The SCIect' / Essays o>> C . 11 , 
\'aim, Permanent Black, ' eýý Delhi, 20HH4. p. 
S1. 
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Yadgar-e-Ghalib. the biography and his appreciation of Asadullah Khan Ghalib's 
poetry, where the very first words of the Preface stated: in the thirteenth century 
hijri [c. 1785-1882 CE] the decline of the Muslims had reached its lowest ebb, and 
along with their izzat (respect, honour) and government [po« er/authority] they had 
lost their knowledge and virtue, and achievements. ... 
Even at the time when I first 
went to Delhi [1854] the decline had begun; many people had left Delhi'. 1 '9 
Moreover, Hali wrote, `Although Mirza [Ghalib] was not particularly a follower of 
the scriptures, but whenever he heard something concerning the Muslims' : illat. he 
became extremely saddened. Once recounting such a story to me, he said that "there 
is nothing of the Muslim in me, so I don't know why the Muslims' : illat causes so 
much grief and remorse"'. 160 From the time of Hali's first visit to Delhi, till the end 
of the nineteenth century, the theme of zillat must have weighed heavily on the 
minds of the Muslims of north India. What is not surprising is that in 1854, men like 
Ilali and many more before him, had felt that Delhi or the Muslims more generally, 
were in a state of decline but, that it was as late as the end of the nineteenth century, 
when Flali continued to think so despite apparent changes that had been brought 
about by the Muslims precisely to deal with the condition of : 111at that they had 
collectively felt some decades earlier. 
Was Hali's reference to Ghalib's mention of the phenomenon of zillat an 
afterthought, constructed at the end of the nineteenth century, or had Ghalib really 
said this perhaps four decades earlier? CM Naim argues, that 
the Delhi of the first half of the nineteenth century was an exciting and 
wonderful place for those who experienced it, particularly the intelligentsia, 
because it contained something new and vital and was perceived by many as 
the harbinger of a future markedly different from its past, and not because it 
displayed some re-vivified past as so mangy, later Urdu writers, confusing the 
'5') AItaI'll ussain h ali, }'adu r-c Ghalih, Maktaba-e Jamia, Ne\\ Delhi, ? 002 [1897]. 
100 lbid, p. 86. 
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citadel with the city' and overwhelmed by the rising tide of political and 
cultural nationalism in the country, convinced themselves to believe. 161 
Another example of the same phenomenon is the fictional account of a mushaira in 
Delhi of 1845, which was imagined in 1927 by Mirza Farhatullah Beg (b 1883). 
Originally titled `1261 AH mein Dehli ka ek mushaira' when it was published in 
Urdu Adab in July 1927, it was brought out as a book by Khwaja Hasan Nizami in 
1928 under the title `Dehli ki äkhri shama: 1261/1845 mein Dehli ka ek 
mushaira'. 1 62 An imaginary miishaira of 1845 was interpreted and represented as 
Delhi's last candle in 1928.163 At a time - 1845 - when Delhi was an exciting and 
wonderful place for those who experienced it', what was it in the imagination of a 
publisher in 1928 which made him conceive of this mu. vhaira as Delhi's last candle? 
161 C NI Naim, `Ghalib's Delhi'. p. 27-1. 
16' N1ir/a Farhatullah Baig Dehla\ i. Dehli ki nkhri . `henna: 
1261 [I H] 'nein Dehli ka ek mushaira, 
: \njuman I'aragqi Urdu, Nc'\ Delhi. 2003 [1927]. 
'"' C NI Naim, '(Ihalib's Delhi', p. 274. 
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Chapter Three 
Who is a Muslim? Labels and Self-identity 
The overall environment in which Muslim identities were being forged, was one in 
which Muslims had realised that they were in a condition where they had suffered 
humiliation, a zillat which they had suffered on their own account, through their own 
hands. Different sections amongst the Muslims defined and responded to zillat 
differently, which helped fractions emerge and consolidate under the broader rubric 
of `Muslim'. Yet, who a Muslim was, even if it was understood by Muslims 
themselves and by non-Muslims, was a highly contentious issue. and in some wwways, 
as the previous chapter shows, added further to the condition of : illat where Muslim 
writers continued to lament the huge disunity and differences amongst Muslims. The 
condition of zillat was further exacerbated by the fact, that Muslims excluded their 
coreligionists from the fold of their own religion by accentuating differences in 
belief, ritual and practice. In the last chapter I argued that in the minds of many 
writers, zillat occurred and persisted because Muslims were constantly arguing and 
fighting with each other. In this chapter I will argue, that different groups of Muslims 
were fighting with each other because they were trying to appropriate the term 
`Muslim' only for their own group excluding all others. The divisiveness which was 
a key manifestation of : illat, was caused by issues related to the labelling and self- 
identity of Muslims themselves, a theme which this chapter explores in detail. 
Of the many thousands of sayings attributed to the Prophet Muhammad, his hadis. 
there is one which states that his ummat (followers) will be divided into 73 firgas 
(sects)' of wvhich only one will be the true believers and the righteous and will follow 
his path, the rest N\ Ill face hell and damnation like all other unbelievers. The 
1 The term `sect' as it has come to be used and as it applies to Christianity, is perhaps not the best 
translation for the numerous 'schools of belief or faith - inaslaks, Jirgas - which hale emerged from 
within the Prophet's Islam of the 7`h Century CE, but because of a lack of alternati\ es, is used here 
ne\ crthcTess. [sen more troublesome is the term `sectarian' or sectarianism when used for Muslim 
'sects', as it does not translate completely with the notion of sectarianism in Christianity. 
Prophet's hadis, which were documented, collected, and published some 150 years 
after his passing, all follow a very rigorous system of transmission from the time of 
the Prophet himself. through his Companions, to his Companions' companions, and 
so on. There are six collections of hadis, the two most authoritative being that of 
Imam Bukhari (d AH 256/AD 870) and Imam Muslim (d 261/875); the other four are 
that of Abu Daud (d 275/888), al-Nasai (d. 303/915), Tirmizi (d 273/892), and Ibn 
Maja (d 273/886). This particular hadis pertaining to the 73 sects comes from 
Tirmidhi, and is considered to be a za'if (weak) hadis. 
With the Prophet having himself said that only one sect of his followers. out of 73, 
would follow him to Paradise, it gave rise to a tendency amongst his followers to 
claim to belong to that one sect. 2 Clearly there were divisions amongst his ummat, 
numerous sects, even if there were not as many as 73, with each vying to claim the 
mantle of the Prophet. If, indeed, only one was certified to be the righteous one and 
all the others were considered to be heretic groups of infidels, kafirs, then it is not 
surprising that each group would call all others kafirs. Defining who a Muslim was 
became crucial for their own path of salvation, and each sect or group required that it 
appropriate that authenticity. It is not surprising then, to find, as I show, that a great 
deal of time and energy of many Muslim writers was taken up on issues around 
labelling and self-identity. In fact, as I demonstrate in Chapter Four, most of the 
writings of Muslims, concerned, and were addressed to, other Muslims. The 
interaction of Muslim writers through print with those of other religions, such as the 
Hindu, Sikh or British Christians, seems to be considerably limited when compared 
to with their co-religionists. Muslims had to create their own constituency amongst 
' These so-called 'sects' or groupings, range from constituting a mere handful, to the hundreds of 
millions. One can get their names from numerous sources on the internet, such as 
htt : /, ºnuslimonline. orti foruºni lutivcrsion'index. php? t582. html, although some Islamic scholars and 
historians argue that the '73' is an arbitrary or imaginary number, merel\ indicating the fact that 
numerous such dk isions \\ ould occur. Professor Qasim Murad, former Professor of Islamic Histor\, 
Karachi Universit\, personal communication. Equally unclear is whether the number quoted is 72 or 
73. Contemporary debates, largcl\ on the internet, state that the Prophet used the number 72 because 
there \\ ere 72 sects'groupin`gs amongst the Jc\\ s. 
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Muslims: they had to convince Muslims alone, about %\ ho they were. and %\ hat they 
represented. Such sects and groups had to position themselves against other, 
competing, groups, identifying with other belief systems, all within the Sunni 
mazhab. Their constituency was largely Muslims, and primarily those who could 
read and write Urdu - largely north Indian Hindustanis - and not north Indians of 
other faiths, or Muslims of other regions. Only the 'great-men' who wrote *great- 
books', engaged with a much larger `Indian' community. 
"I'his debate in Urdu, of who a Muslim was, was an internal debate, in which Muslim 
scholars representing different schools of faith within Islam, argued with other 
Muslim scholars and representatives. It does not seem to be the case, that Hindu 
writers or the British - except for a few exceptions, on which more below - were 
concerned much with these multiple, fragmented. and fractured, Muslim identities, 
and for the most part, they tended to treat most Muslim groupings as largely 
`Muslim'. The British had become familiar with Muslims in India from at least the 
sixteenth century when they came as traders to the Mughal Court. Three centuries 
later, the roles had been reversed in many ways, and from the end of the eighteenth 
century, through the takeover of Delhi in 1803, but more formally in 1857, it was 
now the British who `held court'. As the British consolidated their hold over India 
from the eighteenth century onwards, not surprisingly, they confronted many groups 
of Muslims of different sects and groupings, such as the Shias of Awadh, as well as 
the majority Sunnis. Yet, it seems, that it was probably in the 1820s, when they had 
to deal with Muslims of sects which were collectively, and in an organised (often 
armed and militant) manner, opposed to British rule in India. In the region of 
I lindustan and on its western borders next to Afghanistan, these Muslim followers of 
tiavv id \hmad ' Shaheed' Barel\'i of Rae Bareiliv. called their own group the 
Tuirigah-i I fuhai nincidi. vah. The British - as \vell as some Muslim writers -- called 
them the ' \Vahabis', an epithet which continued to hay e serious connotations man\ 
decades after the end of this armed movement against the British. 
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Following the formal and real subsumption of power after 1857. the British felt the 
need to document and count their native subjects. Early attempts at a partial census in 
the 1860s, with a wider mandate in 1871. was followed by a full-scale decennial 
census in 1881. Yet, the categorisation of 'religion'. 'nationality'. and most of all 
`caste', for Hindus and for Muslims. was beset with numerous problems and 
complications, as confessed to by many Census Commissioners of the North- 
Western Provinces between 1871 and 1901.3 The categorisation of individuals by 
religion, became a key element of the nature of the censuses. The classification of 
Muslims by the British - the 'census category' of Muslims in the words of Peter 
I lardy' - gave formal recognition to different sub-categories of Muslims. classified 
by `caste' and by `sect'. However, these classificatory schemes were very different 
from the ones used by Muslims in their own self-labelling. In fact. many of the terms 
and labels used by the British, were non-existent in the Urdu writings of Muslims 
who were using other criteria to classify who they themselves were. 
This chapter essentially deals with multiple and conflicting classificatory schemes, 
used by, and pasted upon, the Muslims of Hindustan. While the British cast much of 
their classificatory scheme of naming on the basis of caste, Indian Muslims were in a 
process of self-identification of a very different kind, almost completely rejecting the 
British labels imposed on them. Labels became important because they created 
boundaries of exclusion and inclusion in particularly defined religious communities 
within the broad umbrella of the category of the Muslim. For Muslims, their firqus 
acted as such, often antagonistic. communities, in contrast to very different schema 
created by the British. Both were very different ways of labelling and identity, of 
belonging and exclusion. 
See for example, N Gerald Barrier (ed), The Census vi British India: New Perspectives, Manohar, 
Nc\\ Delhi. 1981. Bernard S Cohn, The Census, Social Structure and Objectification in South Asia', 
in Bernard S Cohn, iln . -lnthropologixt among the 
Historians and Other Essays, Oxford Unixersity 
Press, Nc\\ Delhi, 1990; and especially, Nicholas B Dirks, Castes oI . Hind: Colonialism and the 
1akincof India, Permanent Black, New Delhi, 2002. 
4 As cited b\ Barbara D ! Metcalf' in, 'Lip ing Eladith in the Tablighi Jama'at', J of _4sian 
Studies, 5?, 3, 
Au- 1993, p 592. 
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I begin this chapter by looking at the multiple divisions within Indian Islam. which 
created multiple labels imposed internally, by Muslims themselves. as Sunni Islam in 
India fractured into numerous schools of faith in the nineteenth century . 
Islamic 
scholars labelled their own maslak by contrasting differences in ritual, practice and 
belief, with other sects. 5 After looking at who Muslims, by their particular. and often 
narrow, definition, were, I then turn to an examination of one of the more 
controversial sects in Indian Islam, the Wahabis. Both Muslim and the British, for 
very different reasons, labelled sections of the Indian Muslims as Wahabi yet, all 
those Muslims who were identified as Wahabis, rejected that appellation. The 
reasons for being called a Wahabi by the British and by Muslims themselves. were 
very different, and hence, so was the reaction by those who were actually called 
Wahabi. This contrast in how and why a particular group of Muslims was called a 
Wahabi, and their subsequent reaction, sheds light on very different ways of naming 
and categorisation, by the colonialists and by the colonised, in nineteenth century 
north India. Moreover, while there is considerable scholarship, both from the 19`x' 
Century and far more recent, on the British categorization of the Wahabis, my 
analysis, using Urdu sources, includes extensive discussion on being labelled a 
Wahabi from a Muslim perspective, by Muslims themselves. 
The last two sections of this chapter, continue with this process of labelling, and on 
creating boundaries amongst Indian Muslims. The Muslim notion of qaum is 
analysed for its utter ambiguity and even duplicity, as it was put to use by certain 
groups of Muslims in north India. Using the ambivalent, but important, notion of 
qutam, we see that while some Muslims were busy trying to create a notion of a more 
unified community encompassing diverse sections of Muslims under their idea of a 
gain, the British, in contrast, \\-ere trying to use their censuses to further breakdown 
religious categories into hundreds of castes. This unifying/diversifying project is 
't'his \\, rs done not only h\ the more 'traditional' scholars and ulema, but e\en b\ those considered 
'niodern' in the nineteenth century contest. See, for example, Honourable Haji Muhammad Ismail 
Khan Sahib, Guzashta aur . 
1I1uiiuda Zamnne k1' ilusalmunt, Muhammadan Press, Aligarh, 1898, p. 48. 
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another dimension of how the colonised and colonisers saýý Muslims in India. 
Another aspect of the use of the term qaum. for labelling, and for 
exclusion/inclusion, by Muslims themselves of their own community, is also very 
interesting, and in some ways very similar to, yet also very different from, how 
Muslims saw their own Islamic sects. Just as some traditional Muslim scholars 
decided whether another Muslim was indeed a Muslim on the basis of practice and 
belief, `modern' Muslims who were equally interested in Muslims as a political 
category. used the term qaum, to determine who qualified as a member of the 
Muslim qaum excluding large sections of other Muslims. The main argument in this 
chapter is that the British and the Muslims saw the category Muslim, on the basis of 
very different criteria, and also within Indian Islam, there was an active debate on 
who qualified to be within the many folds of the Muslim in colonial India. 
A Muslim by Any Other Name? Division, Self-definition and Denial 
Sects, mazhab and differentiation 
If Muslims recognised that there were 72 or 73 sects in Islam, it is not surprising that 
the notion of there being a single category of Muslim, was always fraught with 
serious problems. All those who in some identifiable manner came under the 
umbrella of Islam, were labelled Muslims, by themselves and by outsiders, but those 
who \\ ere the musalmans of Hindustan, as much of this thesis reiterates, constantly 
distinguished between themselves. While there were many Muslim sects or schools 
of faith in India who drew their direct links and heritage from the early Islam from 
Arabia and its surrounding region, there were many other Muslim sects which 
originated in an Indian environment, although they necessarily had to show that they 
too were part of an unbroken tradition begun in the seventh century. It is important to 
emphasise the Indian-ne. sss of Indian Islam and the specific germination of an Indian 
Islam, as the experience and history of Islam in different regions globally. C\ en 
within India, \ aried very \w idely. The second half of the nineteenth centur\ and earl\ 
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twentieth century in colonial India, continued to fulfil the Prophets prediction made 
thirteen centuries earlier. 6 
In order to understand this sharp division between the Muslims of north India. one 
needs to understand the nature of the core differences between them, a task easier 
said than done. However, before we do that, there is a need to give a broad 
chronology to the formation of the different schools of Islamic practice and belief in 
the nineteenth century. In the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, the two main 
schools in north India have always been the majority Sunni (around 95 percent 
according to the censuses at the end of the nineteenth century), and the Shia. 7 The 
differences in belief and practice between both have been marked, since the 
formation of the Shia mazhab in the eighth century. 8 
The concept mazhab is even more difficult to translate into English and from Islam, 
than are sect and sectarian - see Footnote 1. Although mazhab is translated as 
`religion', which is what it is when one speaks of the religions of Islam, Hinduism, 
Judaism, etc, but is also, within Islam, used as a `school of thought', but is larger than 
a `sect' or maslak. Hence, the four Sunni jurists of the 11/12 century CE, Ibn Hanbal, 
Shah i. Abu I lanifa, and Malik, each represent a mazhab, such as the Hanafi mazhab, 
Shah 'nazhah, etc, but the Deobandi or Barelvi 'sects' would not be called a 
ina: hah. Some scholars of Indian Islam make the grave mistake of not recognising 
these minute nuances related to Urdu and to Islam and, for example, talk about the 
Shia ma--huh as a separate 'religion'. It is a separate mazhab, but not a separate 
`rcli , 
ion'. 
Numerous schools of belief in Islam originated in India in the I9`" century, the most prominent of 
hich, an'tompt the Sunnis, were the Deobandis.. hue Sunnat it ar Jamnj'at, Ahle Hadis, Ahmadis, and 
the I ablighi Jaunä at. 
7 C,., or. ctis ýýJ India lSS1, North-11 "c. vte'rnn Provinces and Oudh, Part 1. - Report, Allahabad. 1882. 
See, lot- example, SI IsI Jafri, The Origins and Earh, Development ()/ S/ri'a Islam, O\ford Unixersit\ 
Press, Karachi. 2000. 
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In the context of northern India, given Islam's fruition in an Indian environment. 
there had been some cross-pollination between the two schools since the advent of 
Shia Islam into India from the 16`h century; both have also been up in arms with each 
other. 9 Along with this formal separation between the two main Islamic 'sects', there 
have been, since the 11th century, a large series of Sufi silsilas. or traditions, four of 
which have achieved a higher, perhaps more formal, codified, status amongst all the 
Sufi silsila. s, each having many devotees and disciples. These four are the Chistia, 
Suharawardy, Naqshbandi and Qadiriya silsilas. This huge simplification illustrates 
the broad division in Indian Islam at the turn of the nineteenth century. 10 
From the beginning of the nineteenth century we see the early beginnings of the 
more formalised `sects' or maslaks in Indian Islam. The ' Wahabees' of the British, or 
the Tariqah-i Muhammadiyah, as they called themselves, was one of the earlier 
groups, preceded by the Faraizis in Bengal which, while differentiating themselves 
from other Sunnis on the basis of certain beliefs and practices, are remembered more 
for being a peasant movement. ' 1 Until the end of the 1860s. Muslim Urdu literature 
spoke about the large identity of Muslims as ahle-Islam (those who belong to Islam), 
which included any sub-grouping within Islam. It differentiated between the ahle- 
Sunnat, the Sunnis and the able-Task 'hi, the Shia. The main and most organised, 
schools within Islam that emerged from the late 1860s, consisted of those who 
graduated from the Däru 'l- ' Ul üm at Deoband, and were referred to as the 
9 For ci history of Shia Islam in India, see, SAA Rizvi, . -1 Socio-Intellectual 
Histon' of the Isna 'Ashari 
Shi'is in India, Vols I and 2, Munshiram Manoharlal, Nt\\ Delhi, 1986; and Juan RI Cole, Roots of 
North Indian Slri'isnt in Iran and Iraq: Religion and State in . 1wadh, 
1-22-1859, Universit\ of 
California Press, Berkele\, 1988. 
10 Not surprisingly, there is a huge literature on the history of Indian Islam. See. amongst man,,, the 
three volume Kaucar series bý Shaikh Muhammad Ikram, . -1 
b-e Kausar (1941). Raud-e Kausur 
(IQ57), and . 
11auj-e kausar (1962), Taj Company, Ne Delhi, 2004; and, S Moinul Haq, Islamic 
7/7ruglrt and. I1ovenrents in the Subcontinent (711-194 ), Pakistan Historical Societ\, Karachi, 19%9. 
11 See Qc\. imuddin Ahmad, ThL' 11'ahahi Afovement in India. Firma KI. Nlukhopadh>ay. Calcutta, 
1966, but more importantly, Harlan 0 Pearson, 1 /arnic Reform and Revival in ,\ irre'rL'enth-centunV 
India: Thy Tarigah-i , 1luhanrnradiº ah, Yoda Press. 
Ne Delhi, 2008. 
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`Deobandis'. 12 Then there were the followers of Ahmad Raza Khan Barelvi. the Ahle 
S'unnat wa Jama'at, also known as the 'Barelvis', who emerged in the 1880s. 
although at that time they did not have a formal 'school' or madrasa the \va\ the 
Deobandis did. 13 The Ahle Hadis, in some ways the successors of the 'fanatical 
Wahabees', emerged through the 1870s and 1880s as well, " and were followed by 
the Ahmadis, followers of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad from Qadian in the Punjab, in the 
1890s. ' 5 The Nadvatul Ulema Islam, another `school' founded on the banks of the 
Gomti in Lucknow in 1896, produced much literature, and many scholars and 
politicians in the twentieth century. Much of the debate, contestation and 
argumentation that took place between the `organised' 16 Urdu-writing ulema and 
their readers, within the Sunni mazhab, was primarily between the Deobandis, 
Barelvis and the Ahle Hadis, but also, to some extent, included the Nadvatul Ulema 
of Lucknow and the Ahmadis, as well as the Shia. 
In the rhetorical and polemical writings of many a religious scholar, one could count 
the names of many `sects', as they poured out their venom against each other, and 
one may have been led to believe that there were not just four or five, but numerous 
well-established maslaks in northern India in the nineteenth century. For example, 
Ahmad Raza Khan, the founder of the Ahle Sunnat ua Jama'at, in his fatwas which 
were collected into twelve volumes, each many hundred pages long, on many 
occasions mentioned `sects', saying in this one instance, that if a 'Muslim' (i. e., of 
the Ahlc SUM nul) was physically touched by any of the following 'kafirs', he would 
have to take a bath: the Qadianis, Chaktralvis, Xechris, Rafizis. Kharjis, Bahais, 
12 The seminal work is Barbara D Metcalf, Islamic Revival in British India: Deoband, 1860-1900, 
Oxford I Ink ersit\ Press, New Delhi, 2002 (1982). 
13 "l'he main text is Usha Sam al, Devotional Islam and Politics in British India: . -t 
hmad Ri: a Khan 
Bareln'i and His 11ov'nwnt, 1870-1920, Oxford University Press, Neý\ Delhi, 1999. 
14 Saeedullah, The Li/L, and Works o/ . 
lluhammad Siddiq Hasan Khan, . Vawab OJ Bhopal, 
SM Ashraf, 
Lahore, 197, * 15 Yohanan Friedmann, Prophecy Continuous: Aspects ooh . -1 
hmadi Religious Thought and Its Afedievul 
Background, Uni' ersit\ of California Press, Berkeley, 1989. 
1b This mention of the form 'organised' is important, for as I make a ke\ point in Chapter Four, much 
of the religious \ý ritinz \\ as being done b\ unorgcrixL'd. lay , writers. 
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Shaitanis, Khawatmi, Wahabis, etc. '7 In another publication, written on the behest of 
Ahmad Raza Khan, ten firqas were identified on the basis of their beliefs and 
practices, differentiating them from what the Ahle Sunnat believed and practiced. '8 
Yet, many such groups, while they did probably exist. were too small to have been 
-sects' in any effective manner, and were more imaginary than real constructions 
rather than proper sects. Moreover, they were never a threat to the well-established 
sects, not that one would think this from a reading of the critique of them. A case in 
point were the so-called `nechris', those who subscribed to the modernist Islamic 
beliefs of Sayyid Ahmad Khan. This was only a loosely defined following, never a 
musluk or sect, yet a reading of the virulent critique of this 'school' by other 
Muslims, particularly Barelvis, puts it at par with the well-established, large, 
organised sects such as the Deobandi and Barelvis. While a nechri way of thinking 
did exist, as did a Barelvi or Deobandi one, the latter two were organised religious 
movements. 
Since much of the argumentation and debate between the main sects was theological 
and religious, as well as based on ritual, it is important to highlight some of the key 
differences in theological interpretations between different sects. This is important in 
order to understand the basis of the charge of ' Wahabism' placed on any sect, and 
will help us return to the question, who, in the eyes of the Indian Muslims, was a 
Wahabi. 
Perhaps the best way to distinguish between the main Sunni sects, is to begin with 
marking the main distinction seen by them and their detractors, concerning their 
being either inugallid (conformists) or ghair mugallid (non-conformists). This is the 
most marked and most important difference between different sects within the Sunni 
; lhmad Raza Khan, . 1/ 'auiva al ncrhuit'a 
frl 
_/atJwa 
var ra iyuu, Kitab ul tuhi, ' ii tja bcTb ul tumave- 
um, Vol I of 12, published at the . 
1hie Sunnart w, u Jcnnä 'at, Bareilly, not dated (ca. 1905), p. 191. 
I` M1aul\ i Muhammad Naqi : \Ii Khan, Hidavat ul Bin-i, Matba-e Subha e Sadiq, '-; itapur, Januar` 188 1. 
8, 
mazhub. Those who are conformists. are said to extract meaning regarding issues of 
fiyh (law, jurisprudence), from the four main Imams: Abu Hanifa, Shahi. Malik. or 
Ibn Hanbal and consider all four maze hib (plural for mazhab) to be correct. The 
ghair muqallid, on the other hand, consider this unimportant and do not follow any 
of these four schools of thought and believe in the essence of the hadis and sunnah, 
the Prophet's sayings and his life, his tradition, and on the Quran. These non- 
conformists believe in making judgments and issuing fatwa on a case by case basis, 
relying largely on the hadis and the Quran, rather than on any of the four schools of 
jurisprudence. They do not conform to any of the later schools of law and thought, 
and return to the fundamentals of pristine Islam. Hence, they are called the 
`orthodox' and the `traditional' practitioners of Islam. For direction, the ghair 
muyullid rely on the practices of the Prophet, his Companions, and his Companions' 
companions. 19 
The muqallid derive their beliefs from the Hanafi school of jurisprudence, the Hanafi 
mazhab, although there were sharp differences between the groups that constitute the 
muqallid in the context of north Indian nineteenth century Islam, as between the 
Deobandis and those who called themselves the Ahle Sunnat tit'a Jamcl'at, the 
followers of Ahmad Raza Khan, better known as the Barelvis. The Ahle Hadis 
(people of the hadis), who are the successors to the `fanatical Wahabees', were called 
many names by other Muslims in the nineteenth century including ` Wahabi', `salaf ' 
(orthodox, archaic). `Najdi' (emanating from, or following the school of thought, 
from Najd, in Arabia) and, most importantly, in the texts were referred to as the 
ghair rntugall id. 
While this is the first set of broad distinctions on which most scholars belonging to 
all three schools are agreed, that between the mugallid and ghair mugallid, the 
differentiation becomes far more complicated when differences within the muqullic! 
19 On different trends in Indian Islam see, Shaikh Muhammad Ikram, Kausar series, and S Moinul 
Ilaq, Ishunic Thought and. 1fovements in the Subcontinent. 
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are highlighted. In fact, the Ahle Sunnat wa Jamd 'at (the devotees of the Prophet's 
practice and the broad community)20 Barely is, do not even consider the Deobandis as 
muqallid. and as I shall show, call them ghair muqallid. Wahabi, salafI and Najdi. 
very similar to how they perceived the Ahle Hadis. This difference between muyallid 
and ghair muqallid was perceived to be so sharp, so foundational. that \laulana 
Shibli Naumani who belonged to the Hanafi school of thought and was associated for 
some years with the College at Aligarh and with Sayyid Ahmad Khan and was 
instrumental in setting up the Nadvatul Ulema in Lucknow believed, that a person 
Ia Muslim] can become a Christian but cannot be a ghair mugallid'. 2' Hence, at one 
level of association or similarity, we have the Deobandis and the so-called Barelvis 
sharing their beliefs as muqallid, with the ' Wahabis' or Ahle Hadis being ghair 
mugallid. At another, as I show below, the Deobandis and the Ahle Hadis have more 
in common with each other, than do the Deobandi and Barelvi do, who both happen 
to be muqallid. 
The Ahle I ladis did not follow the four schools of Islamic thought, the four nnua-thih, 
while the Deobandis were strict followers of the Hanafi school of jurisprudence, yet 
both had opinions regarding the Prophet Muhammad which were fairly similar. Both 
accused the ; 1hle Sunnat wwwa Jama'at of being innovators (doing bid'at), and 
indulging in shirk (associating partners to Allah, or equating individuals, particularly 
the Prophet, in some ways to Allah). With both bid'at and shirk, in the eyes of the 
Deobandis (and, quite naturally, amongst the Ahle Hadis) being the biggest sin that a 
Muslim could commit, the. -1hlc Sunnat ii 'a Jamä'at were, not surprisingly, excluded 
from the pale of Islam by both . 
22 Hence, the Ahle Sunnat wa lama 'at were 
considered kafirs, or infidels, and no longer Muslims. In terms of practices, both the 
Ahle Iladis and the Deobandis wanted their religion to be 'free of all customs that 
could be criticiicLi by non-Muslims'. and there was a desire 'to puriffi , to change 
l isha San\ al. Devotional Alum and Politics. 
'' Muhammad Mahdi, Ta. kira Shc]msul Ut', iia Alaulana Shibli . IIýnhum, Shama Press, Agra, 1925. p. 
22 Usha sanv al. Devotiwi lI iwn cz,, / Politics. 
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what now appeared as accretion and deviation'. Both opposed those ceremonies that 
were the foundations of the communities that surrounded the shrines. They 
prohibited urs and qawalli ... 
', 23 practices accepted and encouraged by the Ahle 
Sunnal iva lama 'at. 
The accusation of shirk on the Ahle Sunnat wa Jama'at emerged from the extreme 
reverence and love they had for the Prophet Muhammad who, for them, had no 
parallel in the history of mankind. The Ahle Sunnat 1i'a Jamä'at also differed from 
the other two, because it allowed and accepted, in fact encouraged, "innovations' that 
had emerged in the Indian Islamic environment, and had termed them to be part of 
Islam. They accepted the intercession of saints, allowed, and in fact, encouraged the 
visits to tombs of Sufis and pirs, and passionately celebrated the birth anniversary of 
the Prophet, the maulud sharif The Ahle Sunnat wa Jama'at also believed in the 
custom of saying fateha (prayers for the deceased) at the graves of the dead, 
observing customs such as the so. l'c-'m (on the third day after death), the chehlum 
(after forty days), observing barsis (death anniversaries), and in building permanent 
grav'cs and tombs. 24 
The Ahle 1 ladis, far more than the Deobandis, abhorred all such rituals and practices, 
saving that they were innovations from Hindus, and that celebrations like the maulud 
. sharif w as a replica of the 
Ram-Lila celebrations. The Ahle Hadis did not accept the 
intercession of Sufis and pirs in the least, calling this shirk, while the Deobandis, 
\\ ho also rejected such intercession were. nevertheless. less strict in this regard - 
Usha Sanval writes that they were `ambivalent' towards such practices, 
'discouraging but not completely condemning them'. 25 The Ahle Hadis also 
prohibited the pilgrimage to the grave of the Prophet Muhammad. The practices of 
the Ahle Iladis, and in some respect the Deobandis, were considered to be 'severe'. 
23 Barbara D Metcalf, Islamic Revival, p. 27'. 
24 Lsha Sang at, Devotional Islam and Politics. 
25 1 sha Barwal, Ihnrad Ri: a Khan Barelivi: In the Path of the Prophet, Onew orld, Oxford, 2006, p. 36 
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`rigid'. literalist and austere by many. including those subscribing to the Ahle Sunnat 
wwwu Jamü'at system of practicing Islam. However, lest it be misunderstood, the Ahle 
Sunnat wa Jama'at were in no way watering down Islam. making it 'folksy ' and any 
less `traditional'. As SAA Rizvi argues. they 'strictly adhered to the orthodox 
practices enjoined by the traditional theologians and the Sufis'. 26 although some 
scholars of Indian Islam talk about the school's `permissive thinking' on Islamic 
practices. 27 
While these three sects were the main schools of belief and practice that existed in 
Indian Sunni Islam in the nineteenth century, the colonial British, seem to have been 
preoccupied with one particular group from Sunni Islam, the Wahabis. Having 
delineated some key differences between the three most important and active sects in 
later nineteenth century northern India, we should address the question of who a 
Wahabi was in the eyes of the Muslims, since for the British, as I show below, the set 
of criteria for identifying who a Wahabi was, was very different from how Muslims 
themselves, perceived the Wahabi. The British had applied the term primarily to 
Sa\'vid Ahmad Shaheed and his disciples in the Tariqah-i Muhammadii'ah, and were 
also using it for the Faraizis, as well as for people such as the Buner and other 
Pathans, who were involved in the campaigns against the Sikh and the British, and 
who were implicated by association. 28 It was the armed nature of their resistance to 
colonial rule which qualified them to be called `Wahabee". not merely their austere 
and orthodox beliefs. Moreover, all of the organised Muslim sects that I mention 
here, came into existence after the start of the Wahabi trials of the 1860s, and the 
first organised group, the Deobandis, came into existence onl\ in the late 1860s. 
I knee the British, \\, hen they were using the term `Wahabee', had not been exposed 
to the man\' subdivisions that were to emerge later in Sunni Islam. For the Sunnis, 
26 S :1 ,\ Rir\ 
i, 7'/, Breakc/ou n o/ Traditional Societe', Cambridge Histor\ of Islam, p. 88. 
rancis Robinson, Squrc1! lsm .4 long 
Indian 
. 
1luslims: The Politics of the L'nrtccl Provinces 
tluslims 1S6O-1923. Cambridge Uni\ersit\ Press, Cambridge, 1974, p. 268. 
2' Qe\amuddin . \hmad, The ! t'c, habi . tIoventent. 
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however. the term Wahabi had a very different meaning, based on religious 
interpretation and practices. 
The Wahabis amongst the Muslims 
The term Wahabi in the Muslim context, was an oppositional term whereby , no 
Sunni sect embraced the appellation voluntarily and, for the most part, it ýv as used by 
one sect for the other in a clearly facetious manner. The Ahle Sunnat ha Jamä 'at 
could, and did, call both the Ahle Hadis and the Deobandi, Wahabi - which for the 
Jama'at was often preceded by the word `kafir' - while the Deobandis called the 
Ahle Hadis, Wahabi. None of the many sects could call the Ahle Sunnat wa Jamü'at 
Wahabi, for they were the furthest distance from those characteristics Nv'hich 
apparently constituted the term ` Wahabi', by any definition of the term. It seems that 
an aline, Fazal Rasool Badauni (1798/99-1872), the leader of the Qadiriya sect, who 
was one of the earliest and most vociferous critics of Wahabism in India, "' is credited 
to being the first Indian Muslim (probably as opposed to the British who had already 
been using this term - see below) to use the term Wahabi in the Indian context for 
Sayyid Ahmad Shaheed, and to popularise it extensively through his critique of their 
beliefs and practices. 30 In fact, Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan, who went to great pains 
to show why he and his followers were not Wahabis - see below - stated, that Fazal 
Rasool not only called them Wahabis, but he also stated that these people were the 
enemies of the British. 31 
'l'he 
. -1 
hlc Siinnat >>'a Jamb tit's founder and inspiration Ahmad Raza Khan, called the 
Ahle Iladis 'Wahabis' and also called the Deobandis Wahabis and kafIrs. Since the 
Ja, n-I'at revered the Prophet to an extraordinary degree, they were quick to condemn 
ani one \v ho did not place the Prophet on the same pedestal. accusing them of 
"' Rahman Ali, Ta: kira ('/i'ma-e Hind, Pakistan Historical Societ\. Karachi, 2003 (1891), p. 330. For 
a biography of Fazal Rasool, see Mauly i Anwarul Haq, Tatii'ali al . 4nlvJnr, N1athLi-c Subha Sadiq, 
Sitapur, 1880. 
'° Na\N; ih Siddiq Hasan Khan, Ta, u, naim-i' 11'alrahiva, Mufid Amm Press, Agra, 1300 1883, p. 65. 
31 1 bid, p. 75. 
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gustakhi-e Rasul (disrespectfulness, or worse, to the Prophet). and hence. Ahmad 
Raza Khan used the term Wahabi for such people, as well as a general term of abuse 
for anyone he deemed to be disrespectful of the Prophet'. 32 Sanyal argues, that the 
Ahle Sunnat wa Jam5'at described rival Muslim movements as Wahabi. 33 Just as the 
term `Wahabi' was used by the Ahle Sunnat wa Jamcr'at in their literature in a 
pejorative and derogatory sense, so also was ghair muqallid. They were either used 
interchangeably or often together. such as: ye Wahabi ghair mugallidin (these 
Wahabi ghair mugallid). Hence, in the context of the other two sects, the Ahle Hadis 
and the Deobandi, for the Ahle Sunnat iva Jamä'at it was not difficult to call the Ahle 
Hadis Wahabi as they were ghair muqallid, and on this many scholars ýv ere agreed 
that the ghair muqallid were Wahabis, but the difficulty arose when the lama 'at 
resorted to calling the Deobandi, who were mugallid like the Ahle Sunnat, as 
Wahabis. 
Both Usha Sanyal and Barbara Metcalf have argued that the 'pamphlet wars' of the 
late nineteenth century played a key role in the formation and consolidation of 
different fractions and fragments of Muslim identity, particularly those based around 
the sects that they represented. 34 As I show in Chapter Four, a different kind of 
pamphlet war took place prior to when 'organised religion'35 began to dominate the 
Muslim public domain. However, it is clear that once organised sections from 
amongst the Muslims began to represent Muslims, the publication of pamphlets 
against each other grew exponentially, and who a Wahabi was, and hence, who a 
'Muslim' was, played a key role in this pamphlet war. Many pamphlets were written 
about a group's own particular theological explanations about certain practices, and 
perhaps as many \\ cre written against other, competing, groups. In fact, the titles of a 
;'11 sha Sanv a1, .I 
hinad Ri: a Khan Barelivi, p. 105. 
33 lbid, p. 112. 
'' Usha Sang al, Devotional Islam and Politic. s'; and Barbara D Metcalf, Islamic Revival. 
35 B\ 'organised reli`gion'. I mean representati\es of those sects or maslaks, which had become 
institutionalised ha\ ing a clear communitarian identit\ , such as the 
Deobandis, Barely is, Ahmadis, 
etc. This term contrasts \s ith those writers who either \\ rote before the formation of such schools, or 
\\ rote from unaligned, or 'non-institutionalised' positions. 
is 
publication would usually make it obvious \\ hich group had published it and which it 
was against. This was most marked in the manner Wahabis were being classified by 
other Muslims. 
The Jama'e ul shwahid fi ikhrdj al Wahabin un al Masjid (Concrete full 
evidence/proof why Wahabis should be expelled from the Mosque). an eight page 
tract from Jaunpur in 1305/1887, is typical of the Ahle Sunnat it'a Jaina'at 
publications which were, as I argue above, the most active in labelling most 
opponents as Wahabis. 36 In this pamphlet, as was common, the author referred to t\to 
earlier Muslim sects from the first two centuries of Islam. the Rafazi and Khariji, 
both of whom were supposed to have been expelled from Islam by the Sunnis, and 
related their fate with that of the ghair" muyallidin in India. It recounted a number of 
practices - thirteen - that were typical of the Ahle Hadis, such as saying anmin loudly 
after their prayers, keeping their hands on their chest while praying, and reading a 
verse from the Quran aloud when praying, and said that since these practices of the 
Wahabis' were different from those of the Ahle' Sunnat, these ghabr muyalliclin 
should be expelled from Sunni Islam. A key element of this short tract was that it 
cited numerous references to books and pamphlets written by the `Wahabis' on 
issues ol'belief and practice. 
In 1292/1875 Muhammad Ameer Akbarabadi, in a pamphlet entitled 1rnvüür-i 
.l hthammadi (God's Light on/of 
Muhammad), was dismayed at the state of ahle 
JsImn to whom the pamphlet was addressed who, he said, were caught up in such 
turmoil (/ s(-i(l) that everyone had become everyone else's enemy and was willing to 
kill on any pretext. 37 He said, some say that so-and-so is a Wahabi and the enemy of 
the Prophet. while others said that there are those who were influenced by the Sutis 
and \\ ere innovators, and hence, without religion. The Wahabis said that they were 
the true Sunnis, he stated. while other Sunnis said that the \\'ahabi were the inur(hal 
ib Anon. Jwna't' ul shwahidji ikhrýij a/ 11'ahahin un a/ . 1lasjid, Jaunpur, 1305/1887. ;' Muhammad : \meer ; Akbarabadi, . -Inv"cir--i . 
1/rihamm, zc/i, NaNal Kishore, 1292 1875. 
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(despicable). Muhammad Ameer stated, that this is ho« it was in every town, ga. yba. 
as well as in every settlement and bazar (kucha-o bazar), that all one heard was this 
condemnation of the other. His own position was that he condemned the Wahabis as 
those who had bad faith (bad mazhab), as well as those who supported the Sufis for 
being ignorant (jahil) and said that everyone ought to return to the true historical path 
of the Sunnis. 
In the eyes of some Muslims then, a Wahabi was anyone who belonged to the ghair 
muyallidin, but in the eyes of the Ahle Sunnat wa Jama'at a Wahabi could also have 
been a Deobandi muqallid. Ahmad Raza Khan's most famous fatwa, the Hir. ti'ani al- 
Harmain `ala Manhar al-Kufi" u a'l Main (The Sword of the Harmain at the Throat 
of Kufr and Falsehood), published first in 1902 and then in 1906 with the approval of 
some ulema in Mecca, condemned the founders and leaders, alive and deceased, of 
the Deobandi movement, to Wahabism. 38 Ahmad Raza Khan identified four different 
groups of Wahabis, three having characteristics which he said were to be found 
amongst the Deobandis, and the fourth amongst the Ahle Hadis. All were accused of 
denigrating Allah or his Prophet in some way. and not only were they all labelled 
`Wahabi', but kafirs (infidels) as well. 39 Hence, those called Wahabi by the Ahle 
Stinnul 11wu Jurna'at were not just called that, but worse, were called kafirs, and 
hence, did not qualify to be Muslims. In a pamphlet published in 1889, Ahmad Raza 
Khan accused the Deobandis for being kafirs '78 times over' (U ahabi jadid par 78 
data kufi" la--im), for raising the question in one of their pamphlets, of whether God 
could lie. Moreover, Raza Khan added, that even that person who does not call a 
kcufir as such, is also a kafIr. 4° This audaciousness of such belief and accusation. 
needs to be contrasted with another hadi. 5s of the Prophet which stated, that if a 
Muslim charged a fellow Muslim with kufi", he was himself a kafir, if the accusation 
should be proven to be untrue. Yet, despite this warning, not only in north India but 
38 Ahmad Rata Khan, Husum al-Harnrain 'ala . 
tlanhar al-Kufr tit a'l Ilain, Barielly, 1902 
39 ['sha tian\ al, 1)t'vorional Islain and Politics, p. 2332, passim 
40 : \hmad RaLa Khan, Subhan-us-Sahuh un Aib Ka: ah , 1lughuh, 1 307 1889. 
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more generally too, it seems that kafir in theological terms [was] a fairly frequent 
term for the Muslim protagonists of the opposite view'. and was accepted as such. ' 
Clearly, the very large literature on who a Wahabi was in north India, was produced 
by the Ahle Sunnat wa Jama'at against the Deobandis and the Ahle Hadis. The 
Deobandis too, attacked the Ahle Hadis for being Wahabi. The Wahabi was, then, an 
oppositional, negative, derogatory, title in India, but much venerated in Arabia. 
Moreover, being labelled a Wahabi by an opposing sect in the context of nineteenth 
century British India, also meant being called an infidel and excluded from the 
religion of the Muslims. Hence, the important question then arises: how did those 
who were called Wahabi respond to this allegation? 
Denial and Refutation 
The Ahle Hadis, as they called themselves, were the successors of the religious ideas 
of Shah Waliullah and of Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi. The two most important men who 
organised the Ahle Hadis and set it up as a maslak, were Nawab Siddiq f lasan Khan 
Bhopali (1832-90), 42 who was the son of Maulvi Sayyid Hussain Qanauji, one of the 
many khalifas of Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi and, Maulana Sayyid Nazeer Husain 
Muhaddas of Bihar (d 1902). Although Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan wrote more than 
a hundred books, including perhaps the most famous ' Wahabi' testament Tarjuman-e 
11 'ahahi. l-a, Maulana Nazeer Husain is considered the spiritual head and founder of 
the Ahle l-ladi 43 s. 
The %urjumun-c If ahabiYa (Wahabi Representation), is as mistitled as one of the 
most famous works of the eighteenth century written by Shah Waliullah's son, Shah 
: Abdul : 1iiz, called Trilhfii-i Ithiia '; l. tihurilya (Gift to Ithna 'Ashariyya). For just as 
the Tuhfia is not a gift to the Shias and is a resounding condemnation of the Shia 
Em-i- clopaedia of /s/c gyn. Vol IV, FJ Brill, Leiden. 1997, p. 407 
On Nawab Siddiq I lasan Khan, see Saeedullah, The Lift' and Works of . tlruhammad Siddiq Hasan 
Khan, \ atii ah o/ Bhopal, SM Ashraf, Lahore, 1973. 
4' Ibid. 
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mazhab, so too, the Tarjuman-e U'ahabiya, does not represent or defend the «'ahabi 
point of view, but in fact, argued why Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan and the Ahle 
Hadis, were not Wahabis. 
The title of Tarjuman-e Wahabiya published from Agra in 1300/1883 announced that 
it was written by Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan, the husband of Nawab Shahjahan 
Begum Sahiba, the ruler of Bhopal. One thousand copies were printed from the 
Mufid Amm Press in Agra, and were distributed free of charge. 44 The early pages of 
the Turjumun tell us about the history of mankind, about Adam (`who was sixty 
yards long and seven yards wide )45 and Noah ('who lived till he was 640 years 
old' ), 46 and listed the exact dates for when Noah and Abraham lived; the world was 
created `3,218 years ago'. 47 However, the substantive part of this tract was about the 
history of the term `Wahabi', and what it meant in an Indian context, there was 
detailed analysis of what jihad meant, but the main argument was about who a 
Wahabi was and why the author was not one. He argued that the British used the 
term incorrectly, and like many of the writers of the time. Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan 
quoted from and referred to scores of newspapers and books which he had read. 
Ile wrote, that while there had been a great deal of commotion and debate amongst 
the `Muslims of Hind' about the beliefs and practices of the Wahabis, most of this 
debate ww as confined to the Doab, and had not even been heard in the rest of 
Ilindustan earlier. 48 Now, he argued, due to an expansion in communications, this 
news and information had spread to the other parts of Hindustan. The people of 
Bhopal, he argued, were the most illiterate and ill-informed of Hindustan, and that is 
\Oy there had never been a religious debate, whether in writing or verbally, here 
before, and nor had any one ever written a pamphlet or book in reply to any niu: hab. 
" Nm ab Siddiq Hasan Khan. Tarju nan-e l f'ahabri'a, Mufid Amm Press, Agra, 1300, ' 1883. 
15 Ibid, p. 9. 
46 Ibid, p. 1 I. 
'-Ibid. 
" lbid, p. 2 
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Ile wrote. he said, because people of this area were being accused of being \Vahabis 
and because the Government was unhappy with such state of affairs. 49 
After citing evidence about the Wahabi allegations from numerous editions of the 
Pioneer and the Hindu Patriot, Siddiq Hasan Khan went on to state that he was 
writing this pamphlet after doing a lot of research on Wahabis. so that the British 
knew that `amongst the Muslim states in Hind they have no ill-wisher in this state 
and the allegations that is put on Muslims such that they are Wahabis', are absolutely 
incorrect and that they were not at all Wahabis. 50 He wrote that he had been living in 
the state of Bhopal for thirty years and never had anyone in the past ever called him 
or his wife, a Wahabi. But now, he argued, some from the Shia mazhab and some 
`so-called Sunnis' had made this allegation against him and against the state, and had 
informed the authorities as well. 
Siddiq Hasan Khan recounted the history of the Najdi (Arabian) Wahabis, and made 
the important point that they belonged to the Hanbali mazhab, while there is not a 
single Ilanbali in Hindustan since all Sunnis belong to the Hanafi tna: hab'. 51 He 
talked about Shah Waliullah and defended his followers for rejuvenating Islam in 
'I Iind', getting rid of numerous practices which related to shirk and bid 'at. He 
argued that the Najdi Wahabi tradition was very different from what was practiced in 
Ilindustan, and both responded to their own particular cultures. Despite these 
differences, these simpleton Muslims of Hindustan. he argued, had started this new 
past-time (taniüs'li /) of sculpturing a new meaning to Wahabi everywhere in India. '2 
In the Doab, aW ahabi was considered to be one who stayed away from graves, 
ta: iu.,, did not go to Sufis and pirs, stopped people from celebrating the Prophet's 
birthday, and who stopped people from saying 'ývah rasul allah ' and 'j'a all* (seeking 
help from the Prophet, and for the Shias from the fourth Caliph, Ali). in Hyderabad 
49 ibid. 
`" Ibid, p. 6. 
Ibid, p. 15. 
Ibid, p. 17. 
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Deccan a \k'ahabi was one who kept his pyjama above his ankles and did not trim his 
beard and said his prayers and kept his fasts, or someone who did not drink the local 
liquor; in Lucknow, Kanpur and Delhi, a Wahabi was someone who did not follow 
the Hanafi mazhab but followed the Quran and Kadis; in Bombay. a \V'ahabi was one 
who did not consider Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, who was a Ilanbali and \ as a Sufi- 
scholar, as the great man that he was and considered the celebrations of the Prophet's 
birth an innovation; for those in Eastern Hindustan, the purbis, a Wahabi was one 
who was not a muqallid or followed the four mazahib, and instead followed the true 
and original path of the Prophet keeping away from innovation and false practices. 53 
1 le argued that all these practices designated people, incorrectly, as Wahabis, and this 
meant that in every city, a Wahabi meant something different and separate'. "4 Only 
the enemies of these people called them Wahabis, he argued, and that none of them 
were Wahabis; to call someone who followed the Quran and Kadis, said his prayers 
and kept his fasts, and followed the principles of Islam, a Wahabi. was a grave 
injustice, he argued. 
A key point that Siddiq Hasan Khan made in this tract, was the distancing from Najdi 
\Vahabism. lie gave numerous examples of why the Hanbali Wahabis could have no 
fbllo\ticrs in India, largely because, he argued, that the Indians had no contact with, 
or information about, Arabia until very recently. " He said, that not a single person 
had come from Najd as a learned scholar to Hind, and there had been no relationship 
between I lind and Najd on the basis of which people here could have been familiar 
ith the Najdi traditions. Siddiq Hasan Khan argued that not a single book' of 
Muhammad bin Abdul Wahab had been published anywhere in 'Hind' and nor was 
his \v ork tau` ht in mac/rasas or discussed by Islamic scholars. He also stated that 
there \\ as no contact between the people of Hind with Arabia through neww spapers, 
`z Ibid, pp 17-18. 
`a lnterestin, -, 
I\, the Bengal Census Commissioner for 1881, J. A Bourdillon, also smý some traits in 
hoc the Faraizis dressed which would help identiffi them: the l erazi [sic. ] is known bý certain tricks 
ol'clothing and gesture, and by the ostentatious austerity of his demeanour', Report on the Census >t 
British Imlia 7oki'» on I- Feb /8/, Vol 1, London, 1883, p. 27. 
55 Tarjuntwi, p. 0. _9.. 
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nor through the telegraph or through the rail. 'the way there is contact and 
information at the moment. with the people of England. Germany and France' ! 56 
A further ploy in distancing the Ahle Hadis from the Wahabis, for Siddiq H-lasan 
Khan, was his explanation of the term jihad. and by saying how certain types of jihad 
were against the traditions of the Prophet. Most importantly, Siddiq Hasan Khan 
argued, that for Wahabis it was obligatory that they undertake jihad, but since I find' 
was an 'abode of freedom and peace' one could not think of undertaking jihad at all. 
On numerous occasions in this tract, Siddiq Hasan argued, that he was being framed 
by his enemies, and whenever someone wanted someone to look bad in the eyes of 
the Government, they called him a Wahabi. 57 
The cultural and religious particularities that Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan mentioned 
above, from all over India, were precisely those that the Ahle Sunnat ii'a Jamd 'at 
considered to be of Wahabi origin, and hence called such people whom Siddiq Hasan 
Khan defended, as Wahabis. Although he never defined or explained in this 
pamphlet what the religious practices of the Ahle Hadis were, he did state that while 
the Wahabis had been around (in Arabia) for a mere 70 years, the true religion of the 
. -1 
hlt- Sie, inat had been around for 1300 years. While these aspects were directed at 
other Muslims who were calling the Ahle Hadis Wahabi, the other main defence in 
this tract was to denounce jihad and state that he and his followers too, were 'Loyal 
Mohammadans', for to call any sect of the Muslims ' Wahabi' and especially to 
consider them rebellious and jihadis, is against reason (khiläf-e-ag1)'. 58 Many of the 
Muslims \v ho \\ cre called `Wahabis' by Muslims themselves, rejected this 
appellation because they did not agree with the religious practices and belief system 
which \tient along with the name, while others rejected it because they did not want 
56 Ibid, p. 20, 
" Ibid, p. ?1 ff. 
58 ]bid, p. 77. 
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the British definition of the 'fanatical Wahabees', who were thought to be rebellious, 
treacherous and seditious, imposed upon them. 
As I show in the next section, in some ways, the debate about who a Wahabi was, 
comes full circle. For the British, the term , Wahabee' was imposed on those Muslims 
who they considered to be rebellious and seditious, while their particular brand of 
orthodox and rigid religious beliefs may have been of little consequence. For those 
Muslims who were doing the name-calling and branding others as Wahabis, the 
concerns hinged largely on the basis of religious interpretation and practice. 
However, it seems that for those who were actually called Wahabis, the concerns 
were very similar to those of the British. 
Perhaps this was the reason why, as the Punjabi Akhbar from Lahore reported, that 
Maulvi Muhammad l lussain, editor of the Asha'at ul-Sunnat, and a member of the 
Ahle Hadis Secretariat wrote to the Secretary of the Punjab Government in May 
1886, that the term Wahabi should not be applied `to the Muhammadans of his class 
in official correspondence'. The Punjab Government referred the matter to the 
Supreme Government who had `forbidden the use of the term in question in official 
papers'. According to the newspaper, the Government of India's orders asked other 
`classes of Musalmans to refrain from calling the Ahle Hadis Musalmans Wahabi in 
future, otherwise they may be criminally prosecuted for defamation'. 59 However, 
despite this notification, both the Muslims as well as the British, continued to use this 
term for the Ahle Hadis, many years after it was issued. 
The `Fanatical Wahabees' of the British 
The \\'ahabis were one of the handful of the 73 sects of Islam, which were formall` 
recognised as a sect by the British. With the Sunnis, the Shias. and the Faraizis, an 
59 
. 'L'lections front I 'crn z ula, Newspapers published in Punjab. North- Western Provinces, Oudh, 
Central Provinces, Central India and Rajputana, l87. p. 81. 
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equally troublesome sect for the British, they made up the four main sects which 
achieved recognition in the censuses conducted since 1871, over which, in the eyes 
of the British, there was little 'vagueness or elasticity'. These four were consistently 
part of the censuses and were recognised as sects, unlike other sects such as the 
Khojas and the Bohras, who were at times considered castes, and at others. were 
included as one of the Islamic sects. Yet, in the 1871 census, very few individuals 
had returned themselves as `Wahabees'. and in the 1881 census, out of the 50 million 
Muslims of the whole of India, only 9,296 returned themselves as ' Wahabees' and 
2,173 as `Farazis' [sic. ], far fewer than Khojas. Bohras and man}, other Muslim sects. 
From Patna, which was the headquarters of the Wahabis, only 27 persons ' professed 
the Wahabi doctrine', and in all the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, only 28 
Wahabis were counted in the census. From Bengal. not a single Farazi [sic. ] appears 
in the Census table'. 60 If indeed, the Wahabis and the Faraizis Nvere so insignificant 
in number, why were they given the importance and recognition to be called a sect 
and to be counted separately from all other Muslims? 61 
The group of Muslims whom the British called, at various times, the 'bigoted', 
`puritan', `fanatical', `militant', `purist', `rebel', `traitor', `Wahabees', or 'those 
Ilindusthanie Moulvies', did not call themselves Wahabis, although they certainly 
knew that they were being referred to, when the British identified them as Wahabi. 62 
The term had a particularly seditious meaning in the lexicon of the British, or a 
. rcligio-political' one, as one authority explains. 63 However, for the Muslims in 
60 Re/port on the C'Cirsus of British India taken on 17 Feb 1881, Vol 11, Table IIIB, London, 1883. p. 
26. 
I do not deal with the Faraizi movement as it was specific to the Bengal. On the Faraizi movement, 
sec Rafiuddin Ahmed, The Bengal. lusliIlls 1871-1906:. 4 QuestjOr Identity, Oxford Universit\ Press, 
Delhi, 1981. 
61 lt is interestin-to contrast these appellations for the \Vahabis, with other Muslim sects in India. For 
example, the Shia Bohras of the Bombay Presidenc\, were considered to be 'exceedingly quiet and 
I, a\\ abiding'. Ga_ctueer oo1 the Bomben Vol VII. Baroda, 1883, p. 71. For a history of the 
Bohras, see Mauls I Muhammad Najmul Ghani Khansahib ibne Maul\ I Abdul Ghani Khansahib, 
Boýln"o ki Tarikh, Matba-e M1utla-ul-Ulum, Mluradabad, Mtuharram 13222/June 1906.500 copies 
printed. 
63 Qe\ amuddin Ahmad, The I ahabi . 1lovement in 
Mdia. 
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general, and particularly for those who were called Wahabis, their identity was 
sharply religious, based on a particular meaning, interpretation and understanding of 
Islam and its 'politics', more specifically, on the philosophy of jihad. which emerged 
as a consequence of those religious beliefs. 64 While these `Wahabis' were primarily a 
phenomenon of the early half of the nineteenth century, and their rebellious 
movement had died down completely by 1870, as I show above, the term continued 
to be used to identify a certain group of Muslims in north India. In the second half of 
the nineteenth century, for Muslims and for Islamic scholars and religious leaders, 
the term acquired a very different meaning from the one originally used by the 
British. The term `Wahabi', from being seditious in the second quarter of the 
nineteenth century for the British, went back to a purely religious connotation for 
Muslims in the last quarter of the century, as Fazal Rasool Badauni had intended, and 
was once again used by Muslims exclusively as part of their intra-religious, internal, 
critique of one another. 
The group of people whom the British in India called the Wahabis, were the 
followers of Sayyid Ahmad, later `Shaheed' (1786-1831), of Rae Bareilly in the 
North-Western Provinces. Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi was the founder of the movement, 
or school, which was called the Tariqah-i Muhammadiyah, or the Way of the 
(Prophet) Muhammad. 65 The Tai igah bore its ideological roots in the first revivalist 
movement of India, that of Shah Waliullah (1703-62) and his son Shah Abdul Aziz 
(1746-18214). Shah Abdul Aziz is remembered by contemporary scholars most for his 
famous (at\Na of 1803, in which he declared Hindustan to be a daru 'l-harb, or abode 
of \\ ar, as he was astute and far-sighted enough to realise that by then, the Mughal 
66 Iý; mperor no longer ruled in spite of the fiction maintained by the British'. 
`'a Harlan 0 Pearson, Islamic Reform and Revival. 
`'s Sir Denzil lbhetson belie\ed. wrongly, that the `Muhammadi' in this title came from the name of 
their 'founder', Muhammad Ibn Abdul Wahab, and hence, \\as one of man\ of the British who linked 
Say ý id : \hmad \\ ith \V ahabiism. See belo\\. 
°o Kenneth Jones, . Socio-religious Reform . 
t1ol"eme, iix in British India, The Ne\\ Cambridge History o1 
India, 3. I, Cambridge Llni\ ersit\ Press, Cambridge. 1987. p. 52. 
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All subsequent Islamic movements in north India, originate from, and bear some 
degree of allegiance to, Shah Waliullah's original ideas, although the nature of 
interpretation has varied far and wide. 67 Shah Waliullah is accredited as being the 
creator of the religious system of Islam in an Indian. at least north Indian 
(Iiindustani), environment. 68 Like Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahab at-Tamimi (17033- 
1792), Shah Waliullah's Islamic system is said to be based on the 13/14 century 
Islamic scholar Ibn Tamiyya's interpretation of Islam. Ibn Tamiyya (d 1328). Abdul 
Wahab of Najd in Arabia, and Shah Waliullah and their later followers, have been 
called `purists' for wanting to return to what they believed was the original Islam of 
the seventh century, shorn of all innovation and local influence. 69 It was this 
tradition, and these series of influences, which formed the Islamic beliefs of Says id 
Ahmad Barelvi, who was the first, and probably the last, Islamic scholar and Muslim 
leader, who put into practice the meaning of Shah Abdul Aziz's fatu'a. about 
I lindustan being a claru'l-harb (the abode of war, as compared to daru'l-islam, the 
home of Islam), which gave rise to British interest in a group of people they began to 
call the ` Wahabees' . 
70 
There are two marked features of Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi's interpretation of Islam, 
one based on theology and religion, and the other which emerges from the first and 
gives rise to political action in the form of the jihad. For the British, it was both 
matures. his belief and religious practices, which were of concern, but more so, not 
surprisingly. his call to jihad against the British. 71 
Kenneth Jones summarises Savvid Ahmad Barelvi's belief system as follows: He 
67 SAA Rii\ i, Shah Il'a/i-Allah and his Times, Ma'irafat Publishing House, Canberra, 1980. 
68 Shaikh Muhammad (kram, ahauj-e Kausar (1962), Taj Company, New Delhi, 1-004, p. 586, and, 
A/IL Ahmad, Sli(/ics in Islamic Culture in the Indian Environment, Oxford Universit\ Press, Ne\ý 
Delhi. (1964). 
69 
Ibid. 70 1 larlan 0 Pearson, Islamic Re/orin and Revival. 
,I See Qevamuddin Ahmad, AL, 11'ahahi 
. 
tloivemt'nr, Harlan 0 Pearson, Islamic Rqborm und Revival, 
and SAA Ri/\ i, Shah II'czli-A1/ah. Also see A\esha Jalal. Partisans a1 . Allah: Jihad in South . Isia. 
I iar\ and Uni\ ersity Press, Cambridge. -'008. 
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preached his own version of a purified and restored Islam. accepted the basic 
teachings of Shah Waliullah and like him, called for the removal of erroneous 
innovations, all elements of polytheism, and idolatry. He rejected customs 
and rituals from the Indian, Roman and Persian civilizations unless they were 
consistent with the Quran and Sunnnah. Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi \\ as adamant 
against the concept of an intermediary between God and man, telling his 
listeners that they could not seek aid from 'saints, apostles. imams. martyrs, 
72 angels, and fairies'. 
Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi had returned to India in 1823 after spending two `ears in the 
Ilijaz and set up his Tariqah-i Muhammadiyah. 73 This was also the time when the 
British began to consolidate power over much of India, and Sayyid Ahmad's group 
was one of the first unified religious entities which the British encountered in 
northern India. 74 A few years earlier they had come up against the Faraizi Movement 
founded by Haji Shariatullah (b. 1764) of village Bahadarpur in Faridpur district in 
Bengal. His Movement for the social reform of Muslim society (but limited largely 
to Bengal) started in 1802, was also said to be `quite similar to that of Muhammad- 
ibn-`Abdul Wahab of Najd'. 75 However, it was Haji Shariatullah's son Dudu Mian, 
who gave the Movement mass scale and it had a wide following, and was considered 
by some to be as much (or largely) a class struggle between peasants and 
landowners, mostly indigo growers and their oppressed peasantry'. 76 
Sav\'id Ahmad took Shah Abdul Aziz's 1803 fatwa far more seriously than had 
anyone earlier, or since. Organizing his followers under the banner of the Tariqah. 
Savyid Ahmad urged them to undertake jihad as Hindustan was no longer the daru'1- 
islair and had become the dariu'l-harb. According to one interpretation of jihad 
7' Kenneth Jones, Soccio-religious ; 11olvc'ments, p. 54. ,' M1ý main sources for Sa\ \ id Ahmad Barle\ i and his Tariqah, are Qe\ amuddin Ahmad, The Il ahabi 
. 
11oi-cinew and I larlan 0 Pearson, Islamic ReJorvn and Revival. 
74 Some contemporary \w riters consider this to be the first 'anti-colonial' movement against the 
British. See: lqtidar : \lanm Khan, 'Anti-Colonial Resistance and the Jihad Movement of Nineteenth 
C'entury', in Delhi Polic_\ Group, ll'ar and Pi'<<ce in Islam, Seminar Proceedings, Ne\ý Delhi, 2003. 
` Qevamuddin , \hmad, The 11 ahahi 4lovemenc, p. 87 7° Ibid. 
which Sayyid Ahmad professed, any such military action needed to be launched from 
outside the boundary of the region that was to be liberated. Hence. Savvv. id Ahmad 
collected a number of people from Patna, the Wahabi headquarters, and started 
moving towards the north-western frontiers of India, collecting followers and 
supporters along the way. Sayyid Ahmad's mujahidin, ended up making their base in 
the I lazara region and began their jihad against Ranjit Singh and his Sikh Empire, as 
well as against the British. 77 
Sayyid Ahmad found numerous allies amongst the hardened Pathans of the north- 
western frontiers of India, and many tribes from Buner, Kotha, and other places, 
joined him against Ranjit Singh and the British. The involvement of the Pakhtun 
tribes in the mujahidin movement was probably as much political, based on issues of 
territoriality with the Sikhs with whom there had been many skirmishes, as it was 
`religious'. The Pakhtuns belonged to an area of India and to the part of the world, 
where it seems, religious customs and practices were as `hardened' as was the 
terrain. The British and the Sikhs had encountered the `fiery Pathans', on many 
occasions in the past, and knew of their fighting abilities and skills. The fact that they 
%\ ere also called 'those bigoted Sunnis, the Pathans'78 by the British, also made them 
belong to the seditious traitors, the mujahidin, and were also implicated in the 
category, `Wahabee'. 
Savv id Ahmad Barelvi 'Shaheed'. and Shah Ismail 'Shaheed', who was the second 
in command of the iiujahidrn and the grandson of Shah Abdul Aziz, were killed 
lighting the Sikhs in 18 31 in Balakot. In the next quarter century, the movement 
continued to be involved in military skirmishes with the British, particularly in the 
'' What is intcrestin- and surprising, is that in the contemporary literature on Sa\ \ id Ahmad and his 
M1oýement, there is still a great deal of confusion oxer the question whether his Jihad as against the 
British or the Sikhs. IF' en the main authority on the Movement, fails to give a satisfactor\ answer to 
this question; cf. Qe\amuddin Ahmad, The II'ahabi Movement. 
Sir Denzil lbbettson, Punjab C L1. s<<'s. Being a reprint at the chapter on the Races, Castes and 
Tribes of bathe Pcople ' in the Report on the Census of the Punjab published in 1883 bi' the (arte' Sir 
L)t'n: il Ibh1't. son, K(SI, Lahore 1986, p 222. 
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frontier regions, but the movement seems to have lost its organisational hold. 
Moreover, because the frontier Pakhtuns continued to fight their battles «ith the 
British, and because they were thought to be 'bigoted Sunnis', it does not necessarily 
follow that they continued to fight for the same cause as were the original mujahidin. 
Yet, the British continued to believe that the insurgency was based on the same 
principles, and the `Wahabees' were also implicated in the 1857 Mutiny. Ho«ev-er. 
the military power and the organisational basis. if any still left, had been completely 
routed by around the early 1860s, following which a number of the followers of 
Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi were arrested and tried. 
The `Wahabee Trials', received extraordinary coverage in the English press - as well 
as in the vernacular newspapers, one must add - in colonial India. The trials were 
held in Ambala in 1864, Patna 1865, Malda 1870, Raj Mahal 1870, and finally again 
in Patna in 1871. A number of people, including some prominent and respected men 
such as the well known' hide merchant of Patna, Amir Khan, were convicted in the 
trials and sent to the Andaman Islands. 79 By sometime in the 1870s, the Wahabi 
threat had been completely terminated, and all the prisoners had been released in 
1883 under a general amnesty once the Government of India had realised that these 
men and their movement were no longer a threat to them. Yet even at the time when 
the movement had been subdued and tamed, the British continued to (wrongly) 
implicate the Wahabis in many acts of murder and insurgency. The most well known 
allegation concerned the murder of Lord Mayo when he visited the Andaman Islands 
in I"chruarv 1872. Ile was murdered by a Frontier Pakhtun, named Sher All, and it 
\\ Lis assumed that the murderer was a Wahabi. However, the Wahabis were not 
involved or connected with this affair, although an 'attempt was made to involve 
them in it'. which caused the island's officers to take revenge on the prisoners on the 
island. 80 Another such case was the assassination of the Chief Justice of Bengal, 
Justice Paxton Norman in 1871 which was also wrongly attributed to the Wahabis. 
"Q amuddin . lhmad, The It'ahahi lloi'ement. 80 Ibid, p. 256. 
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The assassin was a Punjabi named Abdullah, who was officially declared to be an 
insane man and had no connections with the Wahabis. but an 'anti-Wahabi group of 
officials as well as some public men thought it a good opportunity to involve the 
Wahabis in this foul deed'. ' 8 
The impact of the Wahabis on the British imagination and in the way they managed 
their political lives, must have been huge, given the plethora of articles and books 
published on them by Britishers during the nineteenth century. Numerous articles in 
the early volumes of the Journal of' the Royal Asiatic Societe' and the Calcutta 
Rei'iciv, suggest a great preoccupation with the Wahabis. 82 The Englishman and the 
Pioneer from Allahabad, as well as the Bengal Harkaru, published regular accounts 
about the Wahabis including numerous pages on accounts of their trials. A number of 
books too were published about the Wahabis and about the trials. 83 including perhaps 
the most important account of Indian Muslims, published in 1873, in which opinions 
about the Wahabis played an important role in forming both, British and Indian 
perspectives about the Wahabis. 84 
The way public opinion was being framed with regard to the Wahabis, can be gauged 
by the tenor in the British press, which filtered into the `native' newspapers as well. 
On 11 January 1865, the Pioneer- carried an article in which it heavily criticised an 
article in the Englishman on a number of counts for pointing out certain facts 
contrary to what were being suggested by the Pioneer, regarding the arrest and trial 
of' Maulei Ahmadullah, one of the earliest to go on trial. The general tone of the 
" lbid, p. 30 1. 
82 See, For eyample, the carlv volumes of Journal of the Roi'u/ Asiatic Social'. London (Vol X11I 
1852, \III New Series 1881), Bombay (Vol XIV 1880) and Calcutta (Bengal Vol 1,1832). James 
O'Kineal\ 'A Sketch of the V1'ahhabis in India Down to the Death of Sa\v id Ahmad in 1831', 
Cali rata Review. 50,100,1870. Shahmat Ali, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1,1833; and Roi'al. -Asiatic 
. SOCii"h', I ), 1852. "' For evainhle, see: CC Macrae, Report on the Proceedings in the Case of A mir mir Khan, Calcutta, 1871; 
[A Mendes" Report of Proceedings in the matter c, / . 
(mir Khan and Hashinatdad Khan, Calcutta 
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Pioneer can be appreciated by the following excerpt: 'The folly of Fanaticism is one 
of the most mysterious of phenomena, and in no country. and among no sect. is the 
folly more conspicuous than in India, among the Wahabees'. The paper spoke about 
how these fanatics, with their gullible intellects. 'greedily' accepted 'monstrous' 
ideas. 85 On 16 January, the paper criticised Fagan, the lawyer for Maulei 
Ahmadullah who had come from Calcutta to defend the man and had since returned, 
by stating that, `the impropriety of an officer of Government defending a prisoner 
charged with treason against the State, is so obvious and indefensible, that we think it 
very probable that his retirement was suggested'. 86 The 'native ne\\spapers'. at least 
in translation, echoed the opinion that had been created by the British about the 
Wahabis, and papers like the Oudh Ukhbar of 26 December 1865 spoke about the 
`rebel Wahabis' who lived by plunder, and suggested, in its 13 February 1866 
edition, that the Government should imprison the leaders of the Wahabis. The 
Gºn'ulior Gazelle and the Kohinur, from Lahore. continued the same pitch, and the 
latter 'mentions that the Wahabees are said to be very talkative about their religion in 
the city of Lahore. In the mosques great meetings are held and arguments take place 
concerning it'. 87 The Wahabi presence between the 1840s to the 1880s, was reported 
all over India, in the North-Western Provinces of course, and in the Punjab, but also 
in Bombay, Madras and Hyderabad. 
In the imagination of the British, the crucial link between Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi and 
the Wahabis of Arabia, assumed that Sayyid Ahmad had some connection with 
Muhammad Ihn Abdul Wahab in Arabia, and both shared many similar views on the 
status and place of Islam in the world, at around the same time. Marcia Hermansen 
argues that the category `Wahhabi', has long been recognised as `problematic' in the 
Indian context, and suggests that its origin into the Indian frame may have come 
from the military activities of the followers of Abdul \Vahab, who sacked and 
I'he Pio, ict, r, Allahabad, 11 January, 186. Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, Ne\ý Delhi. 
So l'he Pio,; err, ; \Ilahabad, 16 Januar, 1865. 
, 4' , tic'/L'c tio, zy from the I 'eri; is ular Newspapers publi 
/ioýl in the Punjab, \ orth-West Proiviiices, Oujh, 
mid the Central Provinces, 1866 
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captured Hijazi holy cities in 1803 and 1804. These military successes may have 
attracted the attention of the British and. Hermansen asks, «-hether British officers in 
India were -disturbed' at the military activities of Shah Ismail Shaheed and Sayv id 
Ahmad Barelvi and their successors, and hence 'extended the name from an Arabian 
to an Indian phenomenon? '88 This is probably the most likely case, as I have tried to 
argue above, a view that continued to persist for many decades later. The 
Memorandum on the 1871-72 Census repeated what had become conventional 
wisdom and `fact' by then, by stating that the tenets of the puritanical sect founded 
by Abdul Wahab in Najd, were brought to India by Sayyid Ahmad in 1823, and 
caught up the fiery Pathans of the north-west frontier'. 89 
Yet, in passing, it is also worth citing other recorded cases where this connection was 
not made. If all references to India's militant inujahidin Wahabees were determined 
by association with the Arab Wahabis, it is surprising that this is not mentioned by 
one visitor to the `Wahabee Capital of Riyadh in Central Arabia' at a time when the 
Wahabi issue was at its peak in India. In 1865, Lt Col (later, Sir) Lewis Pelly, who 
had a long and illustrious career spanning over four decades in British India, who 
was then 11er Majesty's Political Resident in the Persian Gulf, set out on a journey to 
the Riyadh. He concurred with the general sentiment about Wahabis, talking about 
the `fanatical structure of Wahabeeism', and about how Wahabis, and indeed the 
; drab mind in general, is so perfidious, so changeable, so volatile, so vindictive, and 
soy fanatical that there as no trusting to the look of affairs for an hour', yet no 
mention or connection is made with the Indian Wahabis, and this at a time when 
there \\ as already enough going on with regard to them in India. 90 Pelly's account 
may have been one of the very few which did not draw this connection. While there 
is no \\a\ of knowing whether the 1881 Census Commissioner of Bengal. JA 
S8 Marcia I lermansen, 'Fakirs, Wahabis and Others', in Jamal Malik (ed), Perspectives aJ . 
Huttal 
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Bourdillon. had read Lewis Pelly's opinion about the 'Arab Wahabees'. it is 
noticeable that Bourdillon expressed the same sentiment regarding the Faraizis in 
Bengal, when he stated, they are a class of intensely bigoted. turbulent and litigious. 
and with a few exceptions they are as ignorant and intolerant as fanatics have mostly 
been in the history of the world'. 9' It seems then, that British opinion about the Arab 
Wahabis, or their assumed Indian counterparts in the form of those who follo\v ed 
Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi or Dudu Mian, were identical. 
Before I conclude this section, it is perhaps worth examining the 1881 Census to 
examine the `Census Wahabis'. In fact, the reasons given by Census Commissioners 
for why so few Wahabis returned themselves as Wahabis, only underscores the 
arguments made in this section above. The Report on the Census of 1881 admitted, 
that since so many `Mahomedan' had not given any information about their sect, the 
tables lost some of their value `especially in relation to the knowledge it affords us to 
the members of the Puritan sects, the Wahabis and Farazis [sic. ]'. 92 However, the 
Report did realise why members of these two sects were reluctant to come forward: 
the feeling with which Wahabyism is looked upon by the authorities is not in favour 
of its members being openly declared by any enumeration of the people. Nor are 
persons professing doctrines which are distinguished as Farazi [sic. ] likely to return 
themselves by a term which they do not regard as complimentary'. 93 Mr White, who 
filed his report from the North-Western Provinces wrote that he had been `informed 
by Mahomedan gentlemen, that since the Patna prosecutions the Wahabis object to 
declaring themselves rest they should incur the suspicion of the Government', a 
sentiment shared by Census Commissioner Bourdillon from Bengal who said that 
only 2,144 persons had returned themselves as Wahabi, and they no longer 
94 considered it \\ isc to openly profess this fact. 
91 Report on Ihc C'ciisus ()/ British India Taken on 1/ Feb 181'1, Vol 1, London, 1883, p. 27. 
92 Report on the CL'l1 us of'Brili. vlr India Taken on 17 Feb 18N 1, Vol 1. London, 1883, p. 26. 
`" Ibid, p. 26. 
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While the Faraizi Movement may have quickly become a political movement, a 
`class struggle' of peasants, there is little doubt that the Tariqah seemed to ha\ e had 
a far richer and deeper ideological and religious mooring. and hence the label 
'purist', attached to it by the British. Yet, importantly, what seems less clear, is 
whether there was a much later -a teleological - reading into the ideology and 
methods of the Tariqah by the British, only once their seditious and treacherous side 
had been revealed. In other words, had the Tariqah not resorted to an armed struggle 
to expel the British from the soil of Hindustan, would the British have made as much 
of the ` Wahabeeism', of the followers of Sayyid Ahmad, as they did`? 
Since the British constructed the image of the fanatical Wahabees based on their 
reading of the Wahabis of Najd in Arabia, some of them, but only a very f6\, 
realised that some of those who they classified as belonging to the sect `Wahabee', 
were not very comfortable with this classification. Part of the reason, some Census 
Commissioners realised, was the fact that both the Wahabi and the Faraizi, had been 
branded as traitors and rebels, and hence many Muslims who may have belonged to 
such groupings, were reluctant to `return' themselves as Wahabi or Faraizi during the 
census, categories which were part of the many castes, sects and subdivisions, which 
bifurcated the religious groupings in the 1871-72 and 1881 censuses. Not realising 
that this was a very modern form of tagiya, 95 the British continued to lament the fact 
that they could count only a few thousand Wahabee and Faraizis when they were 
convinced there were many more. However, occasionally, some Commissioners 
realised that the problem went somewhat deeper. 
The accompanying commentary to the Report on the Census of British India of 1881, 
stated that those vv ho were called Faraizis by the British, did not find the term 
'conlhllnlcntarv'. JA Bourdillon, the Census Commissioner in Bengal. made the 
95 Ttigi' u is the Shia tradition of not disclosing their ma-hab when the\ think they are under threat 
under hostile, usually Sunni, rule. In one of the references cited in this Chapter, the nineteenth centur\ 
[3omha\ Kholas, NN hen the issue of whether they \\ ere Sunni or Shia came up in the Bornba\ High 
Court in 1866, claimed that the\ \\ ere al\\ a\ s Shia and \w ere simply practicing tagil u. 
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astute observation, that while Wahabism had been `out of favour', an important 
reason why people did not state that they were Wahabis «as because they 'do not 
adopt or admit that designation, but adopt some other periphrasis, so that it is certain 
that some of them are included among the Mahommedans of unspecified sect'"96 
Importantly. Bourdillon realised that the reasons why the Faraizis did not report 
themselves as Faraizi's was that `this name is not one which members of the sect use 
when speaking of themselves, but it is an entirely exotic epithet ... 
'. 97 Indeed, as I 
have tried to argue in this chapter, this was the crux of the issue: many members of a 
Muslim `sect' did not use the name that the British had given them, and for the 
Muslims, the Wahabis were a very different category altogether. The Muslims 
classified and labelled themselves very differently from the way the British defined 
them. 
Throughout the nineteenth century, while the British continued to label the 
Wahabees as seditious, rebels and traitors, there were a handful amongst the British, 
who understood that in terms of religious belief and practice, this group seemed 
different from other practicing Muslims. For Muslims themselves, when it came to 
categorising who a Wahabi was, unlike the British, it was only the issue of religious 
faith and practice which marked out this group from others. Yet, for the most part, 
the appellation `Wahabi', even by many Muslims, was rejected and was always 
applied to some other group, never to themselves. The term was perceived to have 
such severe derogatory connotations, that the successors of whom the British had 
called the 'fanatical Wahabees', filed a petition to have their official title changed 
and had being called a \Vahabi made into a punishable offence. Ho« the most 
austere, traditional, orthodox and bigoted branch of Indian Sunnism was made to rely 
on one of the most modem, *foreign', innovative, institutions planted onto Indian soil 
- the colonial leial system - is another story. 
')" Report on the ('cris tx of Briti., /r India Taken on 17 Feb 1881, Vol 1, London. 1883, p. 26 
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The Boundaries of the Muslim Qaum 
Within the context of the Muslims of nineteenth century colonial India, a key notion 
that emerged with regard to their identity, representation, and exclusion, was the 
fluid and vague, though extremely important, concept of a Muslim qaum. At the time 
when the colonial empire was busy differentiating Muslims by different 'castes', 
`sects' and subdivisions through their censuses, a section of the Muslims ashrnf; 
were constructing an alternate idea of a united Muslim entity which they called the 
`gaum'. Unlike the construction of the idea and image of the Wahabis by the British 
as demonstrated above or, for that matter, of what a caste was and what was a sect, 
the boundaries and features of the Muslim qaum, were defined exclusively by 
Muslims. Yet the way the term was derived in the nineteenth century, and the way it 
became legitimated in the Muslim lexicon, reveals the continuing story of hegemony 
and domination of certain groups amongst the Muslims of British India, and links to 
the ideas to be discussed in Chapter Four, related to the great-man-great-idea theme, 
of writing to and for the galim. 
1)clining the qaum and speaking on behalf of it, became an acutely political task for 
some members of the Muslim community who imagined a grand vision for the qaum. 
On the other hand, for those who were concerned with more local, parochial, or even 
primarily religious. issues, the need to define and stake claim over such a notion, 
seemed to be less important. This section will argue, that the development of the idea 
of the gauin was a 'modern' one, and was linked to politics, and not much to 
religious belief, and as religion became more political, so did the notion of the gaum. 
For this reason, the evolving and contradictory use put of the term 'gaum ' by Sayyid 
: 11imad Khan and his 'Sir-Savvid' or Aligarh school, becomes particularly relevant. 
Focussing on Sa\'yid Ahmad and his 'school' is important, for it \\ as his notion of 
the gaum. and that of Altaf Hussain Hali's, which becomes the dominant, perhaps the 
only, notion of what the Muslim Baum ý as. 98 an idea on which the poet-philosopher 
Muhammad lqbal built considerably in the twentieth century. 99 
For Muslims in northern India, and particularly for their leaders, the qaum was a 
northern Indian, Hindustani, Muslim, gaum, and was fractured geographically, with 
little concern for Muslims elsewhere in the empire. In this way, the notion of gaum 
as a signifier, was very different from any of the `Muslim' or ' Islamic' categories, 
such as Wahabi, Deobandi, Shia, etc. The qaum was non-sectarian in a religious 
sense, and in many ways, was far more inclusive than any of the Islamic ma. slaks. 
Yet, it was largely the vision of an Urdu-speaking Muslim qaum which emerged 
amongst the ashräf or well-born Hindustani Muslim leadership, itself almost 
exclusively north Indian, while Muslims whose mother tongue may have been 
Bengali, Deccani or Malayalam, were never included in the broad category of the 
Muslim qaum'. The few non-north Indian representatives also began to speak about 
the Muslim gmtiii as if it were a Hindustani Muslim qaum, often forgetting their own 
geographical roots and Muslim constituencies. The whole notion of a Muslim 
community, in the colonial state of British India, was reduced, by its most vocal and 
eloquent spokesmen, to a section of the Muslims who resided in the Hindustani belt 
of northern India. As Rafiuddin Ahmed argues, `if there were two religious "nations" 
in India, there were many more cultural and linguistic "nations". Certainly what was 
true of the UP Muslims was not so of their co-religionists in eastern India, 
notwithstanding that they both professed the same faith'. 100 
The use of the notion qaum in the context of nineteenth century India, has raised 
numerous problems with regard to its English equivalent. It has and can be used as: 
', S A%esha Jalal, Negotiating Colonial Modernit% and Cultural Difference: Indian Muslims' 
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nation. community, sect, religious group and country. For my purposes. I use it to 
mean a community which is nonterritorial, such as a Muslim gaum in India or 
I lindustan. Javed Majeed points out that, `a diversity of terms are used to refer to the 
category of the community and location, such as 'gaum', `mulk'. 'ahl', `watan'. and 
`vilayat', which are employed in varying senses. The word 'gaum' is used to refer to 
religious community (the 'qaum' of Muslims and the qaum' of Hindus) as well as 
rank, as for example the `sharif qaum' is used to refer to high ranks, both Muslim 
and Ilindu, in north Indian society'. 1°' Majeed cites two cases from the Aligarh 
Institute Gazelle saying that in one, "'qaum" is used to refer to Hindustanis generally 
(i. e., North Indians)' while in another, `the same term is used to refer to the upper 
ranks in Hindustani society'. Farzana Shaikh defines qaum as follows: 'a term used 
by . sharif Indian Muslims 
in the late 19th century and 2 0th century to suggest their 
distinct religious, racial and social ancestry'. 102 Much contemporary writing on the 
nineteenth century in English, translated gaum almost exclusively as `nation'. This 
causes as serious problem, as `nations' in the modern usage of the term did not exist 
when the term was in its particular usage. To call qaum `nation', gives it greater 
meaning than is implied by its use in the nineteenth century meaning and context. 
It is important to state that the term `gaum' for Muslims, is of recent vintage, perhaps 
from the middle of the nineteenth century. It is not clear how and when the term 
gain entered into the Urdu vocabulary and how it began to be used as identity. but 
in the first hall of the nineteenth century, and also probably some years later, the 
main term used by Muslims for themselves, was ahle Islam [those of Islam] or 
musalman. liven ummah was seldom used, and if used at all, was always used as a 
religious category -- the Prophet's ummah, his people - and never as a political 
category, till Nvell into the twentieth century, where it acquired overtly political 
101 
.L cd Majeed, 'Narratives of progress and 
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David Finkelstein and Douglas Peers. (eds) \egotiating India in the 1Viiieteenth Centun- . 
lcdia. 
McMillan, London, 2000, p. 150. 
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connotations. To differentiate between the two large groups of Muslims, ahle Sunnat 
(Sunnis) and ahle Tash 'ih (Shias) were in use. Jones has argued that the Shias started 
using qaum to define their Shia qaum as distinct from the mainstream Muslim or 
Sunni qaum, in the 1880s. '°3 
The term qaum, in loco and in translation, has created far more problems than one 
can care to admit. In most cases the English translations `nation' or 'nationality' are 
used, but often, so are `country', community', `brotherhood'. and so on. 
Nevertheless, the understanding of the term qaum, and the use that it has been put to, 
is essential to enable us to plot the map of location and difference amongst Muslims 
and others in north India. Trying to disentangle the meaning of the use of the term 
qaum, and the use put to it by Sayyid Ahmad Khan, is not an easy task. One can find 
countless examples and contexts where the term has been used by him, revealing 
perhaps to some, the complete arbitrariness in the meaning of the term, and perhaps 
even his use of it. While the far too numerous examples of a separate Hindu and 
Muslim [milli abound in his writings, and have probably correctly been taken to 
mean Sayyid Ahmad's idea of the term qaum, there are other examples which only 
help make a proper understanding of this notion difficult, ambiguous and highly 
controversial. Perhaps some examples from just twenty days of Sayyid Ahmad's life 
might indicate the extent oi'the ambiguity and controversy. 
On 22 January 1884, Sayyid Ahmad Khan departed from Aligarh with three other 
travelling companions for a twenty day tour of the Punjab, in which he visited and 
spoke -- often three or four times a day -- in eight towns and cities, visiting Amritsar 
and Jullandhar, both t\v, ice. Savv id Ahmad Khan spoke in front of numerous 
audiences, including journalists, members of the Anjuman Himayat Islam, 104 the 
Indian : Association Lahore, an Arva Samaj delegation in Lahore, and at the 
103 Justin Jones, 'The Shia Muslims of the United Provinces of India, c. 1890-1940', Unpublished 
Phl) thesis, Uni\ersit\ of Cambridge, 2007, p. 75. 
10' In the last chapter 1 -, 
ive the possible dates for the formation of the Anjuman which seem to be 
aller Say ý Id Ahmad's Punjab tour. It is possible that the Anjuman \\ as not formall\ inaugurated or 
formed at the time Says id ; lhmad spoke there, and as ofticiall> launched soon after. 
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residences of a number of ra 'ises and nawabs. as well at public gatherings at schools. 
This was a very public tour with news of the travels and talks/lectures of Savvid 
Ahmad Khan reported in local and regional newspapers, often with the newspaper's 
own commentary and 'remarks'. The entire trip, along with all addresses and 
delegations received by Sayyid Ahmad, and Sayyid Ahmad's reply to those 
addresses as well as his other numerous speeches, were recorded by one of Sayyid 
Ahmad's three travelling companions, Sayyid Iqbal Ali Sahib, acting sub-judge 
Barabanki, and published by the Aligarh Institute Press the same year. 10' 
On 2 February 1884, an Arya Samaj deputation was presented to Sayyid Ahmad led 
by Munshi Jiwan Das, Secretary of the Arya Samaj, along with 'forty to fifty 
honourabic and respected members'. Lala Sangam Lal spoke, thanked 'Sayyid 
Sahib' for coming to Lahore and said that the purpose of their delegation was as 
follows: `that your coming to Lahore brings respect and honour, especially to the 
Muslims, but the Hindus of our mulk, on whose behalf we have come, also feel the 
same respect and honour due to your arrival and presence, even though you are not a 
I lindu, it is a great sense of pride/honour that there is such a reformer like you in our 
inulk, and that you are involved in the reformation of the respected and large qaum 
such as the Muslims, with your true heart [sincerity]'. 106 Sayyid Ahmad replied as 
follows: 
This word that you have used, Hindu, in my opinion, is not correct, because 
in my opinion, Hindu is not the name of any religion, but everyone who lives 
in I lindustan, can all himself a Hindu. I am very disappointed, that despite the 
fact that I belong to [live in] Hindustan, you do not consider me a Hindu 
(very loud cheers). I am sure you recognise this fact, that for the welfare 
1progress] of Hindustan, it is essential, that the people of Hindu and the 
people of lslam, 107 should work together for their inulk. Until this does not 
happen, the progress of Hindustan cannot be considered as the true progress 
of all of I lindustan, because the ' chair gawn ' all call us, ww hether \\ c are 
S1\\ id Iqbal AIi, Sena rd thmud Khan ka scf irnamu-L, Punjab. Aligarh Institute Press, Aligarh, 
1884. 
'"`' Ibid., p. 139. 
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Muslims or Hindus - forgive me for I am using the term Hindu in this very 
particular sense - one word, which is 'Hindustani'. Our progress cannot be 
seen [or cannot happen] separately, as the progress of the people of Hindu 
and the progress of the people of Islam, but instead, [must be] the complete 
[ lull] progress and stability of all of Hindustan'. ' 08 
On the next day in Lahore, Dayal Singh, President of the Indian Association Lahore. 
along with eighteen signatories109 presented their Address to Sav}, id Ahmad Khan, 
which lauded his contribution in the Viceroy's Legislative Council. to which he 
replied: 
It was my earnest and sincerest desire that I faithfully should serve my mulk 
and gaum. 110 By the term qaum [nation, in the English translation] I mean 
both Hindu and Muslim. This is the way I define the term nation (gaum) In 
my opinion, it does not matter what their religious beliefs are, because we 
cannot see anything in this [difference], but what we can see is that all of us, 
whether we are Hindus or Muslims, live on the same land, are governed by 
one and the same ruler, have the same sources for our advantage, equally 
share similar hardships of famine. These are the different reasons [grounds] 
on the basis of which, I designate both these qaums [communities, in the 
Fnglish translation] that live in Hindustan [India, in the English translation] 
with one word [expression] which is `Hindu' [`Hindu nation', in English 
translation], in other words, those qaums that live in Hindustan. '' 
Both these speeches made by Sayyid Ahmad on his visit to the Punjab, were made in 
front of mixed religious audiences. In the speeches that he gave which were 
organised by Muslim organisations or by the ra 'is and nawabs, Sav'v'id Ahmad Khan 
rclerred to the gaium simply as the Muslim qaum. The niceties which were conveyed 
to the inter-religious conglomerations about odd notions of the term 'gaum', now 
seem lost, though nowhere does Savvid Ahmad ever make derogatory remarks 
against the I lindus. 
108 Ibid., p. 141. 
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The most challenging stage in the latter half of Sav vid Ahmad Khan's public career 
came after the Indian National Congress was formed in 1885. It was striving to be an 
Indian' and a `National' organisation. representing all 'gaums '. tiluslim. Hindu. 
Bengalis, Madrasis, and many others as well. While Sayyid Ahmad Khan did not see 
the Indian National Congress as a Hindu organisation. he did argue that it did not 
represent the Muslim quum. By claiming to be both 'Indian' and `National'. the 
Congress was also challenging the idea of a Muslim qaum outside of the idea of what 
was `India' and what was `National'. If it was an Indian and a National entity, which 
was beginning to claim to speak for all Indians, the enclave of the Muslim qaum was 
bound to be encroached. 
In his now famous Lucknow and Meerut lectures, two-and-a-half months apart, both 
with the same title, Sayyid Ahmad was able to summarise many of his political ideas 
and once again, his notion of the Muslim qaum. Much of his virulent attack against 
the Congress came in the form of an attack, not on the supposedly `Hindu' Congress, 
but on the fact that it was run and controlled by Bengalis. He argued that `Hindus 
should stay together with the Muslims in their mulk, and the people of our mulk will 
gain nothing by going ahead and joining with them [the Bengalis]'. 112 While there is 
not ai single statement against the Hindus in either of these speeches, about the 
Bengalis, Sayyid Ahmad Khan had a great deal to say. More than anything else, this 
defined his notion of the territoriality of his Hindustan, and suggested that the Sir- 
Say yid school's idea of a Muslim gaum, was exclusively a Hindustani Muslim qaum. 
tiLl\'vid Ahmad's geographical boundaries of qaum and his vision of a Hindustan 
suggested that his ambitions were related to the Muslim qaum located only in the 
North-Western Provinces and Oudh, the Punjab and perhaps in Bihar, a region with 
which he was familiar, culturally, more than anything else. and a region which he 
could aspire to 'represent'. Almost all his life was spent within the confines of what 
112 Ibid. 
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became the UP, and while he was the secretary of the \luhmmadan Educational 
Congress (set up in response to the Indian National Congress in 1886), for ten years. 
between 1886-96, the Congress - later renamed the Muhammadan Educational 
Conference -- met only once outside the UP under his tenure. During the next ten 
years under Mohsin ul Mulk, the Conference met five times outside the UP. \Vhile 
this change between 1896-1906 was also a sign of the changing times, it was also a 
reflection of Sayyid Ahmad's constituency and his limited view of the (Hindustani) 
Muslim qaum. Moreover, in his LekcharoD ka mujmuä. 113 the collection of his 
lectures published in 1892, between 1864 and 1892, forty-two lectures are recorded. 
Yet, only one is delivered in Calcutta, and that too, as early as 6 October 1863 at the 
house of Maulvi Abdul Lateef. With the exception of the Punjab tour made in early 
1884, and some other lectures in the Punjab, and two at Patna, all lectures were 
delivered in the North-Western Provinces and Oudh. 
In contrast, Sayyid Ameer Ali of Calcutta, who was another Muslim of importance 
towards the end of the nineteenth century who set up the Central National 
Muhammadan Association in Calcutta, travelled far and wide across India and his 
; lssociation had as many as 53 branches in Bengal, Bihar, Bombay, Madras, the 
Punjab, and the United Provinces. 14 This suggests, though tentatively, that for 
Sayv id Ahmad, his constituency was almost exclusively the Muslim qaum in 
I lindustan, not India. In a signed statement in the Aligarh Institute Gazette of 4 May 
1886, \\ hen he was describing the main aims and objectives of the Muhammadan 
Fducational Congress, Sayvid Ahmad Khan described the need to gather Muslims 
into the Congress from the following areas: 'People from the North-Western 
Provinces. Oudh and the Punjab, and also people from Bihar whose language, 
manners and customs are more akin to those of this province and Oudh, should be 
113 Lt'lic'/i it ka ina/ nun, \v ith a Preface by Munshi Sirajuddin Ahmad Sahib, Bilal Press, Sadhora, 
end December 1892, There is also an earlier version of the same, ww ith te\v er lectures, published bý the 
same press, in 1890. All the lectures in the 1890 edition are included in the 1892 one. 
"' copal, Ram, Indian i/uxlims:: 1 Political Histony (1 \'58-1947), Asia Publishing House, London, 
19S9, P. ýI. 
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admitted as members of the Congress'. ' 15 Not mentioned or included in this 
membership drive were the many millions of Muslims from Bengal. Bombay or 
Madras. I lis Muslim qaum excluded vast majorities of Muslims in colonial India. 
It is interesting to compare this use of the term qaum as used by the Aligarh 
modernists and reformers, and to contrast it with the use of 'ummat' or `millat'. as 
Faisal Devji points out. 116 Devji writes, that Sayyid Ahmad and the Aligarh school 
call it 'a gawm rather than one of the terms, ummat or millat, used for specifically 
religious groupings that were localizable neither in time nor in space: groups that 
were not, in other words, communities in the modern sense. The word ga1vm, of 
course, had been used in reference to religious groups before, but not in any national 
sense, which is to say any sense in which a natural belonging together was 
implied'. 1 7 
Moreover, the use of the Muslim qaum as a collective entity, marks a distinct 
separation from the way the British were busy identifying and marking Muslims into 
'castes or even 'sects' during their censuses - see next Section. Qaum acts as a 
modern, unifying, political, force across class, `caste'. Shia/Sunni, and against all 
other divisive schema, except that it was geographically bounded. Since the political 
constituency of those who claimed to represent Muslims in politics and in the public 
sphere was north Indian, the Muslim qaum was also limited to north India. 
Moreover, given the social stratification between ashräf and ajlüf in the nineteenth 
century, quiem N\ as representative primarily of the ashräf. It was only in the 
beginning of the twentieth century, when politics began to dominate the lives of 
Muslims in north India and elsewhere. that gaum became far more representational. 
both in terms of region, as well as in terms of class. Hence, it must be remembered. 
that the notion and term 'gau? n' had a very different meaning in 1880, compared to 
115 Aligarh Institute Ga: elte, 4 M1aý 1886. 
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what it did in. say. 1912. a fact that should alert us to how the term is put to use. In 
the earlier period, despite its vague and fluid definition, qaum was defined far more 
in terms of language than religion, but much later acquired a more encompassing 
religious, political, definition. 
The Census Muslims 
Although religion was probably the most important category and difference which 
defined and marked communities in India, to the extent that geographical boundaries 
were redrawn as a consequence in the middle of the twentieth century, in their earlier 
years ofmarking and counting in the nineteenth century, British authorities were at a 
loss of words at identifying religious communities based on belief or practice. In fact, 
even the broad, well-known, though apparently not well-defined, religious 
communities were defined `against' one another. W Crooke in his 1897 edition of 
The North-West Provinces of India, ' 18 made the rather startling and revealing 
conlession, that `it is all but impossible to frame a working definition of a Hindu: 
Muslims of the lower class cling to many of the beliefs of the faith from which they 
\%cre originally drawn, everywhere in the lower strata the forms of faith known as 
13rahmanical or animistic, overlap'. 119 He acknowledged that for 'Indian' 
sociologists, it had been a `vexed problem' to frame a 'working definition' of who a 
I lindu \\as, due to the sharp differences of practice and customs amongst Hindus. He 
vent on to state, that we know clearly enough who is a Musalman and who is a 
Christian, but the faith of the lows class Musalman is largely made up of Hindu 
beliefs, and the low class I lindu has almost a special creed of his own'. the solution 
to \\ hich ww as, that, 'for the purpose of religious statistics \\,, e are obliged to strike out 
first the numbers of fairly recognisable religions, and we call e\ eryonc else a 
Ilindu'. 120 Yet, if the Muslims belonged to one of those 'fairly recognisable 
\\ Crooke. The 
. 
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religions. JA Baines. who was then responsible for the Census of the Bombay 
Presidency and later became the Census Commissioner for the 1891 Census, in his 
'Caste and their Social Dimensions in the Bombay Presidency', as part of the Report 
on the 1881 Census of British India, published fifteen years before Crooke's book, 
had also stated in detail the problems of identifying and classifying who Muslims 
%ý'crc, hoping that by the time the next census has to be taken some more 
comprehensive and systematic scheme for this classification of this community will 
have been devised'. 121 Despite these very serious issues and problems of 
classification on account of India*s great diversity, one marvels at the optimism and 
ingenuity of Henry Waterfield who sent a Note to the India Office. dated ?6 January 
1876, in which he suggested, that with regard to tabulating the returns, `our Indian 
tables should, as much as possible, confirm in shape to English models'. ' 22 
When he wrote his book in 1897, W Crooke was only echoing what census officials 
had been saying since the 1870s, and what is surprising in this case. is that as late as 
the end of the nineteenth century, these classificatory issues had still not been 
rCsolved. The 1881 census was the first in which such an `exhaustive' treatment of 
religious classification was made of the Indian population, and while it was 
considered to be not complete', it was still considered to be a `great advance upon 
the methods adopted in previous Census Reports'. 123 However, the Report admitted, 
that many Census Commissioners in their reports spoke about the difficulty in 
classilving \v-ho a Hindu was. FJ Kitts, who had submitted an `excellent' report on 
the Berar Census had written that the `vagueness of the term Hindoo, as the name of 
a religion', 124 N\ as apparent. The main Report acknowledged that the difficulty that 
Kitts faced `in the \vav, of correct classification by religion, occasioned by the 
vagueness and elasticity of Hindooism', was shared by other Commissioners, such as 
'21 Re/gort on the Census ol'Britis/t India taken on 17 Feb 1881, Vol 1, London, 1883, p. cxii. 
12, Report hi' the Officers Appointed to Consider the Su 'glcstions for a General Census in India in 
L': S 1,18 81, p. 19. 
123 Report on the Ctvisus of British India taken on I` Fach 188l. Vol 1. London, 1883, p. 16. 
12. ' Ibid, p. 19. 
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JA Bourdillon in Bengal. The main Report had pages and pages of quotes from other 
Commissioners filing their Reports. all reporting on the similar issues that they and 
their men faced about the 'problems of what is a Hindoo*. '`5 
If the 'vagueness and elasticity of Hindooism' caused such challenges with how to 
classify who a Hindu was, dealing with that ubiquitous phenomenon of caste. could 
not have been much easier. And, if a Hindu was defined by striking out those with 
fairly recognisable religions, how could one define caste, which was primarily, if not 
exclusively, a Hindu phenomenon? 
Ideas and definitions concerning caste, nationality, sect and tribe, were vague and 
changing as far as the census were concerned. Henry Waterfield in his Note to the 
India Office in 1876 had argued, that `caste and nationality should be thrown into 
one column, the former applying to the four main divisions of Hindus, and the latter 
to persons of other religions', 126 a suggestion to which Major Graham agreed, saying 
that the census need not recognize all the distinctions of caste which are of no 
statistical importance'. 127 
The Report to the Secretary to the Government of India, Department of Revenue, 
Agriculture and Commerce, by, the Officers Appointed to Consider the Suggestions 
for a General Census in India in 1881, with regard to the forms of schedule to be 
used, suggested that with regard to religion, two columns should be drawn, one 
showing the main religious divisions of the people and their caste in the case of 
I lindus, and the sect in the case of other religions'. It felt that any enquiry into the 
religious sects among Hindus we consider unnecessary and fruitless. The Hindu sects 
are not very sharply defined, and we imagine that most Hindus would have some 
difficulty in specifying the particular sect to which they belong ... 
We consider a 
1'` Ibid. 
IN, Report hi the Officers "l ppointcL/ to Consiclc>> the Suggestions /or a General Census in India in 
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mistake was made at the last census in showing the castes of Hindus in the statement 
of nationality, and in introducing into that statement the religious terms Hindus and 
Muhammadan. which have nothing in common with nationality'. 128 There was little 
clarity about where the defining categories of caste, sect, tribe or nationality would 
demark particular populations. In the end, the Census Form for the 1881 census, had 
the category 'Religion' in column 7, followed by 'Caste'. if Hindu, and sect if of 
another religion. 
The Officers Appointed to Consider the Suggestions for a General Census in India in 
1881, submitted to the Secretary to the Government of India, included WC Plowden, 
who was President of the Census Committee, and H Beverley and WR Cornish, as 
Members. The eventual published Report of the Committee constituted numerous 
memoranda submitted by Committee members and others. One such submission 
from the Secretary of State for India to the Governor-General of India in Council, 
dated 4 March 1880 from London, gave yet another interpretation to the meaning of 
caste and its place in the forthcoming Census. The Secretary of State stated, that it 
appeared to him, that caste was 'essentially a tribal, not a religious distinction, and if 
shown at all, it should not be shown under the heading `Religion'. Under that 
heading should be shown the main religious divisions and the sects. Thus under the 
main head `Mahomedan' would be shown `Sunnis', 'Shiahs', `Wahabis', 'Khojas', 
and any similar sects'. 129 CL Tupper. Officiating Under Secretary to the 
Government of India, Home, Revenue and Agricultural Department, had issued a 
Circular to the Secretary to the Government of all provinces and Chief 
Commissioners, in which he had stated, that 'the term 'NATIONALITY' seems to us 
to lend colour to a misconception, as the Indian Empire does not consist of nations in 
the sense in which that word is used in European history and politics. 
128 Ibid. 
- Ihid, p. 58. 
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NATIONALITY' should be substituted by 'Mother-tongue' and 'Place of Birth' , 
''0 
a proposal that was actually carried through for the 1881 Census forms. 
Despite these debates suggesting much unclarity. JA Baines. Census Commissioner 
for the Bombay Presidency, was able to come across and classify more than -230 
subdivisions of the Muslims in the Presidency, although most of these 'titles %\ ere 
returned by very small populations, largely in the north of Gujarat. 131 Nevertheless, 
10 `castes' or divisions constituted 84 percent of all Muslims, and of the rest, a large 
proportion was simply classified as `Mahammedans'. In the case of Bombay City, 
over 54 percent were returned under the heading `Mahammedan' without any 
qualification of any sort. Baines said he divided the Mahammedan 'castes' into two 
sectors, as `indicating the race to which each class nominally belongs', one of which 
`claims a foreign origin'. 132 These `Mahammedan' foreign titles included Shaikh, 
`Saiad', Pathan and `Mogul', 'Shaikhs' returned more than 55 percent of the whole 
Muslim community in Bombay City in 1881. In addition to these of foreign origin, 
Baines included the category of `Local Converts', which included the following: 
`13ohrah Shiah, Bohrah Sunni, Khoja, Memon, Molesatan, Malik', the last of whom 
'claims a foreign origin'. 133 
Many s cars later, when Baines had become Census Commissioner of India. a 
conference was held in Agra for the preparation of the 1891 census, between 17-27 
December 1889, and was attended by all the Superintendents of the 1881 Census, 
xN ith Baines in the Chair. The Proceedings of the Conference from its experience of 
the 1881 Census felt, that the return of Mussulman sects was found incomplete and 
of no practical utility in 1881, nor is it considered worthwhile to endeavour to obtain 
a return of the more emphatically theological schools or sects of that religion', and 
110 Ibid, p. 5I. 
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hence, instructions were given to the enumerators, to enter the main religious 
denomination of respondents in column 6. and in column 7, where they were to state 
their caste or sect, where Musalman should simply state whether they were ' Shiahs, 
Sunnis, Faraizis, or Wahabis'. 134 
Baines recognised. as did other Census Commissioners, that `the term caste, 
whatever its derivation and original meaning, is colloquially applied to the 
subdivisions of the Hindoos and Jain community alone', and not to the 
Mahammedans and Forest Tribes of the Presidency Division. Yet, he felt. that it vas 
not inappropriate, to extend its use with reference to a large portion of the 
Mahammedans, the majority of whom ... are 
descendants of local converts to that 
faith from Hindooism'. '35 
An examination of the classification schemes for caste and tribe, but much more for 
religion, for the 1871-72 Census shows, that this classification had created a great 
deal of ambiguity with regard to the nature of `caste' amongst Muslims, as well as 
who constituted a Muslim in the minds of the British. The 1871-72 Census 
acknowledged that in some provinces, there were two `great rival sects' of the 
`Soonees' and the `Sheas', but no classification by sects was given in the reports for 
the Punjab and North-Western Provinces. 136 However, the question of who a Muslim 
\\ as and \v ho could be classified as a Hindu, continued to be a complicated one 
\\ hcrc, in the case of the Bombay Presidency, one of the Hindu castes, with a 
population of 712,000, was listed as 'Aboriginal Tribes and semi-Hindooised 
: \borigines'. 
'37 Yet, the Memorandum revealed, that despite the fact that all 712,000 
\\ere listed as `llindu', `nearly three-fourths are more or less Hindooised, and the 
134 ('t'osl/s ()I Indic" - Part I, Report /V/, India Office, London, 7 February 1889, p. 59. 1" Report on the ('eiisus of British India tcAi', n on 17 Feb 1881, Vol Ill, Appendix H: Mr Baines on 
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remainder would more properly be ranked with the `lahomedans'. '38 The reason for 
this ambiguity was based on the perception of the British, that the caste system \\ as 
-almost as prevalent among the Mahomedans as among those professing the I-Iindoo 
religion, from which a large part of their numbers are probably converts, but it 
partakes rather of the nature of a tribal classification than of the exclusive character 
of what is commonly termed caste'. ' 39 This point was further elaborated in the 
Report on the Census of the North-Western Provinces. which stated that, ' in these 
Provinces the impress of the Hindoo religion has left its mark on the invader as well 
as the aboriginal tribes and castes, and we can find instances of the descendants of 
Mahomedan converts, who embraced the Mahomedan faith often at the edge of the 
sword, retaining Hindoo customs and adhering to observances and ceremonies which 
are purely Hindoo'. 140 
This arbitrariness and lack of any precision in key definitional concepts, meant that 
for the 1871-72 Census, for the whole of India, out of a total Muslim population of 
40,227,552, only 7.5 million were categorised as what were then considered to be the 
`four main divisions' amongst Muslims, that of Shaikh, Sayyid, Pathan and Moghuls, 
or JA Baines' 1881 Census Muslims of `foreign origin'. The remaining 32.6 million, 
or 81 percent of the Muslim population, the 'local converts' of the 1881 Census were 
classified as 'unspecified Muslim castes', of which the julaha. the weaving caste, 
was the largest. 4' Lewis McIver, the Madras Presidency Census Commissioner in 
1881, had noted that 'the difficulties created by the overlapping of 'caste', 'sect' and 
'localityy' have defeated the purpose of the returns'. as many as 19.044 types of castes 
ýý ere documented for Madras in 1881.1 4`' 
I18 Ibid, p. 26. 
1N Ibid, p. 27. 
I. 10 ('i'itxus /or PF l'ir1L"1's J , y7", Report on the Census of the .\ orth- 
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The fact that 'caste' was an appropriate substitute for hereditary occupation, as 
Nicholas Dirks. amongst others points out, " 3 is reaffirmed by the 1871-72 
classification of Muslim castes across north India. Some converts from Hinduism 
were given the appellation `Mahomedan' next to their old caste, such as the 
Mahomedan Rajputs, to distinguish them from their Hindu cousins, and to mark the 
fact that these were more recent local converts. While upper Muslim `castes' were 
treated as such, a category existed for ' lower castes' amongst Muslims, as it did for 
l Iindus, where occupation-specific castes were enumerated and classified. In AX\ adh, 
for example, 35 such lower Muslim castes were identified and included the Julahas 
and other weavers - the most numerous of all castes - the Dhirniyas or cotton 
cleaners, Durzees or tailors, the Ghoses or milkmen, Khujras or greengrocer, 
Manihar or bangle maker, and the Kasaee. 5 or butchers. ''' 
The distinction between tribe and caste was particularly blurred when it came to 
counting those groups of Muslims who continued to identify themselves as affiliated 
to tribes rather than to castes. Amongst the Pathans in the Punjab province, the 
Census enumerators classified a group which they called the 'Mahomedan Rajpoots', 
whose largest 'tribe' were the Bhutees, while in the Delhi and Hasaar Divisions, their 
largest tribe were the Ranghars. Other tribes included the Jat, Goojurs, Cashmerees, 
and Meos, \v ho were chiefly resident in Goorgan. In Berar, the Muslim castes were 
divided into 28 subdivisions, and the largest category, of a mere 1,900, were of the 
' Mahomedan Fakir'. W In the Bombay Presidency, interestingly, what were 
considered Muslim sects in later censuses. the Memon, Khojah, Borah, were 
classified as castes in this earlier census. 146 
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how they contested their claim to be a sect, in the British High 
Court in 1866. The Iud,, c defined the Khojas as 'a sect of people N% hose ancestors ýýere Hindu in 
origin, which was converted to and has throughout abridged in the faith of the Shia Imamia Ismailis, 
and which has alk\a\ s been and still is bound b\ ties of spiritual allegiance to the hereditar\ Imami of 
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Yet despite a decade of thinking about the classification of caste, tribe, nationality 
and religion, from the time of the 1871 Census, even a decade later, as I argue above, 
with numerous conferences, memoranda and reviews later, many very basic issues 
regarding the labelling of Muslims and their 'castes' had not been sorted out. Perhaps 
one of the most curious classifications of Muslim caste in the 1881 Census, listed by 
Sir Denzil Ibbetson in his Punjab Ethnography, 147 is in his chapter entitled 
`Religious, Professional and Other Castes', where he lists scores of such 'castes'. 
Caste No. 70, was listed as the `Ulama caste', where we are told that approximately 
1,000 people returned themselves as ulema in the Census. 
caste was largely a construction - though not an `invention' - of the colonial 
British, in order to 'express, organize and systematize' India's 'diverse forms of 
social identity, community and organization', '48 and if 'caste was appropriated and 
reconstructed by colonial power', 149 with the result that India became an 
'ethnographic state', caste was still, primarily based on the criteria of `race' and 
occupation, and as I have also documented above with regard to Muslims, caste and 
occupation were interchangeable categories. 150 Despite this overlap with occupation, 
caste was recognised primarily (perhaps, originally) as a 'religious' phenomenon, 
particularly for Hindus, but was perceived by the British to extend well beyond the 
1-lindu community, and JA Baines as Census Commissioner in 1891, had instructed 
his enumerators to record caste differences amongst Muslims and Christians. '' 1 Since 
Indian Muslims '\ere living under the 'Indian sun' as HH Risley had argued, and 
caste \\ as 'in the air', it was believed that its 'contagion has spread even to the 
the Ismailis' (p 112). Masselos argues that 'it was possible to achieve a definition of the Khoja 
identit\ only in the circumstances of British India' (p. 114). A Judge's decree gave them the status of 
it sect before the 1871 Census, but they NN ere still classified as a 'caste'. 
"" Re-printed as, Punjab Castes - Being a reprint at the chapter on the Races. Castes and Tribes a1 
the in the Report on the Census of the Punjab published in 1883 ht the late Sir Den: il 
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Muhammadans'. 152 The justification of Muslims having a caste was based on these 
assumptions. Moreover, the social divisions which were said to be recognised by 
Muslims themselves, `closely resembled caste'. 153 
There is no denying the fact that there was substantial social stratification amongst 
Muslims in the nineteenth century, based on class and `up-bringing'. The differences 
between ashrcrf (the elite, well-born) and the ajlaf (the commoners), were recognised 
by Muslim writers, and it is fairly obvious, given the Muslim social structure and the 
`Muslim public sphere', that such differences were visible and recognisable. The 
differences between the nobles and the commoners, the distinction between the 
'foreign' Muslims, in particular the Sayyids, and the local converts, was marked. Yet 
while `social' stratification was marked, `religious' stratification amongst Muslims 
was accepted and accommodated, even if only hypocritically, and certainly, 
compared to the I lindus, issues of pollution and ostracisation were less severe. 
Moreover, Islamic institutions such as the mosque, allowed recognition and contact 
with all classes of Muslims. If lower class Muslims worked in the homes of the 
they too had some access to the private and personal spaces within the home, 
perhaps far more than I lindu lower castes did in the homes of higher castes. The 
Islamic institutions of charity, particularly zakät, also provided support to lower class 
converts to Islam, probably more so than any similar institution in Hinduism. The 
British had codified caste in all religions and had also created a ranking of castes, 
listing them by social status, as they perceived the ranks to be, to the extent that the 
census itself became a register of social precedence' and became the `official record 
of social status'. h-I But probably not for the Muslims. There is no evidence to 
suggest, that many Muslim groups would have taken these specific caste-based 
12 Ihid, p. 2 18-9. 
15' 11 11 Rislcý, quoted in Ibid, p. 2 19. 
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hierarchies and constructions within their own community, very seriously. However, 
they did recognise the consequences of conversion. 
Although multiple codified caste-based hierarchies, as constructed by the British, and 
perhaps more appropriate for Hinduism, did not formally exist in Islam, the entire 
Islamic `revivalist' process since the early eighteenth century, but more forcefully 
with the coming of print in the second half of the nineteenth century, recognised the 
presence of `deviant' and 'impure' Islamic practices. The rise of the Tariqah-i 
Muhammadiyah, the Faraizi s, the Deoband Daru 'l- ' Ul üm, the . -l 
hle Sunnat www 
lama 'at, and most other revivalist movements, were all meant to cleanse Islam from 
practices that they considered to have been imported into practising Islam by new 
converts. The extent to what they considered to be `pure' and perfect Islam, of 
course, was what divided these different schools of belief and faith, but all wanted to 
improve on the practices in actually existing Islam. While some groups welcomed 
and accommodated `local' rituals and practices, many of them emerging from what 
Aziz Ahmad called, `Islam in the Indian environment' 155 or HH Risley's `living 
under the Indian sun', others vehemently opposed and rejected these very same 
rituals and practices on the grounds that they were `un-Islamic'. 
While social stratification was present amongst Muslims, the Islamic 'Great 
Tradition' opposed any rigid system of ethnic or religious stratification, an 
understanding which runs through the writings of Islamic and Muslim writers. 
Nloreover, the British had encountered Islam outside of India as well and were fairly 
cognisant of the fact, that elsewhere, while there was stratification, it did not 
'approximate even remotely to the Indian model'. 156 Even in the case of the Bengal 
Muslims where we see a greater divide than in north India between the 'foreign' 
1" Aiiz Ahmad.. tirudic's in Isla, nic C'ultnrý. 
156 1niti. » : \hmad (ed) Caste and Social Stratification .I Wrong the ; 
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ushrüf Muslims and the local converts, the ajlüf, there seem to be far fewer Muslim- 
created categories resembling `caste' than the British had counted. 15 
A key point that emerges from the way the British classified and counted Muslims, 
and the way the Muslims constituted this entity, concerns the use that was made of 
these concepts and numbers, by some Muslims and by the British. For the British. if 
the Census was about control and classification, towards the end of the nineteenth 
century, some Muslims used it as a weapon to claim representation. For the British, 
the numerous sub-categories based on caste and sect may have been useful in 
identifying variation and difference amongst the Muslims, however, for those who 
began to speak about, and for, the Muslims, it was precisely this sub-classification 
which was rejected. For those Muslims who began to speak for the Muslim gawn, it 
was the larger category of `Muslim' which became essential. However, for those 
other Muslims for whom differences mattered, it was not the classificatory scheme of 
the British - of caste, sect, tribe or nationality - that mattered, but a very different 
schema based on their own immediate reality, that of the language and categories of 
Islam. While both groups of Muslims rejected the British classification of Census 
Muslims, both had diametrically opposite reasons to do so. 
'l'he two key arguments that emerge from this chapter are, firstly, that while attempts 
\\ ere being made by the British and by some Muslims to construct broad categories 
of some notion of the Muslim', this attempt was resisted by the numerous groups 
ithin Indian Islam \v ho had their own, markedly different, classificatory schemes. 
and who rejected, or disassociated with such broad inclusive categories. Secondly. 
eaicll group devised its own set of criteria to determine who a Muslim was, and 
hence, excluded numerous other Muslims who also laid claim to being Muslim, 
resultinu in a 'lack of unity' amongst them with Muslims fighting each other, a key 
cause for them being at the : illat ka magnnn, as I argue in the previous chapter. It was 
157 See Raliuddin Miniad, The Bh', i z/ , 1luslirns. 
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these claims and counterclaims to Muslimness and of identity. which occupied much 
of the time of religious scholars, and the arena where these issues were bitterly 
contested was the public arena of Urdu print, with each writer or group of writers 
attempting to create their own particular spheres of influence. Who a Muslim was, 
was a question which many Muslim publicists saw being discussed and articulated in 
the print public sphere, and it was this multiple sense of identity, or differentiation. 
which for many, was the cause for zillat. Hence conflicts and debates over identity, 
largely through the print medium, accentuated if not caused, the Muslims to persist in 
their : illat ki halal or at their zillat ka maqüm. 
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Chapter Four 
Print, Identit`ý, Differences 
The print medium plays a particularly important role in this thesis, as a tool \\hich 
reveals how multiple identities were forged and imagined, and how different 
identities positioned themselves against each other in north India in the second half 
of the nineteenth century, as the previous chapters emphasise. Clearly, in a world 
where male literacy was between 5-8 percent and female literacy one-fiftieth of that, 
identities were formed by numerous mediums related to a pre-literate context. The 
oral tradition, for one - on which more in the next chapter - and the lived experience 
of culture, economics and social norms and practices - every day life - must have 
played a key role in how communities imagined or constructed their own multiple 
identities, both in private and in public, both at an individual level, and collectively, 
as part of one or many `communities'. While the print medium had existed for some 
decades in India, from the beginning of the nineteenth century it began to gain 
importance in the lives of both the rulers and the ruled, especially as the languages of 
the printed form developed towards those which were nearer to those actually spoken 
by larger numbers. In our context, as Arabic and Persian began to be displaced by 
I Urdu as the largest print language for Muslims (but for non-Muslims in north India 
too, till near the end of the nineteenth century), the importance of print cannot be 
denied. 1 Perhaps it would be no exaggeration to state, that from the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century onwards, print played a particularly important role in 
consolidating, and certainly, in distinguishing, identities, one from the other. within 
religions, and across religions as well., 
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This chapter explores the medium of print to show how pamphlets and books became 
part of many public spheres, where members of different : Muslim groups and 
communities, argued and contested their, and their adversaries', points of view. A 
major purpose of such engagement, was not necessarily to convert or even to 
convince the other, but to reaffirm belief and faith within one's own community, 
strengthening imagined identities. 3 While there were instances of some who changed 
their faith and even religion on account of what they had read, such as Maulei Shaikh 
Ahmad Deobandi - see below - and also through what they had heard through 
sermons and discussed with learned scholars, as Ulfat Hussain, below, revealed, it is 
difficult to say with anything but conjecture, what impact such tracts had on the 
reading public, although, as I show in a number of places in this chapter, we do have 
some idea in many cases as to who was reading what. However, while we do have 
limited information of who subscribed to certain newspapers, as in the case of the 
Oudh Punch, and Oudh Ukhbar, 4 and there are occasional references to who was 
reading what, this is one area where information is relatively limited. We know far 
more about what was being written, by whom, and for what purpose. However, as I 
show in this chapter, a great deal of writing was reactive and oppositional. 
Clearly, there were many genres or categories of writing by publicists and 
polemicists, often engaged with each other, but at other times, as I show, oblivious to 
some of the presumed central debates and writers of the time. There was the great- 
man great-book variety of writing, where some of the more prominent members of 
the Muslim intelligentsia posed and framed questions which helped determine broad 
and grand narratives and visions for the Muslim community. where a notion of the 
New Delhi, 1999; David LeI\ veld, `The Fate of Hindustani: Colonial Know ledge and the Project of a 
National Language', in Carol A Breckenridge and Peter \an der Veer (eds), Orientalism and the 
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Muslim qaum was articulated. Much contemporary historiography on north Indian 
Muslims has focussed on these men, largely because it is presumed that they 
conceived and formulated the boundaries of the Muslim qaum. Given the large 
amount of modern scholarship on these men and their ideas, I do not directly engage 
with their work, and refer to some men, such as Imdadul Ali, «-ho engaged with and 
refuted the ideas of some of these great men, where I emphasise that there was a 
lively debate even within the great-men great-book tradition. A second category of 
writing is the very broad religious genre, where issues of ritual, practice and faith 
were debated amongst Muslims. Within this genre, I look at the debates between 
individuals rather than between schools of thoughts - maslcaks - and show how minor 
details and rituals mattered to many writers and believers. I argue that for a lot of 
publicists, the ideas of the great men may have mattered little, as these other 
publicists were engaged with their own varied debates about practice and belief. 
Religious controversy, as I show, was of a very personal nature, specific to 
individuals, as is explained by the multiple responses to tracts on apparently trivial 
issues. There were even prominent publications which formed part of this public 
sphere, which were enlightened and which one would today call `secular', such as 
the Oi0h Puiich, and many other such publications. The point that this chapter makes 
and demonstrates, is that there were different modes of writing and different 
categories of debate and argumentation. In order to understand how multiple Muslim 
identities were being formed, we need to examine much more of the material than 
has been looked at. There were far more men writing, other than the few great men 
usually cited, and numerous categories of writings were influencing different types 
and categories of identity. The Urdu print public sphere was far wider than the one 
hitherto constructed largely from the writings of a few great men. It was diverse, had 
multiple layers and spheres of influence, and affected how different categories of 
Muslims perceived themselves and each other differently. 
134 
Publishing, Writing, Readership 
Publishing 
Ulrike Stark, in her expansive study on the print industry in India in the nineteenth 
century, focusing on the largest publisher and employer in northern India, the Naval 
Kishore Press in Lucknow, shows how the 'commercialization' of print created a 
new class of professional authors. 5 Using Benedict Anderson's notion of 'print 
capitalism', a notion which he does not fully explain, Stark considers it to be, in its 
most basic sense of the "convergence of capitalism and print technology"'. 6 the best 
exemplifier of which, for her, was the House of Naval Kishore. Neither Anderson 
nor Stark fully explore the meaning of capitalism and its articulation, with regard to 
the print world, but as her narrative unfolds, it is possible to interpret its 
manifestations in the following manner. The capitalism of the print world in the 
period she (and I) examine, is based initially largely on a perfect competition variety, 
where there is easy entry and exit of firms with low barriers to entry. As the industry 
begins to grow, there is mass production of books, innovative techniques of 
production, perhaps even some forms of specialisation, all resulting in the lowering 
of prices. All these are early manifestations of print capitalism, and as the industry 
progresses and matures, consolidation takes place, with new firms emerging and 
others collapsing, and with some larger firms buying up less profitable publishing 
houses. 
Stark shows, that while the first commercial presses in north India were in 
production in the 1830s. the era of commercialization in Hindi and Urdu publishing, 
\w ith its concomitant phenomenon of "print capitalism", really only dawned in the 
second half the century'. 7 In 1868, the first year of official registration, over 600,000 
printed books were recorded in Hindi and Urdu. and the number of private and 
Ulirike Stark, An Empire' of Books, p. 4. 
6 Ibid., p. 8. 
Ibid., p. 64-65. 
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commercial presses operating in the North-Western Provinces, had risen to fifty. 
Two decades later, in 1888, over 110 presses were in operation with the marked 
concentration of presses in six urban centres - Benares, Allahabad. Lucknow, 
Aligarh, Agra and Kanpur. During the period 1868-1900 these cities accounted for 
about 80 percent of total production in the provinces. 8 With the growth in the 
publishing trade, prices fell markedly and the 'low-priced book' emerged in the 
1850s and 1860s, with mass-produced cheap formats. Large print-runs also brought 
down prices where, for example, in the 1850s the Lucknow-based Musta'i Press had 
print-runs of around 5-600; three years later, average print runs had gone up to 1,000 
copies, and by the 1870s 3-5000 copies were printed for educational books on the 
first print run. 9 
Between 1868-95 there was a fourfold increase in Urdu books and a threefold one of 
I lindi books. 10 With over seven hundred newspapers and magazines started in Urdu 
in the last thirty years of the nineteenth century, with tens of thousands of editions of 
the Quran and of religious tracts available since the 1870s, and with a newspaper 
circulation also of `tens of thousands' by the end of the century, one can be quite sure 
that the medium of print, would have changed and transformed far more than just 
identity over the period beginning in 1860.11 The Urdu printed word dominated the 
written public space - at the end of the first week of February in 1887, it was for the 
first time \\ hen as man), as one hundred newspapers and magazines were published 
from the Punjab, North-Western Provinces, Oudh, the Central Provinces. Central 
India and Rajputana combined, of which only 13 were without any Urdu. ''` 
Ibid., p. 65. The conspicuous absence is Delhi, perhaps further suggests that the cit` was a cultural 
ruin. 
'' Ibid., p. 67 passim. 
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For Francis Robinson, one of the reasons why this explosion in the Urdu print «orld 
took place. was because the Muslim religious leaders. the ulema, had lost political 
power, and used the new technology of the printing press to compensate for the loss 
of political power', 13 and through this with their invisible flock, created the most 
appropriate and convenient means of engagement, openly. in public, with numerous 
and multiple audiences. Print became the main medium through which religious - 
and all other - debates were conducted in the late nineteenth century. It became a 
public space in which anyone, either as active participant as a writer or even listener, 
or merely as an observer, could respond to and take part in, and many thousands did. 
Discussions and opinions became 'public', rather than private as they had been in the 
pre-print era - although, as I show, some older pre-print forms did persist - and 
barriers to entry, in true perfect competition, print-capitalism style, were removed. 
Government patronage was perhaps the most crucial financial factor in the growth of 
Indian printing firms in that period. The print medium was directly supported 
financially and through other means - such as through prizes and other forms of 
recognition - by the colonialist power itself, such that its evolution in nature and 
form, and its eventual consequences, were bound to have been very different 
compared to experiences elsewhere. Graham Shaw shows the extent of direct and 
indirect government support for the growth of printing in Delhi and the North- 
Western Provinces in general, showing the significance of government patronage for 
the emergence of literary culture in the period and how, 'government purchases often 
kept these experiments in public print afloat'. 14 
Writing 
People \\ rote because, they argued, they were compelled or forced to write (niajbur 
! rile), as if they had no alternative but to respond to a certain text which had provoked 
Francis Robinson, 'Technolog and Religious, p. 24-'. 
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or disturbed them enough. One of the features of writing. particularly religious and in 
some cases. 'gaumi' writing. seems to be that books were often written in pairs, or at 
times, a series of pairs, where two writers were intensely engaged in polemics. in 
writing books in response to a single author who also wrote books in reply . 
Newspapers emerged, openly declaring that they were being produced to counter 
another periodical or series of writings, against a particular way of being in the 
world, such as the Nurul fdq from Kanpur. which openly stated on its front page - 
in all its first nine issues - that it was being produced against Sayyid Ahmad Khan's 
T ah: ibu 'l-Akhlaq. 15 It stated that it was compulsory - vajib - for the editors to 
produce the bimonthly in response to Tahzibu'l-Akhläq. 16 Perhaps what is more 
interesting about the style and format of Nurul Äfäq, was that in this announcement, 
the editors stated that they would carry verbatim excerpts from Tah: ibu '1- Jkhlaq, 
and then would respond and critique the original text. This, they said. they were 
doing so that their own readers would not have to purchase Tahzibu'1- ; lkhlaq. 
'7 
Whether it was the Shia and Sunnis, the mugallidin and ghair mugallidin, the Ahle 
Iladis and the Deobandis, the Deobandis and the Ahle Sunnat wa Jama'at, those 
against the nechr"is, or against the Aligarhists, there is no denying the fact, that there 
was a most vibrant public arena of written debate taking place amongst Muslims in 
north India in the last three decades - if not earlier - of the nineteenth century. 
Just as there were different types of writers writing from different positions 
representing different traditions and backgrounds - social, cultural, economic and 
locational - there were different ways to write, to argue and to contest, factors which. 
perhaps, reveal a little about the authors' backgrounds. There was no shortage of 
derogatory, abusive or libellous language, and to call an adversary a jahil, \Vahabi, or 
kulh-, \\ as not uncommon. Yet, in this atmosphere of crudity, there were many 
writers and sonne papers, such as the Oudh Punch and the Nurul .- 
ffiy, which w\ ere 
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exemplary in their sophistication and style. revealing a far more dignified and 
decorous manner of engagement. This is not to say that the debates amongst such 
writers and periodicals were any less intense. but the level of sophistication and 
language, was marked. This distinction also probably underlined the fact that 
different audiences read different types of material, distinguishing it perhaps on how 
it was written as well as on its contents. This distinction between different styles of 
writing also allows us to distinguish between different spheres of writing, and 
different spheres of influence, as I proceed to show. 
An important distinction must be made between those men who wrote largely for and 
to the Muslim qaum - which, as I show in Chapter Three, was a highly political 
category - and those who wrote primarily to each other, or with a narrower, perhaps 
localised focus. The great Muslim men who wrote the Musaddas about the Flow and 
Ebb of Islam, or those who wrote about the reasons why Muslims rebelled, and 
engaged with British writers who accused Muslims of rebelling against the Queen, 
wrote with a grander canvas, talking to and about a larger entity, a constructed 
identity of the Muslim qaum. The qaumi writings of Sayyid Ahmad, Altaf Hussain 
Ilali, Shibli Naumani, and Dipti Nazir Ahmad, to name perhaps the four main 
exponents of this genre, are different in scope, vision, scale, and perhaps objective, 
from a large number of other writings. One must add, however, that all four ww ere 
extremely learned and erudite men who wrote on literature, religion, theology, 
history, and numerous others topics as well. Their qaumi writings were one, and later 
perhaps the most important, of their voluminous output, and in fact, publishers and 
editors used to distinguish between `gaumi ' writings and other writings. For 
example, Mir Karamatullah who edited a collection of Dipti Nazir Ahmad's lectures 
stated in his Preläce, that he was only including his gaiimi lectures in the collection 
and not the others. ' 8 
18 Janab Maulana Maulei I lafiz Muhammad Nazir Ahmad Sahib Dehlavi, Lekcharo ka 11ajmua, 
collected by Mir Karamatullah, BA, Lahore, 1890, pp. 192. 
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Religious (or theological) writings constituted a larger proportion of what was being 
written, but while meant for Muslims - «ho a Muslim was, was always a contentious 
issue, though - to cleanse their souls and correct their ways, at least in the nineteenth 
century. these writings were less 'political' than were the qaumi writings of the great 
men of Muslim India. Moreover. it seems that there were numerous writers writing 
about issues not particularly related to qaumi dimensions or issues, embroiled, and as 
intensely as were the writers writing to and for the gaum, writing about issues related 
to rituals and practices, often writing numerous pages in splitting very thin hairs. 
Nevertheless, they formed a significant part of what constituted the printed public 
arena, where their books too, were published and sold in the market, as much as were 
those of Hali, Shibli and Sayyid Ahmad. Hence, the notion that the great men \\ ho 
wrote great books, in any way defined a written public space and that the gaum was 
defined through their writings, needs to be considerably tempered with the 
recognition of an equally vibrant space of a very non-gaiumi sort of writing. It was 
perhaps later, in the early twentieth century, when issues of the gaum and issues of 
faith, intersected, as religious writing became more political rather than insular, as it 
had been in this formative phase in the modern era, post 1857. While the literature of 
the gaum was always Muslim, it was never exclusively Islamic. And it was a shift 
amongst religious writers and organised maslaks - sects - towards a broader, 
'national', perspective, which brought the two streams together. 
While llali, Shibli, Savvid Ahmad and Nazir Ahmad certainly wrote highly 
influential books, and through their lectures were important representatives of the 
Muslim, others also created their 'spheres of influence' making their niche through 
their writings of a very different kind. From the quarterly Statement of-Particulars 
Regarding Books, Maps & c., Published in the ; 'Forth-i'Vestern Province's, and 
RL', iTister('d UiulcT . -let 
XVI' of '1867. we get an idea of what was being published and 
who \\ as writing in Urdu. Amongst those writing general (non-technical books). we 
Inspectors of Police, find the following categories of writers: Deputy Collectors. 
I leadmasters of Government Schools. Persian Teachers, Deputy Inspectors of 
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Schools, Clerks, Pleaders, Magistrates, Tehsildars, Assistant Commissioners, 
Maulvis, Khatib Masjid, etc. 19 If the print medium was in any way playing a role in 
creating and strengthening identities, and if people were being influenced by the 
printed word, we must keep reminding ourselves that because of the huge diversity 
and variety in what was written and what was read, the impact and influence of print, 
must have had equally varied and diverse repercussions even amongst the small 
reading public. Hence if print was allowing for a `strengthening of religious identity 
among Muslims', 20 it was simultaneously working against any unifying quality. This 
multiplicity of voices allowed for numerous representations to contest for spaces 
within the public sphere. In this cacophony of competing claimants for 
representation, it is difficult to claim with certitude which voice was dominant. 
In the historiography of the Muslims of north India, some excellent analysis by 
scholars has been undertaken of the writings of great prodigious religious scholars, 
such as those belonging to the Däru'l- `Ulüm at Deoband, 2' or those related to the 
Ahle Sunnat wa Jamä'at. 22 Likewise, the writings of Sayyid Ahmad and those related 
to the College at Aligarh, have also been widely discussed. 23 This chapter does not 
examine their writings directly and looks at other, perhaps lesser known writers, 
whose work has not been examined enough. Besides, the purpose is not to examine 
the writings of any single person or school, but to examine broadly, the degree and 
extent of difference, in writing in the public sphere in north India in that period. 
However, it is not possible for anyone writing about Muslims in north India to 
19 See various issues of the quarterly Statement of Particulars Regarding Books, Maps & c., Published 
in the North-Western Provinces, and Registered Under Act XXV of 1867, or for example, the issues 
for 1881-87. 
20 This is not an uncommon perception. See, for example, Muhammad Qasim Zaman, `Commentaries, 
Print and Patronage: "Hadith" and the Madrasas in Modern South Asia', Bulletin of the SOAS, 62,1, 
1999, p 62. 
`'' Barbara Metcalf, Islamic Revival. 
22 Usha Sanyal, Devotional Islam. 
2' Christian W Troll, Sayyid Ahmad Khan: A Reinterpretation of Muslim Theology, Vikas Publishing 
House, New Delhi, 1978, David Lelyveld, Aligarh's First Generation: Muslim Solidarity in British 
India, Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1978; Hafeez Malik, Sir Syed . 4hmad 
Khan and Muslim 
Modernisation in India and Pakistan, Columbia University Press, New York, 1980. 
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completely ignore the work of. and be oblivious to, the writings of Sa\ v id Ahmad, 
Hali. Shibli or those from the schools at Deoband and Bareilly. As this chapter 
shows. while not directly dealing with these writers, their shadow hangs over much 
of the texts discussed here and elsewhere in this thesis, even if obliquely . 
Altaf I lussain Hali had no illusions about the great task and responsibility he had 
taken upon himself when he wrote his epic poem, the Musaddas in 1879. The poem 
was addressed to the Muslim qaum. caught up in a pitiable condition of decline and 
humiliation. The theme was as vast and grand as was the intention of the poet, who 
was writing to and for his countrymen, his qaum, to arouse them from their slumber, 
and in order to make my friends and fellows feel a sense of outrage and shame'., 4 
Hali's Introduction to the second edition of 1886, acknowledged the fact that the 
poem had been a huge success and had achieved many of its original objectives. He 
wrote that the poem had `spread in this quite brief period to all corners of the country 
and has already gone through seven or eight editions in various districts of northern 
India'; many people were 'unable to stop themselves weeping and shedding tears' as 
they read it, and `because of its general popularity. it had been introduced into the 
syllabus of government schools'. 25 By every account. the . 
Ilusaddas had affected the 
Muslim gaum as its author had intended. 
Just as I lali \\ as writing for the Muslim gaum, so was his mentor, and that great 
reformer who was the inspiration for the : 11iismithis, Savvid Ahmad Khan, a verb 
public and political man, who lectured and wrote for and to the quum at every 
opportunity he received. Sav \ id Ahmad wrote very consciously to and for the 
Muslim gawn, and his mission was far grander and ambitious than that of the 
younger poet. Titles of talks published as, 'What action should our qaum take with 
From the Introduction of the First I dition. See the full text original and its translation b,, 
Christopher Shackle and Javed Majeed, Hali 'x . 
thrscaclclas The Flow and Ebb ot Islam, ( )ford 
Unis ersit\ Press, Ne\\ Delhi, 1997, p. 97. 
'` Ibid, p. 99. 
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regard to the political affairs of the state? ', 26 are one of numerous such attempts 
meant for, and to be heard and read by, the gaum. 27 Yet then, perhaps, it is a little 
ironic that Sayyid Ahmad began one of the most important political speeches of his 
very long career, addressed to the Muslim qaum as follows: *1 am not in the habit of 
giving lectures on political issues, and nor do I recall ever having given any lecture 
on political issues. ' 28 
While such great men as Hall, Sayyid Ahmad and Dipti Nazir Ahmad were busy 
writing to and for the qaum, representing and leading the qaum out of its condition of 
illat, there were many others who were writing to each other, to other Muslims, 
often specifically identified and named, and not to the Muslim yaum in general. 
These other writers - and there were many - seemed to be involved in their own 
debates with each other, often far more intense and heated than were the polemics of 
the great men of their community. 
Readership 
Despite the fact that we know about the number of copies printed of different 
newspapers and of other information from the publisher's side, not much is known 
about the readership of newspapers and journals or tracts. We sometimes learn from 
the published document, where it was sold and made available, which gives us some 
idea about the geographical spread of the paper, about the publisher's connections 
and netww ork. For example, in an advertisement about a religious book in the Oudh 
Punch. we learn that the book was available from 'Chowk, Lucknow. from Abdul 
'`' Incücm National Congress pur S'rcd .l hmad Khan ka Lecture: Hamari gaum ko nisbat political cunur 
. ca/tanat 
kt' /-. va tariya ikhtiär karna chahiº e. ", published as a pamphlet in numerous places, including 
Kanpur (not dated), Amritsar 30 April 1888, in the . Amritsar 
Press Gazette, etc. The lecture wwas also 
translated into English and published in the Pioncer from Allahabad, and also published as a separate 
pamphlet b\ the Pioneer Press. 
- See Shan Muhammad, Sivd . 4hmad 
Khan: A Political Biography, Meenakshi Prakashan, Meerut, 
1969; Christian \\' Troll, ' i'id. -lhmad Khan; and, Hafeez Malik, Sir Savivid . -thmad Khan. 
Indian National Co/7gress Pur St'u'd . -lhmad 
Khan ka Lecture, p. I. Emphasis added; the Urdu 
original is: ', Hari kahhi ädat political amur pur lecture dainav ki na/7in hai our na he tnujhe i ctc/ hai ke 
mai tic kýýhhi political cl/777/1' 7ne koi lecture diva ho'. 
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Sattar Khan Sahib and from Abdul Wajid Khan Sahib; from the Nizami Press in 
Kanpur; from Illahi Buksh Sahib in Kashmiri Bazaar Lahore: and from Calcutta and 
Delhi': the surprising omission here was the Deccan. 29 Similarly, the twenty page. 
monthly, Hami-e Islam, a magazine published from Lucknow in 1305/1887. gave a 
long list of individuals it could be bought from, from all across Hindustan showing a 
vast network of booksellers and, probably, readers. The risala could be bought from: 
Lucknow: Asghar Ali Sahib, tajir itar, Hafiz Abdul Sattar Khan Sahib, tajir 
kitüb; Sitapur: Maulvi 'Abdul Ghani Sahib, vakil, Qazi Altaf Hussain Sahib; 
Lakheempur: Hafiz Nisar Hussain Sahib, vakil; Rae Bareilly: Maulei 
Muhammad Mashooq Ali Sahib, mukhtir amm; Bans Bareilly: Allahyaar 
Khan Sahib; Badayoon: Maulvi Abdul Qadir Sahib; Aligarh: Maulei 
Muhammad Ismail Sahib; Bulandshehar: Qazi Muhammad Abdul Hai Sahib; 
Deoband: Maulvi Rafiuddin Sahib; and Delhi: Maulvi Sayyid Nazeer Husain 
30 Sahib and, Maulvi Muhammad Shah Sahib. 
I assume, probably correctly, that religious tracts published by a certain school, were 
read perhaps more by their own supporters than their adversaries who were usually 
the target of the attacks, although the presence of a lively and engaging debate 
between adversaries, as this chapter shows, meant that they were also read, by those 
who needed to respond to allegations and aspersions made about them. Some 
scholars state, that such texts were read out aloud, in private or in larger gatherings. 31 
As the biography of Bibi Ashraf, who learnt to read and write herself, and was born 
in 1840 in Bahnera, a small rural community of Bijnor tells us, 'my female relatives 
would read aloud from books on matters of faith and religious observances 32 
Despite this, it is difficult to understand how the very dense religious tracts could 
have been read in lay public settings, except in front of very specialised and small 
audiences; many of the religious tracts mentioned in this chapter, often with 
21' Oudh Punch, Lucknow, 29 January 1885. 
; 0Ilw 
ni-c Islam, Lucknow, Vol 1, No 1, Jarnadi-ul Aval, 1305/1887. 
Sec, Vsha Sang al, Devotional Islam; Barbara D Metcalf, Islamic Revival, and, Barbara D Metcalf, 
l, iN in- I ladith in the Tablighi Jama'at', J o/ . -1sian 
Studies, 52,3. Aug 1993. 
32 C N1 Nairn, 'How Bibi Ashraf Learned to Read and Write', in, CM Nairn, Urdu Texts and 
C'o, rtr. vtS The . ''clcc tL'c/ Ess, n s o/C . 
1/ 
. 
Va/in. Permanent Black, NeNN Delhi. 2004, p. 21 1. 
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abundant Arabic from the Quran and Kadis, must have been difficult to comprehend 
except by scholars. Readership remains an unsolved problem. However, one can 
assume that because of its style of language and content, the Oudh Punch and many 
similar papers were actually read out in public, having a greater audience than those 
who paid for the paper. 
Both CA Bayly and Ulrike Stark, 33 raise questions about who the readership of the 
printed material was in nineteenth century north India, and about the size of this 
readership. Bayly argues that while the actual number of the literate may have been 
small, India was a `literacy aware' society, where texts circulated and were read and 
heard in far greater number than we imagine. However, what is more interesting is, 
data which Ulrike Stark has provided (but not analysed), which also suggests that 
perhaps it was not literacy which was a constraint to expanding readership. 
Stark shows, for example, that the daily output of the Naval Kishore Press in 1870, 
was 192,000 printed pages. 34 The same year, 20,000 copies of the Quran were sold, 35 
and by 1876 19,000 copies of the `Cawnpore edition' of the Quran had been issued, 
and argues that lower prices made the Quran available to a larger audience. 36 What is 
interesting, is that the increase in readership took place not because of rising literacy, 
but because lower prices due to the mass scale of production and technological 
innov, aations. This could suggest that there was perhaps a larger reading public than 
we imagine, except that they were not able to afford books. Further evidence to this 
possibility is suggested by figures which Stark provides: in 1871 the Government 
reduced postal rates by half, and the `measure had a catalyzing effect on the Urdu 
newspaper trade', with a striking increase in the number of new launches and an 
increase in the number of subscribers. 37 The newspaper distribution system depended 
33 C .\ l3ily 
1\ 
. 
Elnpit-e and In1orm, 111017, Ulrike Stark, An n Empire of Books. 
34 Ulriche Stark, 
. in 
Empire 0/'Books, p. 171. 
3` Ibid. 
Ibid., p. 285. 
Ibid., p. 357. 
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almost entirely on the colonial postal system, and perhaps economics caused 
readership to rise, not literacy rates. 
Stark ends her book with what she calls the -unresolved question concerning the 
power and authority of the printed word in a society marked by widespread 
illiteracy'. 38 I deal with some of theses issues regarding the authority and power of 
print in the sections below. Another question she raises is about who read a book, 
and what effect reading the book had on its audience, and how it affected peoples' 
lives. In the following sections of this chapter, I address these concerns as well. 
The Power of Print and the Compulsion to Write 
Both Barbara Metcalf and Usha Sanyal make the powerful and persuasive argument 
in their studies of the two most important Islamic institutions or schools in north 
India after 1860 which emerged as a consequence of British rule, Muslim 
subjugation and the realisation of their position in this new arrangement - what I call 
the understanding that they had reached the zillat ka magam - the Deoband branch of 
Sunni Islam and the Ahle Sunnat wa Jama'at school based in Bareilly, 39 and argue 
that these two institutions and their leaders, used the world of print to further their 
cause and their mission. Both schools were prolific in their output of tracts and 
treatises, usually against the other group, challenging it and ridiculing each other's 
notion and interpretation of faith and ritual. It was not only the Deobandis or the Ahle 
Sinnnat \v ho participated in these `pamphlet wars', but so did the Ahle Hadis, the 
ulema from the Nad\'atul Ulema in Lucknow, and the Ahmadi sect of Mirza Ghulam 
Ahmad. In fact, perhaps the greatest exponent of inventing themselves through the 
print medium and using print as a means to propagate their religion and the 
38 Ibid., p. -150-I. 39 Barbara D Metcalf Islamic Revival; and Usha Sanyal Devotional lvlam. 
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personality of its leader, was Mirza Ghulam Ahmad. 40 Individually, the leaders of 
each school were credited with having written hundreds of books - as in the case of 
Nawab Siddiq I lasan Khan of the Ahle Hadis who is said to have written more than 
200 41 - or thousands of written fatwas. as in the case of Ahmad Raza Khan of the 
Ahle Sunnat wu Jama'ut. 42 
As different schools emerged throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century, the 
battle for the soul of the Muslim qaum, raged in small qasba towns where newly 
trained alim. s returned from seminaries to run mosques and madr-asas, but this battle 
was equally fought in the wide, newly emerging, public sphere of the world of print. 
Religious tracts were used to score points against opponents, to win an argument, and 
an attempt was made to `make a public', or create a constituency, with the attempt to 
add new adherents to their school. Clearly, one of the purposes of writing so 
profusely, was on account of this struggle within the different maslaks - sects, 
schools - of Islam targeted against different schools of thought and practice. 
I low cvver, some modern historians of Indian Islam have felt that the divisiveness and 
differences that existed amongst different schools of thought in Indian Islam in the 
nineteenth century expressed through their writings, were quite futile. KA Nizami 
writes that the leaders of these different schools of thought were men of eminence 
and learning no doubt, but by involving Muslim mind [sic. ] in unnecessary hair- 
splitting religious controversies - controversies which had no relevance to the 
pressing problems of society - evaded and delayed confrontations with realities. For 
several decades, the energies of the Mussalmans were absorbed in these futile 
religious squabbles'. 43 
a° Yohanan Friedmann. Prophecy Continuous: Aspects of'. 4hmadi Religious Thought and Its Afe&eval 
Background, 1. Ink ersity of California Press, Berkcle> . 
1989. 
Sacedullah, The Li/c' and 11'orks of11uhammad Siddiq Hassinn Khan, , Vcnwab aal Bhopal, S I\1 Ashraf, 
Lahore, 1973). 
''' Usha San\ al Devotional Main. 
41 K :\ Nizami, 'Socio-religious Movements in Indian Islam (1763-1898)', in ST Lokhand\Nalla. 
lmii, and Contt'lllf)ol'an' Islam -- Proct'eclirn Z. Y of a Seminar, Indian Institute of Advanced Study . 
SJill l, 1,197 1. p. 1 10. 
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While the reasons for the huge amount of literature produced by these handful of 
institutions can be explained on the grounds stated above, it does not account for the 
probably greater abundance of tracts and pamphlets which were being published all 
over north India, by people who apparently did not belong to any formal or organised 
Islamic school or institution, especially prior to that period before organised and 
formal institutions began to dominate the Islamic frame. 44 Why were these people 
writing? What drove them to write at a time when we know that the readership must 
have been very limited? What were the reasons for the urgency with which they 
wrote, where they were willing to respond to apparently trivial issues and themes, of 
ritual and practice, well before the consolidation of the schools of faith? This section 
tries to examine some of the reasons that writers themselves gave as to why they 
wrote. 
As early as 1868, when the Urdu reading public was even smaller than its miniscule 
proportion later in the century, and at a point in time when the later 'pamphlet wars' 
had not yet begun - since the Indian Islamic sects (maslaks) had still not emerged - 
there were people like Imdadul Ali who were `forced to write', their books and tracts 
on religious practices and ritual. Imdadul Ali was a Deputy Collector and Magistrate, 
first at Kanpur and later at Aligarh, and the son of Maulvi Sayyid Ghulam Mustapha 
Akbarabadi. In his Imdad us Sunnal, he addressed the 'able Islam', and said that a 
tract written by Maulvi Muhammad Fasih Ghazipuri. Maulvi Sirajuddin and Maulvi 
\bdur Rahman, on whether Muslims were to read the taral'ih prayers with 8 rak'at 
or ww ith 20, `x' based on the Prophet's sunnah (his practice) was full of harsh words 
and offence (. ýakht kalami), to which he had already replied earlier in a previous 
publication called . Vurul 
Hucla which he wrote within a week, of which as many as 
In fact, this point raises another interesting issue: What was the nature of indkidual identity once 
formal institutions - reli-ious or \vorldly -- became the dominant form of identification? Could people 
participate in the public sphere \v ithout being (or percei' ed of being) either aligned to, or against, a 
formal school or grouping? Was all identit\ ah\ ay s posited with respect to a collectiý c Other? 
a` l'he tar&r1"rh is an non-compulsory additional part of the night (isha) pra\ ers of Muslims in the 
month of Ramarran, the month of fasting: a rak'at is the act of bo\\ ing in the pray ers. 
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500 copies were printed and distributed free. 46 He then said, that this Imdad us 
Sunnat. was his second reply to the earlier pamphlet. in which he had explained the 
same arguments, but this time, in the light of the hadis, for which he had consulted 
many books on jurisprudence and on hadis. 47 
He stated that he was writing this second response, so that his Muslim brothers could 
learn and benefit from it. He then invited readers to respond to his pamphlet, but 
insisted that they not use harsh and offensive language and that they stay within the 
bounds of reason and proprietary. 48 Maulvi Abdur Rahman, one of the original 
authors, responded and wrote a reply to both Imdadul All's tracts49, to which 
Imdadul Ali wrote his third tract on the theme of the sunhat of the taravih. 5° At 
around the same time, Imdadul Ali wrote another tract against the 
-fatwwwa 
of Maulei 
Muhammad Bashir Sahsavani, which stated that Muslims could read their five daily 
prayers in one sitting. Imdadul All argued, that not just someone from the ahle 
$'unnat, but anyone from the entire able Islam, would not accept such a position, and 
warned his readers to stay away from such perverseness (kujrai'i). ' 1 Clearly, on both 
occuusions, lmdadul Ali was simply interested in clarifying a particular interpretation 
of ritual and practice, and nothing more, and it does not seem to be the case that he 
had ainv greater ambitions. It was this markedly narrow focus and limited ambition of 
writers of this sort, which distinguished a substantial stream of writing from the more 
aggressive inter-'sectarian' or qaumi literature. 
%\ as not uncommon for publishers to advertise their own books in their own 
pamphlets and tracts. Often, they would inform their readers about another book by 
the same author, or a book of similar interest published by the same press. Often 
"' Inidadul Ali, , \'u rul Hula, Kanpur, 1868. 47 lincladul Ali, I, nclad us Sunnat, Kanpur, 25 July 1868 
48 Ibid. 
49 Abdul Rahman, Tau: t'e. -i. x-Sunnat al-Hucla. 
`" Imdadul All, Imclcadul Ghavi 'un al-sirat a(-. Yavi, Matba-e Shola-e Toor, Kanpur, 1286/1869, pp. 48. 
The title page said that this is to be distributed free to `bradiran Ahle Islam'. 
Imdadul Ali, lindad able as-salUt, Association Press, Muradabad, AuI'ust 1877, pp. 23. 
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publishers also advertised books which they did not publish, but sold. While the 
monetary aspect of selling books was important. so was the belief that print was a 
powerful medium which could influence readers. In fact, one could argue that for 
many, particularly the more zealous or those with a mission in life, particular one in 
which they wanted to reform their falling or fallen Muslim brethren, there was a 
strong belief in the power of print. This belief, as I show in Chapter Two, generated 
the response by some Muslims to set up their newspapers and to write and publish 
books to bring the Muslim qaum out of their condition of : illat. The contents of the 
inner flap of a book entitled Barkot al Islam, published by the Islamia Press Lahore 
in 1890, urging people to read certain books, is one example of many which also 
shows how print was conceived to be a powerful medium to influence and reform 
lives. 
The blurb is entitled 'qaumi dilchaspiyori ka namuna' (a sample of interest for the 
gaum), and it is the Muslim qaum which is addressed. `Supporters of Islam', the 
advertisement begins, 
The following books have to be in your library or book shelves, because these 
are the books which will draw attention about the poor condition (khasta hali) 
of (our) gaum. It is these books which have been saviours for dead souls 
(n iiir(la dilori). It is these books which have added new life to those who have 
been saddened. It is these books which, for the country and the qaum, have 
been like medicine (aksir). It is these books, by examining which, we can see 
who we are and what we ought to be. '' 
The list of books included Altaf Hussain Hali's Musaddas, his Hayat-e Sadi, M jüli. 5 
un . Visa, and S'hikva Hind, all of 
Dipti Nazir Ahmad's novels, a number of books by 
Shibli Naumani, Ratan Nath Sarshar's Fasan-e A: (-O, many lectures of Sayyid 
Ahmad, including one on Islam. his Meerut lecture against the Indian National 
Congress. lectures by Dipti Nazir Ahmad. Shibli Naumani, and many others. What is 
interesting from lily point of v, ie\v is, that \\ bile this belief in the power of print was 
``' iJarkt-it al is/wm:, Islamia Press. Lahore, 1890. 
i-; U 
strong, this list of books also gives us an idea of the typology of ww riting and of its 
hierarchy, about what was considered important to be read for the islah (reform) of 
the yuum. Most of the authors listed were the great men writing great books. writing 
` yuumi literature', books written for the quum. 
Other magazines and publishers also saw the power of print and felt that it could also 
be used to emerge from the zillut in which the Muslims were embroiled. The monthly 
Ilumi-e Islam, from Lucknow in its very first issue in 1305/1887 stated, that it would 
not be surprising if one cried at the pitiable condition of the Muslims or if one was to 
sigh at the condition of the zillut of the Muslims for, it argued, these feelings would 
be expected and not inappropriate. 53 It stated that it was bringing out this magazine, 
precisely so that it could awaken the Muslims and to unite them once again for, it 
stated, `newspapers are a great means to reform the gaum'. ý' Much of its first issue 
was concerned with the deplorable condition of the Muslims of Hindustan. 
The 1)ilgu: t-1r, edited by Abdul Haleem Sharar, understood too, how print could 
change lives and in the power of print. It published a novel in 1888 along with the 
journal and was told by its readers that the novel was a huge success, and that it was 
liked to such an extent, that perhaps no other book' had been appreciated as much. " 
The journal argued, that this novel was the best means to spread the fervour for Islam 
and to encourage sympathy for Islam. As the respected readers of Dilguzar were 
witness, it continued, 'every single sentence of it [the novel] gives passion in support 
of Islam, and we are sure, that those people who read it carefully and with pleasure, 
from cover to end, must be feeling that in their hearts, qaumi blood is boiling over 
\\ith passion, and they are on the road to progress (tarugqi)'. '6 Dilguznr used to 
publish historical articles and 'khi. v7rli wir üshigi nra: c-rrnin' (fiction and romantic 
literature), and said that in the letters it received, there was a great demand for 
/lami-t' is/um, Lucknow, 1305 '1887. 
`' Ibid. 
l)i6zu: Jr, Lahore, January 1889. 
Ibid. 
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historical articles. It believed that it was playing an important role in ýCJCllllill 
khidmut' (the qaum's welfare) a responsibility which it had taken upon itself. 
Sayyid Imdadul Ali Sahib was one of Sayyid Ahmad Khan's earliest and most 
vociferous critics. In 1290/1872 he published his Imdadul Afaq Ba javab Parcha 
Tahzibu'1- Akhlaq, as a forceful reply to the publication Tahzibu'1- . -]khläq started 
by 
Sayyid Ahmad Khan. The very last page of the text of Imdadul All's 88 page diatribe 
against Sayyid Ahmad told us why he wrote this tract. His spirit and core beliefs 
about Islam were provoked, he said, and he became angry and immediately wrote 
this tract in reply to T ahzibu '1- Akhläq. He continued by saying that Tahzibu 'l- 
Akhlaq was not only far removed from Islam, but was actually blasphemous. In order 
to protect the beliefs of his Muslim brethren, he had this published and was 
distributed free. 57 Altaf Hussain Hall had called Imdadul Ali one of the two most 
important people who campaigned against Sayyid Ahmad. 
Imdadul Ali began his attack against Sayyid Ahmad's ideas by saying that 
sonne of my old friends have been expressing new ideas and strange opinions 
about different things. I have felt on numerous occasions to tell the truth 
about these thoughts to the common people, but out of respect that the friends 
do not take offence [have desisted]. Thinking that other friends and qaumi 
brothers and mulki friends58 should just be aware of their ideas, in which they 
have made untruths into truths and facts, and shown impossibilities to be 
possibilities, I have always desisted with both pen and tongue. In religious 
matters, however, where they have falsified from the Quran and Kadis and 
have gone against the consensus of the Muslims, I have to reveal the truth. In 
religious issues where they have committed heresy, I have made both Muslim 
and non-Muslim aware. ý9 
57 Say ý id Imdadul : Ali, Imdadul : a. JUq Ba-javnb Parcha Tah: ibu 7-. ! khlaq, Nizam Press, Kanpur, 
1 -90 187-1, p. 85. This publication is useful also because it contains a large number of inter\entions 
and t im\ as made by numerous ulema. \N hich gi\ es a vv ide range of the t\ pe of opposition to Sa> ý id 
. \hmad Khan's planned College for Muslim men. 
Probably non-Muslim friends in Hindustan. 
Ibid, p. 2. 
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While many Muslim writers seemed to have had great ambitions and had been 
writing to change the destiny of their qaum, others who were writing religious tracts 
seem to have written in order to popularise their own school of faith in opposition to 
other schools which emerged in north India more formally. from the 1870s onwards, 
leading to many types and numbers of series of pamphlet wars. Yet, there were 
perhaps as many writers who wrote for less ambitious reasons as well. Maulei . Ali 
Buksh Khan Sahib Bahadur, a judge in Gorakhpur, wrote a number of books, some 
in reply to Sayyid Ahmad's Tahzibu'l-Akhläq such as his Ta'id al Islam, and some 
for other reasons . 
60 His reasons for writing his Moid ul Quran published at exactly 
the same time as the Ta'id al Islam, were simply that a friend of his had sent him 
some written queries about the Quran, and wanted Ali Baksh to clarify these issues. 
I le said that he had to write this short - 52 page - pamphlet so that his friend would 
be satisfied, and also so that his Muslim brothers would benefit from this effort so 
that they could learn something of religious value, and that they would thank him by 
praying for his sins whenever they read the Quran. 61 
What emerges from an examination of the printed literature in Urdu, is that there 
\vcre a number of typologies of material and of writing, designed for different 
audiences and with different purposes. For example, there were the writings of many 
individuals w\ ho were simply taking part in debates on practice and ritual matters, 
and did not necessarily represent or proclaim to belong to a larger community or 
identity, such as a inaslak. Their ambitions and issues were more narrowly focussed 
and specific to certain debates to which they were responding to. Others began to 
speak for and to the gauni, and defined their audiences in clear terms and had 
political ideas and intentions, even if they denied the fact that their speeches were 
'political'. In the nineteenth century, it seems. that a large part of the debates and 
writings were by those who belonged to organised maslaks, and who read and 
o° All Baksh, Ta'id al Islam , Na\al Kishore Press, Lucknow, 
Ramazan 1290 No\cmber 1873. In 
1298' 1881 he also vv rote Taangii"al . Ilaxail. 61 All E3aksh, Il(4d ul Quran, Na\ al Kishore Press. Lucknow, Ramazan 1290 November 1873. 
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debated each others writings in order to fortify their own positions and strengthen 
their own 'communities'. While the first category may not have had an impact on 
creating any specific community (or communities) of Muslims, those who spoke for 
and to the yuum, were trying to create and unify such a community of Hindustani 
Muslims. The third category, those embroiled in the `pamphlet wars' against other 
muslaks, on the other hand, as much of this thesis shows, were responsible for 
countering any trend to unity, and helped create multiple and antagonistic notions of 
Muslim identity. 
In order to get an idea of the confidence and authority with which ulema debated 
with each other in the late nineteenth century, the title page of the first Volume of 12, 
of Ahmad Raza Khan (Barelvi) (b 1856), the head of the Ahle Sunnat it'a Jamä'at 
based in Bareilly, is illuminating. This 800 page Volume stated, that in this book 
`thousands of problems/issues [masail] have been elaborated upon with such deep 
attention/thought and research/verification that they will not be found anywhere else, 
and lots of unclear issues which for centuries have been under discussion and 
unsolved, through argument and proof have been made clear and people with 
kno\v ledge and justice [ahle ilm o insäf] will understand'. 62 
The scale and extent of debate between the ulema of different sects is evident from 
the list of publications from the Ahle Sunnat ii'a Jamä'at press in Bareilly, provided 
in this publication. The list goes into the scores with numerous and wide ranging 
topics. For example, there are three separate publications on the 'problem of the a: n 
[call for hravcrs]', two of which are a refutation/rejection of the writings on this issue 
of the ulema from Rampur and one rejecting the arguments made by the ulema from 
Calcutta, another pamphlet against af etwa of the ulema from Rampur on the a: ui. 
has 35 refutations [radal. Another publication is titled: 'A Shia cannot be the heir of 
`'2 Ahmad Raza Khan, Al 'a! ui a al nabuiva lil fatýnva rar ra=iga: kitab ul tahirat to bab ul tamave-umr, 
Volume I of 12, published at the Ahle hli' Sunnat wva ama'1rt , 
Bareilly 
, probably after 
1905. (One 
thousand copies printed) 
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a Sunni'; there are numerous pamphlets against the Barelvis' main rivals, the 
Deobandis, where the arguments of the Deobandis are refuted and contested. There is 
one pamphlet against the faith and belief of the ' Wahabi' Deobandis. another which 
is entitled: 'Seventy reasons to prove kufr [blasphemy] against the leader of the 
Wahabis', Maulvi Ismail Dehlavi'. 63 There are also dozens of tracts rejecting the 
claims and opinions of the ulema at Nadva and many against the Qadianis. Debates 
against all the major Islamic sects took place in writing. This short list shows that 
while there may not have been a very large literate public. there was, nevertheless, an 
active publishing business taking place. 64 
The polemics of some Muslim ulema were focused less against non-Muslims, but 
were more forcefully directed against the numerous maslaks/sects within Islam. It 
was the need to declare all other schools -- many of which were in competition with 
other Muslim sects to claim membership as well as for legitimacy in the eves of their 
supporters - as infidels, and by labelling their deeds and words as blasphemous. 
Ahmad Raza Khan's Volume I of his ; 11 'atri'a al nahuiva fil fatawwwa var ra iqa: 
kitab ul tahirat to hab ul tamaye-um, is highly critical of at least ten Muslim sects. 
Moreovcr, he considers all of them to be kafirs [infidels] even though he 
acknowledged that they had said the kalima and called themselves Muslim. The 
Qadianis, Chaktralvis, nechris, Rafizis (who he said did tabarra), the Bahais, 
Shaitanis, Khawatmi Wahabis, and the `many ghair muqallidin'. He said that it was 
completely hart-inr and was a huge sin [gunnah kabirah] for anyone even to shake 
hands with these ten groups . 
65 
In the polemical exchanges between Ahmad Raza and the other sects, he cited 
extensiv c references. and documented all their arguments and his replies. He quoted 
63 Ibid. 
('1 'Sim iikh Muhammad lkram in the third and final Volume of his Kauaar series \\ rite`. that . lhmad 
Raza Khan, \\rote about fifi\ books on different disputes and on intellectual debates [i! mi hcha., J and 
ith extreme se\ crit\ propagated traditional Hanati \\ aý s', 1f auj-e Kclusar. Delhi, 2004, p. 70. 
p5 Ahmad Raia Khan, A/ 'alma al nabuii a, p. 191. 
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from dozens of publications of his opponents citing dates of publication and his 
replies. His writing was like a boxing match, one punch in reply to another, followed 
by another punch: he said that they said this, he replied, they did (or did not), and so 
on. It is interesting to note. as David Thomas points out with regard to Islam in the 
3/9 century. and argues that at that time, `polemical writing had become an integral 
part of theological discourse in Islam. Nearly all of the major theologians active at 
this time are known to have participated in debates or to have written attacks of some 
kind'. 66 In some ways, theologians such as Ahmad Raza Khan were continuing a 
much older tradition and style of discourse. 
Ahmad Raza Khan's writings reveal, as do those of all the ulema of the late 
nineteenth century, that there was an extensive and aggressive, ongoing exchange 
between ulema and that they were reading each other's writings and taking the 
trouble to reply, in writing. Yet, while perhaps many ulema from the organised 
mcisluks were involved in talking to larger communities, there were other scholars 
who were involved primarily in their own `pamphlet wars', directed at a single 
author, rather than at a whole school of faith. 
Exchanges on the Margin: Writing to Each other 
The general belief that print, in the later nineteenth century, was the primary medium 
for the formation and consolidation of composite identities, whether religious or 
those which \\ ere more political, needs to be contrasted with a parallel process. 
where the medium of print may have been used merely to engage with specific ideas 
or individuals, and where the grander designs of speaking for, or behalf of, or 
representing, an imagined or constructed community, may not have been the 
motivating criterion. This stream of writing, as the two sets of examples in this 
Section show, was probably as common as that of those who \\ ere trying to build 
66 Da\ id Thomas, (ed, trans), Inti-Christian Polemir in Ear/v Islam: Abu 'Isa al-H arraq's ". Igainst 
the Trinity", Cambridge IInk ersitý Press. Cambridge, 1992, p. 31. 
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their ma. 5laks, or to create a Muslim quum. These other writings were far more 
parochial, local and narrow in content, meaning. scope and influence. 
I. Izhar-ul Huda and Anvcr-ul Huda 
In the early 1890s, at a time by when Muslim `national' consciousness and identity 
was gaining increasing public recognition through speeches and writings of those 
who were writing to and for the qaum, there were those who were engaged in an 
intense exchange of religious debate, perhaps oblivious to the gaumi ' debate taking 
place around them. Hakeem Maulvi Shaikh Ahmad, son of the exalted, respected' 
Maulana Muhammad Wajihuddin Usmani, Deobandi. previously of the ahle Sunnat 
and now a Shia resident of Muhala Faraash Khana, Wazir Gunj, Lucknow, 67 and 
Maulana Muhammad Jahangir Khansahib Shikvabadi, were involved in a most 
curious exchange of writing and publishing, which suggested that many of the Urdu 
writers writing religious pamphlets were responding to specific texts - often 
provocations - from other writers. 
The first publication which started this most extraordinary exchange, was . 4m, (-11-111 
11u0a, written by Maulvi Shaikh Ahmad Sahib, Deobandi, published in 1308/1890-1, 
by the Niazmand Press in Agra under the supervision of Mirza Baqir Hussain, a ra 'rs 
of the city. 68 In response to , 1i cri -ul Huda, which the title says, presents the truth 
about the Shia Ja'fari religion, within just a few months. Maulana Muhammad 
Jahangir Khansahib published his Izhar-ul Huda, from the Gulshan Ilm Press in 
ra. 
69 Subsequently, in response to this publication, Hakim Maulei Shaikh Ahmad 
\\ rote his . Scams-ud Doha which was also published within a year. on 2 Ramazän 
67 r1auly i Shaikh Ahmad, Shamsud duha 
. 
jai- h I: hCir ul Huda, Isna : \sha'ri Press, Lucknoww, 
Mtuharram 1310 August 1892. 
`'" Maulei Shaikh AAhmad,. 4ni rr-u/ Huc/aa, Niazmand Press, Agra, 13081890. 
69 \laulana Muhammad Jahangir Khansahib, L-hür-ul Huda, Gulshan Ilm Press. . 1`era, 1308 1890. 
Another edition of this was published in 1309'1891. 
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1309/August 1892, by the Isna 'Ashari Press, Lucknow. 70 The title of this publication 
clearly stated that it was being written in reply to the aforementioned publication. 7' 
Shaikh Ahmad said that he was delighted to see the advertisement for the new book - 
Izhur-ul Hudu - because he felt that those who were in search of truth. would be 
better able to decide between truth and falsehood, and as soon as he got hold of this 
book, he began studying it. He said, that `some of my opponents also used to remind 
me that a book has been published in reply to yours', and hence `I have written this, 
based on their urging'. 72 
Following this, Maulana Muhammad Jahangir Khansahib wrote his Badar-ud Duja, 
the full title of which is : Badar-ud Duja, maru[ba-takmala Izhar-ul Huda, fi tardid 
Anvur-ul Huda va takzib Shams-ud Duha, maualiien Shaikh Ahmad Sahib, Shia, 
Deobandi, Vakil Jaunpur, [Badar-ud Duja, which is in addition to the famous I: hur- 
ul Huda, which is a rejection of Anvar-ul Huda and the lies of Shams-ud Duha, both 
written by Shaikh Ahmad Sahib, Shia, Deobandi, Vakil Jaunpur]. 73 This is not the 
end of this exchange, for there seem to be two additional publications between the 
two. Maulana Muhammad Jahangir writes a Risala Gumnäm, an appendix to Izhar-ul 
Hi0a, v, ýhich was followed by Shaikh Ahmad writing his response to this called: Ba- 
Risala Gumnam. 74 In this period, Shaikh Ahmad wrote another religious text 
called Kashf=ul Hij5b un Sirat-ul Ishäb, Isna `Ashari Press, 29 Zigäd 1312/1895, 
which is not related to this exchange. The first edition had 600 copies published. 
What was it that was so pressing which forced the two authors to write these six 
substantial tomes, and reply and publish within a matter of months after having read 
their ads crsary's books? 
'0 Shaikh Ahmad. Shams-ud Duhu. Isna Ashari Press, Luckno\\, 2 Ramazän 1309'1891. Another 
edition of this publication was published in Muharram 1310- 13 August 1892. 
' In tact, the Second Edition of 1892 states that the full title of the book is: Shams-ud Duha dar jcn"ýhh 
L-h[r-uI Huda. 
'? Shaikh Ahmad, Shams-ud Dual, Isna Ashari Press, Lucknow. -1 
Ramazan 1309'1891, p. 2. 
73 Maulana Muhammad Jahangir Khansahib, Bacdar-ud Duja, Akbari Press, , Agra. 13 12 1894. 
Maulana Muhammad Jahangir Khansahib, Resale Gwnnnm, 18 Jamadi ul A\ al 1310'1892. 
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The Preface of the first book which started the exchange, the Anvcr-ul Huda. as was 
customary, told us about its author. Shaikh Ahmad, son of Jana b Maulvi : Muhammad 
Wajihuddin Usmani, resident of Deoband in District Saharanpur belonged to, from 
the times of his ancestors, to the tariqa Ahle Sunnat wa Jama'at and he said that he 
was a very strong believer of this religion, and admitted that for the Shia sect, he had 
a particular hatred. 75 He said that he often used to wonder why Ali (the fourth Caliph 
and the son-in-law and one of the Companions of the Prophet Muhammad) was 
treated as someone separate and unique compared to all the other Companions. In 
1870 he was a Naib Sar-rashtadar Faujdari in Bijnaur District, and said that very 
often the thought used to occur to him why it was that the third Caliph (Usman) was 
so opposed to Ali and why even in Ali's reign. there was so much opposition to him. 
These thoughts used to bother him and he could not put them out of his mind. 76 He 
said that when he began thinking about the process of the succession of the Caliphs 
after the Prophet's death, his curiosity became even more `impatient', and so he 
prayed to God to show him the true path. The ulema, he said, also did not like to talk 
about this topic and said that one should study the religious books oneself to find 
truth. Shaikh Ahmad said that he already had lots of books in his house, but only 
those belonging to his own sect, and none of the Shias. He wrote, that until he had 
finished writing this particular book - the Anvnff-ul Huda - he had never read 
anything about or from the Shia point of view. Yet, he said that after making an in- 
depth study of religion lasting two to three years, he felt that the Sunnis were wrong 
and Islamic literature provided proof of all the beliefs of the Shia religion, a fact, 
which he argued, was confirmed from all Sunni literature and that it is Shiism which 
bore real truth. 77 
When after completing all this study he returned to his home (vatan). he saw a very 
large congregation of the ulema of the ahle Sunnat and thought that he was wrong 
n1aul\ i Shaikh Ahmad, 
76 Ibid, p. 3. 
77 Ibid, p. 4. 
lm'är-ul Huda, Niazmand Press, Agra, 1 308 1890, p. 2. 
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about his beliefs and that perhaps he had not understood the basic arguments of 
Sunnism and that he should discuss these issues with the ulema. He then wrote down 
a few of the questions and doubts he had about Sunnism for the ulema. He tells us 
that the response that he got to these queries from the ulema was 'unspeakable', and 
instead of being based on knowledge and learning (ilm va fazl). their reaction was 
most uncivilised (jahilana) and the only explanation for their behaviour was that they 
had no answers to his queries. 78 He said that he believed very strongly that the Sunni 
religion was not the religion of truth and that the Imamia Isna 'Ashari - Shiism - was 
the way towards truth. Anvc r-ul Huda was the result of his search for truth in which 
he laid down all the arguments that came his way along his journey of search. Much 
of Anvdr-ul Huda, as was often the case with Shia literature, was based on the issue 
of the succession after Prophet Muhammad, and about the qualities and attributes 
required to be a Caliph or an Imam. 79 
Much of the content of this publication exchange between Shaikh Ahmad and 
Maulana Muhammad Jahangir Khansahib, was based on allegations and refutations 
between interpretations of Shia and Sunni history, beliefs, doctrine and practice. Not 
surprisingly, in this exchange while both authors claimed that they themselves were 
objective and unbiased, they quoted extensively from each others' texts to prove that 
the other was a liar, misrepresented facts, and was prejudiced. Usually, facts were 
shown to be incorrect, that the other author was not honest in his representation of 
either his or the others' point of view, and that their point of view was biased and 
one-sided. Often, the reading of the other's text was so careful, that authors would 
cite the number of times a certain idea, name or phrase had been used and detailed 
references were given to the other's publication. At other times, both authors also 
often cited the number of times their own work had been quoted, to argue that their 
own texts had not been read properly and the other author "N as merely building up a 
fictitious case against his own arguments. 
Ibid. 
79 ]bid. 
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What does one make of this personal, particularly narrow, exchange between two 
authors contesting facts of history, belief, and practice? Of these six publications 
which were written in response to each other, Anvc r-ul Huda was 400 pages long. 
Badar-ud Duja 280, Izhär-ul Huda 188, and Shams-ud Duha 390 pages, clearly 
showing that a lot of time, energy and resources went into each publication, with 
some being published in second editions. In addition, Maulvi Shaikh Ahmad had 
written his 190 page Kashf 'ul Hijab, as well in October 1895. It is not possible to say 
what role these books were playing in the formation of community and identity, for it 
is difficult to know whether these books were being read, and more importantly, if 
so, by whom. On the title page of Maulana Jahangir's Badar-ud Duja, the author 
threw up a challenge to the book's anticipated readers. He stated, that ' if any of you 
amongst the thinking and educated Shia, can give a word-for-word written reply to 
this collection, in a civilised manner (ba-tahzib), then in that case you can collect 
fifty rupees from the author'. 80 It is not known if anyone took up the challenge, but 
there was no mention of anyone other than Shaikh Ahmad having written a reply, in 
any of Maulana Jahangir's other publications. 
A corollary to this multi-round exchange, which says a great deal about the 
compulsion for each author to write and to have the need to continue to respond, as 
well as about the importance of the theme for both contributors, was the following 
revelation by Shaikh Ahmad. While this exchange was going on, Shaikh Ahmad 
wrote another 190 page manuscript and sent it to his publisher, Mir Abid Ali, the 
proprietor of the Isna 'Ashari Press in Lucknow. Shaikh Ahmad said that about two 
or three months later, he found out that the manuscript had been stolen from the 
premises of the publisher. He then re-wrote the entire book and sent it again for 
printing which \\ as eventually published under the title Ka. s'hf-ul Hijub un Sitat-ul 
1s/l[rh. " Clearly, writing was a serious, passionate, activity, and many writers were 
80 Maulana Muhammad Jahangir Khansahib, Badar-ucl Duja 
81 Kahl-u1 Hifilih un Sirar-u! Ishýäh, Isna Ashari Press, 2'9 Zigäd 131-'/1895. The first edition Irrad 600 
copies published. 
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driven, and must have realised that their writings were influencing at least some 
readers. 
Perhaps the exchange also throws some light on the publication industry. ý\ ith the 
two authors writing in different cities publishing at different presses, and were yet 
part of a stream which was linking both authors. However, because of their very 
narrow and specific purpose, the books also do not talk about any notion of gaurnm, 
any relationship or connection to a larger entity, except that they talked about - but 
not to - the Shia and Sunni belief systems. Not surprisingly, both had completely 
diverse understandings and interpretations of Islamic history, ritual and practice, and 
hardly agreed on any point with each other. This polemics was not untypical of the 
divide between the Shia and Sunni and was a series of debates which had not been 
resolved for 1,300 years. It is difficult to say whether these books became part of a 
larger publishing public sphere or to what extent they were in the public domain, and 
how many of them were being read, and by whom. A reading of the texts makes one 
suggest, that the two authors were talking only to each other, oblivious of the 
presence of a real, lived, world out there. Yet, of course, both were very strongly 
moved by their faith, enough to spend many months going over each word written by 
their adversary, writing equally voluminous books. 
One must add, however, that both writers created straw-men. and then burnt them 
down, they artificially constructed their imagined others - which had little to do with 
ho\\ each writer imagined himself or his community - and then both broke that 
image down. A closer reading of the texts suggests that throughout their books. both 
authors claimed that they would reply in full to the other's arguments. but they 
frequently got involved in other debates which were not related to the other's 
arguments. One such example in this exchange was 1: 1iýür-ul Huda, which while 
written in reply to : Vur-ul Heda, did not really refer at all to the original text, and the 
author \vcnt off on a complete tangent on his own. The severe and deep prejudices 
l(I) 
between different mazühib and schools of faith. left little room for dialogue and 
conversation or communication and understanding. 
II. Al Zafar ul Mubin and Fatah-e Mubin 
An even more extraordinary process of writing and exchange compared to the one 
mentioned above, was started by the publication of a book entitled Al Zafcn" ill 
Mubin, which gave rise to an exchange, not just between two writers, but included 
many others as well. Moreover, there were accusations about the pseudonym of the 
writers, and this exchange allows us also to examine the issue of authoritarial 
authority and authenticity, at a time when reputations were critical. 
Maulana Muhiuddin Lahori, a bookseller of Lahore, wrote a book entitled . -1l Zatar ul 
Vubin, fi radd Muzaltat al Muqallidin, in 1297/1879, and as the title suggests, was 
against the muqallidin point of view and defended the tradition of the Prophet's h(di. s 
- see Chapter Three for differences amongst Islamic schools of belief. I le said that 
when he took a good look at books about. figh (jurisprudence), he found that none of 
them had any affinity with the Quran or Kadis, and found that a great deal of both 
had been misquoted and misinterpreted. As a consequence, he found, that these 
hooks were discouraging people from following the hadis. He decided then to copy 
down From these books such statements which he felt were misleading and argued 
why they were incorrect. He said that he was doing this so that `simple people 
(unjmrh lit. illiterate) are not led astray by these misleading statements of the 
in ugallicliir'. 82 While this ambition by someone to bring his people back on to the 
righteous path \\ as not unknown amongst Muslims, it is how Muhiuddin interpreted 
his triumph at writing this book, which interests us here. 
142 n1uhiuddin, . 
I/ fir/ar u/ , 
1lub/n 11 rcrc/rý . 
Ilrrcrlrcrr a/ . 
1/uyu! /idirr, Niatba-e NIuhammadi, Lahore. F first 
Edition, 1297/1880, p. 2. 
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In the second edition of the book published one year later in 1298 All. Nluhiuddin 
said, that because of the arguments that he made. and because of the grace of God. 
the first edition sold out instantly - hüthoO hüth (lit. hand-to-hand) 
83 and he was 
ready to publish another book. Muhiuddin felt that his book had a huge impact and 
that it had started worrying his adversaries, and mocks them at their inabilit\ to 
respond and to take up the challenge, a requirement it seems, that was necessitated 
by the rules of the game. He wrote: 
I have heard that the Hanafis in Lucknow and in other places have set up, 
with great fanfare, a number of committees to counter (radd) this book, and 
that they are very angry (mare ghusse ke dänt pees rake hai L ). Some are 
crying out that there is no Hanafi in this whole world who can counter this 
book. Some say that the Hanafi ulema also do not have a response to this 
book, for if there was someone they would have written one. Some say that if 
a response is not written, then over time, the Hanafi religion will become 
extinct and everyone will start following the Kadis ... 
The point is that by the 
publication of my book, the Hanafis are quite rightly very worried, but they 
have no option. None of them can do anything about it. for how could they? 
I-low can someone who is on the erroneous path stand up against one who is 
righteous? 84 
It seems that someone did take up the challenge, and a 518 page book entitled Fcatah- 
e , tlrthin with an Appendix entitled Tanbi al 1 arhabian, was written in reply some 
years later by Muhammad Mansoor Ali, the son of Maulana Muhammad I lasan Ali 
Mug adabadi. 8 Muhammad Mansoor All stated that he was forced to \\ rite his own 
book in reply, because. -Il Zafar ul . 11iihrn, was so devoid of truth', and even though 
he could not find time to get away from his religious affairs, he was forced to write 
the repl\ on the insistence of his well-meaning friends. 86 Mansoor All stated, that 
alter the original edition of the book was published which took him four years to 
83 Muhiuddin, .. 11 
Za/ar ul . 
Ifuhin 
. 
Jr radd . du=alrar al : 
1luyallidin, Matba-e Muhammadi, Lahore. 
Sccond Edition, 1298 1881. 
84 lbid, p. 171. 
85 \luhammad \lansoor : Ali, . 11 
Fatah-i' , 1luhin, Mtatba-e 
Najmul Ulum, Faranýgi Mahal, LucknoNý, nd., 
518 pages 
"a lbid, p. 12. 
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produce - `which sold out within a year 
87 
- he brought out a second edition in which 
he had to print a proper page for Contents, and added a new Preface and Appendix. 
In addition, he said, the later edition contained 466 endorsements from ulema which 
were collected over the last five years, and no other book has as many: `crj tak donna 
men koi din ki kitab is gadar mava-hir ke sath dekhne our sunne men nahin äi' . 
88 
What is even more interesting about the Fatah-e Mubin, was the extended 
advertisement that, of all papers, the Oudh Punch carried, in its 1885 editions. The 
advertisement for his book started appearing from the 29 January 1885 issue up to 
the 26 March issue of Oudh Punch. The advertisement of the book spoke with the 
same bravado as did Maulana Muhiuddin, about how this book would put an end to, 
if not `destroy', the la-mazhabi (lit. those without religion) ' Wahabi' ghair 
mugallidin, few authors were known to suffer from humility. 89 What was important 
in this regard was, that while Maulana Muhiuddin and many other writers sang the 
praises of their books in their own books, here we had a very public display, in Oudh 
Punch's `public domain', where one author or publisher, let the diverse and varied 
readership of the Oudh Punch know how powerful his book was - assuming that the 
author/publisher placed the advertisement, in the first place. 
To start with, there is a long, twelve line poem, which stated that Fatah-e ; thibin had, 
ww ith great fanfare, claimed victory by putting out the fire of the irreligious (la- 
mazhabi), this huge waterfall had extinguished their fire, it declared. It stated that all 
their claims had been proven false and by using the scriptures, had made all issues 
cry-sta l clear. It had thrown out the roots of Wahabism, it claimed, and reinstated the 
truth in the hearts of the true believers, the muugallidin. 90 In this advertisement, as was 
common, the author tried to convince his potential audience of the power of his 
N\ riting, how he had 'destroyed' his opponent. What is interesting, is that while the 
81 Muhammad Mansoor ; \li, Al Fatah-t', lfuhrn, Third Edition [? ], Lucknow 131 
11896, p. 640. 
"8 Ibid. 
89 Sec Chapter Three on the \\'ahabis and on the mugallidin and ghair mugallidin. 
° C)uddh Punlc'h, Lucknow, 29 January 1885. 
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advertisement continued for a number of issues in Oudh Punch. the text of the 
advertisement, though not the sentiment, changed. The poem was replaced by prose, 
where it stated that this book was produced after a lot of hard work and discipline, 
and it stated, for some time after it was published. the great alims of Hindustan and 
Mecca wrote many testaments of praise in favour of it and certified it [with their 
seals]'. 91 In the penultimate advertisement for the book, the author/publisher stated 
that this book had been so popular that readers had been buying this book up 
furiously (hCithon he th) and many copies had already been bought and very few were 
left. Hence, it stated, `the advertisement is given, for if there is any reader who has 
not bought it, he is advised to acquire it quickly, for otherwise it may be too late'. 92 
This exchange between these two writers, also gave rise to many others joining the 
debate. Maulana Muhammad Abul Hasan Muhadis Sialkoti, wrote his 708 page Al 
Kalam al Matin radd al Fateh-e Mubin, in reply to Fateh-e Mubin in 1886,93 which 
was his third reply to Fatah-e Mubin, having written Al Burahin fi radd al Faiah-e 
Alrrhin, and Al Kalam al Matin fi Izhcr Talbisat al Mugallidin. 94 Moreover, Maulana 
Abul Hasan also stated, that one Maulvi Abdul Hameed Azimabadi had also written 
a book in this debate, called Fu'us al Muhaqaqin All Raoos al alugallidin. 95 In this 
exchange, one Muhammad Abd-al Ali Madrasi, also wrote a tract entitled Fu'us al 
; 11rilurgaqin. 
96 Hence, six books were written in response to the original one, and five 
authors in all, participated in this debate. 
While the original protagonists, Maulana Muhiuddin and Muhammad Mansoor Ali, 
had set the debate going, now others had joined in and had started opening up 
''I Ouclh Punch, l. ucknow, 26 February 1885. 
92 Ouclh Punch, Luckno\v, 19 March, 1885. 
93 Muhammad . \bu al fiasan Muhadis, . -i! 
Kalam a! . IJatcc, i racld a! 
Fateh-e. Iiihin, N1atha-c Siddiqui, 
Lahore 1886, pp. 708. 
"'' Ibid. Announcement printed on last page. 
`" Ibid. 
96 Muhammad Ahd-al All Madrasi, Fu 'us a! t fitha, / ,,! irr, Lucknow, 1900. [This may be a later 
edition]. 
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further, equally controversial, issues. Maulana 'Muhammad Abul Hasan Niuhadis 
Sialkoti said that the reason that he had to reply to Fatah-e Mubin, ý\ as so that people 
did not come into its deception and leave the true, righteous, path and go towards 
the path of hell' ; 97 for this purpose, he said, that it was "lazim' (compulsory) upon 
him to reply to the accusations made in Fatah-e Mubin. More importantly, however, 
he made the astonishing revelation, that `although Fatah-e Mubin bears the name of 
the author as Mansur Khan, this is a fake, and the real person behind this is Maulvi 
Abdul Hai'. 98 For reasons that will just become clear, this was a most astonishing 
and provocative accusation. Maulana Muhammad Abul Hasan stated, that he knee. 
that this book was by Abdul Hai for many reasons and that he had a lot of proof to 
support his accusation. He said, that when Zqfar al Mubin was published, a 
committee was formed at Farangi Mahal in Lucknow to counter this book, and the 
main member of this activity was Abdul Hai. 99 He gave five detailed reasons to 
prove that Abdul Hai was indeed the actual author. 
Abdul Hai (1848-86) - or Abd al-Hayy - was said to be `one of the greatest scholars 
of recent times'; 10° he was an outstanding scholar in [his] field', 1°' to the extent that 
` 1, ucknow was known by some as the "city of Abd al-Hayy` .' 
02 He is said to have 
written at least 109 books, most of which are considered 'great books'. 103 Yet, while 
Maulana Muhammad Abul Hasan was quite convinced that Fatah-e Mubin \\ as 
\\ritten by Abdul Hai Farangi Mahalli, it is surprising that Farangi Mahall's modern- 
day historian does not mention this possibility at all. If indeed Abdul Hai was 
Mansur Khan, this would add an important dimension to the biography of Abdul Hai, 
and to l"arangi Mahal. 
p. `' Muhammad Abu al Hasan Muhadis,. -1! Kala» al . 11aä, 1.5 `'" Ibid, p. 6. 
99 Ibid. 
100 Francis Robinson, The 'I 'lama cal Farangi . 
11ahall and Islamic Culture in South Asia, Hurst and 
('ompanv , 
London, 2001, p. 109. 
101 Ibid, p. 16. 
10-1 lbid, p. 72. 
103 lbid, p. 80. 
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This exchange between Mansoor Ali and \laulana Muhiuddin reveals that all \t-riters 
wrote with supreme authority and confidence about their abilities, always believing 
that they could `destroy' their opponent's arguments, and more importantly , that they 
could convince. if not convert, others to their point of vviev . 
This seems to be a 
feature of much of what was being written as different examples from this chapter 
indicate. Moreover, the extensive dialogue between Shaikh Ahmad and Nlaulana 
Muhammad Jahangir Khansahib Shikvabadi highlighted above, can best be described 
as taking place in a crude, almost vulgar, knee-jerk. manner. where both antagonists 
were actively opposed to the religious viewpoint and position of the other. Their 
language and hostile manner was not very different from many writers who were 
opposed to another's religious viewpoint, where both ended up using derogatory and 
defamatory language against each other. For example, the author of Fatah-e . 
11uhin 
mentioned in this chapter, which was written in response to : 11 Zafar ul Rubin, 
accused its author, Maulana Muhiuddin of writing in an unsavoury manner and using 
undignified language - sakhl al z khiläf-e tahzib - and for writing with prejudice 
and bigotry - ia 'sub - perhaps the most consistent accusation writers made on each 
other. 104 As Muhammad Mansoor Ali stated. the level and extent of prejudice and 
bigotry in this, is unparalleled' and he accused the earlier author of 'distorting the 
truth' and misleading his readers - dhoka dain5.10ý He wrote that. 'those with 
knowledge would themselves be aware of the extent of jahah-d and be-ilmi (lack of 
knowledge) of the author'. 106 The author, he claimed. had no aptitude for either 
Persian or Arabic, and `even does not know Urdu properly'. 
107 
. AU the very end of 
his 
hook, he himself stated. that he had replied in a dignified and just manner, without 
any prejudice at all. 108 Perhaps what is ev can more interesting in this regard, was that 
Muhammad Mansoor Ali stated that the book he was arguing against. 41 Zaf it ul 
Muhammad Mansoor All, . l! 
Fatuh-e . llubin, 
Matba-e Najmul Ulum, Farangi Mahal, Luckno'\, 
518 pages, p. 1. 
105 Ibid, p. 12. 
106 Ibid. p. 524- 
107 Ibid. 
1"x Ibid p. 384. The Appendix runs from page 385-518, with a 
further six pages added on for 
corrections. 
1111 1/\ 
Mubin, was written by one Hari Chand, son of Divan Chand Khatri, resident of 
Alipur in Gujranwala. who, for the moment, superficially. (filhil, bara-e iiam ), has 
decided to keep his name Muhiuddin'. thus discrediting this author completely. 
implying that a recent convert could hardly know Islam. ' 09 In both the cases cited 
above, the author's integrity and his authority. were questioned. In a world where the 
written word mattered so much, and because it was perceived to have had such a 
strong influence in the formation of different, competing, identities, the credibility of 
authorship was crucial. The next section underscores the point of just how crucial 
reputation and authorship really was. 
Publish and Perish: Authorship and Authenticity 
The role of the fatwa as a guide, has been central in Islamic understanding and 
practice for many centuries. ' 10 The fatva was the `issuance of a nonbinding advisory 
opinion' by a multi (juriconsult), and importantly, was not a judgement but an 
opinion; III `to issue a fattii a all that was required was that the person have religious 
knowledge and piety (tayva)'. 112 From the second half of the tenth century written 
collections of, tam'as began to appear; each collection was identified with a particular 
school (ina: hab) of legal thought. Khalid Masud. et al, tell us that, Abu al-tiu'ud \ýho 
served as shay, kh id-islam under the Ottomans from 1545-74. is 'reported to have 
claimed that on at least two occasions he wrote more than 1.400 tetvax in a single 
dlui. 'l'hcsc feti'as issued by the shaykh ul-islani were systematically recorded in 
registers, and those issued by certain distinguished shaykhs. such as Abu al-Su'ud. 
109 lbid, p. 9. 
110 See the excellent collection of essa\ s in Khalid Muhammad Masud, Brinkley Messick and Da\ id 
Povvcrs, (eds), Islamic Legal Inleiprt'! u! im, . 
II u>ri. ý and theü" Fatwa. N. 11ar and Uniscrsitý Press. 
Cambridge, Mass, 1996. 
111 Khalid Muhammad Masud, Brinkle\ Messick and Da\id S Po\\ers. 'Muttis, Fatwas, and Islamic 
I egal Interpretation', in Ibid, p. 3. 
1ý' Ibid, p. 8. 
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were collected in book form'; ' 13 many of the replies to questions. often consisted of 
merely a `yes' or 'no'. 
In the north Indian context, as this thesis has shown, at times fatwas have had an 
important, perhaps even spectacular, impact in one case. in the religious life of 
Indian Muslims. As Usha Sanyal has shown us, in the life and Islamic movement of 
Ahmad Raza Khan (1856-1921) the `founder' of the so-called Barelvi maslak 
(school), the Ahle Sunnat wa Jamä'at, the role of fatwas was foundational. 114 `Writing 
fatwas, Sanyal writes, `became the hallmark of his later career', and he wrote 
`thousands' of fatwas. 115 In the 1890s, Ahmad Raza Khan wrote over 200 
_fatwvas 
against the Nadvatul Ulema alone. 116 Yet, Sanyal also reveals and gives examples of 
many of Ahmad Raza's colleagues and even students, writing fatmi'as addressed to 
Ahmad Raza Khan, apparently on his behalf. ' 7 We do not know whether Ahmad 
Raza Khan ever checked or corrected or authenticated what was written on his 
behalf, probably under his name, but this issue raises some interesting questions. 
Clearly, the question of authorship and its authenticity, with regard to what was 
being written and read, is a non-trivial one, as I have just shown in the Section above, 
and furthermore, for reasons that are discussed below, and as one example shows, 
quite traumatised the author. The question of the ownership of a text, and of 
plagiarism, allow us to open the door to a better understanding of the importance of 
the printed word in people's lives, and also underlines the point, that the printed 
word mattered to such an extent, that authors claimed, or distanced themselves from, 
texts attributed to them. In Chapter Five, where I look at the idea of Orality in the era 
of Print, I pro\ ide further evidence and its consequences, on how different printed 
lbid, p. I. I'mphasis added. 
See Usha Sam al, Devotional ! slain and Politics in British India: . -l 
h nad Ri: a Khan Burel%+'! Und 
Ilis 
. 
IIo1ement, IS-0-1920, New York and Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1999, and I sha anval, 
fhmti, l Riza Khan Burt'/hvi.: In the Path of the Prophet, Oneworld, Oxford, 2006. 
115 l Isha Sane al, . Ihnrad 
Ri_u Khan Bure/wi, p. 58. 
116 Ibid, p. 64. 
1- Usha Sa1nv aI, Devotional Islam, p. 180-1. 
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versions of a very public event, had an impact on issues related to identity, and how 
myths were created and "here 'what actually, happened' may no longer be relevant. 
replaced by a reality authenticated (or challenged) by different printed versions of the 
same event. In this section below. I document some further examples where the 
%ti ritten word and the printed word, at times, were at odds. 
As the section above shows, it was widely recognised by the Muslim writing and 
reading public, that the medium of print was a most powerful medium. Through print 
one could change the minds and actions of individuals, and so it became important to 
read certain texts, and to avoid certain others. There was almost a certainitude about 
the printed word which gave it this sense of authority. For this reason, the matter of 
the authorship of a text, or its inverse, plagiarism or the malafide practice of' 
distorting another author's text, gained significance in an era where print and identity 
were closely linked. Here I document the reactions and responses in one case, where 
authorship and authenticity were contested. 
It seems that this problem of different texts saying the same thing, or texts which 
look alike ending up saying very different things. was not uncommon in the 
nineteenth century and gave rise to issues about the authenticity of a particular text 
and to its authorship and attribution. In this particular instance, the urgency that 
Maulei Ulfat I lussain showed in having to deny authorship, suggested that he. and 
perhaps many others, understood and appreciated that not having done so would have 
caused damage to their reputations. He was forced to publish a pamphlet refuting the 
authorship of parts of another almost identical one, which accredited the Maulana as 
author, an act which only helps reinforce the argument developed above, that 
Muslims knew the power of print, and felt that since they were being read, they had 
to be careful of what was being published under their name. 
In the latter half of the 1870s. Nlauly i t'lfat Hussain, originally of -Shikarpur 
in 
district Nluir. afarnagar near Nlccrut and then nriidarri. s avid, Normal School Delhi. 
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wrote at least five pamphlets on religious issues related primarily to the Shia sect. 
Four of these were published at the Matba-e Yousufi located at the Kucha Faulad 
Khan in Delhi, a press owned by Munshi Sayyid All Hussain Behrailvi: all four tracts 
state that they were published under the supervision - ba-ehtemäm -- of the owner. 
These four tracts were entitled: Muna-e Tabarra. Jalva e Haq: Silsila l\la_hab e 
Islamia, Risala Munäzara, and Risala Radd-e Tabarra. 118 There was a fifth 
publication which carried the name of Maulvi Sayyid Ulfat Hussain on its title page 
and hence attributed authorship to him, entitled Radd-e Tabarra, but was published 
by a different Delhi press, the Nusrat-ul-Mutabah. The pamphlets Risala Radd-e 
Tabarra and Radd-e Tabarra, were almost identical in content, in parts word-for- 
word, paragraph, and page-by-page, although the former is twelve pages shorter than 
the latter. Maulvi Ulfat Hussain in Risala Radd-e Tabarra stated in unequivocal 
terms that parts of the highly controversial Radd-e Tabarra were not written by him 
and had been added on by someone else. 
The Risala Munäzara is a publication on the etiquette and falling standards of the 
mii, u1 ara, a forum for oral debates and the public exchange of ideas, usually 
religious, between different individuals and/or groups. 119 Maulvi Ulfat Hussain 
talked about how one ought to conduct munazaras and mubahisas and how people 
should participate only after doing some research. These interactions should be done 
x ith consideration for the other and with understanding and gentleness, he stated, 
and from the outset people should not be prejudiced in their manner and speeches, 
promoting only their own religion or qaum. He lamented the fact that the munä ara 
118 Mauls i Ulfat }lussain, 
. 
I11111tl-c Tabarra, Matba-e Yousufi, Kucha Faulad Khan, Delhi, 129611878, 
/tl/va cc Hay: Si/. si/tl Afa-/ltlh e Islamics, Matba-e Yousufi, Kucha Faulad Khan, Delhi, June 1879; 
Risala Radd-E' Tabarrti Mtatba-e Yousufi, Kucha Faulad Khan, Delhi, undated; and Risala . 
t/wlä ara 
Mtatba-e 1'ousufi, Kucha Faulad Khan, Delhi, undated. 
119 See Av ril :1 Powell, .1 
hislims and : I1issionarics in Pre-. I h/tini India. 
Curzon Press, 1992, and 
Barbara 1) Metcalf, Islamic Revival in British India: Deohand, 1, ß'60-1900, Oxford Unixersit\ Press, 
New Delhi, 200' [ 1982], pp 2 15-34. 
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was a munazara in name only - see Chapter Five on the 'celebrated' mui 7rzaru of' 
Chandapur. 120 
The Maulvi was born in a Shia household in a Sunni neighbourhood 12' and his 
autobiography identified a number of people who had an influence on him and on the 
formation and ideas early on in life. He said that he became familiar with the main 
differences between Shia and Sunni, and started listening to both Shia and Sunni 
polemics and views, but did not like what they were saying about each other's 
religions. Ile used to read and study and analyse books written by both sects and 
found that both abused each other in their writings. 122 
Although born a Shia, he said that he `increasingly became a Shia' but said that he 
never did mätam, 123 he became a follower of the Ja : fi is sect in Shia Islam, but never 
accepted the tradition of the tabarra from the beginning because he never thought it 
correct. lie felt that these things were separate from the Shia religion, but felt that 
this tradition of most Shias undertaking tabarra was strange/astonishing. He wrote 
that `since I became a Shia I always felt that Ali's name in the aa-M [call for prayers] 
was odd and was astonished/surprised how such a long unmannerly [be-tukki] 
phrase entered the a: ürn, it didn't look right with the messenger's [Muhammad's] 
name'. ' 24 Although born in a Shia household, Maulvi Ulfat Hussain on a number of 
occasions in his biography wrote that he had the `choice' to 'become' a Shia. He 
\\ rote, that NN 'lien he went to Meerut in his youth. had he `seen Maulei Haidar Ali's 
\\ritings (earlier], I would not have become a Shia so quickly'. 125 
120 For the moment, ho\\ ever, the Risala ; 11rcitc-, ara only interests us because it carries a fairly 
extensi\e autobiograph\ of Maulei Ulfat Hussain 
121 ntoha/la 
1" Maulei Ulfat Hussain, Risala . 
lluna=ara. Matba-e Yousufi, Kucha Faulad Khan, Delhi, June 1879. 
''' l'he Shia ritual of self-tla zellation during the ten da\ s of lamentation in the month of \luharram to 
mourn the loss of the martyrs at Karbala in 61,680. See SAA Riz\ i, The Sorio-intellectual History of 
the Isna 'Asltart . Shi 'is in India, 
in t\\ o\ olumes, Munshiram Nlanoharlal, Ne\ý Delhi, 1986. ", cc in 
particular Chapter 4 in Volume I I: 'Commemoration of the traged\ of Karbala'. 
''' M1aul\ i Ulfat Ilussain, op. cit., Risala . 11uß i ara, p 
22. 
125 lbid 21. 
ýl- T 
It is interesting to note this concept of *becoming* or not becoming. a Shia'Sunni.: As 
I show elsewhere in this thesis with reference to other writers as well, this was not an 
uncommon phenomenon. Kenneth Jones also writes that, Sav v id ti azir Hussain (d 
1902) one of the leaders of the Ahle Hadis, had been a Shia but abandoned this 
126 he studied with Abdul Aziz and his successor, Muhammad Isha 26 
The Maulvi studied under Master Ramchander, 127 and learnt religion and maths from 
Master Ajodhya Prasad; he also studied the Christian religion. In this period he went 
to a Shia majlis and heard lots of abuse against the Sunnis, and this left him 
despondent. As a student, he used to fight and argue all day with the Shia students, 
and began to despise the majlis at that time. He felt that the common [nffzm] Shia's 
manner [tariga] was very bad and without a doubt, from this mannerism the true 
reality of the Shias, particularly the scholarly and doctrinal reality, could not be 
revealed. He felt that they should leave all their uncivilised and ignorant [jahilanal 
ideas and speeches aside and show the true colours, essence, and virtue, of their 
religion, and the Maulvi considered all the key rituals as part of the Shia tradition, 
`unnecessary if not downright useless'. 
Mau1\'i Ulfat Hussain considered himself both a Shia and a Sunni. He \vrote that 
this short truthful tale that I have recounted of my being a Shia and a Sunni. clearly 
shows that the Shia's deeds and actions, their behaviour. manners and customs, are 
such that someone who is not a follower would not like, and if someone had even a 
little bit of sense he should be weary, for he cannot accept those common belief I S'. 
128 
126 Kenneth Jones, Socio-rL'lic, ious Re/Drin ; 11ovemeilts in British India, The New Cambridge History 
of India 3.1, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1987, P. 56. 
127 Master Ramchander had a diverse personalit, \, and amongst his many accomplishments. 'ýa; his 
founding of the Urdu newspaper Fnraic! -al-, Va_erin, the aim of which \\ as to 
introduce 'modern, 
western' ideas and kno\\ledge. His periodical \\as considered to be 'far ahead of its times', and 
is 
believed to ha\ ca 'radically modern outlook'. His paper did not fare well, for many people thought 
it 
to he full of atheistic ideas. See. Nadir Ali Khan, .1 
Histon o> Urdu Journalism, ldar-i-adabi\ at-i-dilli, 
Ne\\ Delhi, 1991, pp 145-0O. Also see Margrit Peruau, Delhi College. 
12' lbid p 24. 
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Nevertheless, despite claiming to be a Shia and a Sunni. \laulvi Ulfat Hussain wrote 
tracts on issues which were fundamentally in the Shia domain and sphere - like the 
laharra - although he was very critical of common (popular) Shia practices. usually 
calling them `uncivilised' (jahilüna). I now turn to the curious case of the two 
pamphlets, the Risala Radd-e Tabarra [hereinafter referred to as the Risala] and the 
Radd-e T abarra [referred to as the Radd in the paragraphs belo« ]. 
The Rudd-e Tabarra, unlike the other four publications of the Maulei which ý\ crc 
printed in the Yousufi press, was published by the Delhi press of Nusratul Nlutabeh 
probably in 1876 and certainly after the founding of the rrmadrasatul alum, as it was 
called, by Sayyid Ahmad Khan, in Aligarh. The opening page of the pamphlet begins 
with a couplet in praise of Allah followed by thanks to Allah and his Prophet, in 
Arabic, followed by the statement that this pamphlet was written by 'Sayyid Ulfat 
Hussain, Shia Isna'Ashari, mudarris anal, madrasa Anglo-Arabi, Delhi, son of 
Sayyid llidayat Ali Sahib'. 129 The Risala, written after the Radd, has exactly the 
same four opening lines (p 1) except that it does not give the author's name. The next 
fourteen lines of both pamphlets were identical (p1-2), as is much of the rest of the 
text, although the pamphlet published later, the Risala, is 12 pages shorter. Both the 
Risala and the Radd, discussed the issue of the Shia tabarra in considerable detail, 
both citing (the identical) historical and religious sources. 130 
The text of pages 1-10, with the exception of the two references cited above, are 
identical, on pages 10 and 11, there are two paragraphs which were not found in the 
shorter Risulu. The Shia tnhar"ra has been described as the cursing of Prophet 
Muhammad's companions, and particularly of the first three caliphs who supposedly 
129 Maulvi Ulfat Hussain, Radd c Taharra, Nusratul Mutabeh, Delhi, not dated, p. 1. 
130 In this Section I am not concerned \v ith the issue of tcabarra which has been discussed in another 
Sect ion; Rin iw rites that `the public recital of taharra was not part of the Muharram rituals. Onl\ the 
extremist Shi'is insisted on it', SAA Riz\i, The SOLio-intellecruLJ! Histon of the 1. v, ia '. lshari Shi'ix 
irr Indfiaa, Volume 11, p. 307. My main interest here is to sho\v the nature of complications that arose 
Mien publications \\ ere tampered \\ ith, particularly vv ith regard to sensiti\ e political and religiouh 
issues concernim-, and related to Muslim intellectuals. 
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usurped Ali's (the fourth caliph) right to become caliph earlier: Ali's status amongst 
the Shia's is next to that of the Prophet, but superior to all the Prophet's other 
companions. All of Maulvi Ulfat Hussain's publications condemn this tendency 
amongst Shias to curse the first three caliphs. and he believed that this trend was of 
the uncivilised, unsophisticated, Shia's behaviour. The paragraphs that are missing in 
the shorter version of the two documents remove some of the commentary (and 
examples) on this theme. For example, one of the paragraphs that is in Radd but not 
in the Risala, related to the controversial issue of the third caliph Usman being 
married to two daughters of the Prophet, Ruqqaiya and Zainab (p 11). 
For the most part, with the exception of the very last four pages, all that is found in 
the shorter Risala, is taken from the Radd, verbatim. Here and there in the Risala, 
there are some additions, but it is mainly a copy of the longer version with some 
paragraphs and parts not included in it. One important addition to the Risala not 
found in the Radd, is a reference to the controversial Shia Eid Ghadir (p 14). 13 1 The 
Shias and the Sunnis have many celebrations and festivities which are alike in both 
sects, such as fasting during the month of Ramazan, the celebration of the Eid and of 
the Prophet's birthday on 12 Rabi II. However, there are numerous occasions which 
are observed in one but not the other. Muharram and the ten (or forty) days of 
lamentation for those who were massacred in Karbala in 61/681, while perhaps 
observed by, a small number of Sunnis. is primarily a Shia tradition. Another 
celebration for many Shias is the celebrations on the birthday of the fourth caliph, 
All, on 13 Rajab. Many Sunnis, however, consider this celebration equivalent to 
hid'at (innovation) and do look down upon it as a tradition outside the folds of even 
their tolerance of Shiism. 
131 On the 18 Zulhijja 10 : AH, the Prophet Muhammad camped at a pool called 
Ghadir Khumm, about 
lire kilometres from al-Juhfa in Rabi,, h. According to some Shia beliefs, on that da` Ali as 
nominated bý the Prophet as his successor. Although this did not happen and Ali was e\entuallý the 
fourth caliph of Islam, some Shias celebrate this dad for this occasion. See S :\ :\ Riz\ i, 
The Socio- 
intellectual 1%! Storv o% the Loia '. -Ishcari Shl 'is in India. Volume 1, p 18, and 
Volume 11, p. 284. 
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One reason why the Risala was much shorter than the Radd, was because the former 
excluded the eleven pages of fatwas and commentaries by other ulema. both Shia and 
Sunni, on the issue of tabarra. The pamphlet Radd-e Tabarra. before it came to the 
appendices, ended with a long list of books on the munazara published by the press 
where the Rudd itself was printed, the Nusratul Mutabeh, Delhi. This ending prior to 
the appendices, also gave the name of the author as follows: 'Ulfat Hussain, 
mudarris, madrasa Arabi, Delhi, Shia mazhab' (p 31). The ending of the main text of 
the shorter Risala, was identical to the Radd, and ended exactly where the former did 
and with the same words, except that the Risala did not give the name of the author 
at this point and nor did it list the books published by the Nusratul Mutabeh press, 
not surprisingly since this was a different publisher. However, while for the most part 
the main text of one replicated the other, it was the appendices in both which \\ erc 
the cause of considerable controversy. 
In the first instance, the longer, earlier, Radd had a separate section which announced 
that the appendix followed; the Risala had no such bifurcation and, in fact, the 
appendix -- the first two lines of which were identical in both pamphlets - merged 
into the text where it ended -- in fact, where both pamphlets ended. Not even a new 
line or paragraph advertised the fact that in the Risala one was reading the appendix. 
This part of the appendix in both publications was based on a Question and Ansýv er 
session, \\here questions were posed, such as: 'How- is it possible to have mutual 
understanding between Shias and Sunnis? ', and They say that hayyL ali khair ul 
aural is not obligatory [in the aa-In (the call to prayers)], in such a case [isn't our] 
a_thi just like that of the Sunnis? '. Such questions were followed by answers which, 
für the most part, were identical in both publications. After this point, both 
publications become different and take on their own particular directions. 
was quite common at that time for pamphlets and publications to ha\ e, at their 
very end, an advertisement or an announcement. regarding the same publication. 
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This was the case in the Radd-e Tabarra as well. On the penultimate page of this 
pamphlet, there was an announcement entitled: The Statement by the Shia in the 
Daru'1-Imamat about the lack of validity/justification of the tabarra'. The Statement 
ran as follows: 
These days in this city of Delhi, there are some Shias. who know an immense 
amount and are greatly civilised, cultured, gentle and mild mannered. Nlaulvi 
Sayyid Ulfat Hussain Sahib, Shia, mudarris anal, madrasa Anglo Arabic, 
Dehli. and Maulvi Sayyid Haider Ali Sahib, Shia, preacher against 
Christianity, regarding the noise and fracas about the reform of' prejudice. 
have posted an advertisement about this topic, in ever,,, - public place, stating 
that tabarra bizi [the practice of tabarra] is in no way acceptable'valid in the 
Shia religion, and nor from any sacred text of the Shia. is its justification 
proven. However, because uneducated and uncivilised Shia follow this 
practise and tradition, they bring [the Shia name] in severe disrepute and 
cause strife and enmity. 132 
They then invited all those who wanted to discuss this issue to the Daru'l-Imamat. 
Such a discussion was held where both Shia and Sunni came and the Darir 'l-Imamat 
was said to have been `overflowing' with the audience. Both Maulvi Ulfat Hussain 
and Maulei Sayyid Haider Ali came; the former spoke at length and with great 
authority about the lack of justification and acceptability of tabarra. and the audience 
present heard him out with `concentration and with justice, and no one interrupted or 
stopped him from talking'. This part of the pamphlet ended by stating that the 
discussion - in which some other scholars also participated - which began at 10 am 
ended at two in the afternoon, and everyone liked the proceedings and all those there, 
with the bottom of their hearts announced that they will never, ever, do tabarra h(r_i 
133 
I lowwwev er, it is the very end - just the last few lines -- of the Raced-e Tahurru 
published earlier than the Risala Rudd-i' Tcabnrra, which was the cause of much 
132 Radd-e Tabarri. p. 35. 
1" ibid, p. 36. 
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controversy and throws light on issues of authorship, plagiarism and on the 
authenticity of publication. It was not so much what the pamphlet said - for this was 
being said by numerous other ulema as well - but the fact that it caused such a stir 
that its authorship had to be refuted in the other, near-identical, pamphlet. 
The entire pamphlet Radd-e Tabarra was precisely about what its title says. It even 
praised, in the very end, the Emperor of Iran for taking a stand against tabarrra ba: i, 
and after doing so, talked about who the author called, the nechri Sav`id Ahmad 
Khan, who founded the madrasatul ulum in Aligarh. He criticised Sayyid Ahmad 
Khan for claiming to be a supporter of Islam because Sayvid Ahmad Khan had based 
his teachings of Islam on the basis of the nechri. The author also questioned the 
appointment of Maulvi Qari Jaffar Ali as mudarris oval, because the Maulvi was 
known to support the tradition of labarra b-i: i. He said that this action needed to be 
rethought because this was not good for Muslims. He said that if the Qari disputed 
this claim, then the Qari ought to write a pamphlet like Radd-e Tabarra which would 
be published by this same publishing house and put the matter to rest, and there 
would be no aspersions on the Qari's character regarding his stand towards the 
tabarra and the uncivilised and uneducated Shias' claims about him would have 
been proven to be false. The pamphlet ended here. but cited a reference to a 
newspaper -- suggesting that this (last) part of the pamphlet was taken from there -- 
called the (. 'mdahtul. -lkhbar, Shahi [Special] Number 15, volume 14. 
In the Ri. sula Radd-e Tabarra, just like in the Radd-i' Taharra, the Question and 
AnsNý er format is the same, except for the last question. In the Risala, the last 
question asked is as follows: is the pamphlet Radd-e Tabarr a published by the 
Nusratul N lutabeh press in its entirety your publication, or is part of it yours and part 
of it someone else's, since the Preface and end, etc., have a reference to the .' ucliq-irl 
.l 
klhhm-, and it seems that this is not your writing1\vork? ' . 
The answer to this \\ as as 
follows: 'w'hatever there is in Raid-c Taharra is my own [speech and writing . as 
is 
the commentary on the inutah; the rest is from the people of the press and the people 
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of the newspaper'. He denied adding the fatv'as because he considered them to be 
incorrect and asked. hence, why should he have added them. and wanted to know 
why he would have used derogatory language against the Shia. He stated that 
it is clear from the beginning of the pamphlet. and it is obvious from the rest 
[of the text] that the fatwas were not published by my permission! knowled`ge. 
And likewise, on the last page the statement about Janab Maulana Qari 
Sayyid Jaffar Ali Sahib 
... which 
is attributed to the Sadiq-ul . -lkhbnr and 
published there, that has definitely not been published by my efforts or mý 
will; God knows all and he is my witness. And obviously, along with him, 
why would I have condemned Maulvi Sayyid Ahmad Khan Sahib Bahadur'? 
Ask him [yourself] whether I am such an opponent of his inudra. ya that I 
could wish such ill on his madrasa? 13' 
le then went on to refute all the allegations made in the earlier text \\ here it was 
alleged that Maulvi Ulfat Hussain, criticised and opposed some of his teachers. He 
stated: `I swear and say that I never (want to] compete, either in writing or in speech, 
with these teachers'. 135 
lie went on to argue in this line of defence, by saying that people did not have a reply 
to truthful things and anything to say in response, and only unjustly caused disputes 
amongst people; they created commotion and wanted people to fight. Returning to 
the authorship of the pamphlet Radd-e Tabarr"a, he wrote that `in the appendix of the 
pamphlet some articles [parts] are mine but the composition and prose is not mine 
and is by the author [publisher?: `musanif risale kijanib se hai'] ... and the reference 
to Maulei Sahib [Sayyid Ahmad Khan] the mudarrls of the madrasa at Aligarh, 
obviously they are definitely, definitely. not included in the original pamphlet . 
136 Ile 
went on to say that since people could not argue against the truth, they only created 
such scandal; but this was a strategy which would fail, for those who sought and 
spoke the truth, had no fear of such lies and slander. 
11.1 --Risz1a RaJl(fe Tkibarra. P. 
"` Ibid, p. 2 
''`, Ibid, p. 23. 
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Print mattered, not just in helping to create numerous identities. but also in making 
reputations. The importance of this medium was underscored by the fact. that writers 
fought hard to clear their names because it mattered to discerning readers, that the 
writers had some integrity. For this reason, writers took seriously %\ hat was printed 
under their name, and we have the rather curious statement by Sayyid Imdadul . <\li, 
who in his Imdud-us Sunnain, referred to his earlier publication, Imdadul . 
\Iuslunrin. 
and mentioned two particular points from the earlier publication, which were due to a 
misprint by the kütib. Sayyid Imdadul Ali attacks one of his critics, saying that the 
mistake was made by the kätib, yet he was arguing with the writer. 137 
Print and Identity: Muslim, Islamic or Hindustani? 
In Chapter Three of this thesis, I discuss the notion of identifying, counting, labelling 
and marking different types of Muslims. Issues of being counted as a certain 'caste' 
or 'sect' by others is contrasted with labels regarding how Muslims defined and 
categorised their own identities. A key notion in classifying and marking boundaries, 
revolved around an incomplete notion of the Muslim qaz n. As much of this thesis 
and this chapter, in particular, argue, the role of print was important in the 
consolidation, if not the invention of identities. The overwhelming output in Urdu 
was what is described as 'religious' - in this case, Islamic - writing, which is not 
surprising given the many schools of thought emerged in this period, where each 
group was engaged with the others, scoring points and putting them down in every 
manner, with every epithet, they could invent. Clearly, through the medium of print, 
and quite aggressively and forcefully, the process of an Islamic identity was being 
! rged by believers and the faithful who interpreted, as Chapter Three shows, Islamic 
identities very differently. What is interesting, however, is that while an Islamic 
identity \\ as being constructed, so was a Muslim one, one in which cultural practices 
and symbols played an important role. At the same time, a 'Ilindustani' cultural 
137 tiaN N id ImdaduI Ali, Imclcrcf-us Sunnain. Na\ al Kishore Press, Kanpur, 7 December 18 1 U, p. 17. 
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entity, importantly. both Hindu and Muslim, was also being created in northern 
India. The distinctions between an Islamic identity, a Muslim one. and a Hindustani 
identity, are important, and print played a role in creating and strengthening all three. 
The case of the Oudh Punch is instructive in our understanding of howti' print 
intervened in the formation of identities. 
The Oudh Punch published from Lucknow in Urdu in the middle of the I9`h century 
edited by Muhammad Sajjad Hussain, was one of the great periodicals of its era, 
widely read and never ignored - see Chapter Three. Perhaps the most striking feature 
of the Oudh Punch when one looks at it, is that it did not have an Islamic date on its 
front page, and only gave the Georgian calendar date. This was unusual, for \ýhile 
most Urdu publications gave the date of publication against the Islamic calendar, 
many gave both, Islamic and Georgian calendar dates. The use of only the Georgian 
calendar made the Punch stand out from most Urdu, particularly Muslim, 
publications, a fact which itself distinguished the Islamic from the Muslim and 
llindustani. 138 The mast-head of the Punch stated, that it was an independent and 
witty paper (u: iuI o zar/f ha/ Oudh Punch), not tied down to any sect, school or 
following. Indeed, the Oudh Punch carried a most eclectic and diverse set of issues 
and themes, which would have been of interest to non-Muslims as well. articles and 
storics which emphasised tahzib (aur tiiinuililun (culture and sophistication), rather 
than religious bigotry or proseylatisation. It represented the *New Light' 
enlightenment movement, and by today's definitions, would probably be called 
`secular'. 
(>i the many hundreds of Urdu pamphlets, tracts and newspapers I have seen from the period 1860- 
Q0, I have seen none other than the Oudh Punch which used the Georgian calendar exclusiýel\. In 
contrast, its rival, the Oucl/r Ukhhar, carried both the Hijri date and the Georgian one. This does not 
mean that others did not rare out the same practice, but if there were others, they must have been far 
and few bet\\ een. I lo\w e\ er, Professor David Lel\ \ eld informs me in a personal communication, that 
Muhammad '; \tiq Siddigi's Suhl! -t' Shimali o Incighr hi A1' akhharat o mathu'at (/S-I -/853), 
Aligarh, 
Anjuman-Taraq qi-i Urdu (hind], 1962. has a number of' first pages of earls Urdu newspapers \ýith 
only the CE dates, e. g., Aticth-e Hind and loh-i , \'ur (of Lahore not 
N\\ P despite the book's title)'. 
IS- 
The weekly Oudh Punch of 1878, as always, started with the new year with an article 
on the New Year in its 8 January issue, and in the spirit of the times published many 
ghazals in that week's issue. Throughout 1878, Russia and its war with Turkey 
featured in many issues of Oudh Punch that year, as they did in almost all `native 
newspapers'. 139 The Punch carried articles on Bismarck, Disraeli and Gladstone in its 
22 January issue and one on Ashura the same week. 140 Later issues carried an 
extensive review of the Urdu Dictionary and about the development and fineties of 
the Urdu language; 141 there were numerous articles on Holi, about its celebration and 
enjoyment, 142 and about Divali. '43 In its August and September issue of 1880, there 
were many articles bidding adieu to the month of Ramazän (Alvida Ramazän) and 
welcoming Divali. 144 
The Oudh Punch made frequent mention of its competitor, the Oudh Ukhbar, always 
engaged in debates about social issues quoting the Oudh Ukhbar, responding, and so 
forth. A long article in the Punch of 26 March 1878, talked about an article of the 
24`h and 25th February 1878 in the Oudh Ukhbar, where the writer praised the latter's 
article which was on the administrative affairs of state of Great Britain. The writer in 
the Punch, stated that this was a very scholarly article and the original author must 
have read a great deal of English history in order to be able to write it so well, but 
this contributor disagreed with many of his facts and said that they ought to be 
rectified. This contributor to the Punch said that he originally thought of sending this 
article to Oudh Ukhbar but wasn't sure if the Editor would carry it. This writer found 
faults with some dates concerning some laws and Acts of Parliament stated by the 
139 Selections from Vernacular Newspapers published in Punjab, North- IJ estern Provinces, Oudh, 
Central Provinces, Central India and Rajputana, 1877. 
140 Oudh Punch, Lucknow, 22 January 1878. 
' Oudh Punch, Lucknow, 29 January 1878. 
"' Oudh Punch, Lucknow, 19 March 1878. 
143 Oudh Punch, Lucknow, 5 November 1878. 
144 Oudh Punch, Lucknow, August and September Issues, 1880. 
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original writer; he wrote about the British Constitution. the powers of the Queen on 
how to dismiss or nominate a Prime Minister, and so forth. 1'' 
The Oudh Punch reproduced social articles from the Benares Punch. about excessive 
rain in Benares, and occasional weather reports from other towns in north India. It 
used to frequently have a section called ' Tdr Barqi', the telegraph (lit. electric wire), 
about news from all over the world, from St. Petersburg. 146 Constantinople 14' and 
other international cities where news of interest for its readers may have been 
generated. It carried regular reports from its correspondent in Cyprus, including a 
long article entitled Cyprus ki auratain, the women of Cyprus, on how they drank 
wine, about their socioeconomic and religious conditions. the place of women in 
society, etc. 148 Clearly, the theme and contents of the Oudh Punch, reflected a 
broader Hindustani cosmopolitan and syncretic identity, not just for Muslims but also 
for Hindus, far removed from the more turgid prose and substance of religious 
scholars trying to define and contest the notion of a Muslim, Islamic, identity. This 
claim can be further supported by an examination of the contents of the Ouca'h Punch 
at a much later date, 1885, at a time when political issues began to creep into the 
lives of Muslims. 
The January 1885 issue carried numerous poems and letters celebrating the new year, 
comments on educational issues such as an appeal to the Director of Education of the 
North-Western Provinces and Oudh about the state of education in the province and 
why no new director had been appointed after the retirement of the previous director, 
the newspaper proposed the name of Mr Nesfield for the post, who it said «ould be 
`most appropriate'. 149 There was praise for Lord Rippon and Lady Dufferin in one of 
the issues, and the full text of a short play. in the 29 January issue there was a long 
W Oudh Punch, Lucknow. 26 ! March 18,8. 
1'° Oudh PIUIch, Luckno\\, 16 April 1878. 
14- Oudh Punch, Lucknow, 4 June 1878. 
148 Oudh Punch, Luckno\\, 10 September 1878. 
149 Ouclh Punch, Luckno\\, 8 January 1885. 
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article about reform of the judiciary in Oudh: another on girl's education in 
llindustan with a large number of statistics comparing girl's education in Hindustan 
and England, mentioning women writers and poets. 1 `° Articles celebrating Holi and 
Spring continued in March. 15 1 and with news on the English-Sudanese N\ ar. ' ,2 There 
were numerous articles entitled 'Rus our Hindustan' (Russia and Hindustan). many 
on Gladstone, Salisbury and on the British Parliament, including a letter published in 
the Punch addressed to Gladstone saying how sorry the writer was to see Gladstone 
lose his premiership, 153 while the 5 September issue carried a summary of Queen 
Victoria's speech to Parliament. 
In its 10`x' October 1885 issue, the Oudh Punch published an advertisement about six 
books, entitled `nai qisam ki dilchasp our mufid kitabain' (new types of interesting 
and useful books), and it is worth noting, that in an era when books were not very 
extensively read and nor did newspapers carry advertisements, this advertisement 
was repeated in the Punch for the rest of the year. The advertisement was placed by 
the publisher, Kashi Nath Khatri, from District Allahabad. Of the six books, one was 
a biography of Lord Clive, translated by the `mash-hur zabardast alim' (! ) (famous, 
fantastic. scholar) Lord Macaulay, another titled: Hindustan ki mash-hur Yhauhur 
pira., 't o munta: iin o shujah o fiin'u: raniyon ke dilkush ia: kar e (The enchanting 
accounts of I lindustan's famous, husband-worshipping, organised, brave, beautiful, 
queens), a translation of a book called Self=Cultuf-e by a Mr Lambeki, a book which 
\\as meant for one's self-growth and development; another translation of another 
self-help book, the fifth book was entitled Teen Tarikhi Natak (three historical plays) 
and N\ as `about those who do not control their desires and urges and so are destroyed 
in both din our dune i, a [in a worldly sense as well as spiritually] and are disgraced': 
I `" Oudh 11wich, Lucl. nmý. 12 Februar,, 1885. 
Qucfh Punch, Lucknovv. 19 l cbruarv 1W, 12 March 188-5. 
ý`' Oulh Punch, Luckno\\, 19 March 1885. 
151 OUcfh Pranch, Lueknow, 9 Jui\ 1885 
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and finally, a book which was about the ill-effects of girls getting married at an early 
154 
age. 
For the purposes of the discussion on the notion of the Muslim qaum and its meaning 
- see Chapter Three - it is interesting to note the coverage of reports and news items 
regarding the geographical coverage in the Oudh Punch. While there were numerous 
articles about Russia, Turkey, and many reports and news items from England about 
its politics, there were very few from `India'. In the entire collection of nearly one 
hundred issues in 1878 and 1885, there was no mention of Muslim Bengal (although 
there was some reference to the Legislative Council and Government in Bengal), 
Bombay was mentioned only once or twice, Sindh never, South India only once with 
regard to the Madras Council, and there were numerous articles about the Deccan 
and I lyderabad and especially about Salar Jung's activities. In many ways, the Oudh 
Punch, was also creating a notion of a qaum, but given its very multi-religious 
readership, this was far closer to a notion of a Hindustani qaum, rather than a Muslim 
one. 
Moreover, in the Oudh Punch, importantly, there was relatively little on religious 
ritual and there were few and infrequent, if any, debates on religion or Islam. 
I Iowever, the Punch was a vociferous critic of Sayyid Ahmad Khan and his nechris, 
and carried numerous articles against him, not on the basis of theological differences 
but, rather, on differences which were related to cultural practices. It was also a 
vehicle for the ideas of the modernist Nai Roshni (New Light) movement. It seems 
quite clear, that the Oudh Punch was creating a cultural identity, not exclusively a 
religious one, an enlightened, liberal, `modernist' `secular', one, but very different 
from. and in conflict with, the westernised modernism of Savvid Ahmad Khan and 
his Aligarhists. 
154 Oiid/i Punch. Lucknow, 10 October 1885. 
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Spheres of Influence 
A large part of the dispute and discussion in Muslim religious texts. was over ritual. 
such as whether the d min could be said aloud, ' 55 whether the call for pra\ ers (the 
azün) should be said inside or outside the mosque, how many rak'ats [parts] there 
were in a particular prayer. 156 This style of conversation, which was seldom polite 
nor considerate, and was openly confrontationist and accusatory, needs to be 
compared and contrasted with another equally intense exchange. but which, on the 
other hand, was powerfully sophisticated, sublime, and very cultured, with abundant 
wit and sarcasm. It is perhaps interesting to note, that this decorum, or adab, also had 
antecedents with the 'Abbasid epoch in the 9th and 10`h century Baghdad. Joel L 
Kraemer argues, that adab 
conotated the value of urbane, civil, courteous, refined and elegant conduct, 
the result of good breeding and education. On the intellectual level, adab %t as 
initially the kind of humanistic educational training in profane Arab culture 
that rendered a man urbane and refined. In due course, contact with alien 
cultures expanded the content of adab to include non-Arabic literature, thus 
expressive of a more universal humanism ... the 
literary production of this 
broadly humanistic adab, was, in the words of Gabrieli, the backbone of 
high 'Abbasid culture'. 15 7 
Periodicals like the Oudh Punch and Dilgitzt-n", exemplified this adab, 158 where, like 
earlier Arabic publications, `wit, grace, eloquence and charm were highly apprized. 
'" There are numerous pamphlets dedicated to this issue; see for example, Muhammad Mansoor Ali, 
I! Fatah-c 1'fubin; Anonymous, Jama-e ul shwahid jr' ikhrCjj al ! I'ahabeen un a! masjid, 1305! 1887, 
Jaunpur. 
15o Says id lmdadul All Sahib Bahadur Akbarabadi, Deputy Collector and Magistrate at Kanpur and 
later Aligarh, \\ rote at least two books in v0ich this issue \N as debated. See his lmdadu! Sunnah, 1868, 
and lmdadul Ghavi, Matba-c Shola Tur, Kanpur, 1286'1869. This was debate he \kas having vv ith 
other ulema, in particular Maulana Abdur Rahman. 
"' Joel L Kraemer, 'I lumanism in the Renaissance of' Islam: A Preliminary Stud\ '. J of the. 4merican 
00011(i! Soýcrel º", 104,1,1984, p. 156. 
I`8 For adab in Indian society, see Barbara D Metcalf (ed), . 1oral Conduct and iiuthority: The 
Place 
cj'. ltl&rh in South 1s/an Islam, Oxford 1 iiiversity Press. Nevv Delhi, [1984]. 
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Elegance (zar]) was the epitome of this cultural refinement and its virtual 
synonym' . 
159 
While the styles of conversation for different groups of people varied on account of 
their education and upbringing, it seems that the range of which styles \\ ere 
acceptable, was very broad. The abuse and swearing which was common of much 
polemics, must have been an acceptable form of conversation for it to have been so 
widespread. To get an indication of the extent of space that existed, in terms of the 
`freedom' of saying almost anything, including derogatory remarks and hurling 
abuse at others, we learn from the writings of Ahmad Raza Khan Sahib in the 1890s, 
that the ghair muqallid in five different places/publications, had abused the Prophet 
of Islam in extremely strong terms [sukht, sakht, galian]. 160 Hence. it as not just 
abuse hurled at each other, but even the holy Prophet was not spared. It is interesting 
to contrast this, with the practice in early Islam in Arabia, where Hav'a Lazarus- 
Yafeh states, that it was, of course, strictly forbidden to criticise Muhammad, the 
Quran and Islam'. 161 One of the most interesting aspects of nineteenth century 
polemical literature in India, is that it tolerated so much abuse, even of the sacred. 
Some years earlier, Maulvi Ulfat Hussain in 1878 talked about the debates over 
tabarircr in 1, ucknow's newspapers, using a question-answer format, by asking 
questions and then giving replies to each question asked. He said that there was 
taharra-hazi over almost every trivial issue, and that there were separate 
congregations [majýrli. ý] in order to curse and abuse one another adding, that there 
\\ as a lot of abuse and taunts, and curses and tabarras all over Lucknow and said that 
this could be seen in the publication I funs o Salva on page 116.162 Talking about the 
IS'' Joel L Kraemer, 'Humanism in the Renaissance of Islam: A Preliminary Stud', J o/ the American 
oriental Soclcti , 
104,1,1984, p. 156. 
160 Ahmad Raza Khan, A/ 'L/! anva al nabooii'a ji1 Mtawa var ra: eeqa p. 191. 
161 Ila\a Lazarus-Yafeh, 'Preface', in, IJa\a Lazarus-Yafeh, et al, (eds). The . 11ajlis: 
/nterreligious 
L17C'ou/ln! rx' in . 
1It'dieval Islam, HarrassoNvitz, Wiesbaden, 1999, p. 8. 
102 MMauly il ilfat Hussain, .1 
tuna-e Taharra, Matba-e Yousuti, Mucha Faulani Khan, Delhi, 1296 1875. 
p. ; -4 
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differences between communities. Maulvi Ulfat Hussain said that it was surprising 
that the Jews, Christians and Hindus did not abuse anyone, like the Muslims did, who 
were always fighting between themselves. ' 63 He said that arguments between the 
Shia and Sunni were causing 'heart-burn' and extenuated the differences between 
them, causing enmity between both; he believed that in the current times. there was 
less fear of riots and disturbances [dunga fasdd], but these 'bad things' would 
continue to fester in their hearts and grow, and would cause immense damage as 
people would want to take revenge. Despite the fact that the Christians denied the 
prophet hood of Muhammad, he argued, they did not make derogatory remarks about 
him or conduct tabarra, and neither did the Hindus. Maulvi Ulfat Hussain argued, 
that there was no congregation of Muslims where they did tabarra against their 
infidel opponents and it seemed that the Muslims (Shias in this case) only did 
tabarra against other Muslims. 164 
Maulvi Ulfat I lussain argued that it was sad that this freedom of speech that 
currently existed, was the beginning of a long period of destruction and the cause of 
quarrels and mischief between Muslims. W Hakim Ajmal Khan exemplifying the 
extent of discord and differences amongst Muslims is said to have said in 1909, in 
Barbara Metcalf's words, that `there had been more mutual denunciation of infidelity 
(f utuu a-i'i takfir) in India since 1857 than there had been previously in the whole 
history of 1s1am'. 166 
It is possible that different styles of writing, and not just the content, were targeted 
towards different reading audiences, some separated and segregated - as Barbara 
Metcalf has shown with regard to what women were allowed to read'67 - some 
'"' lbid, p. 12 
1`,. 1 Ibid, p. 14. 
'`'` Ibid, p. 14. 
16h Barbara D Metcalf, `Nationalist Muslims in British India: The Case of Hakim Ajmal Khan', 
1 /) /ern 
.is icon 
Strýclrý 
. ý. 
19,1,1985, p. 15. 
167 Barbara Daly Metcalf, P1TjLV1in. (, ' 11'omen:. 1/au/cr, rar . lshra/ 
'Ali Thancav '_c Brhishti Zeu'ar, Oyt rd 
University Press, Ne\\ Delhi, 2002 [1990] 
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overlapping. Perhaps a high and a low culture existed in the print public sphere, and 
questions of appropriateness, were defined differently and decided by a discerning 
readership. The fact that all categories of literature sold well - or at least, was printed 
- must imply that different audiences made their own appropriate choices about what 
to read. Just as there were multiple and diverse identities and communities amongst 
the broader category of the Muslim of north India, parallel to this, there were 
multiple and diverse styles and spheres of writing, and of influences, as well. 
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Chapter Five 
Orality in Print: 
The Creation of Myth and the Reinforcement of Identity 
Well before the third quarter of the nineteenth century, as I show in the last chapter, 
the print form, or `print capitalism' had become an important medium for the 
Muslims of north India, through which they would communicate and converse 
primarily with each other, but also to some extent with members of other religious 
groups across India. Not only did print become a source of propounding and 
contesting each others' views, importantly, it also became an instrument through 
which reputations were made and demolished. Moreover, print capitalism also 
became a critical tool in forging identities and, as this thesis argues, a major vehicle 
in forming fractures and fissures within the many imagined communities that existed, 
particularly amongst the Muslims of north India. 
Despite this unabated growth, and later dominance, of the print form across India in 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, some forms of oral public discourse which 
predated print capitalism persisted and even flourished in the age of print and ran 
parallel with the print medium. Not only did print capitalism not do away with pre- 
print capitalism forms of expression of identity, in many important ways, they 
reinlllrced some forms of oral public discourse. In fact, both orality and print, 
through the interplay between them, appropriated and lived off each other. Posters 
and newspaper advertisements, for example, announced forthcoming events such as 
an oral public exchange between religious scholars - the inunazara - or a public 
lecture by an eminent scholar or alim. invited the lay public and scholars to attend. 
Subsequently, the publication of the event after the exchange - the ru'ed l- or of 
the debates, of which numerous versions were available in the print public sphere 
soon alter the debates. fortified this link between orality and print having perhaps far 
greater repercussions than either - just the print form alone or the unpublished oral 
exchange -- may have intended. The numerous written-up accounts and numerous 
editions of these - the rig 'edüd and lekcharon ka majmui - of well-known orators of 
their day bear testimony to the articulation of the reinforcement of the links between 
the oral and print mediums. My example below, using indigenous sources, expands 
and develops CA Bayly's observation that, `the elites and populace both used 
written media in complex and creative ways to reinforce oral culture and debate'. ' 
We will see the reverse of what AK Ramunajan has noted about Kanada literature 
and observe, in our case, that the oral traditions were surrounded by written ones and 
were even carried by written means. 2 
This chapter focuses primarily on a series of oral public exchanges between religious 
scholars representing Islam, Christianity and Hinduism, in north India in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century and shows how the event was represented in print. 3 
't'his event became a most interesting arena or contest, where numerous issues ýv ere 
debated, contested and written about. By examining this one event, one gets an 
insight into the print world - with multiple versions of the same event printed - about 
identity, representation, language, the creation of myth and the propping up of 
reputations, and that of creating personalities. This performance of theatre, with its 
multiple representations about `what actually transpired' at the site of exchange, is 
reminiscent, in some ways, of Shahid Amin's Event, Metaphor, Memory. 4 In 
addition, it also shows that Muslims spoke to the learned men of other religions in 
very different tones, compared to when they contested the representation of their 
narrower (sectarian) identities within Islam, when they debated exclusively with 
CA Bavly, Empire and Information: Intelligence Gathering and Social Communication in India, 
I , 80-lS; 0, Cambridge University Press, 1999, p. 180. 
2 See the reference to AK Ramunajan who says that the written traditions are surrounded bý the oral, 
in, Barbara D Metcalf, 'Living I iadith in the Tablighi Jama'at', J ol'. Asian Studies, 52,3. Am-, 1993, p. 
600 
3A fascinating aspect of the man\ printed documents from that era about the event is, that just a 1'e\ß 
months after the event, there is even disagreement as to when the debates \\ ere actually held: While 
amusing at first, this is a non-trivial point as it ought to caution us about the authenticity and datedness 
of publications. 
4 Shahid : Amin, Event, iletaphor, . %Iemon", 
Uni\ ersit> of California Press, Berkley , 
1995. 
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other Muslims, a contrast which as I show in an earlier chapter. had important 
ramifications for the formation of Muslim identities. 
Furthermore, the modern presence of oral public discourse and its relationship %\ ith 
print, also questions the `primitiveness' and irrationality of the oral form of public 
discourse and its meaning for notions of the 'public sphere'. As I show, that while 
the encounters may have been oral, they were governed by very strict and 'modern' 
rules regarding time management and discipline and in fact a day was wasted on 
bickering over time allocations; 5 there was little that was `primitive' or pre-modern 
about this form of the use of public space. Perhaps most importantly, however, this 
analysis of an oral tradition of a pre-print capitalism era, also helps us re-examine 
how communities were `imagined', and how pre-print forms of communication may 
have given rise to identities of communities as well. In Bayly's words, 'print 
capitalism ... gave many existing communities of 
knowledge the capacity to operate 
on a wider scale. It was a midwife of intellectual change, not in itself the essence of 
that change'. 6 As I argue, perhaps the essence of that change predated print 
capitalism. 
Orality 
Questions about the nature of orality have been raised by many writers looking at the 
transition from oral means of communication to the written word, and to print. 
Clearly, there is a difference between the transition from the oral to literacy (the 
\v'ritten wwword), and from the oral to print via the written word, a distinction which is 
sometimes glossed over by some writers. The oral has been considered in some 
w\ ays, to be `primitive', where 'literacy and. in particular, print have been seen as 
Benedict Anderson makes the interesting point that the clock and calendar played a major role 'f'or 
the birth of the imagined community of the nation'. Benedict Anderson, /maginc I Cornmunitie. s 
Ri'Jle'ctions on the Origin Und Spread of. Vatione1Iisin. Verso, London. 1991, p. 24. As the accounts of 
both nnunä ara sho'N, the proceedings \\ ere regulated and interrupted, 
by strict time management. 
CA Ba\ lý, Empire and h1/or, nation, p. 374. 
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bringing a whole host of effects - in fact in some views held responsible for just 
about all the `goods' of modern western civilization [including] ... 'rationality', 
abstract thought, sophisticated literary expression, individual self-consciousness ... '. 
ý 
While this view is contested by Finnegan, the idea that the written word. has a sense 
of 'permanence" over the oral, seems to be the recognised norm, where unlike 
speech, the `written word can remain the same not only over days or months, but 
from one generation to the next, and even over centuries and millennia'"8 This view 
is shared by many others, including William A Graham and Jonathan Parry. who 
examine the oral and the written in non-western societies, where Parry argues, that 
literacy/orality is not the issue, and print is the real driver; moreover, 'in terms of 
types of rationality, any antithesis between oral and literate cultures is false'. 9 In 
contrast, `an oral - unlike a written - account can easily be bent to fit present 
political realities, and (failing an outside written record) there is no documentary 
evidence by which it could be proved to have changed'. 1° As my example shows 
below, many of the assumed truths about orality and the fixity of the printed word. 
need to be reconsidered. 
Agreeing with David Ong and others, Finnegan argues that despite the existence of 
writing in medieval Europe, it was still in many respects an "oral culture". It 
"retained massive oral-aural commitments", the written word was read aloud, literary 
works were commonly composed for oral performances and thus circulated among 
the population by word of mouth and education in the universities was largely 
through spoked lectures and -disputations"". 
'' David Cressy, has also shown how the 
I Ruth Finnegan, 1. iteracav and Oral/o,. Studies in the Technology of Communication, Basil Blackýýell, 
Oxford 1988, p. 5. 
8 lbid, p. 19. 
9 Jonathan Pan-N, The Brahmanical tradition and the technology of the intellect', in Joanna Oý Iring 
(cd), Wrims and ilor a/ihr , 
TaN istock, London, 1985, p. 211, \\ illiam A Graham, Beyond the Written 
{ford: Ogals. -1. spects oo/ Scripture in the Hixtorv of Religion. 
Cambridge LFniv ersity Press, 11)8-,. 
10 Ruth Finnegan, Literacy and Ora/it1% p. 20. 
11 Ibid, p. 28. 
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oral persisted, and in fact competed, with the written in medieval England. ' 2 Roger 
Chartier adds that, `the opposition of oral and written fails to account for the situation 
that existed for the seventeenth to the eighteenth centuries when media and multiple 
1 practices still overlapped'. 3 
William A Graham has examined the relationship of the oral with the written, with 
regard to religion and examines the nature of the 'oral dimensions of the written 
scriptural text'. 14 He contrasts the oral Hindu Brahmanical tradition with the written 
text of scripture in Islam yet, he argues, 'in Muslim piety, however, the written word 
of its scripture has always been secondary to a strong tradition of oral transmission 
and aural presence of scripture that far surpasses that of Judaic or Christian usage. In 
Islam, the functions of the holy book as an oral text have predominated over its 
functions as a written or printed one'. 15 Graham's emphasis is on the orally 
transmitted Quran, the most important instrument in Islam's tenets, transmitted to an 
illiterate man and much later transcribed from memory, where the the book of holy 
writ (kitab) in Islam is ultimately not a written or printed document, but a holy 
`reciting', or `recitation', which is precisely what the Arabic word qur'an means', 
which allows us to see, an excellent example in which to see vividly the oral 
dimensions of written scripture'. 16 
In the context of colonial India, and particularly north India and 'Hindustani' or Urdu 
and I llndi, David Lelyveld has shown that the print form had begun to take shape in 
Ilindustan in the early 19`x' Century, where a Hindi and Urdu public sphere were 
I' David Cress, LitL'rucvv and the Social Order: 
Cambridge Uni\ersit\ Press, Cambridge, 1980. 
13 Roger Chartier, 'Texts, Printing, Readings', 
Uni\ersit\ of California Press, Berkele\, 1989, p. 
14 William A Graham, Beyond the Written 11'ord p 
Is Ibid, p. 79. 
16 Ibid, p. 80. 
Reading and 11'ritii7 in Tudor and Stuart England, 
in Lynn Hunt, (ed), The New Cultural History, 
170. 
-, 
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emerging around the printed texts and how both languages were being constructed. F 
Nevertheless, Lelyveld cautions us, despite the growth of print. *it would be a 
mistake to look for the development of a public language only in the «-ritten word, 
especially in a society in which access to reading and writing was so limited and oral 
performance loomed so large. Manuscripts or printed texts \\-ere often aids to 
recitation'. 18 Lelyveld emphasises the continued importance of oratory, of Say yid 
Ahmad Barelvi in the 1820s, in the 1857 Revolt, and how from the 1870s 
Dayananda Saraswati and others established a Hindu oratorical counterpart in 
llindi'. '9 Frances Pritchett has written about the form of dastan-goi that reigned in 
north India, `as an enormously popular, highly sophisticated "art of extemporaneous 
speech"' . 
20 
CA Bayly using the term the Indian ecumene", for the notion of oral public 
culture, 21 has argued elsewhere that, 
in Indian society there were small circles of formalized debates which 
functioned as arenas in which rival men of learning contended to establish 
themselves as authorities and conduits of tradition. This authority moreover 
inhered in small numbers of teachers and expositors; texts x\ ere of secondary 
importance. Only in religious and ceremonial display, where elites and 
popular culture intermixed, could one see the beginnings of a sense of public 
as separate from the state and from state and community. ') 
1' David l. clvveld, ' l'he Fate of Hindustani: Colonial Knowledge and the Project of a National 
l., ýn, ýua c', in Carol A Breckenridge and Peter van der Veer (eds), Orientalism and the Postcolonial 
Pre, licanncnt PciSlprc"tivvcs on South . -l sia, 
Unix ersity of Penns,, I\ ania Press, Philadelphia, 1993. 
I's Ibid, p. 203. 
19 Ibid, p. 203. 
'" Frances \\' Pritchett, .1 /an i cllous 
Encounters: Folk Romance in Urdu and Hindi, Manohar, New 
Delhi, 19U, p. 4. 
11 C :\ l3a% l\, Empire' and In/ormation, p 181 passim. 2' CA l3a' IN, `Colonial Order and the "Informational Order" in South Asia', in Nigel Crook (cd) The 
TrWW hllll. \'v! ()/7 of I' nowlc"dgc' in South. Isia, Oxford University Press. 1996, Delhi, p. 288. 
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The Muno zara 23 
The munäzara was an institution where learned scholars from different religions as 
well as from within the same religion, gathered with a public audience, to debate 
issues of theology and religious ritual. Since many of these public forums were held 
in small towns outside the larger urban conglomerations - the qasba - they attracted 
the non-literate `common people' (ämm loge, ämm makhluq) for whom, perhaps, this 
was an important arena to reaffirm their religious credentials and beliefs, and 
equally, to reinforce their sense of identity with a larger community. Although such 
gatherings were broadly `religious', they were very different compared to the 
sermons which the lay public may have had exposure to when (if) they visited the 
mosque, and it might be more accurate to call the munäzara a cultural, or even 
political, event rather than a purely religious one. 24 In fact, if oral communication is 
more `communal' and print more `individualistic', as social anthropologists point 
out, then the impact of oral public communication and display, would probably 
reinforce the notion of community no less than that as a consequence of print 
capitalism. Clearly, the munäzara was an important marker of identity and the fact 
that it survived, in fact, thrived off print, as I show below, gives it a great sense of 
endurance and resistance. Moreover, `these debates (munäzara) were governed by 
23 There are numerous forms of oral public discourse and presentation which were rendered into print, 
but I will be looking at only one of them. The Shia majlis, the poetry mushaira, other mehfils, were all 
such forms of oral public representation, with the majlis in particular, playing a key role in (sectarian) 
identity strengthening. The mushairas were more cultural and multi-religious and would have formed 
more inclusive identities than did the munazara. cf. JRI Cole, Roots of North Indian Shi'ism in Iran 
and Iraq: Religion and State in Awadh, 1722-1859, University of California Press, Berkley, 1988. 
'Asafud Daulah's court attracted numerous poets and reciters of elegies (marsivvah-khvans) who 
came to hold an important place in public life. ... 
Sawda, Mir Taqi Mir came from fading Delhi ... 
The poetry [read out at imambargahs] had both a literary and ritual purpose. As ritual, reciters read it 
at mourning sessions as a means of making present the eternal, sacred time of Ashura ... 
The rhythmic 
character of the poetry lent itself to this task better than prose, the mourners working the rhythms into 
their flagellations'. p. 97. 
2' The practice of giving religious public lectures by the Christian Padris and the Arya Samajists in the 
later decades of the nineteenth century in north India, was widespread. These 'lectures' (which are 
very different from the mund. ara) would take place in public places, even at street corners and in 
bazaars, and would be attended by common Muslims. cf., Ahmad Raza Khan _41 'ataya a! nabooiyya 
fil fatawa var rareega, kitab ul tahirat to baab iii tamaye-um, (Vol 1 of 12), Ahle Sunnat wa Jamä'at 
Press, Bareilly, nd [probably 19051. 
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certain standards of conduct which implicitly acknowledged the existence of a 
critical public sphere'. 25 
My account of the gatherings of the munczara are based on the written word after the 
event, but the fact that it was important to write about, underscores the importance of 
the event itself. Moreover, in some cases, there is more than one published account 
available - half-a-dozen accounts of one celebrated munäzara discussed in detail in 
this chapter - which further emphasises the importance of the event and the different 
interpretations of those who were present. Each religious community present at such 
an exchange, had its own published record and interpretation of the event. These 
different interpretations, made at different times, sometimes many years after the 
event, were contested, contrasting and contradictory accounts of the same event. The 
fact that multiple accounts of an event existed in print, as I show in this chapter, also 
questions the notion of the `fixity of print', a belief held by those \\ho over- 
emphasise the power of print - see Chapter Four. 
Bayly cites a number of instances of public debates in north India from the 
eighteenth century onwards between Muslim scholars and between Muslims and 
Christians, as well as formal debates 'between different schools of the I lindu learned 
about scripture and philosophy'. From amongst the earliest, he mentions a public 
debate in Lucknow in 1779 which `attracted the attention of the whole city with huge 
throngs of people of all persuasions, numbering more than 1,500, clustering around 
the house x\ here the contest took place', between learned physicians who had just 
arrived into town and resident savants . 
26 
he rtradition in India. had many antecedents from an earlier Islamic 
culture. The tradition of dialogue and polemics between Muslims. Christians and 
C ;\ 13 1\ I\ , 
Empire and Infa"ntcztioºt, p. 190- 
2" Ibid, p. 2V 
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Jews - called a majlis in Arabic27 - is said to have flourished as early as the third 
century AH (9 Ck), in early 'Abbasid society . 
David Thomas shows that in early 
'Abbasid society. frequent debates took place, in «hich representatives of 
theological groups and religious leaders argued a point in public under the 
supervision of the caliph or a noble ... 
', and citing the work of A Abel. states, that 
the court of al-Ma'mun (786-833; 'Abbasid caliph r 813-833) was such a «ell- 
known venue for debates that later writers used it as a conventional background for 
their accounts of exchanges'. 28 Thomas also demonstrates, that early Islamic society 
(2-3 AH/8-9 CE) was very vibrant, with a great deal of openness and tolerance for 
discussion and dialogue in Islam, a view shared by Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, who argues 
that early Islamic society stood out clearly because of 
its pluralism and open mindedness to an extent rarely found in later Islam and 
totally absent from the medieval European scene. Muslim authors were 
always fascinated with religious issues, and even under the evolving Sunni 
orthodoxy their curiosity in this field was unabated. They asked questions, 
searched for variable written material, compared verses from the Quran with 
Verses in the Bible, or words in Hebrew with words in Arabic, and held 
sessions in which members of various sects and religions took part and 
analysed rationally, in an intellectual atmosphere, different tenets of belief ... [T]hese discussions were very different from the later, court enforced 
disputations in medieval Europe. 29 
For 1)av, id Thomas, the discussions led by theological experts by 200 AH, 
`established principles and methods of thought that continued to exert an influence 
for centuries, while the questions they habitually discussed, on such topics as the 
attributes of God, His justice, and the nature of revelation, would shape Islam for 
env er ... 
Theological speculation became a pursuit of men in all walks of life, from the 
'. 1lad/! is', Encyclopaedia c? t A/am, Vol 5, EJ Brill, Leiden, 1986, p. 1031-82; a Shia n: aj/is in an 
Indian setting, is a very different event, for which also see, Ibid, p. 1033. 
[)a\ id Thomas, (cd, trans), Anti-Christian Polemic in Ear/i Islam: Abu 'Lsa a! -ll arrcaq's ". against 
the Trinity"", Cambrid, -, e Univ ersit\ 
Press, Cambridge. 1992, p. 3. 
214 Ha' a Lazarus-Yafeh, T reface', in I iav a Lazarus-Yafeh, et al, (eds), The Ifajlis: lnterrcligious 
Encounters iii 1letheivl Islam, Harrassowwit/, Wiesbaden, 1999, p. 8. Also sec the other articles in this 
collection, as \\eli as Joel L Kraemer, HumCInism in the Renaissance of islum, Second Edition, I _º 
Brill, leiden, 19()-,. 
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highest to the lowest, and it seems they followed their interests in an atmosphere of 
free enquiry and exploration'. 30 Hava Lazarus-Yafeh considers the majlis to be ' one 
of the most important social, religious and literary concepts of medieval Islam. 31 
Sarah Stroumsa has shown that the `the medieval majlis was closely linked to the 
court. A prince or a dignitary would gather his retinue scholars, poets, and men of 
learning. He would be their benefactor, and they would adorn his court with their art 
and entertain him with their scholarship. An organized debate between two or more 
people about some philosophical or religious issue was one of the most widespread 
ways to provide this entertainment'. 32 LE Goodman clarifies, however, that such 
gatherings were salons, not `seances', and took `take place at the home of the ruler, 
but not `before him', and in the presence of various dignitaries, but hardly for their 
edification'. 33 
Avril Powell has shown that while there had been `sporadic encounters' between 
Muslims and Christians in different parts of the Islamic world for some centuries, 
one of the earliest encounters between a Protestant missionary and an `Indian 'alien' 
in the form of a public religious debate took place in 1833.3' By the time of the late 
nineteenth century, there was an `escalation of munazara activity', 3' by which time, 
the setting had moved `from the royal darbar to the missionary compound and 
mosque, and finally into the city bazaar'. 36 The `eruption' in munäzara confrontation 
;° David Thomas, 
. Anti-Christian 
Polemic, p. 3. 
'' Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, 'Preface', p. 11. 
32 Sarah Stroumsa 'Ibn al-Rawandi's su adab al-mujadala: the Role of Bad Manners in Medieval 
Disputation', in Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, et al, (eds), The , tlajlis: Interreligious Encounters in . tfedieval 
Islam, I larrasso\\ itz, Wiesbaden, 1999, p. 66. 
33 L F. Goodman, 'Rani \s Razi - Philosophy in the . 
\Iajlis', in Nava Lazarus-Yafeh, et al, (eis), The 
Ifajlis. Intt'rreligious Encounters in . 'ifcdit>>'al Islam, Harrassoww itz, Wiesbaden, 1999, p. 101. 
; \vril A Powell, , 1fuslims and 
llissionaries in Pre-, tlutinY India, Curzon Press, 1992, p. 6. 
Ibid., p. 11. 
'`' Ibid., p. 12. 
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`resulted from the escalation of Protestant missionary activity in the region' from the 
mid nineteenth century onwards. 37 
The first `full scale' munüzara took place at the King of Awadh's court in Lucknow 
in 1833, `under the joint auspices of the King and the British Resident at a clcn"bar" 
where both were present'. 38 Another well-known munazara took place in Agra in 
1848 between Maulvi Ali Hasan of Lucknow and Reverend Carl Pfander, in which, 
according to Pfander `a large company of Muslims, some of them being of the most 
respectable of the city', were present. 39 Pfander participated in an even better-known 
'great munazara or the `Great Debate of Agra' in 1854 with Maulana Rahmat Allah 
Kairanawi who had chosen to adopt a `strongly rationalistic mode of refutation' in 
his writings. 40 
It is interesting to learn that as early as the 1840s, the tradition of the munazaf"a was 
being conducted even in Madras and was not limited only to northern India. In the 
biography of Ilazrat Maulana I-Iafiz Shah Muhammad Abdul Razzaq quddus-sara 
Farangi Mahali (1818-89), we learn that the Maulana lived in Madras for five y cars 
\\hen he went to work for his father in 1262/1844. He spent these years in the pursuit 
of knowledge. Often ulema from other religions [the bud-mazhab] and those who had 
erred or vvcre misguided [the ahle-azläl] and were involved in innovation [bid'at] 
also held inwOaras with the Maulana, 'and God made him emerge the victor'. 41 His 
biographer added that around this time some ghair mugallidin started having a big 
37 Ibid., p. 76. 
Ibid., p. 117. 
39 Ibid., p. 190. \\'hat is interesting and important from my perspective regarding any publications 
related to this particular munCz ara, is that Po\\ell has argued that the 'onl\ account o1` this meeting 
seems to be the record in Pfander's own journal for 1848. No reference to it ha \c been found in 
Muslim sources. ' (p. 190). This is surprising and needs to be considered when I discuss the 
pub]ication- fest ww ith regard to a later muni ara discussed in a section belo\\. 
4u Ibid., p. 
41 Maulara Haji Shaikh Muhammad Altaf ur Rahman Sahib Qid\\ai. Anvar-e-Ra_agia, 134,1919, 
LucknoN\, p. 17. the author claims that his subject Maulana Abdur Razzaq. as a very important 
person and made a contribution in terms of religious influence and teachings in Awadh and north \\«t 
II ind. 
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impact on the common people of Madras and people came under their influence. but 
the Maulana's writings helped a great deal to clarify issues. 
The 1854 Agra munüzara seems to serve as a template for later munäzara and has 
some parallels for the encounter described below which took place a quarter century 
later. The setting of the muncrzara was a missionary compound in the heart of the 
Agra bazaar, a very public space, far removed from the darbars of an earlier era. 
Powell argues that this was a `public debate' -in a wider sense than the more 
cloistered, elitist and exclusive encounters of the medieval era'. with newspapers and 
tracts reporting the (apparently exaggerated) figures of several hundred on the first 
day, with over a thousand the second day. 42 The themes for debate in the mun-izara 
that were agreed to in the letters, albeit after some hard negotiation, included 
discussion on five themes, in the following order: na. s'kh (abrogation), tahrrf 
(corruption), taslis (Trinity), risalat-i Alirhammad (prophet hood of Muhammad), and 
'3 the Quran. 
The subsequently published Muslim accounts showed, perhaps not unsurprisingly, 
that the Christians were routed, with the audience too, completely behind the Muslim 
scholars, with Pfander having to concede some key points particularly regarding 
tcihr"if or the corruption in the scriptures. as the Christian participants were to do in 
another celebrated debate a quarter century later, where in both instances, the 
Muslims had claimed a resounding victory in the two encounters. The Muslim ulema 
`insisted on presenting a verbatim record of the proceedings. [while] Pfander made 
no attempt to do so, preferring instead to give a synopsis to which he added his own 
retrospective comments' . 
14 Very soon after the muna: ara, verbatim accounts of the 
debate -a' blow -hy -blo\w ' account - were published 
in Persian and Urdu from both 
Agra and Delhi, as N\ ere commentaries and fuht a generated by the nnunlzcn"u which 
rd .\ Powell, . tluslims and , 
lli. csicýnaries, p. 24,. 
1" Ibid., p. 24 . 
llmost all these themes \N ere repeated at later muncl arcs. 
44 Ibid., p. 'ý, -6. 
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covered some of the themes discussed in the encounter. as were the letters exchanged 
between Rahmat Allah and Pfander before and after the munc : ar a. 4 
lt was not just publishing which was a vehicle for spreading vies and ideas, but the 
older tradition of munazara where leaders from different religious sects debated 
issues. There was also the increase in the platform for lectures. An infuriated : \hmad 
Raza Khan wrote that `these days our brothers' severe ignorance [jahalnt] is such 
that if any Arya advertises that he is going to give a lecture in opposition to against a 
particular topic of Islam, they all run [daut daub- kar] to listen, if a priest announces 
that he is going to prove something from a Christian tenet. they all run to listen'. "" 
Admonishing them for doing this, he asked that was there not an [Islamic] order 
Ihukum] that if the devil comes to you and creates doubts, then you should answer 
that he is a liar/false, rather than you run to listen to him, and that against the 
eminence/glory of your Lord, your Quran and your Prophet, you hear words that are 
blasphemous? '. 47 
In the latter half of the 1870s, Maulvi Ulfat Hussain, originally of Shikarpur in 
district Muzaffarnagar near Meerut and then mudarris ava/. 48 Normal School Delhi, 
wrote at least four pamphlets on religious issues related primarily to the Shia sect. 
One of them, the Risala M nii: a a was a publication on the etiquette and falling 
standards of the munnzara. 49 In Risala Munäzara, he spoke about how one ought to 
conduct am int-iz i rca and mubahisa (debate) and that people should participate alter 
doing some research and these gathering should be undertaken with sympathy , and 
fair play, and consideration [narmi], and it should not be, that from the outset people 
reveal their prejudices in their speeches and where there is bigotry, and they are 
Ibid., p. 259. 
l" Ahmad Raza Khan, . 
11 'wo) a al nabooiva fil liar i'a i ur ra_eegcr. k/tab ul tahirat to baah ul taina. ve- 
mu, Volume I of 12, published at the . 
We Sunnat ºra Jamü 'at, Barcill> . probably litter 
1905, p. 2 15. 
" Ibid. 
48 l fudarri. c: teacher; anal: first, head. 
Maul's i Si \\ id li Ifat Hussain, R/sala . 
11wä ara, Matba-e Yousuti, Delhi, probably published in 
the 1870s. 
ýý; 
biased towards their religion or qaum, not having an open mind. In such a situation. 
he argued, 
there is absolutely no chance of a result. In each qaum those «ho are 
articulate [aglmand zaban] write in such a way that prejudices increase, 
everyone considers their word to be truth and the other falsity, which 
causes resentment. This is why till now amongst the Hindus, Muslims 
and Christians, one has never heard or seen the resolution of a 
discussion; amongst the Sunni and Shias their discussion is never ending. 
One calls the other a heretic [rafazi] and the other calls the other khärji. " 
Sadly, he said, that the munäzara is only a munCizara in name and the correct manner 
of participating in a mubahisa and munazara has been completely lost. The reason 
for the loss of this tradition according to Maulvi Ulfat Hussain, was because of the 
ignorance which came into Islam, and now 'harsh tongues and taunts' were heard, 
and the `stage had now come to one of mutual abuse [g(-Ili galoch], all because of 
. 
jahalt-1l and because people no longer listen to each other at all'. Now, he said, the 
stage had arrived when people abuse each other in writing and in books, trying to 
outdo each other in their abuse. 51 
While the institution of the mundzara grew, there were some who warned about its 
spread, arguing that it had many negative consequences. In 1891 Maulana Dipti 
Nazir Ahmad spoke in Lahore at the Anjuman Himayat Islam's Seventh Annual 
congregation and said that people were calling the munäzara a jihad', and that this 
encounter would enflame all in its midst burning all those who participated., - lie 
warned that 'those people who do religious munazara, the dushnuan aql, do not even 
understand that through these r unizara, opposition and hatred grows or is 
`0 Ibid, p. 2. 
51 Ibid. 
Risula Hünaval Islam, (i Vtii Junab , 1luttlýnta .\ 
Iau/ý i 111i/i= 4 u=ir 1 hmaJ/ Khan Sahib ku 
lekc/iar). 
,,, i\en at the Seventh Annual Ijlas of' the AnjUman Himayat Islam, 
1 309 AH, \latba-e Gutzar 
Mtuhammadi, Lahore, p. 24. ( 800 copies printed). 
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rejuvenated against other gaums'. 53 At a time when Muslims had lost their 
dominance and were in decline. the Maulana warned. they could not resist the 
opposition against them. He argued. that many probably also thought that the 
munüzara was a means to reaffirm their own faith, and that they expected rewards 
for this, but, he argued, he did not accept the argument that people participated in a 
munüzara 'purely on account of Allah', and that they may have other worldly 
purposes as well. He argued, that `it is very difficult to stop a munnLiara from 
crossing the limits of the right to speak; during discussions/debates things do get out 
of hand'. 54 Questioning the purpose of the munazara, Dipti Nazir warned, that 'ii' 
you are convinced that a munäzara can be successful, then `zivve me the name of one, 
just one, religious sect which conquered a mild i: ara? The truth is that people do not 
have the thirst for truth and its search, for them to benefit from a miuki ara '. ý' 
Assessing the consequences of the 1854 Agra 'nunü: ur a, Powell argues that it had 
acquired a `folk memory' and was remembered in the bazaars of north India as the 
occasion when the missionaries had been beaten at their own game. (Moreover) 
Detailed recording of the event seems only to have served to mvvthologir. c the 
outcome'. 56 A mass audience for such encounters seemed to have emerged at village 
melas and in qasbah bazaars', and by the 1890s, the nium-1_ara had become a 'very 
common occurrence in many small towns of north India'. 57 I now turn to narrate and 
evaluate the proceedings of a `celebrated' nnow aru of the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century which, with its abundance of published material. gives many new 
and interesting insights into publicity, the print world and the reproduction and 
reinforcement of identity. 
53 Ibid., p.: 1). 
Ibid., p. 10. 
Ibid., p. 1 1. 
AvriI :\ No\vcII, 1luslims anci. 1li. ssioncn"it'. s, p. 27 1. 
57 Ibid., p. 286. 
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The `Celebrated' Munäzara of Chandapur 1876 
It is Barbara Daly Metcalf, in her Islamic Revival in British India: Deoband I N60- 
1900, who refers to this particular debate as a 'celebrated debate. gencrall\ 
characteristic of the religious debates of the late nineteenth century'. 58 Ho\\ ev er. as I 
show below, there are some discrepancies in her dates for the encounter and in the 
content of the debates, compared to a number of other sources. 59 One of the ke\ 
issues regarding the narrative about the munäzara, but more so about what it signifies 
in a broader context, is related to the multiple sources about the encounter. Metcalf, 
for example, refers to and relies almost exclusively on a report of the debate 
published under the name of Muhammad Qasim Nanautz\\i, the protagonist in all 
Muslim Urdu sources related to the munazara, entitled , Aluh5hisah-i'i Shahjahanptur, 
an undated tract published from Deoband, where Qasim Nanautäwi set up the 
famous Deoband seminary in 1868 which gave rise to the Deobandi sect or nna. slak in 
Islam. She also refers to a 1955 publication of a three volume biography of Qasim 
Nanautäwi, in which a very long discussion of this `celebrated' debate is based on 
the earlier undated Mubahisah-i Shahjahanpur. 
My discussion in this section is based on four other texts written about the same 
munazara. The first is the Guft-gf -e Mazhabi: I'agid t fela Khudäshanasi. published 
by the Ziai Press in Meerut in 1293/1876, published very shortly after the first of the 
two encounters, the second. for some reason is entitled , tlubahisa Shahjahanpur 
1299, but the title page says that it is about the (second) encounter which took place 
in 1295/1877, and is published in 1300/1881: the third source is a short biography of 
Nlaulana Qasim Nanautäwi. written by his religious partner and contemporary, 
Nlauly i Muhammad Yaqub Nanautäw\i, entitled Savaneh Umri, written apparently in 
SS Barbara Daly Metcalf, Islamic Revival in British India: Deoband 1860-1900, Princeton Uni\cr, it\ 
Press, Princeton, 1982 [reprinted Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2002], p. 221 (all citations here 
refer to the New Delhi publication). 
59 1'his is the first of the two nunc arcs held in successi\ e\ cars. Barbara Metcalf has the sears 
wrong and lists them as 1875 and 1876, see. Ibid. M1orco\ er, Metcalf provides onl\ 
half a page or so 
on this, the first of the t\w debates, while spends about eight hagcs on the second 
debate. 
2(º(, 
1300-01/1881, but published from the Mujtaba-i Press in Delhi in 1311/1894 - 
Metcalf also cites this biography but a different, undated, version published from 
Deoband and the page numbers of her quotes and references from this source differ 
from the one I use; and finally, there is an undated pamphlet written by Maulana 
Qasim Nanautäwi, which was written a day-and-a-half before the first of the two 
munüzaras at Chandapur in 1876 where it was intended to be read by him and other 
Muslims, entitled Hujjat-ul Islam, published by the Madrasa-i Islamia at Deoband. 
Muhammad Hashim Ali, overseer of the Hashmi Press at Meerut, and Muhammad 
l-Iayat, overseer Ziai Press also at Meerut, both of whom were present at the 
munäzara, promised to give a `detailed and full', `completely truthful and honest', 
account for those who seek the truth. They began their detailed account of the 
encounter of the ulema of the Muslims, Hindus and Christians, by presenting the 
background of the events which lead to the mun5zara. 60 
Father Knowles, called an `Angrez Padri' in the accounts, from Shahjahanpur, and, 
and Munshi Pyarela1,61 Kabirpanthi, resident of mauza Chandapur about five or six 
kos from Shahjahanpur, both together, in 1876 organised a mela. called the Mela 
Khudashanasi, in Chandapur, which was on the mouth of the river Garra. The date 
was 7 May and advertisements about this mela were sent far and wide. The purpose 
of the mela was evident from its name itself (the Festival of the Knowledge of God), 
but in order to make it further clear that its actual purpose was religious discourse 
((ahgiy rnu h(rhr), the advertisements invited people from all religions to come and 
give arguments in support of their religion. 
Me authors of' the account stated, that 'from those who speak the truth'. they found 
out that Maulana Muhammad Qasim Nanautäwi, resident of Nanautäwa in district 
60 Gu/t-gi -e- . tlu_hahi, jo magäm 
Shahjahanpur Hindu o . 
tIusalman our Ei. saiti'on ke ('lema ne ki, 
(111i: V aclia A cla Khuclasha/icisi, N. latba-e Ziai, Meerut, 129, /1876 (henceforth 
Gufi-gir). 
61 Munshi P% are lal, a rdis of the area, \v as the real host of the munCi_an a and e\ er\ one was pro\ ided 
food and boarding and lodging by him. 
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Saharanpur, was informed of the mela in the following manner: \Iaulvi Ilahi Baksh, 
who was also known as Maulvi Rangeen Barelvi. who was active 'day and night' in 
proselytising against the Christians, informed Maulei Muhammad Muneer who was 
the mudarris of the Government school in Bareilly about the mela, who then wrote to 
his `brother', Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi, and informed him about the advertisement 
and said that he must come and participate. 62 
At that time Maulana Qasim Nanautdw wrote back saying that he could not say- 
whether he would attend or not, but he asked his brother to let him know about the 
nature of the munCizara and about the possibility of altercation or dispute taking 
place. There was no reply to this letter but another letter from Shahjahanpur arrived 
requesting Maulana Qasim's participation. 63 As soon as that letter arrived the 
Maulana left his home on foot and spent one night at Deoband and then moved on, 
spending another night each in Muzaffarnagar and Meerut, and then reached Delhi. 
Maulvi Muhammad Muneer's answer arrived there, and he wrote with reference to 
Maulvi Abdul I lai, Inspector Police Shahjahanpur, who had said that this is a useless 
unproductive exercise and that there is no need for the ulema to come. As a 
consequence of this letter, Maulana Qasim lost interest but as a precaution, \\ rote a 
letter to Shahjahanpur saying that although he had invited him, Maulvi Muhammad 
Muneer wrote thus, that is why he was concerned and was unclear, and so requested 
an answer in some detail. In reply to this, on 4 May, first there was a telegraphic 
message which arrived, which stated that its was important that he attend. and after 
this a letter arrived which said that Maulvi Abdul Hai had made a mistake and that he 
must come and bring along Maulvi Savvid Abu al Mansoor Sahib because Padri 
Kno\\ les, who was a great linguist and orator, claimed that there was no real contest 
between the religion of Christ and the religion of Muhammad. 
62 (iutr-gu, p. 2-3. 
°' It is not clear who this letter is from, but it must have come from the organizers. 
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Following this, %, Iaulana Qasim decided to participate, and on 5 `l, -I\ after the (isha) 
prayers at night, Maulvi Fakhar ul Hasan of Gangoh, Maulei Nlahmood Hasan of 
Deoband, and Maulvi Rahimullah of Bijnor arrived by train. From there as promised, 
Maulvi Sayyid Abu al Mansoor Sahib Dehlavi ' imam fann munäzara ahle kitab ' 
along wvith Maulvi Sayyid Ahmad Ali Sahib Dehlavi and Mir Haider Ali sahib 
Dehlavi, went along, and all of them together boarded the 11 o'clock train which 
arrived in Shahjahanpur after mid afternoon (asr) on 6 May. 
Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi decided to spend the night at a sarai in Shahjahanpur and 
to arrive next morning at the designated place for the munazara: hence he left all his 
companions and along with Maulvi Mahmood Hasan quietly vent into the town to 
find a sarai. However some people found out and around 2 o'clock at night came to 
the . sarai and 
despite his polite protests, the Maulvi Sahib had to go to their house. 
Along with everyone else, Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi, after the morning prayer left 
on foot for Chandapur, where the tents had already been installed. Maulvi 
Muhammad Tahir better known as Moti Mian, a ra'is of Shahjahanpur, who was 
from the lineage of Maulvi Madan Sahib who was from the Mashaheer Ulema I-lind 
and ww loo was an honorary magistrate, was made the overseer by the government. 64 
The discussion was to be held in a huge tent (a: im o vasih). and it was designed in 
such a manner that there was a table kept in the middle, and in front on both sides it 
had chairs, on one side the Christian padris sat and on the other, the ulema from 
Islam, and on one side Moti Mian sat down with pen and paper and started writing 
the rules of the inuna_urca, and \\Tote some questions and answers and took some 
oen ral notes as Nvel1. 
[he rules that NN ere agreed to were as follows: each participant would stand up and 
say his sermon based on the truth of his religion; after that, participants from the 
`, -I Moti Mian, along with Na\al Kishore and Deputy Collector Imdadul All and nman\ others, played a 
supporti's e role in the development of the Agra College. cf., Siergu: asht Agra College, Agra, 1886. 
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other side would raise their objections. The period of the munüLE-J'ara had been 
decided earlier, as two days, but before the munäzara began. an hour or two earlier. 
due to the insistence of Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi, Father Knowles with the consent 
of Munshi Pyarelal, promised to have the munczara for three days, and the time for 
the sermon was agreed to 15 minutes, and 10 minutes for questions and answers. 
Until someone had not finished their full speech and had sat down, no one was 
permitted to agree to, or disagree with, their speech. Maulana Qasim Nanautaw tried 
his utmost to have the time for the sermon extended and said that in this time-frame 
the truth about one's religion could hardly be stated, but the Christians did not agree. 
And, although the participants were supposedly three groups, the Muslims, Hindus 
and the Christians, this Urdu tract written by two Muslim ulema tells us that 
`actually, the real guft-gü took place between the Muslims and the Christians'. 65 
After the introductions, Father Knowles (barre padri sahib) stood up and spoke 
about the truth of his religion and in favour of the Bible, saying that there was one 
God and hence there should be one religion, that its obligations, duties and laws 
should be well advertised, and because these were God's instructions, they should be 
made available in every language and plastered in every gall, kucha, thana, choii'ki. 
lie then continued saying that `we see that except for the Bible and other sacred 
books, no books [of other religions] are published on the same scale and are made 
available to everyone. It has been translated into 200-250 languages, and obviously, 
under such circumstances, everyone has the opportunity to understand it'. 66 Father 
Knowles continued, that `unlike the Muhammadi religion, we do not include anyone 
in our religion by force (bäzor-e shamsheer), but instead through love and 
understanding, through softness, we draw them to our religion'. 67 The authors of the 
I irdu tract stated that his was a long speech, but give it only eight lines in their text. 
(; rift-gu, p. 4 
bb Ibid., p. s. 
67 Ibid. 
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The two authors of this -truthful and detailed' account of this muncrzara stated that 
Maulana Qasim Nanautaw had come to the munazuru 'although he had no prior 
intention to say anything himself, and provided four-and-a-half pages on his (first of 
many) sermons, which was mainly about the unity of God. against the Trinit\ with 
God having no equal, and stating that one could only pray to God and no one can be 
equated with Him. 68 He said that only God was worthy of our devotion and no one 
else; especially Christ and Ram and Krishna could not be considered to be worthy of 
worship since they were dependent on food and drink, urinated and defecated, and 
were forced to face death and disease. God must be one who was free from all such 
things, and could not be dependent or constrained by such things as urinating and 
defecation, for such a being could not be God. 69 Maulana Qasim continued his 
speech saying that God could only be One and that one's reason (aql) allowed for 
only one God. Father Knowles, to the great disappointment of the ahle-Islam, 
interrupted the speech saying that the fifteen minutes were up. 
Father Knowles stood up and complained that Maulana Qasim did not elaborate on 
the attributes of his own religion, but raised objections on his religion and avoided 
the specific topics under discussion. An exchange took place between Maulei Ahmad 
All of Nagina, who was a lawyer at the Shahjahanpur courts and some Indian (desi) 
Padris who, according to the two authors, bored everyone present in the jalsa by 
incessant chatter (sab ahle jalsa ke kin khae). Allegations were made by one of these 
padris Mauladad Khan, who gave an 'obnoxious. meaningless' speech in %\hich he 
insulted the Prophet Muhammad. The Muslims there felt that these were underhand 
68 I'he interesting thing to note is that Maulana Qasim Nanautä i referred to God as the more general 
and 'secular' Khuduu, rather than the specifically Muslim God, Allah. 
01) The reference to urinating and defecation occurs in numerous places in the speeches of Maulana 
Qasim NanautJi i. not just in this text but in his other writings as well. Here. Father Knowles 
interrupted the speech and asked Maulana Qasim Nanautd i to please not use the words 'urination 
and defecation' vvith regard to Christ. M1aulana Qasim replied that if ou felt that he was being 
insultin to\N arils Christ, he informed him that as a prophet of Islam he \\ as re\ tired by \luslims. 
Mauls i Muhammad Tahir ruf' Moti Mian suggested that Maulana Qasim not use urination and 
defecation but use `softer' more acceptable terms, to which Maulana Qasim Nanautä\' i h, +J no 
objection. 
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tactics for they could not make derogatory remarks about Christ who was also a 
Prophet of Islam. In this little exchange in which a Hindu. Ajodhv. a Prasad. also 
spoke for a long while, he said that no one should use derogatory remarks about 
anyone's prophets, after which Father Knowles apologised on Mauladad's behalf. 
The two authors of the report of the meeting said that there `is not much to report 
what was said by people, except that it is worth writing that except for Padri 
Knowles, there was no one worthy of discussion amongst the Christians' 70. 
The first day of the jalsa came to an end at 2 pm, and according to the Report. the 
Muslims spent the evening praising their own speakers recounting how \vell thc\ had 
done. The two recorders of the 'truthful' account of the mum-Lara stated, that in the 
town and thereabouts, people started discussing the encounter saying that the 
Muslims had won. Because of this, the next day many more turned up to watch and 
listen. The Muslim ulema spent the evening conducting sermons amongst those who 
had come and stayed in the tents provided. Maulana Qasim also took notes along the 
way and said that `we should write down our discussions so that if there is an 
opportunity the next day, then we should stand up and read my written words (tahrir) 
along with the speech'. 71 
The next day, although the meeting was to start at 9 am, long before the start, there 
was hardly a chair vacant in the tent where the meeting was to take place; people 
kept pouring in, in their shauq-e guft-gü; the tents were over flowing with people, 
and the police were required to prevent any more people from coming in. Despite 
the fact that it was very hot in early May, with the lü and the strong sun and with no 
shade, wherever the sound could travel and people could hear. there were just 
throngs of people. The authors wrote that had there been better conditions, '«who 
knows how many more Would have turned up'. 
2 
70 (; uft-gfi, p. 18. 
71 Ibid. 
7' Ibid., p. 21 
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After everyone had been accommodated in and around the tent. Father Knowles 
stood up, and as had been agreed to by all earlier, he said that that day from each 
party, five people would be nominated to speak, and unlike the day earlier, no one 
would be allowed to speak out of turn. From the Hindus, five people were also 
chosen, but some amongst them suggested that since they had different sects, they 
should have five speakers from each sect, and this was accepted. ; after presenting the 
changed laws and regulations/rules of the encounter, the ahle Islam reminded the 
padri that he still owed them an answer to yesterday's objections, and they needed 
their reply first. Despite numerous accusations from the Muslims, Father Knowles 
felt that one should move on and discuss new issues. 
Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi spoke about tauhid, (the unity of God) although the 
writers of the report stated that they `do not remember what he said, but we think the 
summary was similar to what he said the first day', but he also said that Muslims 
were united at that level where they consider Muhammad most venerable and after 
God, know him next. 73 After that he gave a speech which was similar to the one he 
made on the first day. Then there was a discussion on prophet-hood and miracles, on 
who was a prophet and whether miracles came before prophet-hood or after. The two 
authors write that 
while this speech was going on, the audience was completely spell-bound and 
captivated, everyone was engrossed in what Nlaulvvi Sahib was saying, some 
had tears in their eyes, others showed that they were completely 
dumbfounded and surprised by what was being said. Even the padris were 
engrossed. When everyone was informed that the time was up. people \ý c re 
every disappointed and Maulana Qasim said that he has to stop due to a time 
constraint, but would have spoken till the evening if allow cd to, and said. 
"what I have said is only a drop in a huge ocean* . 
ý' 
Ibid, p. 22. 
Ibid, p. 25. 
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The discussion continued on lauhid and on Trinity, and the question of destiny was 
raised by Father Knowles. His thirty minute speech is summarised in one page. while 
Maulana Qasim's replies to these issues take up four pages. It is only towards the end 
of the `truthful account' that one hears the voice of the Hindu pandits. However. the 
read from a text written in the nagri script and spoke in Sanskrit and few people, 
including the writers of the account, understood what had been said. -, 
This reference to Sanskrit is important, as I show below, in the Second Chandapur 
muna-Dara as well, the pandits are said to have spoken in Sanskrit which, apparently 
no one understood'. Yet, the account of another munazara. one held in Nlauza 
Kaseer near Danpur, as late as in 1898, when the Hindi-Urdu controversy had 
developed considerably, provides different reading. 76 This munazara between 
Dayanandi Arya Samajists and Muslims, in which, we are told hundreds, if not 
thousands of Hindus and Muslims attended from near and far, from around Danpur 
and from Choti Kaseer and Barri Kaseer, included amongst the agreed to rules and 
regulations of the jalsa, that the `discussion will take place in the Urdu language'. " 
This clause in the rules is interesting because the author of the account of the 
munCiDara stated that there were more Hindus present at the jalsa than there \\ere 
Muslims. We might note that, the account of the niieiiti: ara stated that the Muslims 
won the debate `by a huge margin' and that there was no contest, the participants 
were said to have left the arena `singing the praises of the Muslims and were ver\ 
happy'. Little had changed in the way Muslims reported the mimCizara in a quarter of 
a century. 
While the formal inunmr_aru ended, it seems that many more informal exchanges took 
place between the Muslims, primarily Nlaulana Qasim Nanautäw i and Father 
Knowles, and the authors of the Guft-Kra-c Mu_lwbi added this additional information 
Is Ibid, p. 37. 
76 1lamcedullah Khan Ganori, .1 
fuhahisa .1 /anca 
Kasccr, I , 16 1898. 
77 Ibid, p. 1. 
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about happenings after the mun5zara was over to their account. According to them, 
Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi and Father Knowles met later, and the latter asked the 
Maulana who he was and where he was from. \laulana Qasim told Father Kno\\ les 
that his (real) name (tarikhi norm) was Khursheed Hussain and he lived in District 
Saharanpur, and that he really liked his [Padri Knowles'] akhlaq [ethics' virtues]. A 
huge crowd had gathered around Maulana Qasim, Muslims as well as Hindus, and 
according to this account, they were all saying to each other, that the: 'nlh lungs vale 
maulvi ne padriyon ko khub mat di' - the Maulvi wearing the blue lungi has most 
certainly defeated the Christian fathers. The Hindu pandits and Nlaulana Qasim 
exchanged pleasantries with each other and both said that they should consider each 
others' points of view. Maulana Qasim suggested that they should meet every fifteen 
days and discuss each other's religion, a proposal to which the pandits agreed. Moti 
Mian also joined the group and said that the padris were saying that while the 
Maulana was opposed to them, the truth is that they had never heard such speeches 
or such discussion. 
After the end of the jalsa Maulana Qasim Nanaut5wi told Moti Mian that he ý\ anted 
to meet Father Knowles alone to invite him to join the folds of Islam. Ile \vent to his 
tent and praised him about his morals and manners and asked him to repent from 
Christianity and accept the religion of Muhammad. Kno« les did not say anything in 
reply. Maulana Qasim said he should pray to God to show him the true path. Father 
Knowles thanked him for thinking about me and taking the trouble ... 
I will think 
about \\ hat you have said' and both parted company. 78 
The 'truthful' account ended by giving accounts of people who were there saving, 
amongst other things, that they had never heard such an ätlun amongst the Muslims. 
A padri said that no one, including Father Knowwles. %\as able to reply to \laulana 
Qasim, and that is \\ h\ he kept quiet too. Another padri said that 'I have been to lots 
-Is 40. GtiJt-ýýir, p. 
, jr, 
of such jalsas and participated in them with lots of ulema of Islam and have had 
discussions with them, but never have I heard such speeches or met an älim such as 
this, a thin, emaciated, ordinary man, wearing dirty clothes, who doesn't even look 
like an d1im'. 79 
The Second Chandapur Muno zara of 187780 
The account of the second Mela Khudashanasi held in Chandapur, first tells us how 
the muni zara the year earlier, ' came to be held. Munshi Pyarelal Kabirpanthi and 
Padri Knowles, `who was until last year the Master of the Mission School in 
Shahjahanpur and had now been transferred to Kanpur, decided to hold a munäzara 
where issues of faith could be discussed between Hindus, Christians and Muslims'. 8' 
In fact, the writers of the account said, that the proposal to hold the Mela 
Khudashanasi, actually came from the well-wishers of Munshi Pyarelal, who, they 
found, `was coming under the influence of Padri Knowles and was turning to 
Christianity'. They convinced him to organise such a munäzara of ulema from 
different religions and people from far and near ought to be gathered so that there 
could be some religious debate which was bound to benefit all. He took permission 
from the Collector Magistrate Shahjahanpur, and held the mela on 7 May in the 
prime of summer. The result of that jalsa had become obvious to everyone that 
Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi in his blue lungi had reigned supreme and the entire 
world knew that he was victorious in the encounter, and the account of the jalsa had 
been published in Guft-gü e Mazhabi. 
79 Ibid., p. 41. 
80 Although Barbara Metcalf has the wrong year for this second encounter and uses a different text 
compared to the one I use here, the contents of both seem to be identical, cf., Barbara Metcalf, 
Islamic 
Revival. Hence, I do not repeat the theological contents of this discussion, but provide other 
information pertinent to my own analysis which is not given in Metcalf s account. 
81 Mubahisa Shahjahanpur 1299, (about the general gathering between Maulana Qasim Nanautäv, i, 
Pandit Dayanand, Munshi Inderman, and Padri Scott expert of the Bible, and Padri Knowles sahib, 
etc, held at Shahjahanpur in 1295, is based on the thorough account of Maulvi 
Mahmood Hasan and 
Maulvi Fakhrul Hasan), Ahmadi Ahsankhan Ahmad Press, 26 Rabiul Awal 1300, pp 96. Henceforth, 
A-fubahisa. 
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The success of the jalsa last year. whet the appetite of everyone and made every one 
demand a melu -every year'. Hence, this year. March 19 and 20 were suggested, and 
Munshi Pyarelal sent advertisements near and far and invited those ulema who had 
participated in the jalsa in the previous year as well; apart from them, he also sent 
advertisements and letters to famous scholars telling them about the event. He eN en 
printed advertisements in newspapers. 82 Apart from this, it was rumoured that this 
time well known entities would be participating. According to this account, `laulana 
Qasim Nanautäwi and Maulvi Abu al Mansoor had decided not to attend because 
they thought that this would be a waste of time. However. when they realised that 
this gathering would be addressed by well-known and famous pandits who knew the 
vedas, they thought that if they did not attend, people would not think kindly of 
them. 83 
The timings and format of the jalsa had been decided earlier, but when Maulana 
Qasim arrived in Chandapur on 18 March at the time of the muna ara, he found te%ý 
tents standing and no sign of the padris. He was surprised that the time of the jalsa 
\\ aas upon them but no one there to debate; the able Islam gathered around their 
designated tent, and sat down in the shade of the trees. In the meanwhile, Moti Nlian, 
honorary magistrate came along and after welcoming the Muslims, started 
preparations for the jalsa. It must have been around 9 am when the first couple of 
padris came along, and instead of 7.30 as originally intended, people gathered in the 
tents for discussion by around 10 o'clock. 84 It was first decided that from all three 
groups, a few people would be selected who would sit down and determine the rules 
of the discussion, after which the guft-gü would begin. From the Muslim side, 
Nlaulana Qasim Nanautäwi and Maulei Abdul Majeed, from the padris Padri 
Kno\v les and Padri Walker. and from the Hindus Pandit Dav anand Saraswati and 
Ibid, p. 4. 
Ibid. 
84 Ibid, p. -. 
'j7 
Munshi Inderman were selected, and Moti Mian was once again the main inohtamim 
(supervisor) jalsa. 85 
Padri Knowles suggested that for everyone's sermon and for question and answers. 
five minutes should be allocated, a suggestion to which the Muslims objected to, 
saying that this was too short. There was a lot of debate on this issue, but no 
consensus. Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi stormed out of the meeting saying that they 
had wasted three hours on this issue and that they didn't listen to anyone. Moti Nlian 
accused the Hindus and Christians of conspiring against the Muslims. After this 
Munshi Pyarelal went to Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi and apologised saying that he 
too was helpless and that Padri Knowles did not even listen to him, but he hoped that 
Maulana Qasim would listen to him. The Maulana accepted, reluctantly, but said that 
he had a complaint against him, that while being the host of the jalsa, he took the 
sides of the Christians when he should have considered everyone equally. 86 
After discussions about the duration for each speaker, there was further discussion on 
which topic would be discussed first. All agreed that they would begin by talking 
about God's `person' and being. Then Munshi Pyarelal wrote in Urdu on a paper and 
presented it to all, saying that these five questions were presented from his side for 
discussion and the answer to these should be given first. Those questions were 1) 
how, why, when and with what, did God (panmashar) make the world? 2) is the 
paninashar's being complete? 3) panmashar is just and forgiving: how can he be 
both'' 4) what is the proof that the Vaid, Quran and Bible are the word of God`? 5) 
what is salvation and how can it be sought? 87 
Fhe participants of the jalsa accepted that they would reply to these questions. but the 
audience had swollen to so many, that there was neither place to stand nor sit in the 
8` lbid, p. 6. 
S`' Ibid, p. 6-7. 
", Ibid, p. S. 
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tent and that is why the jalsa had to be uprooted and they all went to the ground 
outside the tent. 88 If the discussions on how long each speaker would speak for went 
on for half the day, the other half was taken up by bickering over the order of 
speakers, with the Muslims saying that they should speak last since theirs Xvas the 
youngest religion. Nevertheless, the written reports of both the munczarcis show, as 
always, that it was the Muslims who were the most agreeable of the three participants 
and so agreed to start first. 
As many as 28 pages of the Mubahisa reproduced Maulana Qasim Nanautäxvi's 
speech which went on for one hour, which was primarily on the issue of the unit\ 
and oneness of God in contrast to the notion of Trinity. Another theme in this long 
speech was about the attributes and greatness of the Prophet Muhammad, and his 
superiority over the earlier prophets. Maulana Qasim also used the contemporary 
argument that since Lord Northbrook was replaced by Lord Lytton, and as one 
Collector is by another, the latter's injunctions and rules carry more wweight, 
relevance and significance than the formers; hence, Muhammad prevailed over 
Moses and Christ. 89 
After Maulana Qasim Nanautä i was asked to sit down, the Christian Padri 
Muhiyuddin Peshawari stood up and had a short exchange (as per agreed to rules for 
the question and answer session) with the Maulana. After this exchange, Padri 
Muhivuddin, who later that year converted to Islam, started a debate on what all was 
in the Quran and what in the Bible and the Torah. This intervention was to have a 
crucial bearing on the rest of the m un7(-r_ara and on this one point alone, the Muslims 
could easily gloat and celebrate their victory. The Muslims were able to pro\ e- by 
producing a cop), of the Bible printed in Mirzapur in 1870 - that the Bible had been 
88 Barbara Metcalf Nmtes that both the debates \\ere held on the grounds of the mission school 
(Barbara Metcalf. l. vlwnic Reviva/, p. -122). 
None of the sources I hay c seen state this. 
89 
: Iluhcahrsa. P. 
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corrupted. By this master swoop, the Muslims had proven that the Christian religion 
was untruthful, falsified. 90 
The second day of the munazara began at 7.30 am «vith all tents overflowing with the 
audience. The beginning of the day, once again, began with negotiations and 
renegotiations of how long each person would speak for, which questions would be 
raised first, and who was to begin answering questions first. 91 Nevertheless, the 
sermons and questions and answers began, with Padri Scott, Maulana Qasim 
Nanautäwi and Pandit Dayanand Saraswati ('who used a lot of Sanskrit words which 
... very 
few people would have understood' [savae do char admiyoii ke ... un 
ka 
matlab koi na samjhta ho ga], 92 all making arguments and raising objections on each 
other. Much of the rest of the Mubahisa contains the speeches of Maulana Qasim 
Nanautaw and shows how he floored all his opponents in style and argument. 93 
However, it is the account of events after the end of the 1111/1ni: a 'C! which are 
described in the Mubähisa, which are of particular interest in the construction of 
myth and identity, to which I now turn. 
Reproduction: Print, Myth, Identity 
As I argue in the previous chapter, Muslims surely knew the power of print and used 
it to their advantage in many ways. The numerous publications around the Mela 
Khudashanasi which emerged very soon after the event, only reinforce the use made 
o! print and of print capitalism. 94 The veritable, blow-by-blow, account of the first 
90 Ibid, p. 46. 
lbid, p. 53. 
Ibid, p. 64. 
Ibid, p. 66 ff.. 
94 In a footnote above, I identit\ three texts on the Ntcla Khudashanasi which were published 
immediately after the t\\o nrunn_aras, and t\w others which are likely to ha\e been published soon 
after. Nloreo\ er, man\ later pamphlets on the mri, rci_ara. c ha\ e also been published: \luhammad \i, rm 
`)asim, in his doctoral dissertation entitled . 1/aulana . 
IIu17Um/nad QUsim . 
Vanautänwwi, Islamic Studies, 
. 
\li,,, arh Muslim University, Aligarh, 1988, has a reference to two tracts both entitled . 
11uhahisa 
Shcahjcallcanpur, N\ ith one published in Deoband in 1334/1916. and the other as recent as 
19,7. 
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Mela Khudashanasi was published within a few months of the encounter in 
1293/1876, under the title Guft-gü-e Mazhabi, and is referred to on a number of 
occasions in the publication about the next year's munizara. the Aürbcihiso 
Shahjahanpur 1299. 
Both the Guft-gü and the Mubahisa are supposed to be 'truthful' eyewitness accounts 
of a religious dialogue between scholars from Islam. Christianity and Hinduism, but 
there is little doubt that not only are both almost exclusively the account of the 
dispositions and sermons of the Muslims alone, but moreover, are almost exclusively 
the speeches and account of Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi. The fifteen minute or hour 
long speeches and sermons of Padri Knowles, for example. `get a mere page, while 
Maulana Qasim gets extended, almost exclusive, space in both accounts. Clearly, 
both publications emerge as promoting Maulana Qasim and act as publicity stunts. 
Written by Muslims who were present at the two encounters, the accounts always 
portray the Muslims as agreeable and accommodating, and the Christians as 
disruptive, conspiratorial, stubborn and time-wasters. The Hindus are a mere side- 
show in the accounts, but they too are seen to be in cahoots with the Christians. 
Christians are usually dismissed at an intellectual level where it was shown that they 
were not able to respond to the points raised by Maulana Qasim. For example. while 
the Muslim interventions are supposed to be scholarly and perceptive with the %% hole 
audience listening, the padris were shown to be people who had little of substance to 
say, \\ here in one context they were said to have merely wasted time - sah uhle jalse 
ke kern khae `' -- the Muslims, however, only made pertinent 
interventions. The 
padris \\ ere supposed to have used under-hand tactics. such as raising the issue of 
fate, \\hich Muslims were unable to answer. Moreover, in both accounts, the 
Christians were shown as running scared, hiding from the Muslim ulema 'khu la juw 
kahcm jinn chuivivc' haithe thai. and were said to have dispcrscd 
from both 
G, u/i-gri, p. 
ý'ý1 
encounters leaving their books behind `maidun mein kitabain chore kar bhüg ý(, 
In every sense, in the accounts written by the Muslims, not surprisingly, the Muslims 
were seen in a far better light than were the Christians or the Hindus. humiliating 
them. 
If the actual dates of the Mela Khudashanasi remain a matter of confusion, the fact 
that many of the `truthful' accounts from the first munäzara reproduced in (Jufi-gig 
were reproduced almost verbatim in the published account of the second 
only adds to our greater confusion of when fact becomes fiction. While it very \\ ell 
could be that it was a coincidence, or that it was actual thought-through strategy, that 
the Muslims (Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi, in particular) had decided to say similar 
things in the second year to what he had in the first, the similarity in the published 
text certainly does raise eyebrows. 96 The notion of the `fixity of print', gets a ne\\ 
meaning in this regard. Moreover, this problem is aggravated when we consider the 
third published text on the Mela Khudashanasi. 
The Preface of the Hujjat-ul Islam, written by Maulana Qasim Nanautä i, %ý as 
important because it tells us why this tract was written. 97 It gave an account of the 
first mu, ui: ara of 1876, and stated that Maulana Qasim had no idea about how the 
discussion would take place and how arguments would be presented. Hence, as a 
precaution, it dawned upon him, that each and every argument which related to the 
principle of Islam, and especially those related to the debate, ought to be written 
down according to reasonable and logical principles (gav(-11'd aglia) and the 
arguments should be strong so that any sensible person (agil munsaj) would not have 
96 dust one example of many \\ould suffice to bring, out the point. In the account cif the 1876 
nun i t, ra, Gu/r-gu, he is said to have said, that it is nonsensical to call Christ, Ram or Krishna deities 
because they \\ ere dependent on food and drink, and had to urinate and defrcate, and fall ill and die 
(p. 13). In the numa ezrca a \ear later, as recorded in 11ubcihisa, Maulana Qasini stated that that 
neither Christ nor Ram nor Krishna \\ ere worth\ of being deities because they were dependent on 
food and drink, and had to urinate and defecate, and fell ill and died (p. 16). 
97 Hujjatul [v/ mr, Mtatba-e Ahmadi. Aligarh, nd, pp 74. Henceforth, Hujjat. 
ýýý 
a problem in understanding the arguments and would have no reason to dispute 
them. 98 
The Preface stated, that there was very limited time, under extreme duress. probably 
in one full day and that too at night [or part of an evening]. Maulana Qasim wrote 
this substantial document (jäme tehrir). In the jalsa he spoke about the topics which 
he had written down, and he said that he had written about the truth of Islam, which 
had to be stated verbally since he did not have the opportunity to read out the written 
text. 99 But, when the Maulana returned triumphantly from that mela, he thought it 
would be a good idea to publish this text, and that it would be \, cry important and 
useful to distribute it. The text was addressed to the participants of the jalsa and 
opened with: `aye hazrinjalsa ... 
' 100 
This written text is extremely dense in places and one wonders how any of the ämrn 
log present at Chandapur could have understood the Maulana's language. It is very 
different - complex and complicated - compared to the two more popular texts 
written (by others) as accounts of the two munazarsa. To comprehend Hi jjat 
requires a fair deal of understanding, intelligence and learning. to follow and 
appreciate the arguments made in the text. 101 However, the themes of Hujjat were 
more or less the same as those that were actually raised at the two rnu i ur: aras, but 
perhaps, suspiciously identical at times. 102 
`8 lbid, p. 1. 
99 Ibid, p. 1. 
100 Ibid, p. 1. 
101 This difference in the written text and the spoken, is in some Nva%s similar to that of writin`2 in 
Latin and speaking in the vernaculars in the Middle Ages in Europe, where both forms required a 
different languaý, e altogether. cf Walter Ong, 'Orality, Literacy and Medieval Textualization', \e 
Litertn"i' History, Vol 16, No 1, Autumn 1984. 
1°' The fact that Hujjat was published and available may also suggest that the different types of 
publications were meant for different audiences haying different impacts. For example, the two 
e\ewwitness accounts are similar in \vriting st\le and easier to comprehend than is Hiijjat; the easiest 
and most simple of all is Nlaulana Qasim Nanautd\vi's biography, his Sauahn-e C'mri, which seem to 
be written for a far wider and äm: loge audience. 
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The importance of the Mela Khudashanasi in the broader chronology of a particular 
Muslim narrative, a few years after the two encounters, and particularly with regard 
to Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi, one of the founders of the Deoband school, is 
underscored by its mention in one of the Maulana's earliest (but short) biographies. 
Much of the Maulana's Savahn-e Umri is about the activities and events in his life. 
but the Mela Khudashanasi must have been an important event to get sufficient 
mention. 103 This 32 page biography contains two full pages on the N la 
Khudashanasi. The biography spoke in the same victorious tone ridiculing the 
opposition, stating that Maulana Qasim spoke about the unity of God 'in such a . N-ay 
that the audience was floored completely', after discussions on tahrif, the padris ran 
from the jalsa in such a manner that they were nowhere to be found ... and even 
left 
some of their books behind'. 104 The biography continued, that the Maulana returned 
triumphantly from the jalsa' and as a consequence of the two encounters, 'common 
people (ämm makhlüq) came to know what a person of stature this was'. 105 
The biography of Maulana Qasim presents a very different picture of the man who 
took part in the munJzaras. His biographer shows him largely as an introverted, 
reserved, withdrawn, reticent man, a scholar and an aim, and certainly not a public 
speaker. His performance at the two munär: aras as accounted by eyewitnesses, seems 
to give a somewhat different picture, of a man who was a mesmerising speaker and 
\\! ho, at times, got angry and was forceful, as we see him in discussions over time- 
allocation issues. Moreover, as I argue, Maulana Qasim's communicating styles 
seems to differ w\, ' idely when he wrote compared to when he was speaking. 
l'he two eyewitness accounts seemed to suggest that there were hundreds of people 
who vv ere present at each munazuru. At the second encounter. we are told that the 
103 
S111'(111-Ch Llllui, of rlaulana Qasim Nanautäwi. b\ Mauls 1 Muhammad Yaqoob sahib 
Nanaut5wi, 
hu. c-h ul irs/lcrcJ, I{azrat Mtaulana Nlaulvi Haflz Muhammad Abdul 
Ahad sahib, Ziqad 1311, \latba-e 
Nlujtabai, Delhi, 1894. 
104 Ibid., p. 24. 
105 Ibid. 
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audience came from Shahjahanpur, Deoband, \leerut. Delhi. Khorjah. Sabnehal. 
Muradabad, Rampur, Bareilly and Talhar. Both accounts tell of ho« space was also 
limited and the tents were bursting at the seams. This was Baylv's Indian ecumene 
where 
it was not only men of power who participated in the literary activities of the 
ecumene. The egalitarian traditions of the Islamic lands and the community 
sensibilities of Indian cities encouraged ordinary artisans and people of the 
bazaars to aspire to eminence as poets or commentators. The form of the 
language was inclusive; it mirrored and even helped to stimulate the rapid 
social mobility which was characteristic of post-Mughal north India. '06 
It is also worth exploring the idea of 'spoken writing' \v ith regard to reproducing 
lectures and munäzara into the printed form, where although someone spoke, another 
person, either who was present at the niiin i: ura or lecture, or someone much later, 
transcribed the talk for posterity. The question of authorial authority, and \v ho- 
actually-said-what, becomes important in this regard - an issue which is also raised 
in the previous chapter - especially since so many oral presentations were 
transcribed into print. This may also have given rise to the issue of a 'copyright of 
ideas', as when given creative license, perhaps more was added to the text than was 
actually originally stated, especially when multiple texts of a single event, as the case 
of the Chandapur munazara shows, were produced by different authors. 
There is a huge corpus of Lekcharon ka majmua (collection of lectures) as %v ell Llý 
other talks and inumi-m"a in the archive, much of which was written by someone 
other than the speakers themselves. For example, one of Sayv id Ahmad Khan's most 
famous lectures, the one against the Indian National Congress. was transcribed by 
someone else. The transcriber said that this lecture was delivered orall\ and then was 
written down by him. '°' Nlunshi Sirajuddin. who compiled 78 lectures of Say\ id 
106 ý' :A Bav Iv, Empire and p. 196. 
lo, Indian 
.ý ýrtronct! 
Corr ýrcýss i ur . til rcl . 
4hmad Khan ka Lecture: Hamori ycnrm ko nisbat political 
anno, . caIianat 
k1' Ava tarieia iklrtiar karna chahive9. published as a pamphlet in numerous places. 
including Kanpur (not dated), Amritsar 30 April 1888. 
ýý; 
Ahmad Khan stated, that he always used to speak without notes, continuously 
without breaks, and did not write down his speeches to read them out. Munshi 
Sirajuddin told us that he requested Sayyid Ahmad to write his lectures so that they 
would not be wasted, but this limited the Sayyid's ability to speak extempore and in 
an oratorical style. 108 Similarly, Sayyid Ahmad's tour of the Punjab in 1884, was 
recorded by Sayyid Iqbal Ali, who stated that all the lectures were given orally, 'but I 
tried to transcribe, word-by-word, everything that he said. I believe that I have 
accomplished this task', and he wanted all to learn what the Sayyid had said. 109 
Writing about the older tradition of qissas (story-telling), Muhammad Yamin Parvez 
has informed us about how the oral and written, often had different content. He 
argues, that `although written qissas are composed of the same traditional narrative 
elements used in oral tales, there is no reason to believe that any written qissa exactly 
resembles any actual oral performance'. ' 10 
Before one concludes this chapter, it is important to bring to the fore, printed 
representations of the same events, by the non-Muslim participants to the munäzaras. 
This difference in representation of the same event, on very clearly partisan lines, is 
important for a couple of reasons. Firstly, it shows how the printed versions were 
addressing specific, fractured, audiences, with particular intentions and motivations. 
Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, it questions the whole event (or events) 
itself: how could two sets of eyewitness reports differ so markedly from each other? 
The difference between fact and fiction must surely be a very slim one. 
The Arya Samajists, who were seen to be completely peripheral in the Muslim 
narrative, also produced at least four tracts about the same event. One called 
108 Lekcharorr ka majmua, with a Preface by Munshi Sirajuddin Ahmad Sahib, Bilal Press, Sadhora, 
end December 1892. There is also an earlier version of the same, with fewer lectures, published bN the 
same press, in 1890. All the lectures in the 1890 edition are included in the 1892 one. 
yid Ahmad Khan ka safarnama-e Punjab, Aligarh Institute Press, Aligarh, 109 Sayyid lqbal Ali, Say 
1884, p. 2. 
110 Muhammad Yamin Parvez, `Urdu Chapekhane', Ajkal, 31, No. 8, March 1973. p. 155. 
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Satdharmvichar'll (A Triumph of Truth), was written by Bakhta«ar Singh in 
Urdu; 12 a second bilingual Hindi and Urdu version was also written by the same 
Bakhtawar Singh and had the same title, although was written in the Urdu script of 
naskh, rather than the other standard nastaliq; 113 a third English translation by Durga 
Prasad is called A Triumph of Truth, and included the autobiography and travels of 
Swami Dayanand; 114 Barbara Metcalf cites a fourth, but it is not clear when this was 
first written, whether this was written in Hindi or Sanskrit originally, or in what 
language it was translated into. ' 15 
The Arya Samajists did exactly what the Muslims did in their reproductions, by 
promoting their own representatives. For example, in Satdharmvichar, there is just a 
ten-line summary of Maulana Qasim's long speech, which contained some of the 
points which were to be found in the Muslim accounts. There is also a short account 
of the exchange between Padri Scott and the Maulana, but a huge majority of the 
tract is about what Swami Dayanand said, and about how well he spoke and how he 
triumphed in the mela. He emerges as a sober, knowledgeable, speaker, very much 
like the caricature of Maulana Qasim in the Muslim versions. In this version, the 
Christians turn to Maulana Qasim and said to him that, `the pandit can answer this 
question a thousand ways, and you and us, and thousands like us, even if we debate 
with him, he can still give a thousand replies. Hence, it is best not to persist with 
your point'. ' 16 Moreover, the tract stated that people said that while they had heard of 
1'' Bakhtawar Singh, Satdharmvichar (yäni Mubahisa mela Khudashanasi Chandapur jo 1871 main 
Swami Dayanand Sarasvati Sahib, Maulvi Maulana Qasim Sahib, o Padri Scott Sahib ke darmian 
huwa tha), Hazbe farmaish manager Vedic Press Ajmer ke Matba-e Gulshan Faiz Lucknow Maula 
Ganj main Chapa, Lucknow, 1897 [This could be a misprint], 1200 copies, 33 pp. 
112 He is supposed to have edited Aryadarpana, `a monthly religious publication of the Brahmist Ar a 
Samaj of Shahjahanpur in 1878', James Fuller Blumhardt, Catalogue of Urdu books in the India 
Office Library, 1800-1920, p. 282. 
113 Bakhtawar Singh, Satdharmvichar, Benares 1880, pp 38. 
114 Durga Prasad,. A Triumph of Truth, Lahore 1889, pp. 331. 
115 Metcalf cites the reference of `Bawa Arjan Singh, translator, Me/a Chandapur, edition revised 
by 
Bawa Chhajju Singh (Lahore, n. d., ca. 1903)', Metcalf, Islamic Revival, p. 223. 
116 Bakhtawar Singh, Satdharmvichar, p. 19. 
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Dayanand's speaking prowess.. he was a thousand times better' in real life. 117 The art 
of hagiography, it seems, was not restricted to the Muslims. and nor was the purpose 
of using the printed text to create myths and to build up reputations.. final point 
worth noting is, that while the Muslim tracts accused Dayanand of speaking in 
Sanskrit, the Urdu tracts by the Arya Samajists, reproduced his speeches in a\ erv- 
easy-to-follow Urdu, with just a few Sanskrit words included. 
In many ways, it is interesting to learn, that the 1876 and 1877 nniiinLaras, %v crc 
similar to the majlis of the 3/9 centuries in Baghdad. For one, many of the identical 
themes - about the Trinity, tahrif, etc - were being discussed between Christians and 
Muslims even after ten centuries. For another, as both Sidney Griffiths and .\ 
Talmon show, majlis/munäzara, i. e., religious debates, could easily turn into some 
form of entertainment. 118 Sara Strousma, dealing with the same earlier period has 
also shown that the `code of polite behaviour was often violated during discussions 
and many participants behaved rudely to their opponents and intimidated them'. "9 
something which seems to have occurred in nineteenth century north India as well. 
Griffiths states, that `memories of many such events became the subject of literary' 
compositions ... which appeared as reports of the 
debates, and which served not only 
as apologetic, and even polemical tracts, presumably aimed at dissuading 
conversions to Islam among Christians, but which seem to have been appreciated as 
much for their entertainment value, as for their didactic potential'. 120 Moreou er, it 
seems, that even in the 3/9 centuries, different versions of accounts were published 
by different religious communities, meant primarily for the consumption of their own 
co-religionists, with Muslims. Jews and Christians publishing their own accounts 
designed specifically for their own religious communities. 
121 And finally, e\ en in the 
11' Ibid, p. 20. 
118 Sec the papers in Ilava Lazarus-Vafeh, et al, (eds), The . tlajlis: 
Interre/i gious Encounu1'im in 
: 1Ictlici il Islam, llarrassoNN itz. Wiesbaden. 1999. 
119 Ila\ a Lazarus-Yafeh, 'Preface'. in Ibid, p. 11. 
LO Sidne\ 11.61riffith, ' Hie Monk in the Emir's Majlis: Reflections on a Popular Genre of Christian 
Literar. Apologetics in Arabic in the Earl\ Period', in Ibid, p. 13. 
121 1 bid 
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4/10 century, it emerges that many of the texts were creating an 'historical fiction' to 
adapt `what is realistic and acceptable in the society for which the text is produced, 
'for the purposes of religious polemic, and ... of hagiography. 
22 
No matter how many people turned up for any of the munäzaras or the lectures, the 
quick and wide dissemination of the printed accounts must have reached many times 
the audience present. In my example of the munäzara of Chandapur. except for Girfi- 
gü which was published first, the other three publications refer to all the other 
publications, creating an interlocking web of interest and curiosity, perhaps whetting 
the readers' appetite to read all four texts. 123 Not surprisingly, their own texts show 
the Muslims as victors who, compared to the other religions, came across as tar 
superior, intelligent and eloquent, lenient and accommodating, messages which \v cre 
carried far and wide to other Muslims through the medium of print. strengthening 
their own collective sense of identity and being. 
lt is more than likely, that the main, if not the sole, readership of these texts would 
have been other Muslims. It is worth examining this medium/trope as a means to 
further consolidate and strengthen Muslim identity. For one thing, all four tracts 
differ sharply from the numerous other tracts which debate issues of belief with other 
Muslims. The sectarian nature of accusations and the 'pamphlet wars' that were a 
central feature of Muslim writing, as I show elsewhere in this thesis, is absent from 
this collection, and Muslims in general, rather than of a particular sect, were being 
addressed. This is not surprising, for in 1875/6, the forging of sects within Islam had 
not taken place which was a late-nineteenth century phenomenon. Moreover, the able 
Ls, /am collectively addressed in these tracts w\-ere seen as counter to Hindus and 
Christians and hence, there seemed to be a single. undifferentiated, united, \lluSllnl 
122 fti id J Wasserstein, The "Mahls of al-Rida": A Religious Debate in the Court of the Caliph Id- 
r 1a'mun as Represented in a Shi'i Ilagiographical Work about the Eighth Imam All ibn Musa al- 
Rida', in Ibid, p. 110. 
ý`' In the main tc\t, , t/uhahisu not only gives 
the title of Guff-g: 7, but it also -, i\cs its price -- 'three 
annas apart from postage' 
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category which may have emerged at that time - see the other chapters of this thesis, 
where Muslims are shown to be divisive, fractured, warring. Also, importantly, the 
term yuum was not used in these publications here and nor was the idea of ummmuh. 
The category ahle Islam would largely be replaced in the late nineteenth century, by 
qaum, and in the twentieth century, by ummah. 
While the printed accounts of both the munczara do this, they also play a major role 
in building up personalities and in creating myths. The last few pages of both Gujt-,, ü 
and Mubahisa gave an account of the after-hours happenings around the site of' the 
Mela Khudashanasi in both the years. In each story. Maulana Qasim Nanautä\v i 
appeared as the hero of the mela and this narrative was given further sustenance by 
showing what others were saying about him. He had made his mark through his 
speeches, and now it was for others to give him additional qualities. 
Both accounts narrate how he was mobbed by Hindus, Muslims and Christians after 
the munaDaras were formally declared over, how even padris and pandits came up 
to him singing his praises acknowledging that he had completely triumphed over 
them. It was not only the participants of the jalsa who came away with such 
sentiments, but it seemed that people near and far also sang his praises. In . \hrbahisa, 
for example, it is stated that when Maulana Qasim Nanautäwi and his colleagues 
walked through the bazaars of Shahjahanpur, the shop owners all pointed their 
fingers at them suggesting that it was these people who had been triumphant. 
'24 He 
was called a `sufi maulana', 'nili lungi wale maulana ', 'a thin lanky man in dirty 
clothes who didn't even look like an alim '; Swami Dayanand. according to the 
; Iiihahi. 5a said that in the Maulana's heart, it was the sarasit'ati of knowledge which 
was speaking', explaining that 'saraswati' in Sanskrit meant the Goddess of 
Knowwledge. Others said that they had never seen such an alim amongst the \luslims 
before, a Hindu jogi called Janaki Das is said to have met \laulana Qasim after the 
124 
. 
111ihcthi a, pop. cit., p. 95. 
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first munazara and said that he was present in the jalsa and told the \laulana that \ou 
had accomplished a great deed (`tum ne barä kim kiya' ). 125 
Whether all this actually happened at the Mela Khudashanasi is of secondary 
importance: the many accounts now published, rewrote the truths about what actually 
happened in the theatre of the munäzara. The oral exchanges now transformed 
through the medium of print, created the persona of an alim which had moved far 
beyond the bulging but limited audience present at Chandapur, and had no\\ made 
that larger-than-life image available to a wider Urdu-reading Muslim public. Orality 
in print had created or reinforced identity, myth, representation, and difference, Car 
more than either a munäzara or print could have done alone. Importantly', it was not 
merely print capitalism which was responsible for creating opportunities in which 
communities could be imagined, but public expressions and performances of a pre- 
print capitalism era, also helped create and fortify multiple identities. 
125 GU/1-RU, p. 41. 
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Chapter Six 
Conclusions 
This thesis has attempted to engage with and take further, previous scholarship on 
issues related to community, identity formation, separatism and the nature of pan- 
Islamism in the second half of the nineteenth century. By de-emphasising both the 
colonial archive and its particular narrative, as well as that of the dominant \ dices in 
the dominant narrative - both in terms of great men, as well as in terms of a handful 
of dominant institutions - it positions counter-narratives about perceptions about the 
self and about community amongst Muslims in north India in the second half of the 
nineteenth century. By using previously unheard voices from an insufficientl\ 
accessed archive in Urdu, this thesis brings forth new perspectives on old, perhaps 
settled, interpretations. By using varied and diverse voices with regard to north 
Indian Muslim I emphasise the extent of difference and differentiation, a theme 
discussed by some historians on Muslim South Asia in the past, in what some others 
may have perceived to be a more homogenous qaum or a community. 
The main focus of this thesis is on the nature of identity formation amongst Muslims 
in north India in the second half of the nineteenth century. One view suggests, that 
there was a sense of collective identity amongst the Muslims of north India in this 
period, which gave rise to a sense of community. This may have led later to a 
strengthening of communitarian sentiment manifest in the politics of a separatism 
along with territorial nationalism, leading to the formation of a distinct 'nation' and 
the eventual Partition of India. Along with this strand of logic, there are other parallel 
schema as well. which point to the sense of identity of an uninah, an 'Islamic 
universalism' and a pan-Islamism, of which evidence is found as early as the 1870s 
and I 880s. By using different sources in the archive. my thesis finds far 
less 
evidence of these trends and argues that some strands of previous scholarship. using 
particular archival material, may have tended to exaggerate the extent of these 
developments, and also to place them some decades prior to when they actually 
existed. There is also the concern that some scholarship may be anachronistic and 
teleological, having had an impact in explaining particular versions of the Partition of 
1947. 
Recognition, Identity and Community 
While my thesis argues against the notion that a Muslim community. which 
recognised itself as such, existed in the middle of the nineteenth century. there is an 
underlying tension in the thesis which needs to be addressed. I distinguish between 
the sense of identity and community formation, from that of the recognition of shared 
symbols, and argue that while there may have been some connectivity between 
Muslims, there was little collectivity. At one level, Muslims recognised each other as 
some form of `a Muslim' based on shared symbols and shared traditions and perhaps 
even some shared practices. One could argue, that even though Muslims were 
arguing over issues of practice and ritual, as well as about interpretation, they did 
have a sense of `identity', precisely because they were contesting shared symbols and 
traditions. Furthermore, one could argue, that there was a shared space around these 
debates, and a `Muslim way of thinking' - all subscribing to a similar religious 
literature, much of which was in Arabic - must have existed. Fence. there was an 
`inwardness' and perhaps even exclusivity about the debates which required 
kno\\ ledge and understanding about shared norms. practices and Islamic history. The 
fact that it was almost exclusively Muslims who contested definitions of \\ ho a 
Muslim was, must imply, to some, that this was a community with a sense of 
identity, and all that the debates were doing, were sorting out contested notions of 
that one, single, identity. And therefore. clearly, there must have been a sense of 
collective consciousness of being Muslim. 
Of course, one cannot but recoinise the fact, that an entity called the north Indian 
Muslim, existed. l lo\\ ev er, e'en this simple fact of recognition was fraught \\ 
ith 
numerous problems which this thesis highlights, to the extent that even something as 
ý:: 
simple as identifying and recognising a 'Muslim'. was thrown into contention. \I%, 
thesis has emphasised, over and over again. that who a Muslim was. was a highly 
controversial, complicated and contested issue, which was determined by numerous 
individuals and groups and that there was no consensus, at all. about this issue. Who 
a Muslim was, depended on who defined the term, and who was excluded, and was 
based on highly selective criteria. While there were huge and significant differences 
in rituals and practices, as well as in beliefs and in the interpretation of various 
traditions, there were even questions about something so foundational as the end of 
the prophet-hood with Prophet Muhammad. 
All my evidence, as well as that from other scholars, shows that Muslims were a 
highly fractured entity, with multiple spheres of identification, and not represented in 
any qaum or community. My argument is that the feature which was most prominent 
amongst the groups and individuals who constituted some vaguely recognisable 
entity called the `Muslim', was based on denial, dismissiveness and divisiveness of 
any common features to constitute a Muslim identity or community. The presence of 
a Muslim identity or community, would require far more inclusiveness, and far 
greater recognition and acceptance of similarity, than existed amongst Muslims in 
the nineteenth century. It was primarily the politics of the main actors in colonial 
India in the twentieth century, which gave rise to a sense of identity amongst the 
Muslims and allowed them to see themselves as a community. Religion merely made 
them recognisable as Muslims, and that too. not always. 
Print and Identity, 
The most important medium, or instrument, through which I have examined the 
nature of Muslim identity, especially as perceived by Muslims themselves. is through 
what they \\ rote, through an examination of the printed word in I. 'rdu. While specific 
issues regarding the print industry in India in the late nineteenth century were 
discussed in C'haptcr Four, here I examine the more general dchates around the 
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nature and consequences of print, and how the medium of print played a role in 
determining identity. Moreover, linked to both print and to identity. is the notion of 
the public sphere. where both supposedly interact and play out their parts and 
enhance each other. 
For Benedict Anderson, a nation is an `imagined political community', and in the 
minds of each of its members, lives the image of that community. ' Although he 
rejects as 'short-sighted', 2 the idea that imagined communities of nations simply 
grow out of and replace religious communities and dynastic realms, he does admit 
that following the decline of sacred communities due to 'fundamental changes' that 
were taking place on how one saw the world, the ability of being able to 'think the 
nation' emerged. Perhaps the most important medium for Anderson to make these 
numerous changes possible, was 'print-capitalism' (or Ulrike Stark's 'print 
commercialization'), 3 `which made it possible for rapidly growing numbers of people 
to think about themselves, and to relate themselves to others, in profoundly new 
ways', ` especially as print and capitalism (in Western Europe) created mass reading 
publics. 
For Anderson, these print-languages laid the bases for national consciousness by 
creating `unified fields of exchange and communication', so that millions of people 
of a particular language, and no other. belonged to that community. 'These fellow- 
readers, to whom they were connected through print, formed, in their secular, 
particular, visible invisibility, the embryo of the nationally imagined community'. 
5 
Print-capitalism also gave a 'fixity to language, taking away the individualising and 
visceral influences of pre-print communication. and for Anderson, print-capitalism 
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Vationalism 
Second Revised Edition, Verso, London, 1991, p. 6. 
2 Ibid, p.:?. 
3 Ulrike Stark, An Empire of Books: The Naval Kishore Prcss and the Di/tiesion , the Printed iJ or, l in 
('oloniczl lnciica, Permanent Black, tic\\ Delhi, 2007. p. 4. 
' Benedict Anderson, Imagined Comm unnities, p. 36. 
Ibid, p. 42. 
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created 'languages of power'. It was the convergence of capitalism and print 
technology which created the `possibility of a new form of imagined community, 
which in its basic morphology set the stage for the modem nation'. 6 It was the print 
world that helped create a shared readership which allowed the community to 
imagine itself. 
Anderson's influential ideas have been critiqued and reformulated since they were 
presented over two decades ago. Clearly, as we can see from his formulation, we 
encounter problems when moulding his analysis to nineteenth century north India, 
especially when we look at the `nation' or community of Muslims. The notion of 
what a `nation' was and when exactly it constituted, and when it came into being, as 
we know, has had major consequences for the politics of South Asia. However, I do 
accept the central idea from Anderson, that print helped create and nurture identities. 
Nevertheless, as my thesis shows, these were many imagined communities, and 
rather than unify different groups into a single imagined community, print was 
actually divisive, creating multiple and diverse, contesting and confrontational, 
identities, even within one apparently recognisable entity, the north Indian Muslim. 
Moreover, amongst north Indians in general - the Hindustanis - print's ability to 
unify and create a community, was further challenged. 
It is clear from the evidence presented in this thesis, that the proliferation of print all 
across Hindustan, largely in Urdu, did help to make people who read, see themselves 
as one of many imagined communities `among a specific assemblage of fellow- 
readers'. But the demography and the politics of power undergoing transition in 
nineteenth century India was very different to what it was in Western Europe in 
earlier centuries. While Persian and later Urdu became the dominant print languages 
in the North-Western Provinces and Oudh. in the ' Hindustan' of the Indian sub- 
continent, the sacred languages and the spoken word of the majority of the 
Ibid, p. 46. 
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population, were different and had different roots than from the written, printed, 
form. 7 While not completely alien, Urdu was seen to be the script of the Muslims, 
and hence Hindi contested the public space in which languages were written and 
spoken. As Orsini writes, the `nineteenth century Hindi writers envisaged the public 
as a cultural community whose contours and essential features had to be extricated 
from the many layers and splinters of social reality with its diverse cultural and 
religious traditions. Linguistic divides added special nuances to the importance of 
language and literature in this discourse'. 8 What this means for Anderson's imagined 
communities, was that while the Urdu printed word dominated the written public 
space and despite the fact that it created a `community' of fellow-readers, it could not 
have created an imagined community anywhere near that of a 'nation' in the sense 
implied by Anderson. 
Print could not have imagined a single community for the readers of Urdu 
newspapers, since the diversity amongst the Urdu-reading public in north India was 
marked, and vast. A Hindu majority had been subservient under a Muslim rule for 
some centuries, and may not have wanted to imagine itself as part of that community 
or nation. As we know, that as the process of Hindu revivalism took place and as 
Hindi replaced Urdu as the dominant language in north India, the Hindi speaking 
north Indian began to imagine a different nation. 9 Even within the Muslim 
community of north India, as this thesis shows again and again, print, rather than 
ending up unifying the Urdu-reading Muslims into one identity or one community', 
actually bifurcated any idea of community and created numerous, contesting and 
conflicted, communities and identities, each trying to influence the other. The use of 
David Lelvvcld, The Fate of Hindustani: Colonial Knowledge and the Project of a National 
Language', in Carol A Breckenridge and Peter van der Veer (eds), Orientalism and the Postcolonial 
Pi-edit anzrnr " Pe'rspe'ciivV on South. -Isia, Universit\ of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1993. 
8 Francesca Orsini. The Hindi Public Sphere 1920-1940, Oxford Uni\ersit\ Press, tieww Delhi, 2002, 
See, ; \mrit Rai--l Horrs,. ' Diviclc'd.: The Origin and Development of Hindii 
Hindcrvi, Oxford l ni\ersit\ 
Press, Ne\\ Delhi, 1984, and, Christopher R Kim-,, One Language, Two Scripts: The Hindi Movement 
in Nineteenth C'entrni- ,\ orth India, Oxford 
Univ ersit\ Press, Bomba\, 1994. 
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print in the search and claim to identity in the latter half of the nineteenth century, 
amongst Urdu-speaking and Urdu-reading Muslims in north India, created a divisive 
and violent bitter war of words, in which accusations dominated. Not one, but 
numerous identities were formed within the larger category of the Muslims 
The evidence from the nineteenth century presented in this thesis shows. that print 
capitalism did indeed influence and create identities, but perhaps not in the manner 
that Anderson had formulated with regard to Western Europe. It is also crucial to 
point out, that in the case of Muslims in north India, without the simultaneous shift 
into Urdu as the main medium of written and oral communication, Anderson's notion 
of `print-capitalism', would have become dysfunctional. Hence, if Persian and/or 
Arabic had remained the languages through which ideas were carried through in 
print, print would not have had the influence on identity formation as it did, and a 
shift was required towards what became the main language for Muslims, as is also 
demonstrated by the rise of Hindi some years later. 10 This emphasis on Urdu as the 
main medium for north Indian Muslims cannot be overstated, especially when in this 
thesis I discuss notions of the Muslim qaum, and argue that while north Indian 
Muslim leaders began to speak for the Muslim qaum in India, due to the fact that 
they and the people they were speaking to were limited to Urdu, the boundaries of 
the `Indian' Muslim and his qaum, were narrowly defined by language, in this case, 
Urdu. Hence, as I show, Bengali Muslims and Muslims from Bombay, who belonged 
to a very different historico-cultural pattern, and spoke different languages. were 
never part of this identity of the `Muslim qaum '. II 
Moreover it also needs to be emphasised, that in the case of colonial India, the print 
medium was directly supported financially and through other means - such as 
10 David Lelyveld, The Fate of Hindustani'. 
'' On Bengali Muslims, see Rafiuddin Ahmed, The Bengal . 
11uslims; and on the Muslims in BombaN. 
see, Sandria B Freitag. The Roots of Muslim Separatism in South Asia: Personal Practice and Public 
structures in Kanpur and Bombay', in Edmund Burke Ill and Ira Lapidus (eds), Islam, Politics and 
Soýcial, 11orements, t'niversit\ of California Press, Berkle\. 1988. 
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through prizes and other forms of recognition - by the colonial power itself. such that 
its evolution in nature and form, and its eventual consequences, were bound to have 
been very different compared to experiences elsewhere. 12 Moreover, in societies 
which were not very literate, far less so than Europe, and where the oral tradition was 
still strong, particularly with regard to the public spaces created by the oral tradition 
of Islam and of Muslims - the mosque, the sermon, the lamentation of the Muharram 
majlis, the mushaira, and such like - the print medium would have engaged with the 
community and with the `nation' perhaps differently. Baylv's observation that. 'print 
in itself did not create an information revolution. Rather, it speeded up the velocity 
and range of communication among existing communities of knowledge', may carry 
some weight. ' 3 
Nevertheless, identities were indeed formed, shaped and sharpened through print. 
Print also opened up spaces which were earlier monopolised by the (oral) preachers 
and allowed ordinary/lay educated Muslims entry into a domain which was earlier 
the prerogative of a select few, of a certain kind of person, print destroyed the 
`specialised role of interpretation' 14 and eroded `the authority of the ulama as 
interpreters of Islam' while the `monopoly of the transmission of knowledge was 
broken'. 15 Again, it needs to be pointed out, that it was Urdu, and not the print forms 
of specialised knowledge of Arabic or Persian, which resulted in this 
`democratization of knowledge'. 16 On the other hand, print also played a dual role: it 
allowed the ulema to use the medium to further enhance their position vis a vis others 
12 Graham Shaw, cited in Stuart Blackburn and Vasudha Dalmia (eds), India's Literary History 
Essays on the Nineteenth Century, Permanent Black, New Delhi, 2004, p. 20, shows the extent of 
direct and indirect government support for the growth of printing in Delhi and the North-Western 
Provinces in general, showing the significance of government patronage for the emergence of literary 
culture in the period and how, 'government purchases often kept these experiments in public print 
afloat'. 
13 CA Bav ly, Empire and Information, p. 243. 
14 Faisal Devji, Landscapes of Landscape. ` of the Jihad: Ifilitancy, . IIorality, . 
Modernity. Foundation 
Books, New Delhi, 2005, p. 6. 
15 Francis Robinson, 'Technology and Religious Change: Islam and the Impact of Print, 1Iodc'rn . Tvian 
Studies. Vol 27 No 1, Feb 1993, p. 244. 
16 Barbara D Metcalf, 'Lip ing Hadith in the I ablighi Jama'at'. J o> . Asian Studies. 
52,3.: \u`, 1991. p. 
606. 
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as it gave them a far greater canvas, landscape and audience. The 'pamphlet «ars' in 
Urdu that Barbara Metcalf talks about in the last quarter of the nineteenth century in 
north India, were testimony to the power of print. a fact recognised by writers. 
publishers as well as by readers. '7 
Which Public Sphere? 
The notion of the `public sphere', a concept that plays a part in linking print with 
identity in this thesis, first articulated by Jurgen Habermas with regard to Europe. ' 8 
has been reformulated and recrafted, as well as critiqued, by many, but especially by 
Nancy Fraser, Geoff Ely and many others in a collection on the Public Sphere, 19 and 
with regard to a nineteenth and twentieth century British India, by Freitag, 20 
Bayly, 21Orsini, 22 and most recently by Reetz. 23 
Habermas' notion of the public sphere, is based on his analysis of the development of 
bourgeois society in seventeenth and eighteenth century Europe, in which 'private 
citizens [came] together as a public' to discuss matters of 'public concern' or 
`common interest' and to criticize and put pressure on the absolutist state. 24 In the 
context of Europe, the transition to an impersonal state, the growth of a bourgeois 
economy and the emergence of the private realm of the bourgeois family, led private 
citizens to come together as a `public' in an intermediary sphere of social institutions 
like clubs, journals and periodicals. These citizens, in the free and rational exchange 
of ideas (especially with the lifting of censorship laws), formed public opinion and 
17 Barbara D Metcalf, Islamic Revivalism. 
18 Jurgen I labermas, The Structural TransJbrination of the Public Sphere: in Inquire' into a Category 
of Bourgeois Society , 
MIT Press, Cambridge, 1991. 
19 Craig Calhoun, (ed), Habermas and the Public Sphere, MIT Press, Cambridge. 1992. 
20 Sandria Freitag, Collective, Action and Community: Public Arenas and the Emergence 
Communalism in : Forth India, Oxford Universit\ Pres, New Delhi, 1988. 
21 CA 13a\ ly, 'Colonial Order and the "Informational Order" in South Asia', in Nigel Crook (ed) The 
Transmission c0/ Knowledge in South. -Asia, Oxford University Press, N''c\\ Delhi, 1996. 
22 Francesca Orsini, The Hindi Public Sphere. 
Dietrich Reetr. 1.1laºn in the Public Splli'rc 
24 Francesca Orsini. ThL, Hindi Public Sphere, p. 14. 
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created a language, codes and practices to express it. The spread of literacy in the 
previous centuries led to an `accumulation of socio-cultural change' with the growth 
of urban culture, the press and commercial publishing. The 'general public' these 
citizens spoke of was actually quite limited and consisted mainly- of the bourgeoisie 
and the titled gentry, yet in its self-understanding this literacy sphere was the 'public' 
and was accessible to all. Also, despite exclusive claims on the practice of' reason by 
the bourgeoisie, `the virtue of publicness' and the liberal desideratum of reasoned 
exchange also became available for nonbourgeois, subaltern groups, ... 
[such as] 
wide sections of social classes like the peasantry or the working class ... [T]hc 
positive values of the liberal public sphere quickly acquired broader democratic 
resonance, with the resulting emergence of impressive popular movements , each 
with its own distinctive movement cultures (i. e. form of public sphere)'. 25 Public 
opinion becomes the result of such discussions, a consensus about the common good. 
Habermas' formulation of the concept of the public sphere emerged from Europe's 
particular historical development and transition, and where, for him, the idea of the 
public sphere was linked to reason, enlightenment, and rationality. His idea was 
based on that of bourgeois society, where his portrayal of the different dimensions of 
which the public sphere comprised, included: `i) a reasoned critical discourse on 
public affairs, (ii) the reasoning section of the public conducting this discourse, and 
(iii) a `network of public communication'. embodied in the 'associational life' of 
bourgeois society'. 26 Given Europe's development, for Habermas. the public sphere 
was restricted to the participation to a set of bourgeois, middle class and literate male 
participants. 
fhis somewhat limiting description of the public sphere has been contested and 
debated, and along with others, Flabermas has accepted the possibility of there being 
's See lbid: and, Geoff Ely. 'Nations, Publics, and Political Culture: placing Ilabermas in the 
Nineteenth Centur ', in Crai- Calhoun. (ed), Habermas (117,1 the Public Sphere, p. 304. 
26 Dietrich Reetz, Islam in 1/ic Public Sp/rcre, p. 12. 
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`many publics' some of which competed with each other. many of them represented 
by the non-bourgeois, and the idea of the public sphere has been widened 
considerably since. This broadening of its definition also implied that what (and 
who) constituted the public sphere has also changed. These changes. as Reetz argues. 
emphasise `the publicness of the public sphere, unrestricted access to it, and the 
potential of all citizens to participate'. 27 This public sphere became a less restricted 
`arena' for the `location of public identities' in which political and cultural identities 
were contested and negotiated, as Sandria Freitag has argued. 28 
Hence, a more specific European public sphere became a (or a set of) much broader 
public arena/s where local and particular developments, sho« ing div-crsit\ and 
fragmentation rather than uniformity, began to be accommodated. However one 
wants to define it, as this thesis shows, the public spaces that were contested by, north 
Indian Muslims, in terms of their ideas, notions of themselves, their social 
backgrounds, etc, were sharply fragmented, fractured and diverse. Perhaps the only 
element of `uniformity' amongst this Muslim public who wrote for and to each other. 
was the language they used, and that their participation in debates was very public. 
This acknowledged diversity within the public sphere and this drift in a specific 
meaning and concept of what the public sphere currently is, has made some scholars 
talk about an `Islamic Sphere' where, `Islamic groups contest the public sphere and 
carve out for themselves an Islamic sphere of their own'. 29 From Reetz's 
formulation, it seems that for him, this `religious' or Islamic sphere is somehow 
outside of the public sphere, perhaps separate, though probably not independent of, it. 
He develops this idea by stating that the Islamic sphere was constituted by the 
Ibid, p. 16. 
x' Sandria Freitab, C'o/I 'cctii'c .Ic tiOH arnl 
Communiti. 
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activities of the Islamic groups active, who helped create a sub-sector of the Public 
Sphere, a distinctly Islamic sphere in colonial India'. 30 He continues: 
The Islamic sector was constituted by institutional activity. formalized public 
discourses, and booming associational life ... 
Their debates, activism. and 
institutional life became increasingly self-referential or directed at Islamic 
rivals ... 
These groups acted not only as religious groups but also 
simultaneously as self-conscious public actors, as agents in the public sphere. 
... 
It constituted their role as public actors, contributing to the formation of 
the public sphere and helping shape an Islamic sphere as a sub-sector of it. 31 
Qasim Zaman, some years earlier used the term, `a religious sphere', with rc`, ard to 
the ulema using the print medium, which, for him, 'reaffirm[ed] the existence of a 
religious sphere in society, a sphere set apart from all the rest. It is this sphere in 
society, and their activity in it, which helps guard the identity of the ulama, it is here 
- whether by writing commentaries or memorizing `keys to success' - that they 
became ulama'. 32 And, again: `the corpus of the ulama's more specialized \vritings is 
a demonstration of the persistence, autonomy, and authority of their own distinct 
`religious' sphere. '33 
In some ways, Reetz's privileging of an independent `Islamic' public sphere, as 
something outside of a larger public sphere, follows on from Barbara Metcalf-s 
earlier work on the Däru'l-Ulu-m at Deoband, where she talks of a turning within, 
and a disassociation and disengagement with the larger process. 
34 This thesis also 
shows, that most Islamic scholars were talking to themselves. within their own 
narrow spheres. often unconcerned with grand narratives. They were communicating 
with each other on local, parochial and mundane ritualistic issues, cocooned in their 
0 Ibid, p. 308. 
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Muhammad Qasim Zaman, `Commentaries, Print and Patronage: "Hadith" and the Mladrasas in 
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own debates. But perhaps, this form and nature of dialogue does not warrant the 
constitution of a separate, Islamic, sphere as Reetz suggests. for it foreclose,, the 
`Islamic public sphere only to Islamic revivalist movements and leaves out other 
Muslims. In particular, it leaves out the large category of the `modernising. 
westernising' `enlightened' Muslims. such as Sayyid Ahmad and other : \ligarhists. 
Perhaps by excluding such `moderate' Muslims, Reetz makes the mistake of 
suggesting that `among Islamic elites, it was often those educated in Western 
institutions who participated in local public discourse on the state of politics, society 
and religion', 35 when as I argue, this was not the case. A '! Muslim' public sphere, in 
some ways, would be a better, more inclusive. choice of term, than the *Islamic' 
public sphere selected by Reetz. In fact, this broad distinction between what is 
`Muslim' and what `Islamic' is a nontrivial one. Many \vriters writing on either 
Muslims or on Islam in the Indian context, often assume one to be the other. 
I lowever, my treatment of the two distinguishes between Islam as culture, pertaining 
to how Muslims in north India lived their lives, and Islam as religion, about beliefs 
and practices. Perhaps, some decades later, in the early twentieth century, Islam as 
religion and as culture would find its fruition in Islam as politics. Hence, 'Muslim, 
would include both, Islam as culture, and as belief and practice, while 'Islamic' 
would be limited to religious beliefs and practices. 
Clearly, the discussion here shows the extent of increasing vagueness and 
ambivalence about the use of the original meaning of public sphere in a ver\ 
different context from the one in which it was originally formulated -- Sccma ., \lav, 
i 
even talks about a `medical public sphere. 36 Nevertheless. however one defines the 
mutated notion of the original public sphere and of public arena, the presence of' print 
and its publicness, played a critical role in determining %\hat the public sphere in 
India was. It may not have had the enlightened, reasoned and rational argumentati\c 
Dietrich Reetz, Islam in the Public Sphere, p. 233. 
36 Seema Alav 1, Islam and Healing: Loss and Recovery of an Indo-. 1 fuslin, 
Tradition / (Hf'- l WWO, 
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quality to it that Habermas assumed. but it did develop its own particular legitimate 
language and rules for public discourse and participation. As Orsini argues. the 
public sphere did `involve discursive and institutional spaces, a common langua`, e. a 
set of procedural principles (e. g. respect for reasoned argument and open debate). 
some activism, and the awareness of a public out there"', 37 and as it developed. this 
space acquired a public voice, which was understood by all who participated in it. On 
some definitions of `rationality' and `enlightenment' perhaps the Islamic debates 
failed to achieve certain standards, nevertheless. 'printed texts democratize[d] 
knowledge and enhance[d] voluntary, horizontal ties that chan`gc[d] the status of the 
historic leadership. The printed texts encourage[d] individuals to make what seem 
autonomous choices'. 38 Hence, the printed word created a space for 'critical 
deliberation'. 39 Peter Hardy, in fact, argued that it was the newspapers and journals, 
`which brought into being, rather than were bought into being by, a 'Muslim reading 
public ... and 
helped to make possible a Muslim public opinion ... 
'. "' 
One must perhaps, temper this over-emphasis of the medium of print as being 
fundamental in forming and defining a public sphere, with Bayly's observations of 
there being a public which existed prior to print. 41 Small circles of formalized 
debates existed, `which functioned as arenas in which rival men of learning 
contended to establish themselves as authorities and conduits of tradition ... 
here] 
texts were of secondary importance'. `''` 
The argument that Bayly makes, is that the modem public sphere may ha% c had 'a 
more ancient lineage than one had assumed. The British presence may ý\ cll have 
37 Francesca Orsini, The Hindi Public Sphere, p. 50- 
38 Barbara D Metcalf, 'Living Hadith in the Tablighi Jama'at', J oi . lsiun 
Siu</ics, 52.3. Aug 1993, p. 
606 
39 Dietrich Reetz, Islam in the Public Sphere, p. 123. 
40 Peter I lardy, 7Jh1' . lfuslims ooI 
British India, p. 126. 
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served to suppress or distort the operation of an older public sphere before it created 
a new one'. 43 Even if there was a continuity in the pre-print to the print-capitalistic 
form of the later nineteenth century, the mere scale, not to mention the broad scope, 
of the new medium became far more influential than it had been in the past. Robert 
Darnton, too, warns us against relying exclusively on the printed \N ord in helping, 
form public opinion and hence, political action, as he says, the making of meaning 
occurs at street level as well as in books. The shaping of public opinion takes place in 
markets and taverns as well as in societies de pensee. To understand how publics 
made sense of events, one must extend the inquiry beyond the works of philosophers 
and into the communication networks of everyday life'. " 
Finally, CA Bayly develops the notion of oral public culture, where he uses the term 
`the Indian ecumene', to `describe the form of cultural and political debate wt hich 
was typical of north India before the emergence of the ne« spaper and public 
association, yet persisted in conjunction with the press and new forms of publicity 
into the age of nationalism'. 45 Moreover, by acknowledging the fact that there was a 
vibrant public culture which was played out in public spaces where public and 
political issues were debated and contested, Bayly questions Jurgen I labermas' 
formulation of his `public sphere'. While not falling into Habermas' European notion 
of public sphere, Bayly argues that in some ways the Indo-Islamic world had a 
clearer sense of "public". The ulema and other learned acted as public "juriconsults" 
and "censors" giving a sense of public beyond the medieval Christian priesthood 
'6 
which was more "corporate" and introverted in character'. Moreover, he finds that 
the essential elements which make up Habermas' influential discussion of the 
``public sphere" ... 
had analogues within the north Indian ecumene'. l lo\\e\ er. 
I labermas' public sphere is more sharply separated from the world of intimate social 
43 Ibid, p. 299. 
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relations: people's judgement is represented through marketed print in an almost 
mechanical way. The Indian ecumene. however. does bear comparison to the modern 
European public in the sense that its leaders were able to mount a critical 
surveillance of government and society'. 47 
My description and analysis of the relationship between print and oralit%, builds on 
Bayly's and Habermas' constructions, and as both Chapters Four and Five sho«v, the 
nineteenth century north Indian Muslim publicists were building on numerous 
medieval, pre-modern, notions of discourse, deliberation, as well as different forms 
of the `public sphere'. Moreover, looking at both, the role of print in forming 
communities, and the notion of the public sphere discussed here, in the context of 
nineteenth century India, both contrast sharply from the original ideas based on the 
experience of Europe. These examples here, perhaps also reemphasise and highlight 
the limits of European experience and contemporary theory being applied piecemeal 
to colonial India. 
Islamic Universalism, Pan-Islamism 
Looking at the Urdu writings of Muslim publicists, I have argued, that not only \\ is 
there an absence of the idea of a territorial nationalism, with identities much more 
local and fragmented but, a conspicuous absence in these writings, for the most part, 
is also that of an ummah, or a universalism or pan-Islamism. I \v i11 argue, that the 
absence of such a concept was precisely because north Indian Muslims did not see 
beyond very narrow fractured and fragmented 'identities'. Again. there was clearly a 
recognition in terms of the umnah of the Prophet Muhammad, but this was a 
religious category, not a political one. While there was a recognition that there ere 
man)" Muslims in the world in different countries, the concern's of most publicist,, 
overlooked or ignored issues of \\ hat can be called 'universalism'. and 
dealt \\ ith 
]bid, p. 182. 
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matters which were parochial, local and ritualistic. Besides, most publicists identified 
and emphasised differences far more than universal attributes. 
While the term 'qaum' may be a proxy for some Muslims to account for a 'territorial 
nationalism' - Muslims of the nineteenth century used the term themselves, as do 
some scholars today - the absence of a term for pan-Islamism in the Urdu writings, 
highlights the problems of the conceptualisation of this key idea. Although 'uummah' 
and `Islami biraderi', may be the terms which come closest to any notion of pan- 
Islamism, both perhaps recognise a larger entity of Muslims, but do not seem to 
emphasise the sense of identity or community which is implicit in the category 'pan- 
Islamism'. Moreover, it seems that some modem scholars have limited their sense of 
`pan-Islamism' to the extensive newspaper coverage that the Russo-Turkic war and 
the Balkan campaigns received in the Urdu newspapers, particularly in the mid- 
1870s. There is evidence from newspapers that Muslims did mobilise financial 
resources for the Caliphate as well, 48 but the claim for the existence of pan-Islamism 
seems to be based on very little else and perhaps, is over-stated precisely because the 
term is never adequately defined. 
Further work emanating from this thesis 
Based on ideas and issues raised in my thesis, there are a few important areas which 
emerge, which require further research. The first, is related to the idea of pan- 
Islamism, and how it was seen by Muslims in the nineteenth century, themselves. 
Just as the term 'qaum', on which there has been some scholarly work recently, 
continues to be troublesome, even more so is the term pan-Islamism. Despite the 
extensive use of the term, there has been insufficient work of it in the setting of 
colonial India. Furthermore, when scholars play with the challenge of linking a late 
48 There are numerous references to Urdu newspapers in 1876 and 1877, such as the . 
Vurul Anwar, 
Nasirul Akhbar, Panjabi Akhbar, Anwarul Akhbar, etc, which carried reports about Muslim collecting 
money for such purposes. See Selections from 1'ernacular 
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Western Provinces, Oudh, Central Provinces, Central India and Rajputana, 1876, and for 1877. 
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nineteenth century notion of Jamaluddin Afghani's notion of pan-Islamism, with that 
of the Khilafat Movement and Gandhi's politics of the 1920s, with the 2151 century- 
ideas of Osama bin Laden, there is far greater need to conceptualise and historicise 
the notion of pan-Islamism. 49 Perhaps, for our purposes, the best place to start would 
be in the nineteenth century Urdu archive itself. 
The question raised by Ulrike Stark and others, about readership, continues to plague 
our understanding of how people were responding to what they read, and 
importantly, who was reading what. In this thesis, I have tried to show in some cases, 
who was reading what, how, and why they were responding to certain texts, and the 
impact that these texts were having on some of those who read them. Analysing 
books in pairs, or a series of pairs, as I have done here briefly, is one such possibility. 
Moreover, the archive does give us more information than we think exists, and there 
is need to begin to examine these Urdu tracts afresh. Based on primary published 
sources, much more can be said about the Urdu readership than has been the case in 
the past. A simple example of a comparison between the Oudh Punch and the Oudh 
Ukhbar, can be a beginning, since material on both is easily available. 
Along with the general question of readership, there is also the question of the 
readership by women. Although Gail Minault5° has looked at material from the end 
of the nineteenth century onwards, I have found Urdu sources from the 1860s which 
are specifically addressed to, and are for, women. These primers and manuals 
suggest the existence of some form of a women's readership, an area that still needs 
to be explored. CM Naim's find of Bibi Ashraf's diary, is just one beginning. 
5 1 
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Another perennial issue looking through the nineteenth century archive, is the 
relationship between colonialism and modernity, raised afresh by Seema Alavi in her 
work on Unani medicine, 52 which counterpoises the idea of western or modern 
medicine with a more indigenous tradition. I have tried to look at the notion of ilm 
vs. talim - education and knowledge - very briefly, in my thesis, arguing that 
binaries of tradition and the modem, collapse at many junctures, and hence need to 
be rethought. The evidence that many of the traditional ulema were emphasising 
ideas about acquiring knowledge, while some modernist Muslims were merely 
interested in degrees for jobs, raises political and philosophical questions about 
education, and about the relationship between traditional groups and modernising 
tendencies under colonialism. 
Another possible area of enquiry which emerges from this thesis, given the 
development of historical sociology, is the attempt to identify the processes which 
leads to the moment when the recognition of similarity amongst groups gives rise to 
an identity or to a community. As identity formation has been an important category 
of research and of real politics in South Asia, it might be challenging for historians to 
identify the juncture when communities and identities actually emerge. 
One of the key points that this thesis makes, is that a return to the Urdu archive and 
to a large stack of unexplored published material, is essential to reformulate and 
rethink our views about north Indian Muslims in the nineteenth century, and 
subsequently. And, perhaps, more ambitiously, about colonialism and its 
consequences, as well. 
52 Seema Alavi, Islam and Healing: Loss and Recover , of an Indo-. 1luslim Tradition 
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